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Users’ comprehension of source-seeking in archives warrants attention, 

since archives have a unique search protocol.  In investigating the phenomenon, 

this study targeted in-person researchers, who do the seeking for themselves, 

either with the assistance of archives staff or without.  Fourteen researchers in an 

academic, a governmental and a private archives in the southwestern United 

States were interviewed, observed, and their interactions and think-aloud 

protocols taped, during a multi-site, multi-method non-participant engagement by 

the investigator.  A purposive selection was made to ensure that subjects covered 

the range of profiles developed by many surveys of the archival user population 

conducted by previous researchers. Each person was studied during a single, 

chronologically contiguous episode.  The engagement continued until replication 

of results occurred.  
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To analyze the data collected, the framework of educational psychologist 

J.D. Bransford was adopted, with modifications.  This dissertation focused in 

particular on four aspects affecting the source-seeking experience: the physical 

and sociocultural environment; the characteristics of the researcher (including 

source-seeking strategies and tests of relevance); the nature of the archival 

materials and the finding aids; and the role of the archivist.  The analysis 

attempted to answer the question, “what do in-person archival researchers 

experience when seeking archival sources?”   

A number of observations might be drawn from this study.  As might be 

expected, experience, training and support from other knowledgeable individuals 

allowed subjects to work effectively in the archival environment, although their 

visits were or would have been enhanced by effective intervention from 

archivists.  In contrast, novices without experience were unsure of what to expect 

when they entered the archives or what was expected of them.  They were 

particularly dependent upon archives staff to intervene in the search process.  The 

more complex the enquiry, the more dependent subjects were on staff to be able 

to fully plumb the resources of the institution.  Almost every user was affected 

negatively by the environment; conversely subjects would have been assisted by a 

more supportive physical environment.  Business hours caused the most 

difficulty. Introducing concepts such as provenance into the educational system 

was offered as a way of providing researchers with an appropriate schema.  
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Chapter 1:  The Archival Source-Seeking Experience 

On March 6, 1997, armed with a research question developed by archives 

staff, an information science student from a library school in the western United 

States entered a building housing a local archives.  The student had never been in 

an archives before, and had very limited experience with libraries, having been 

drawn to the library school by his interest in computer information systems.  He 

had difficulty in finding the unlocked door to the building, then once inside the 

foyer he manifested signs of confusion in determining in which direction to 

proceed. Inside the archives reference room, the student was unaware of the 

necessity of lockers and paid scant attention to the security rules.  He was 

certainly able to navigate the card catalogue but was uncertain what constituted 

the number that he would need to record on the call slip in order to retrieve 

materials. The archival inventory did not capture his attention until it was 

explained to him; only then did he pursue it a bit more carefully.  Staff skipped 

steps when showing him how to utilize the computerized index, which he was 

careful to point out to them. He did not understand the concept of provenance.  

His experience, preserved on videotape, is a clear example of what a novice user, 

even one who is highly knowledgeable of the information world, might undergo 

when searching for archival sources.1  Although artificially constructed, the 

experiment provided the basic components of the archival source-seeking 

experience and suggested certain elements that influence that experience. 

                                                 
1 The Source-Seeking Experience of An Information Science Student at a Governmental Archives, 
filmed by Shelley Sweeney, 12 min., 1997, videocassette. 
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Surprisingly, archivists have been slow to take up the challenge of 

studying such archival users, through experiments or otherwise.  Archivists have 

been overwhelmingly preoccupied with archival records, and how to appraise, 

arrange, describe and preserve them. And yet, as complex as these records may 

be, and as deserving of archivists’ attention as they are, surely how to provide 

access to them must be a corollary to the process of ensuring that an authentic 

record of the past is captured and preserved.  Use, or the potential for use, is why 

records are preserved in the first place.  If use is the raison d’etre for archives, 

then the provision of access to the records in archivists’ care must be a subject 

worthy of attention.  That being the case, archivists must develop a body of theory 

to serve as the basis for this service.  The theory, in turn, must rest on more than 

just abstract thinking about the topic, just as archival theorists have studied actual 

records and record keeping systems in order to test and support their theories 

about recordness, those qualities that define what constitutes a record.  A theory 

that would support the provision of access must be tested by studying those who 

are the ultimate beneficiaries of the service – the users. 

The preoccupation of archivists with archival records over users stems in 

part from ideas proposed by archival theoreticians.  The earliest European 

archival theorists whose work would influence North American thinking were S. 

Muller, J.A. Feith, and R. Fruin of the Netherlands, whose seminal work, Manual 

for the Arrangement and Description of Archives, originally published in 1898, 

referred to potential users only once!2  The authors stated that “in the arrangement 
                                                 
2 It is important to note that the subject matter of this first archival manual was arrangement and 
description, not the provision of good reference service.  Clearly, the preferences of the archival 
profession were implicit in this choice. 
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of an archival collection the interests of historical research should receive only 

secondary consideration.”3  This was a blunt repudiation of the concept formerly 

employed by French archivists, whose methodology guided European practice 

after the French Revolution.  In that post-revolutionary period, the new 

government administrators firmly rejected using the records of the past corrupt 

administration, wanting ideologically to have nothing to do with the the Bourbon 

monarchs.  For the first time in France, and possibly in history, the public had a 

right to access governmental records, and historians eventually would come 

knocking on the doors of the archives to exercise that right.4  French archivists, 

trying to satisfy these historians, separated the records of governmental agencies 

into various subject groupings.  Muller, Feith, and Fruin proposed provenance as 

the organizational heuristic instead.  Provenance, also sometimes referred to as 

“respect des fonds,” generally means that archivists maintain the records of a 

single creator as an intellectual unit.5  The Dutch theorists’ key point was that if 

an archivist arranged records to satisfy subject demands, the archivist would be 

serving only some users, and not others who required the same records for 

entirely different reasons.  

                                                 
3 S. Muller, J.A. Feith, and R. Fruin, Manual for the Arrangement and Description of Archives, 2nd 
ed. trans. Arthur H. Leavitt (New York: The H.W. Wilson Company, 1940), 65. 
4 See Michel Duchein, “The History of European Archives and the Development of the European 
Archival Profession,” American Archivist 55 (Winter 1992): 14-25. 
5 A fonds is: “The whole of the records, regardless of form or medium, automatically and 
organically created and/or accumulated and used by a particular individual, family, or corporate 
body in the course of the creator’s activities and functions.”  Hence “respect des fonds” is respect 
for these records created by an individual, family or organization.  Terry Eastwood, The Archival 
Fonds: From Theory to Practice (n.p.: Bureau of Canadian Archivists, 1992), 40.    
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Following the Dutch writers, Sir Hilary Jenkinson of Britain sketched out 

what he referred to as the “primary” and “secondary” duties of the archivist in A 

Manual of Archive Administration, originally published in 1922.  He stated: 

In the first place he [the Archivist] has to take all possible precautions for 
the safeguarding of his Archives and for their custody, which is the 
safeguarding of their essential qualities.  Subject to the discharge of these 
duties he has in the second place to provide to the best of his ability for the 
needs of historians and other research workers.  But the position of 
primary and secondary must not be reversed.6 

Jenkinson reinforced this message later in the manual when he wrote that 

“the Archivist, then, is the servant of his Archives first and afterwards of the 

Student Public.”7  The third time that he treated the subject of the role of the 

archivist in serving the archival user Jenkinson went even further: “It may be 

maintained with some force in many cases that his [the Archivist’s] first duty [to 

the records] adequately carried out, would leave him no leisure for his second.”8  

Jenkinson couched this statement tentatively, using the words “may” and 

“would,” but the overall thrust of his message was clear: archivists first must 

attend to their records.  Of course as Canadian theorist Terry Eastwood pointed 

out, “the primacy of the duties to protect the integrity of the materials means only 

that they must come before, not that they are more important than, the secondary 

duties to make them available.”9  But generations of Canadian, British, and 

                                                 
6 Hilary Jenkinson, A Manual of Archive Administration, new rev. ed. (London: Percy Lund, 
Humphries & Co. Ltd., 1937), 15. 
7 Ibid., 124. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Terry Eastwood, “Public Services Education for Archivists,” in Reference Services for Archives 
& Manuscripts ed. Laura B. Cohen (New York: The Haworth Press, 1997), 29. 
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Australian archivists, brought up on the words of Jenkinson, focused on the record 

almost to the exclusion of the user. 

In the United States, theorist and Illinois state archivist Margaret Cross 

Norton agreed with Jenkinson that the primary duty of archivists was to protect 

the essential qualities of the records, what Jenkinson had referred to as “the 

integrity and authenticity” of archival records.  However in 1947 she wrote that 

the second equally important duty of the government archivist was serving the 

government through the provision of records management advisory services.  

Norton also considered that there was a place for serving the public, and 

encouraged archivists to meet the requests of legal and historical users.  She even 

suggested that the archivist should “unobtrusively, yet soundly” supply 

fundamental training in the use of manuscripts to graduate students who lacked 

such knowledge.10  She went on to describe the genealogist as the most frequent 

user and the “most articulate friend” of the archives, and advocated providing 

good service to these specialist users.11  She showed great foresight, given that 

archivists were placing the most emphasis at the time on historians using the 

records. 

                                                 
10 Thornton W. Mitchell, ed., Norton on Archives/The Writings of Margaret Cross Norton on 
Archival & Records Management (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1975). 
11 See Milton Rubincam’s impassioned plea for better service to genealogists published in 1949, 
Elsie T. Freeman’s call for archivists to recognize the importance of genealogists in 1984, and 
Gail R. Redmann’s article that noted that the situation was finally improving in 1993.  Milton 
Rubincam, “What the Genealogist Expects of an Archival Agency or Historical Society,” 
American Archivist 12 (1949): 333-8; Elsie T. Freeman, “In the Eye of the Beholder: Archives 
Administration from the User’s Point of View,” American Archivist 47 (Spring 1984): 111-23; 
and Gail R Redmann,.  “Archivists and Genealogists: The Trend Toward Peaceful Coexistence.” 
Archival Issues 18 (1993): 121-32. 
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Norton’s compatriot, theorist and federal archivist T.R. Schellenberg, 

further extended the notion of serving users by linking this service back to use.  In 

his internationally influential work Modern Archives: Principles and Techniques 

(1956) he introduced the concept of primary and secondary use of archives.12  

Primary use occurs when records serve the person or persons who originally 

created them.  Schellenberg believed, however, that in order to be archives, 

records had to serve others than those who originally created them, thus achieving 

a secondary use.  No less concerned than Jenkinson with the integrity of the 

record, Schellenberg added a critical concern for the user.  “The end of all 

archival effort,” he wrote, “is to preserve valuable records and make them 

available for use.” 13  American archivists have tended to follow Norton and 

Schellenberg in particular, and thus from the time the two theorists’ writings were 

circulated these archivists were primed to consider the archival user. 

Of the modern theorists, Terry Cook, formerly of the National Archives of  

Canada, followed in Jenkinson’s footsteps, trumpeting the primacy of the record.  

Although Cook certainly did not dismiss reference service to the user, he argued 

that the record must drive all archival activities: archives must not turn into the 

“McDonald’s of Information” or the “Disney-Worlds of Heritage 

Entertainment.”14  He felt that both current users and potential future users would 

be served best when the archivist respected the record and its inherent qualities 

                                                 
12 T.R. Schellenberg, Modern Archives: Principles and Techniques (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 1956). 
13 Ibid., 224. 
14 Terry Cook, “Viewing the World Upside Down: Reflections on the Theoretical Underpinnings 
of Archival Public Programming,” Archivaria 31 (Winter 1990-91): 131. 
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(as impartial evidence of transactions) rather than tampering with it in some way 

to provide for current research.  His final words sum up his advice: “archives 

should not stock on their shelves the goods which customers want; rather they 

should convince customers to buy what is already there.”15  Canadian archivist 

Barbara Craig reinforced Cook’s message when she stated bluntly: “the 

fundamental reality of our work is the record: its physical nature, its creation, its 

uses and its relationship to the values of our society.”16  The record is the hub of 

the archival wheel. 

Some major questions therefore emerge from this theoretical debate such 

as, by following Norton and Schellenberg, are archivists doing their users a 

disservice?  Instead of focussing on users, should archivists focus mainly or 

exclusively on records?  It is true that there are flaws in Schellenberg’s thinking.  

For instance, his insistence that archives cannot be ultimately archives if they are 

preserved only as Jenkinson stated, “in their own custody for their own 

information by the person or persons responsible for that transaction and their 

legitimate successors” is flawed.17  Records that are preserved to serve only their 

creators can certainly be considered legitimate archives.  As archival educator 

David B. Gracy II noted, the quality of permanence in records, their archival 

nature, is inherent from the moment of their creation.18  This may well stem from 

a record’s  representativeness of and relationship to the functions that generated it.  

                                                 
15 Ibid., 132. 
16 Barbara L. Craig, “What are the Clients?  Who are the Products?  The Future of Archival Public 
Services in Perspective,” Archivaria 31 (winter 1990-91): 140. 
17 Jenkinson, A Manual, 11. 
18 David B. Gracy II, “Is There a Future in the Use of Archives?” Archivaria 24 (Summer 1987): 
3-9. 
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This would imply that there is a quality in the record that exists no matter who 

uses it, for whatever reason, administrative or cultural.   

By the same token, Jenkinson, Cook and Craig are correct in maintaining 

that all users are best served if the functions of appraisal, acquisition, and 

arrangement are not altered by current user needs, since those frequently change.  

Their theories would be more complete, however, if they incorporated the 

necessity of users in providing the reason for appraising, acquiring, and arranging 

the records in the first place.  This does not mean that a user’s use of a record 

makes it “archival,” but surely the potential for use must be a critical ingredient in 

making a record archival.  In addition, description, while of necessity reflecting 

the essential provenancial character and arrangement of the records, can 

accommodate better interfaces between users and records without disturbing the 

integrity.  By acknowledging that the whole purpose of archival preservation is to 

serve users, the essential balance between preservation and use is restored.  The 

record can then inform the activities of appraisal, acquisition, and arrangement, 

while users will guide reference.  Description is where the two sides must meet 

and be joined. 

While archival theory to some extent has biased working archivists away 

from users in favor of records, other reasons for this bias suggest themselves.  For 

instance, some of this neglect is rooted in a type of  professional paternalism that 

states that archivists will supply all of the users’ needs because archivists know 

better what researchers require than do the researchers themselves.  Archivists 

also may feel that they do not need to understand the details of how researchers 
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progress through the source-seeking process, since the users never will be 

experienced or knowledgeable enough to proceed independently of the archivist.  

Some of the lack of interest in exploring the subject of users lies in the fact that 

many archivists are, or have been, users of archival repositories themselves, and 

so they feel that they understand the source-seeking experience from the point of 

view of the user.  No doubt too archivists believe that they are properly 

progressing through the logical evolutionary stages of archival theory: use can 

follow only if one has captured the archival record in the first place.  Another 

likely reason why archivists have ignored users of archival records is that, beyond 

simple surveys, such studies are more time consuming than the average 

practitioner can accommodate. The few papers on users by practitioners usually 

were prepared for sessions at conferences.19  It is no coincidence that students and 

professors have conducted the majority of in-depth studies.  Yet because of the 

late development of formal archival education in North America (the first full-

time masters level archival studies program began only in 1981), the professors 

and graduate students of such programs have had less than two decades to 

undertake such studies. 

In the United States few in the user community spoke out about the gap in 

archivists’ understanding of the user.  Fully eleven years after the primary journal 

of American archivists, the American Archivist, had been launched, an article on 

the wants of the genealogical user was published in 1949.  Milton Rubincam, Past 

President of the National Genealogical Society, wrote a plaintive commentary:  

                                                 
19 See, for example, the articles of Christopher Crittenden, Frontis Johnston, and Howard 
Peckham, who spoke at the 1955 meeting of the Southern Historical Association.   
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We are all aware of the fact that an unfortunate antipathy exists between 

members of the archival and historical professions and the genealogists.  The 

former generally view the ancestry searchers with contempt...20 His chief 

complaints were that archivists lacked patience and a general will to serve 

genealogists, that finding aids and indexes were inadequate, that records were not 

conveniently centralized, and that the records genealogists needed had not been 

collected by archives and historical societies.  All were serious impediments to 

genealogical research.   

For more than thirty years after Rubincam’s call to service, archivists paid 

scant attention to users, genealogical or otherwise. The following commentaries 

from articles published in the American Archivist in the 1950s is revealing of the 

prevailing post-war American archival attitudes toward users: 

It is the duty of the archivist, when convinced that he has significant 
unpublished material in his charge, to induce scholars to work upon it.21 

I fear that librarians have spoiled scholars by waiting on them too much.22 

I would go further and say that the librarian also has the right to exclude 
those whose researches he believes will be superficial or of no real 
significance.23 

The sentiments expressed by these authors unfortunately did not disappear 

with the fifties.  In an article published almost ten years later, Harvard University 

Archivist Clifford K. Shipton stated: “We get an occasional visitor who 
                                                 
20 Milton Rubincam, “What the Genealogist Expects of an Archival Agency or Historical 
Society,” American Archivist 12 (October 1949): 333. 
21 Wyman W. Parker, “How Can the Archivist Aid the Researcher?” American Archivist 16 (July 
1953): 239. 
22 Howard H. Peckham, “Aiding the Scholar in Using Manuscript Collections,” American 
Archivist 19 (July 1956): 222. 
23 Ibid., 225. 
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obstinately refuses to tell us why he wants to use the material, and him we must 

turn away.”24  In 1983 French archivist Michel Duchein considered the increasing 

numbers of genealogists alarming and a threat to the safety of the physical 

condition of the archival materials they employed for their family research.25 

Fortunately, by the 1960s this kind of arrogance began to be balanced by a 

more sympathetic and understanding outlook.  Indiana State Archivist Margaret 

Pierson appreciated the importance of service to the user: “Much of the reference 

service is deadly serious, some of it is amusing, and some reflects the pathos of 

human helplessness and frustration.”26  Her compatriot, Kenneth W. Richards, 

revealed a more accommodating attitude toward genealogists than previously had 

generally been expressed: “The genealogist feels that he is not being neglected 

and that something is being done specifically for him. He feels, in other words, 

welcomed, and this is how it should be.”27 

General writing about archival users accelerated in the 1970s and has 

continued to increase up to the present.  The articles have had, ultimately, more to 

say about finding aids than the user, although the articles have ranged widely, 

from interviewing techniques for archivists who deal with patron requests, to the 

use of archives by Native Americans, to the changing nature of literacy in society 

and its effect on future users.28  Users also have contributed their opinions 
                                                 
24 Clifford K. Shipton, “The Reference Use of Archives,” in University Archives, ed. Rolland E. 
Stevens, 68-81 (Champaign, IL: [University of Illinois], 1965), 75. 
25 Michel Duchein, Obstacles to the Access, Use and Transfer of Information from Archives: A 
RAMP Study (Paris: UNESCO, 1983). 
26 Margaret Pierson, “Reference Service in the Indiana State Archives,” American Archivist 25 
(July 1962): 344. 
27 Kenneth W. Richards, “The State Archivist and the Amateur Researcher,” American Archivist 
26 (July 1963): 326. 
28 Robert W. Tissing, Jr.,  “The Orientation Interview in Archival Research,” American  
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periodically.  The same messages appear in different guises in both archivists’ and 

users’ articles, exhorting archivists to improve service to users.  Nevertheless, 

little real progress seems to have been made by archivists, so that articles 

published in the 1990s sound very much like ones published much earlier. 

Internationally, a number of important studies were conducted by 

archivists on the composition of the user population.  In particular, L.S. Principe’s 

study in 1982 of the general user population in 200 archival institutions 

throughout the world, and Michael Roper’s study in the same year of academic 

users were foundational.29  A number of UNESCO RAMP studies were produced 

on users or related to users, including one by Michel Duchein on problems 

associated with use and users of archives, another by Hugh Taylor on both the 

relationship of information to the user and the universe of knowledge, and user 

needs and behaviors, and a final one by Peter C. Mazikana, about decision-makers 

as a class of user.30 

In Canada, interest in the user has been very scant.  From the date of 

publication in 1975 of the first issue of Archivaria, the journal of the Association 

of Canadian Archivists, until 1990, there was only a single article that had 

                                                                                                                                     
Archivist  47 (Spring 1984): 173-8; Donald L. Fixico, “The Native American Researcher: Another 
View of  Historical Documents.” Midwestern Archivist 8 (1983): 5-15; Helen R. Tibbo, 
“Interviewing Techniques for Remote Reference: Electronic Versus Traditional Environments,” 
American Archivist 58 (Summer 1995): 294-310; and Trudy H. Peterson, “Reading, ‘riting, and 
‘rithmetic: Speculations on Change in Research Processes,” American Archivist 55 (Summer 
1992): 414-9. 
29 L.S. Principe, “Everyman and Archives,” Archivum 29 (1982): 135-41, and Michael Roper, 
“The Academic Use of Archives,” Archivum 29 (1983): 27-45. 
30 RAMP refers to “Records and Archives Management Programme.”  Michel Duchein, Obstacles 
to the Access, Use and Transfer of Information from Archives: A RAMP Study (Paris: UNESCO, 
1983), Hugh A. Taylor, Archival Services and the Concept of the User: A RAMP Study (Paris: 
UNESCO, 1984) and Peter C. Mazikana, Archives and Records Management for Decision 
Makers: A RAMP Study (Paris: UNESCO, 1990). 
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anything to do with use.  In 1982 two researchers, Jan Sundin and Ian Winchester, 

pictured an intelligent database that would discuss in conversational mode what 

resources the archives held, would provide “data lists, tabulations, or analyses,” to 

the researcher and would “offer interpretations of the data.”31  Provocative as the 

article was, the response from the archival community was a resounding silence.  

Interest did pick up, however, in later years.  Ian Wilson, then Provincial 

Archivist of Ontario, championed the user in 1990.  In an article written for a 

conference on archival reference, he posited that archival communications to the 

user are central to archival activities.32  A later article by Carolyn A. Heald on the 

lack of archivists’ understanding of users and the “tyranny of provenance” met 

with a fierce rebuttal by archivist Susan Kooyman.33  Kooyman added that her 

experiences with researchers and their encounters with the Canadian standard for 

describing archival fonds, the Rules for Archival Description, were positive.  

Over the years Hugh Taylor contributed several dense and complex works on the 

relationship of the user to new technologies, and the nature of use and the need to 

communicate in what Taylor terms “a fragile environment.” 34  Taylor called for 

the archival community to conduct research into user needs. 

                                                 
31 Jan Sundin and Ian Winchester, “Towards Intelligent Databases: of the Database as Historical 
Archivist,”  
Archivaria 14 (Summer 1982): 153. 
32 Ian E. Wilson, “Towards a Vision of Archival Services,” Archivaria 31 (Winter 1990-91): 91-
100. 
33 Carolyn A. Heald, “Reference Service in Archives: Wither a Professional Ethos?” Canadian 
Library Journal 49 (October 1992): 353-59; Susan Kooyman, “RAD and the Researcher,” 
Archivaria 37 (Spring 1994): 104-10. 
34 Hugh Taylor, “Chip Monks at the Gate: The Impact of Technology on Archives, Libraries and 
the User,” Archivaria 33 (Winter 1991-92): 173-80; and “The Media of Record: Archives in the 
Wake of McLuhan,” Georgia Archive 6, no.1 (Spring 1978): 1-10. 
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Other calls for user studies published in the 1970s and 1980s came from 

numerous practitioners who were conscious that archivists could not provide 

proper reference service and adequately assist users if the users remained 

unknown quantities.  Richard C. Berner, writing about finding aids in 1971, felt 

that little progress could be made on improving them until the archival 

community discovered how users employed the finding aids in searching for 

materials.35  At the 8th International Congress on Archives in 1976, Cyrus Parham 

noted that no one could tell whether progress had been made with regard to access 

to and use of archives since the Madrid Congress of 1968, which had called for 

increased access to archives, without “a comprehensive analysis and evaluation of 

users’ needs.”36   

Three further calls appeared in 1986 – one by William J. Maher, another 

by Roy C. Turnbaugh, and a third by Paul Conway.  Maher was emphatic: 

“preservation without use, or the reasonable prospect thereof, is untenable.”37 

Although he employed the terms “users” and “use” seemingly interchangeably, 

whereas such studies would need necessarily to be quite different, Maher 

provided an explanation of what might be measured and analyzed in a user study, 

and reported the results of a simple example that he himself conducted through 

analyzing reference data at the University of Illinois Archives.  Turnbaugh 

described the efforts that his institution, the State Archives of Illinois, had made 

                                                 
35 Richard C. Berner, “Manuscript Catalogs and Other Finding Aids: What Are Their 
Relationships?” American Archivist 34 (October 1971): 367-72. 
36 Cyrus Parham, “The Evolution of Problems in Access and Use of Archives Since the Madrid 
Congress in 1968,” Archivum 26 (1979): 147. 
37 William J. Maher, “The User of User Studies,” Midwestern Archivist 11 (1986): 16. 
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to attract scholars.  He felt that efforts at producing a guide to the holdings of the 

State Archives would have gone ahead regardless if the archivists had known, in 

advance through user studies, that scholars would not be interested in employing 

the guide.  Unfortunately he did not clarify why the Archives would have gone 

ahead and produced the guide.  He concluded his article with a thought-

provoking, if contentious point: “the competition for resources is what discussions 

of user studies are all about.”38  Conway offered a framework for studying users 

and analyzing the reference log.39  He called for reference services tailored to the 

user’s needs.  He added that there needed to be a meaningful categorization of 

users, and offered two distinctions of use: use in the physical sense, and 

usefulness, or the benefit of that use.  Like Maher, he switched from users to use 

at will, and suffered from a lack of rigor in his definitions.  But overall, his 

attempt to provide a suitable framework for user/use studies was admirable.   

Following these four initial articles and Taylor’s RAMP Study, Lawrence 

Dowler published an article on the need for a national research agenda that shifted 

attention away from the physical record to the uses of records.  His article 

tangentially addressed the needs of the user.  Dowler stated that “both the actions 

archivists perform on records and the principles justifying these actions derive 

from explanations relating to the specific purposes and uses of archival records” 

(presumably the uses by users). 40  Since many, such as Cook and Craig, would 

                                                 
38 Roy C. Turnbaugh, “Archival Mission and User Studies,” Midwestern Archivist 11 (1986): 33. 
39 Paul Conway, “Facts and Frameworks: An Approach to Studying the Users of Archives,” 
American Archivist 49 (Fall 1986): 393-407. 
40 Lawrence Dowler, “The Role of Use in Defining Archival Practice and Principles: A Research 
Agenda for the Availability and Use of Records,” American Archivist 51 (Winter/Spring 1988): 
75. 
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argue that qualities in the record dictate the archivist’s actions, it would have been 

helpful for Dowler to explain why he believed the opposite.  Unfortunately he did 

not really address his reasons for this belief.  He made a similarly controversial 

statement near the end of his article: “if use is the measure and justification of 

archives, then reference should be first, not last, in operational priorities.”41  

However he did bring up some excellent questions that such a research agenda 

would need to address such as: what is the nature of inquiry, and are there 

significant differences in use for different kinds of repositories?  He made a key 

distinction between archives and libraries that archivists must keep in mind: 

“libraries have been guided by the vision of the self-sufficient researcher 

empowered to find sources through bibliographic tools” while mediation has been 

the standard practice in archival institutions.42  

Eleven articles which might be classed as actual user studies or studies of 

archivists’ behavior that made observations about users were produced between 

1977 and 1994.  Five arose from doctoral student dissertations and studies, and so, 

not unnaturally, because of the rigor required in such works, are the strongest both 

in methodology and conclusions, although all articles make valid contributions.  

All writers drew conclusions from their studies that are directly applicable to this 

study, and so the works will be examined in detail in relevant chapters.   

In general, however,  University of Wisconsin at Madison student Michael 

E. Stevens examined the way in which historians located sources at the national 

level, and whether historians used names or subject terms in searching for 

                                                 
41 Ibid., 84. 
42 Ibid., 82. 
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sources.43  He found that historians relied on references from other people, 

citations in the literature and other informal sources over the more formal sources 

such as national guides.  Stevens was, in part, testing Berner’s claims that 

historians used names gleaned from secondary sources to pinpoint archival 

materials.  Richard H. Lytle conducted a retrieval experiment with archivists 

rather than users, but he provided interesting perspectives on user behavior in the 

two articles he produced from the experiments in 1981.44   Lytle determined that 

both content indexing searching, which used indexes to the subjects contained in 

the material, and provenancial searching, which employed inventories, had 

weaknesses in retrieving material.  He determined that searcher failure was the 

pervasive cause of retrieval failure in the experiment.  With the “Content Indexing 

Method,” searchers failed to use the indexing language properly or selected the 

“wrong level of generality in the hierarchy.”45  Indexers failed to anticipate user 

interest and to index names.  Lytle attributed failure of the “Provenance Method” 

to defective finding aids.  Uninformative folder headings and missing background 

information were also detrimental to effective retrieval.  He advocated archives 

testing their retrieval systems.   

Like Lytle, Robert W. Tissing Jr focussed on the archivist instead of users 

when he conducted a study of the orientation interview in twelve institutions.46  
                                                 
43 Michael E. Stevens, “The Historian and Archival Finding Aids,” Georgia Archive V, no.1 
(Winter 1977): 64-74. 
44 Richard H. Lytle, “Intellectual Access to Archives: I. Provenance and Content Indexing 
Methods of Subject Retrieval,” American Archivist 43 (Winter 1980): 64-76; and “Intellectual 
Access to Archives: II. Report of an Experiment Comparing Provenance and Content Indexing 
Methods of Subject Retrieval,” American Archivist 43 (Spring 1980): 191-208. 
45 Ibid., 204. 
46 Robert W. Tissing Jr., “The Orientation Interview in Archival Research,” American Archivist 
47 (Spring 1984): 27-33. 
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However he noted that researchers were not treated to structured reference 

interviews and that they received differing amounts of instruction based on their 

past experience.  This latter observation is interesting given that potential users 

typically do not answer any questions about the amount of experience they have 

when filling out required user registration forms.  One wonders whether this 

graduated provision of information is always followed when archivists are 

guessing at the extent of their clients’ knowledge. 

Fredric Miller, Jacqueline Goggin and Conway all produced user studies 

in 1986. Miller’s study was a citation analysis of 214 scholarly articles on social 

history, published between 1981 and 1985.47  He wished to know whether social 

historians were using archival resources.  Miller concluded that this type of 

historian made extensive use of archives for many different types of research.  He 

felt that the amount of processing significantly affected the amount of use archival 

materials receive, with the greater the amount of processing intensifying the 

amount of use.  Goggin took a leaf from Miller’s methodological notebook, and 

conducted a citation analysis of some 168 books published by 123 users of 

thirteen archival fonds of black and women’s organizations over a ten year 

period.48  She, too, examined whether and how historians were employing 

archival records.  She found that only the authors of thirty-one of the books made 

extensive “quality” use of archival sources available, which Goggin was able to 

ascertain by a complicated process of comparing footnotes to call slips.  She felt 
                                                 
47 Fredric Miller, “Use, Appraisal, and Research: A Case Study of Social History,” American 
Archivist 49 (Fall 1986): 371-92.    
48 Jacqueline Goggin, “The Indirect Approach: A Study of Scholarly Users of Black and Women’s 
Organizational Records in the Library of Congress Manuscript Division,” Midwestern Archivist 
11 (1986): 57-68. 
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that poor training of historians in school, the unwieldiness of archival sources 

(guides), the sheer bulk of twentieth century material, and levels of processing, 

led to poor use of archival materials.   

Paul Conway tapped the pulse of researchers in four Presidential Libraries 

in 1984 by means of a twenty-six multiple-choice-question survey.49  He 

considered several aspects of their experience, including how they found out 

about holdings of the Presidential Libraries, how useful they found the orientation 

interview and finding aids, and the nature of “their preferences and practices in 

carrying out research.”50   He found that most of those surveyed had an academic 

affiliation, with traditional political and diplomatic topics of study composing the 

majority of topics studied.  Probably because of the strongly academic makeup of 

the user population, Conway determined that the majority of researchers had 

made some advance preparations and had previous research experience.   

Conway followed up his successful Presidential Libraries survey with 

another conducted in 1990 at the National Archives and Records 

Administration.51   The results of his survey indicate that user populations can 

vary significantly from institution to institution.  Conway compiled quantitative 

data directly from researchers who visited, called, or wrote the National Archives 

during the calendar year of 1990.  Employing a modified cluster sampling, he 

focussed his examination on the Consultants Office, the Microfilm, Central, 

                                                 
49 Paul Conway, “Research in Presidential Libraries: A User Survey,” Midwestern Archivist 11 
(1986): 35-56. 
50 Ibid., 36. 
51 Paul Conway, Partners in Research: Improving Access to the Nation’s Archive (Pittburgh: 
Archives & Museums Informatics, 1994). 
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Suitland, Cartographic, Still Picture, and Motion Picture Research rooms, the 

telephone inquiry log, reference correspondence and interviews.  Although each 

area had different results, depending upon the clientele attracted to the medium, 

overall Conway determined that 46% of all users were following personal 

research, just over 20% were pursuing academic research, 26% were engaged in 

occupational research, with the remainder following avocational pursuits.  No 

more than half of the individuals, he maintained, are engaged in genealogical 

research.  Personal networks were the most important means by which users 

discovered the National Archives had information they needed, forming 41% of 

the population, with a further 25% of users assuming that the National Archives 

would have what they needed.  About a quarter of the users in any given week 

were first time visitors to the Archives, a quarter had a few days experience, and 

half had spent considerable time in Washington area facilities.  Just over a third of 

all researchers called or wrote before visiting the facility.  Sixty-six percent found 

relevant information, with a further 14% finding most of what they came for.  

Only 20% found very little or no information at all relevant to their search.  These 

findings are very similar to those of other surveys of users. 

Like Michael Stevens, Barbara Orbach conducted a study of historians, 

interviewing ten American history scholars in the winter and spring of 1984.52  

She asked questions about the nature of research, how historians chose what to 

study and why, when and how their research was undertaken, and when did they 

consider they have enough material, what research was like, and finally what their 

                                                 
52 Orbach, Barbara.  “The View from the Researcher’s Desk: Historians’ Perceptions of  
Research and Repositories.” American Archivist 54 (Winter 1991): 28-43. 
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assessments of archival research were. The historians felt that primary sources 

were central to their research. Citations in secondary works and recommendations 

of colleagues were the preferred methods of determining where to look for these 

materials, although subject guides also were used. The historians wished for better 

access mechanisms so that they could become less dependent upon staff when 

hunting for appropriate materials, but they appreciated contextual information 

provided by existing finding aids.  Staff were accorded both credit and power in 

assisting the historians’ searches. 

In Canada, University of British Columbia student Diane L. Beattie 

investigated researchers in the field of women’s history in 1989.53  Forty-one 

members of the Canadian Committee on Women’s History responded to the 

author’s survey.  She was interested in what brought historians to an archives, and 

their use of and attitude toward archival materials and finding aids.  The historians 

she surveyed attempted to locate information sources on women by first 

consulting archivists, then by employing citations in serials or monographs, 

followed by discussions with colleagues.  The historians ranked inventories and 

lists first in terms of frequency of use, followed by catalogues and indexes, 

published guides and finally, union lists.  In terms of usefulness, however, 

informal research methods were not considered by the historians as more useful 

than the formal descriptive tools.  Published guides ranked above both inventories 

and catalogues or indexes in terms of usefulness.   

                                                 
53 Diane L. Beattie, “An Archival User Study: Researchers in the Field of Women’s History,” 
Archivaria 29 (Winter 1989-90): 33-50.   
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In 1993 two University of Michigan students in the United States, 

Elizabeth Yakel and Laura L. Bost, did a simple study of users who were part of a 

university administration, using an analysis of user statistics backed by a number 

of interviews.54  Administrative users were a significant population, representing 

41% of the user population at the university they surveyed.  These users depended 

upon archivists to retrieve material or information for them; the survey revealed 

that none of these administrators ever had used a finding aid.  Many of the 

requests were transmitted to the archivists over the phone and followed the pattern 

of the academic year, coming in during the busy times of the school term.  

Because of this remote relationship to the archives, most of the administrators 

were unaware of the scope of the archival holdings of the university.  Yakel and 

Bost’s conclusion was that archivists needed to consider themselves “less as the 

historical voice in an institution and more as part of the administrative team.”55  

Robert P. Spindler and Richard Pearce-Moses, both at the Arizona State 

University Libraries, conducted a quick test of patron understanding of the 

MARC AMC (Archives and Manuscript Control) format in 1984.56  They found 

that the use of the format did not augment user comprehension of the descriptions.  

The longer format, the placement within library catalogs and the limitations that 

placement imposes, and the inability of the record to effectively communicate the 

quality or quantity of information held by a fonds, did not improve user 

                                                 
54 Elizabeth Yakel and Laura L. Bost, “Understanding Administrative Use and Users in University 
Archives,” American Archivist 57 (Fall 1994): 595-615. 
55 Ibid., 595. 
56 Robert P. Spindler and Richard Pearce-Moses, “Does AMC Mean ‘Archives Made 
Confusing,’? Patron Understanding of USMARC AMC Catalog Records,” American Archivist 56 
(Spring 1993): 330-41. 
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understanding or appreciation.  Spindler and Pearce-Moses concluded that 

archivists and other information professionals must study the application of such 

standards as the MARC AMC to employ the standard more effectively. 

This completes the list of published studies, however there are a number 

of unpublished user surveys that are helpful in providing a picture of the archival 

user public.57  Currently researchers in both Canada and the United States are 

conducting some very interesting research on users’ comprehension of the search 

process when employing electronic finding aids.  A number of these studies have 

resulted in conference papers and as a whole they indicate a fresh approach to 

studying user behavior.58 

The overall lack of hard research on archival users has left the field wide 

open for archivists to pursue whatever particular aspect they deem most 

appropriate. However one area critical to our understanding of users that requires 

serious investigation is users’ source-seeking experiences.  Consider for a 

moment the act of searching for archival records by researchers.  Having 

                                                 
57See for example, Public Archives of Canada. “Major Findings, Conclusions and 
Recommendations of the Researcher and Public Service Component Evaluation Study.” Ottawa: 
Public Archives of Canada, 1985; Provincial Archives of New Brunswick. “Report on the Visiting 
User Survey” and  “Report on the Write-In User Survey.” [Fredericton, N.B.]: Provincial Archives 
of New Brunswick, 1998. 
58 For example, Marg McIntyre, “Archival Descriptions Through Cyberspace,” (paper presented 
at the annual meeting of the Association of Canadian Archivists, Halifax, Nova Scotia, May 
1998); Wendy Duff and Penka Stoyanova, “Transforming the Crazy Quilt: Archival Displays from 
a Users’ [sic] Point of View” (paper presented at the annual meeting of the Association of 
Canadian Archivists, Halifax, Nova Scotia, May 1998); William Joyce, Mary Jo Pugh, Elizabeth 
Shaw, and Elizabeth Yakel, “Information Seeking Behaviors: Implications for Archives, 
Organizations, and System Designers” (papers presented at the annual meeting of the Society of 
American Archivists, 27 August 1999) sound cassette; and Susan Hamburger, Burton Altman, 
Helen Tibbo, and Tanya Marshall, “Web Sites, Electronic Finding Aids, and the Archival 
Researcher” (papers presented at the annual meeting of the Society of American Archivists, 27 
August 1999) sound cassette. 
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determined that they have a need for information that might be met by consulting 

documentary sources of some kind, and having decided, either on their own or 

with assistance, that archival records in particular might help fulfill their need for 

information, they begin the archival source-seeking process.  Their first step must 

be to select an archives that they think will hold records that might be useful.  

Their next step is to approach the archives of their choice.  At this point some 

persons choose, for a variety of reasons, to contact staff at an archival repository 

through an intermediary medium: phone, fax, letter, or email.  If they choose this 

route, then archival staff are likely to do at least the preliminary source searches 

for them.  If the users choose instead to visit the archives at the beginning of their 

search, they most likely will do the source searching themselves.  After they enter 

the archives and have fulfilled any registration and security requirements, they 

will begin the process of locating materials within the archives that potentially 

might satisfy their need by employing the assistance of archival staff or finding 

aids, or both.  In the majority of cases, the archivists will direct them to an 

appropriate finding aid.  Should they use finding aids, they will peruse document 

surrogates.  From these surrogates, the users must determine which material might 

be relevant and must select particular archival materials to physically peruse.59  

This is the archival source-seeking process reduced to its simplest parts.   

The act of a user searching for archival records is a far from simple 

process, however.  It consists of various steps and is layered and complex, 

                                                 
59 Once they begin to actually employ the materials, then they have moved from the source-
seeking stage into the research stage.  They may, however, upon viewing the selected files or 
items and upon determining their relevance to their information need, return to the document 
surrogates to begin an iterative process of seeking further sources. 
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providing opportunities for a user to take a misstep at many junctures.  Questions 

about the process arise.  For instance, how well do researchers interact with the 

physical archival environment? Are they able to navigate about the archives 

successfully?  Do they understand what the archivists are telling them?  Can users 

comprehend the variety of finding aids that they encounter?  How do they decide 

when an entry in a finding aid is worth pursuing? Are they able to apply the 

knowledge they may have gained from one reference encounter with staff in a 

repository when they go back to the same staff later, or are they depending upon 

the staff to bridge the gaps between their questions?  Does prior experience in one 

archives help them in seeking records in another?  Does it hinder them?  These 

types of questions to date remain, for the most part, unanswered; the archival 

source-seeking process remains a little understood phenomenon.  

Archival researchers have found that a lack of understanding of the 

source-seeking process on the part of users negatively affects their subsequent use 

of records.  Archivists Jacqueline Goggin and Fredric Miller and professor 

Margaret F. Stieg noted that because users did not search for records properly, 

they limited the amount and types of records that they consulted.  This 

subsequently affected the quality of their work.60  

A lack of understanding of the source-seeking process on the part of 

archival communities in turn has led to the production of underutilized finding 

aids.  Archivists in both Canada and the United States have provided access to 

records on a national scale by sponsoring expensive, printed national union lists 
                                                 
60 Goggin, “Black and Women’s Records”; Miller, “Use, Appraisal, and Research;” and Margaret 
F. Stieg, “The Information of [sic] Needs of Historians,” College and Research Libraries 42 
(1981): 549-60. 
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of holdings.  Yet, what few studies that have been conducted have indicated that 

these lists are one of the last resources that users consult, if they consult them at 

all.61  Yet archivists will not be able to improve their assistance until they know 

more about the way that users look for records.  Archivists will not be able to 

depend on users contributing meaningfully to, and extracting everything fully 

from, the search process until the users themselves understand it more clearly.   

All of this has longer-term implications, since difficulties experienced in the 

archives will only be magnified as users begin more and more to search 

independently for archival materials via the Internet. 

Thus, in order to improve their provision of reference services, archivists 

must understand specifically how users look for archival records.  Such 

understanding will form the basis for understanding many other aspects of users’ 

experiences in an archives.  Before archivists can make intelligent interpretations 

of such things as the manner in which users employ records, or how their research 

is affected by the types of records employed, how records affect their research 

paths, the connections between what the users thought they wanted when they 

came to an archives and what they ultimately received, whether they employed 

information serendipitously encountered for the project currently pursued or 

whether they used it for other research, then archivists must understand what is 

happening to the user after that person steps through the door.  Understanding 

what occurs to the user in the source-seeking experience also will help archivists 
                                                 
61 See for example, Stevens, “Historian and Finding Aids”, or Beattie, “Researchers in Women’s 
History” among others.  In the United States the printed national union list was NUCMC, or the 
National Union Catalog of Manuscript Collections.  In Canada there was the short-lived ULM, or 
the Union List of Manuscripts.  This is currently being supplanted by an electronic union list, 
CAIN, or the Canadian Archival Information Network. 
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to conduct further research on fellow archivists and their source-seeking patterns.  

Such research would ultimately contribute to improving the archivist’s ability to 

search and to communicate the experienced and knowledgeable search process 

back to the user. 

The act of locating materials within the archives to satisfy a researcher’s 

information need consists of four aspects: the nature of the archival environment, 

the user, the archivist, and the finding aids.  

The nature of the archival environment presents the first hurdle for 

researchers to leap before they can begin their selection of likely materials to 

examine.  In large archival repositories in which space and staff allow it, 

archivists normally request users to register and go through security procedures, 

including depositing their personal belongings in lockers.  For novice researchers, 

this can prove a bewildering and extraneous requirement.62  Also, owing to the 

necessity of security precautions, users are not allowed to retrieve materials 

themselves.  Most archives limit the numbers of boxes or even files that can be 

accessed at a single time, which in turn limits users’ abilities to browse and 

prevents them from easily comparing materials drawn from disparate locations.  

Even returning to double check some detail in a file previously consulted becomes 

formidable when one has to place the request in a queue and wait sometimes for 

an hour or more for a clerk to retrieve the material.  The physical factors 

necessitate researchers to be entirely methodical and rigorous in their searches.   

                                                 
62 See for example: The Source-Seeking Experience of An Information Science Student at a 
Governmental Archives, filmed by Shelley Sweeney, 12 min., 1997, videocassette.  
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In terms of the second aspect of the archival research experience—the 

user—many writers have noted that in the past, the majority of “users” of archives 

did not employ the materials directly, but accessed them through the intervention 

of the scholar or the specialist, who wrote the history, or created the film, or 

published the statistics based on the archives.63  Someone was required to digest 

the raw materials of history before they were suitable for use.  But the interest of 

archival users has shifted significantly from secondary use to primary use, which 

means that there are many more new, rather than repeat, customers.   

Although the numbers vary from institution to institution, the make-up of 

archival user populations remains similar.  In 1982, for instance, from a survey of 

the types and numbers of  users of archives, L.S. Principe determined that while 

professionals and students still made up the majority of researchers, a significant 

number of retirees, office personnel and other private users also visited archives.  

Principe reported that the use of archives by the so-called “common man” had 

increased by about 50% from 1972 to 1982.  In terms of type of use, those 

pursuing family genealogy and writing local or popular histories made up more 

than a third of the user population.  Regular users constituted only 44% of the user 

population; the remaining 56% were occasional users.64  These statistics 

obviously have implications for the archival research experience.  Archivists 

cannot assume that most of the people entering their archives will have had any 

experience in an archives previous to their entry.  Although even those who have 

                                                 
63 Principe,  “Everyman and Archives.” 
64 Although Principe does not elucidate what she means by the word “regular,” one might suppose 
that it refers to researchers that use the archives on some sort of regular, repeat basis.  These 
figures refer only to Canada; the United States did not provide Principe with comparable statistics. 
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had experience, such as historians, do not necessarily demonstrate mastery over 

the archival research experience.65 

Whatever their level of competence, most researchers are encouraged to 

begin their work in an archives by consulting with an archivist, the third 

component in the archival source-seeking experience.  According to the 

International Council on Archives' Dictionary of Archival Terminology, an 

archivist is: "a person professionally occupied in the administration of archives."66  

Such individuals normally hold masters-level post-graduate degrees, which in the 

past often were in history, but presently in North America more frequently are in 

archival enterprise.  Although a considerable amount is known about archivists as 

a group, such as their background, their education and training, their ability to 

search by different methods, and so on, few studies exist that highlight and 

explain the interaction between archivists and researchers from the researcher’s 

point of view, although some work has been done on the reference interview from 

the archivist’s point of view.  However, we know that when researchers speak to 

an archives staff member they must represent accurately the need that brought 

them to the archives in the first place.  If they then employ finding aids, they must 

be able to translate their need into terms and concepts used by and imbedded in 

those aids, and this brings us to the fourth component in the archival research 

experience: the finding aids. 

                                                 
65 See Goggin,  “Black and Women’s Records,” and Stieg, “Information Needs of Historians,” in 
particular regarding the need to teach historians how to find and use primary materials. 
66 Walne, Dictionary of Archival Terminology, p.22. 
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Finding aids provide the means whereby both archivists and users decide 

upon likely series within fonds to search.  The Dictionary of Archival 

Terminology describes a finding aid as:  

a document, published or unpublished, listing or describing a body of 
record[s]/archives thereby establishing administrative and intellectual 
control over them by a records centre/archives [the place], making them 
more readily accessible and comprehensible to the user.  Basic finding 
aids include guides, inventories, catalogues, calendars, lists [and] 
indexes.67  

Currently, archives may produce any number of finding aids for their 

holdings.  Not included in the list, but becoming more and more common, are 

MARC descriptions, often created to provide broader access through electronic 

catalogues and web-sites.  The wide variety of finding aids generally correspond 

to the different levels of material, as outlined by archivist Oliver Wendell 

Holmes: the repository, the group/fonds, series, file and item.68  Often repositories 

have multiple finding aids that describe a single fonds.  For example, they may 

include a fonds-level description in their web-site, have an inventory that 

describes the fonds at the file level, augmented by an item-level finding aid for 

any photographs that accompanied the textual material. 

Finding aids reflect the nature of archival materials, which also presents a 

formidable barrier for users to understand.  Archival records for the most part are 

not exhibited singly in an easily followed arrangement for the public’s delectation 

as museum objects are; rather they remain grouped in the organization imposed 

by their creators, or if such organization no longer exists, as provided by 
                                                 
67 Ibid., 69. 
68 This is not to say that the archival community is completely in agreement as to what exactly 
constitutes a fonds.  In practice, the concept of fonds has been applied at different levels. 
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archivists.  These groups of organized records (referred to as “accessions”) are not 

then arranged by archivists in subject order the way books ordinarily are arranged 

in libraries, where most people have gained their first, and possibly their only 

previous research experience.  Archivists use the principle of provenance to 

organize their holdings.  This principle states that archival records of the same 

provenance, or source, must not be mixed with those of a different provenance.69  

The archives that are kept in this method form fonds.  But while keeping material 

in units by creator is essential to preserving the context of creation and ensuring 

the authenticity of the records, the concept is novel enough that probably the 

majority of new users of archives will have neither heard of it nor experienced it 

before, and therefore will have to learn the system before they can effectively 

search for materials on their own.  As Michael Roper has noted,  

most new users of archives, and especially non-historians, find the 
arrangement of archives in accordance with the agencies that created them 
rather than by subjects difficult to grasp and this has become especially so 
as administration has become more complex and has extended into new 
areas of activity.70  

Although users may employ the knowledge of an archival staff member, 

or finding aids, or both, when seeking likely sources, the current practice in most 

archival repositories is to have a staff member, whether an archivist or an archival 

assistant, mediate the searches of users at the outset, allowing researchers to then 

navigate the finding aids on their own.  This means that the archives staff will 

interpret the particular information need from the description provided by the 

researchers, decide whether the repository has any materials that are likely to 
                                                 
69 Peter Walne, ed. Dictionary of Archival Terminology, 2d ed. (Munich: K.G. Saur, 1988), 22-23. 
70 Michael Roper, “The Academic Use of Archives,” Archivum 29 (1982): 27-45. 
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fulfill the users’ requests, and then instruct the researchers where to begin their 

searches and what to do if they do not find anything relevant to their needs.  Of 

course, at some level mediation always will be required, such as for retrieval of 

materials from closed stacks (closed stacks help ensure the security of materials), 

and for setting up viewing arrangements for special media, such as16 mm films.   

But why do archivists promote mediation of the source-seeking experience 

itself?  Although no study has been conducted to date on this topic, one might 

speculate that this has occurred for a number of reasons.  

First, both users and archivists extract something of personal value from 

their encounters.  Users have been found to prefer consulting staff members over 

working independently with finding aids.  In fact, the assistance of the archivist is 

considered crucial to the research process for those who use an archives often.  As 

noted by one historian in Barbara Orbach’s study, “the luck depends on the 

archivist and how you manage to get along with the archivist and whether the 

archivist has the time to help you…”71  In the minds of researchers and possibly 

in reality, a correlation exists between satisfaction and the assistance of an 

archivist: “Those researchers who relied to a large degree on archivists to guide 

their searches marked themselves much more satisfied than researchers who relied 

more on the finding aids.”72  Many archivists, in their turn, enjoy helping 

researchers.  It is immensely satisfying to successfully assist a researcher with 

                                                 
71 Barbara Orbach, “The View from the Researcher’s Desk: Historians’ Perceptions of Research 
and Repositories,” American Archivist 54 (Winter 1991): 37. 
72 Conway, “Research in Presidential Libraries,” p. 54. 
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complex requirements, and archivists who assist researchers receive the added 

benefit of learning more about the materials in their care.   

Second, there are several factors that might mitigate against researchers 

conducting independent searches.   Many archivists believe, for example, that 

archival records are so complex that users will be unable to conduct independent 

searches; obviously, as indicated by the Orbach study, researchers agree with this 

assessment to some extent.  Unfortunately no experiments have been conducted to 

actually test whether this theory is true.  Then, because of the relatively 

sophisticated and demanding nature of archival research the process has not been 

introduced into elementary or high school curricula.73  Therefore for the most part 

researchers have required an introduction to the process of archival source-

seeking, and archives staff often have concluded that this information is best 

imparted on a one-to-one basis.  At the same time, researchers also need to be 

acquainted with special preservation and security requirements in advance of 

possibly handling any materials.  For all of these reasons, archivists have felt that 

personal instruction is preferable. 

Third, personal mediation by archives staff often has been employed to 

overcome the overall lack of staff in two areas: the processing of incoming 

materials, and the creation of finding aids.  Because of enormous backlogs of 

unprocessed materials that many archives hold, staff who are personally 

knowledgeable of specific fonds are able to inform the researcher of the contents 

                                                 
73 Thus, although students may conduct oral history interviews, or study a selection of copies of 
important documents and photographs contained in a school kit, they hardly know what those 
activities signify.  This is quite different from the process of searching libraries for books.  
Children are introduced to this process in elementary school. 
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of a fonds, even though the material does not appear or appears only sketchily in 

the finding aid system.74  Owing to the paucity of staff in comparison to the 

amount of materials that needs to be processed, those finding aids that are created 

are often of the most basic and minimal type.  Thus archivists have no time to 

create such additional helpful aids as subject indexes. 

Finally, the small numbers of users in the past has meant that personal 

mediation of every request by archives staff has been possible; it remains to be 

seen whether this can be sustained in the face of a steady increase in the numbers 

of researchers entering archives.  Couple this with an increase in the diversity of 

archival clientele, and a subsequent broadening of the research interests of these 

users, and archives likely will not be able to maintain one on one service for very 

much longer.  And they certainly will not be able to mediate searches conducted 

remotely by users on the Internet. 

Thus, although a low level of clerical mediation is required for the 

physical handling of materials, it is questionable whether mediation, although 

enjoyable and preferred by both parties, is either required or possible for every 

source-seeking experience, even though this has been perceived to be the case to 

date.  Certainly more independent searching by researchers would free time for 

staff to apply to creating fonds-level descriptions of all accessions received by an 

archives, and perhaps to augment those descriptions with a minimal amount of 

subject indexing. Although this reallocation of staff time would not completely 

eliminate the gargantuan back-logs that exist in most repositories, it would 

                                                 
74 This phenomenon has been referred to as “the walking finding aid,” after the archivists that 
carry information about their archives in their heads. 
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alleviate the necessity of using the personal knowledge of staff members (a risky 

endeavor at best) to make up for deficiencies in finding aid systems. 

Should personal mediation between users and archivists be limited in the 

future, how will this affect researchers?  One might speculate that those 

researchers who do not understand the unique archival experience, who do not 

differentiate between published and original material, or who do not understand 

how archival records are created and, consequently, how this affects storage and 

retrieval, or who, even if they do grasp the concept of provenance, do not 

appreciate why the principle is adhered to—these researchers will extract less 

than they should be able to extract from their research experience.75  They 

certainly will be extremely limited in how much searching they will be able to do 

independently.  Hence they will be always dependent upon archival staff. 

Since basic work has been done on what brings researchers to an archives, 

the source-seeking steps following their arrival at an archives have been the object 

of this dissertation.  Although source-seeking as an aspect of in-person archival 

research experience is narrow, because little research has been conducted on this 

aspect, the investigator determined that it was best for this study to remain broad.  

Hence, the question formulated for this dissertation was:  

What do in-person archival researchers experience when seeking 
archival sources? 

 

                                                 
75Given that the principle of provenance has been employed successfully for well over two 
hundred and fifty years, it is extremely unlikely that a better principle for organizing archival 
holdings will be utilized in the foreseeable future.  This means that provenance is also the major 
basis for many of the finding aids. 
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Assumptions underlying this question include: 

1) in-person source-seeking in archives is an important segment of all use 

employing archives; 

2) source-seeking by individuals in all archives incorporates similar 

components; 

3) the archival profession and ultimately users can benefit from studying 

in-person users. 

As R. Grover and J. Glazier noted in their work on the application of 

qualitative methods to library and information science research, “qualitative 

methods appear to be strongest where little is known about what might happen.”76  

Thus, a qualitative approach was selected as being most appropriate to studying 

this facet (source-seeking) of user experience.  Within qualitative studies, many 

different orientations can be taken and these in turn help determine what type of 

methodology is most appropriate.  With a strict grounded theory approach, 

ethnographic, participant observation is a popular choice of methodology, 

particularly when one is studying communities that are alien or unknown, and the 

researcher has the resources to spend a sustained period of time in the community 

under focus.  Coding of the wealth of notes generated by the participant 

researcher allow for theory grounded in the data to arise.  For a number of 

reasons, the investigator did not choose this route.  First, the population was not 

alien.  At the time of this study, the investigator, both formally and informally, 

                                                 
76 R. Grover and J. Glazier, “Implications for Application of Qualitative Methods to Library and 
Information Science Research,” Library and Information Science Research 7 (1985): 247-60, 
quoted in Robert M. Losee Jr. and Karen A. Worley, Research and Evaluation for Information 
Professionals (San Diego: Academic Press, 1993). 
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had been observing and interacting with in-person archival users for over eleven 

years.  The investigator felt that because of this experience prior thinking and 

assumptions might overshadow the process of grounding theory from gathered 

data.  Second, because the investigator herself had been a user in many archives 

over the years, the investigator did not want to participate in the researcher 

process but to maintain some distance.  Otherwise, there was a very real 

possibility of identifying too strongly with the user to the detriment of the 

archivist.  Finally, resources did not allow for prolonged observation necessary 

for a strictly ethnographic approach. 

A case study approach as advocated by Robert Yin was considered.77  

According  to Yin, “case studies benefit from prior development of theoretical 

propositions to guide data collection and analysis.”78  Such “preliminary 

conceptual frameworks” are useful tools in helping to focus the data collection 

and afterwards to comprehend the data in a meaningful way, without introducing 

more personal biases than necessary.79  Such an approach fits in with sociologist 

H. Blumer’s approach.  Blumer felt that “concepts should be employed in such a 

way that they give a very general sense of what to look for and act as a means for 

uncovering the variety of forms that the phenomena to which they refer can 

                                                 
77 Robert K. Yin, Case Study Research, 2nd ed. (London: Sage, 1994). 
78 Ann McDonnell, Myfanwy Lloyd Jones, and Susan Read, “Practical Considerations in Case 
Study Research: the Relationship between Methodology and Process,” Journal of Advanced 
Nursing 32 (2000): 385. 
79 Naturally, even without ascribing to a strong post-modernist position, students must always 
bring their own personal perspectives to the research process, and by doing so, alter or influence 
the results. 
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assume.”80  This approach, married with grounded theory, was considered useful, 

as the individual cases were not sufficiently deep to present on their own. To 

examine the four aspects of the archival source-seeking experience, then, this 

study employs the organizational framework presented by J.D. Bransford in his 

seminal work, Human Cognition; Learning, Understanding and Remembering.81  

Although his framework was designed to examine learners in the educational 

system, the model is easily adapted to the archival setting, since archival users can 

be considered to be a type of learner.  Bransford presented four major categories 

of elements in an interlocking diamond, all of which, he stated, would affect the 

learning experience: characteristics of the learner; learning activities; nature of the 

materials [to be learned]; and criterial tasks (Figure 1).  Characteristics of the 

learner are those traits and skills that learners bring with them to the learning 

experience.  Learning activities are those strategies that learners use when 

learning something.  The nature of the materials include the modalities of the 

materials (such as the visual or the linguistic), the physical structure, the 

sequencing of the materials, and so on.  The criterial tasks are those tests that 

teachers and learners employ to determine whether or not something was learned. 

These four categories adapted to the archival research experience might be 

reframed thus: characteristics of the researcher (for characteristics of the learner); 

source-seeking strategies (for learning activities); nature of the archival materials 

and nature of the finding aids (for nature of the materials); and tests of relevance 
                                                 
80 H. Blumer, “What is Wrong with Social Theory,” American Sociological Review 19 (1954): 3-
10, quoted in Alan Bryman, Social Research Methods (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001): 
270. 
81 J.D. Bransford,  Human Cognition: Learning, Understanding and Remembering (Belmont: 
Wadsworth Press, 1979), 154. 
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(for criterial tasks).  To this mix, two categories need to be added that subsequent 

educational psychology researchers have found lacking in Bransford's model: the 

effects of the teacher, or in our case, the archivist/archives staff; and the effects of 

the physical and sociocultural milieu in which the learning, or research 

experience, takes place.  We may refer to the latter as the archival environment.  

As educational psychologist Paul R. Pintrich noted, current research needs to 

place the different aspects of the learning experience in a “multidimensional 

framework,” one that “emphasizes the situated and social processes in knowledge 

acquisition and use.”82  Concern for the role of the social context will only 

increase in the future, he emphasized. 

By focusing specifically on the source-seeking cognitive processes and 

behavior of the user employing the six categories, this study presents a broad and 

holistic picture of what the user is experiencing.   The cognitive examination is 

warranted because it presents rich possibilities for explaining the causes of 

behavior.  

Next, a methodology employing both the case study approach and a 

grounded theory presentation that was appropriate to the question and that could 

best take advantage of Bransford’s framework was needed. Unfortunately, 

Bransford directed his volume Human Cognition towards an undergraduate 

audience as a general introduction to his ideas.  He did not specify a preferred  

 

 

                                                 
82 Paul R. Pintrich, “Educational Psychology at the Millennium: A Look Back and a Look 
Forward,” Educational Psychology 35 (Fall 2000): 222. 
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Characteristics of the Learner 
Skills, Knowledge, Attitudes, etc. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
      Learning Activities            Criterial Tasks 
     Attention, Rehearsal,      Recognition,   
      Elaboration, etc.       Recall 
         Transfer,  

       Problem Solving,etc. 
 
 
 
 

 
Nature of the Materials 

Modality (visual, linguistic, etc.), Physical Structure, 
Psychological Structure, Conceptual Difficulty,  

Sequencing of Materials, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. An Organizational Framework for Exploring Questions About Learning, 
Understanding, and Remembering. (Adapted from Jenkins, 1978) 83 

                                                 
83 “From Human Cognition, 1st edition, by J. Bransford. Copyright 1979 [8].  Reprinted with 
permission of Wadsworth, an imprint of the Wadsworth Group, a division of Thomson Learning.  
Fax 800 730-2215.”   
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Figure 2. A Conceptual Framework for Considering the Archival Research 
Experience 
  

methodology within the text, and in any case, he typically employed quantitative 

research to investigate very specific instances of learning.  To enhance the case 

study approach and the grounded theory presentation taken by this study, a multi-

method, multi-site exploratory examination was chosen.  As Lois-Ellin Datta, and 

A.M. Huberman and David P. Crandall all noted, multisite/multimethod 

evaluations have been very popular in education.84  The employment of multiple 

sites assists in “finding causal determinisms in more than one context, with 

                                                 
84 Lois-Ellin Datta, “Strange Bedfellows: The Politics of Qualitative Methods,” American 
Behavioral Scientist 26 (September/October 1982): 133-44; Huberman, A. Michael, and David P. 
Crandall, “Fitting Words to Numbers:  
Multisite/Multimethod Research in Educational Dissemination.” American Behavioral Scientist 26 
(September/October 1982): 62-83. 
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similar events and processes coming into play.”85  The investigator’s own 

extensive use of archives as a private researcher provided the basis for the 

purposive selection of sites.  Three separate archival repositories, including an 

academic archives, a government archives, and a private archives, which will be 

referred to as Academic Archives X, Governmental Archives Y, and Private 

Archives Z respectively, were chosen.  It was anticipated that the broad 

institutional perspective would help lessen biases that might arise in a researcher 

public drawn to one type of record, i.e. the record held by an educational 

institution.86   

The first reference encounter about a particular research project is the 

most critical in ascertaining source-seeking behavior, since the researcher either 

discovers suitable materials to consult or determines that none exists to fulfill the 

information need.  Thus, users were considered for the individual case studies 

only if their visit constituted the first time they had come to the archives in 

relation to the need that had brought them there that day.  A purposive selection 

process took place; no attempt was made to employ any methods to select random 

users since this was not a quantitative study and specific elements exhibited by 

researchers were sought for investigation.  The user population included novice 

and repeat users of the particular archives that they were visiting and of other 
                                                 
85 A. Michael Huberman and Matthew B. Miles, “Assessing Local Causality in Qualitative 
Research,” in Exploring Clinical Methods for Social Research, ed. David N. Berg and Kenwyn K. 
Smith (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1985). 
86 Recognizing this fact, archival educator Barbara Craig called for user studies in all types and 
sizes of archives to get a more accurate composite picture of archival clientele.  Colleague 
Elizabeth Yakel concurred, stating that each repository has a unique clientele.  Barbara Craig, 
“Old Myths in New Clothes: Expectations of Archives Users.” Archivaria 45 (Spring 1998): 118-
26, and Elizabeth Yakel, “Thinking Inside and Outside the Boxes: Archival Reference Services at 
the Turn of the Century.” Archivaria 49 (Spring 2000): 140-60. 
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archives, and included both successful and unsuccessful information-seeking 

attempts.  Users were approached, and if the visit constituted their first to that 

archives in respect to their current research project and they fit the required 

researcher profile, they were asked to participate in the study.  There was a very 

high acceptance rate; researchers often were eager to be helpful.87  

Before the formal part of the study was conducted, an exploratory quasi-

experiment was established to gain a better perspective of the source-seeking 

phenomenon.  The source-seeking experience of an information science student 

from a school of library and information science, as previously referred to, was 

videotaped.  The information science student, henceforth referred to as Student X, 

had never been to an archives before, and had had few contacts with libraries as 

an adult, partially owing to a peripatetic life in the military.  Observations made 

from the video were analyzed and a sense of what would be experienced in the 

field assisted the investigator with preparations.   

In all, fourteen researchers were observed, five in the academic archives, 

three in the private archives, and six in the governmental archives.88   (See 

Appendix A for profiles of the fourteen, who henceforth will be referred to as 

“Subject #” and their individual number.)  Observations were continued until 

replication of observations began to occur.  Data-gathering was limited to a single 

research episode for each individual.  Thus, although archival researchers might 

return to the repository multiple times, this study considered only a single, 
                                                 
87 This possibly may reflect more on southern good manners than interest in the study. 
88 While committee members advising the investigator suggested offering money to participants, 
this in actual fact had a disastrous effect and was later dropped.  When money was offered, people 
felt free to decline to participate.  When their good nature was called upon, however, they were 
constrained by good manners to at least seriously consider the proposition.  Very few declined. 
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chronologically continuous episode for each person.  In some cases the episode 

was brief; in others it extended to the entire day.   

Data was gathered in a non-participant engagement by: 1) conducting a 

brief entry interview (during which time the subject consented to participate in the 

research); 2) observing the subject (including simultaneous note-taking and audio 

taping of all interviews by the subject with archives staff); 3) tape recording 

think-aloud protocols when subjects consulted finding aids; and 4) conducting a 

brief exit interview.  As is standard for many qualitative studies, questions for the 

interviews were for the most part non-structured, changing as more was 

experienced and learned in each case study.  During lulls in activity, when the 

researcher(s) was/were waiting for the archivist to return or material to be 

retrieved, a further exchange of questions and answers clarified what the user(s) 

was/were experiencing and thinking.  Often the researchers initiated the 

conversation.  A type of  “thick description” was used when taking notes during 

the observation period.89  Not only were movements, expressions, and words of 

the subjects and the archives staff noted, but also the state of the physical and 

sociocultural environment and of the subjects' interactions with those 

environments.  This observation of individuals was combined with an analysis of 

videos of the physical environments filmed by the investigator, dozens of other 

specific observations of the repositories, their staff, their source-seeking 

procedures, and their finding aids, and analysis of various textual materials 

designed to assist the researcher that are routinely made available at the various 
                                                 
89“Thick Description” refers to the intensive note-taking that considers all aspects of the situation 
being described.  See C. Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays (New York: Basic 
Books, 1973). 
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facilities.  All observations and analyses were placed into context by the 

investigator’s own previous extensive research use of each of the facilities and a 

long, sustained interest in and experience with researchers as a reference archivist 

at a Canadian academic repository. 

The purpose of this blend of methodologies (interview, observation, think-

aloud protocols, and analysis of videos and written material) was to ensure that 

there was a triangulation of data.  By employing different methodologies to 

collect data about the source-seeking encounter, one can use the results both to 

gather unique types of information that particularly lend themselves to a certain 

method and to cross-verify research findings by comparing the results of 

information collected by each method.90  Such a blend of methodologies helped to 

compensate for some of the artificiality introduced into the situation by archivists 

and researchers being self-consciously aware that someone was listening to and 

taping what they were saying.  The process was assisted, however, by the 

investigator being identified by the subjects as only a student; they were not 

necessarily aware that the investigator was an experienced archivist.  Thus they 

did not typically look to the investigator to provide assistance when they ran into 

difficulties.  Once the data was gathered, the interviews were transcribed and the 

transcriptions and field notes were analyzed line by line.  Inductive reasoning was 

employed to generate a list of elements which seemed to be the most relevant to 

the source-seeking experience.  These elements were then analyzed using the 

adaptation of Bransford’s model, correlating the individual cases and comparing 

                                                 
90 David R. Krathwohl, Methods of Educational and Social Science Research: An Integrated 
Approach (New York: Longman Publishing Group, 1993). 
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the cases to what was determined about each of the factors affecting source-

seeking by other studies. 

Thus this exploration will begin to acquaint archivists with the research 

encounter, by studying the source-seeking cognitive processes and behavior of the 

in-person archival researcher in America, from the researcher’s point of view.  
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Chapter 2:  The Physical and Sociocultural Environments 

According to psychologist Allan W. Wicker, “…human behavior cannot 

be adequately understood without examining the context in which it occurs.”1  A 

study of context falls under the rubric of environmental psychology, sometimes 

referred to as ecological psychology.  A transactional approach within 

environmental psychology assumes that experiences are holistic, involving 

persons, psychological processes and environments, that affect and are affected by 

each other, over time.2   Additionally, phenomena will be embedded in (and 

influenced by) a surrounding set of events.3  Roger Barker, one of the key 

psychologists to develop the notion of ecological psychology, referred to events 

as occurring in “behavior settings,” in which elements of the setting are 

identifiable and separate.  Wicker, however, chose to interpret behavior settings as 

social constructions – the results “of sense-making and interactive behaviors of 

participants.”4 

Thus, if we want to understand the cognitive processes and behavior of 

users seeking archival sources, we must consider the environment in which the 

behavior takes place: the archives.  This study advocates Wicker’s approach of 

                                                 
1 Allan W. Wicker, “Behavior Settings Reconsidered: Temporal Stages, Resources, Internal 
Dynamics, Context,” in Handbook of Environmental Psychology, ed. Daniel Stokols and Irwin 
Altman (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1987), 616. 
2 Irwin Altman and Barbara Rogoff, “World Views in Psychology: Trait, Interactional, 
Organismic, and  
Transactional Perspectives,” in Handbook of Environmental Psychology. 
3 Daniel Stokols, “Conceptual Strategies of Environmental Psychology,” in Handbook of 
Environmental Psychology. 
4 Wicker, “Behavior Settings,” 616. 
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behavior settings.  No attempt is made here to employ solely an ecological 

approach in examining the source-seeking experience; rather it is used to augment 

a primarily cognitive treatment as outlined in J. D. Bransford’s framework.  This 

chapter examines the physical setting of the archives, its sociocultural milieu, and 

the behavior of users and archives staff during the event of source-seeking first in 

the case of Student X, and second in the specific contexts of the three archives – 

Academic Archives X, Governmental Archives Y, and Private Archives Z.  

There are many elements and aspects of the environment that one may 

study to explore the ways in which the physical and sociocultural dimensions of a 

setting can affect both people and a process.  This study isolated seven to examine 

in the context of the source-seeking experience: 1) wayfinding and the use of 

cognitive mapping; 2) layout and size of space; 3) objects; 4) people (in relation 

to density); 5) atmospheric elements; 6) time; and 7) culture.  Experience suggests 

that these dimensions are the most pertinent to the source-seeking experience.  

Each was considered as to how they might affect the archival research experience, 

then they were examined in the context of both the quasi-experiment with Student 

X and the observations in the three archives. 

The first element, wayfinding, refers to the process by which people 

physically navigate through their environment, or in other words, find their way.  

“Differentiation” refers to the distinctiveness of different parts of the 

environment.  The more highly differentiated an environment, the easier it is to 

navigate, whereas an environment in which everything looks very much the same 
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presents a greater challenge.5  A differentiated environment, however, does not 

mean complicated, merely distinctive.  Research by M.J. O’Neill in 1991 

confirmed that complex floor plans had a negative effect on wayfinding in office 

buildings.  The more complex the spatial layout, the more information that must 

be processed in order for someone to move around the environment.  Not 

surprisingly, O’Neill also found that graphic or textual signs placed at key 

intersections within complex buildings improved wayfinding for most people.  As 

with any other ability, skill at wayfinding varies significantly from person to 

person.6  Difficulties experienced in wayfinding within a building or a room, 

however, translate into overall negative impressions being formed by those who 

are doing the navigating, as reported by several researchers who were considering 

wayfinding in museums.7 

People develop cognitive maps of the “environments external to the mind” 

that allow them to make sense of their surroundings.8  According to psychologist 

Reginald G. Golledge, these environments include the observable physical realm 

as well as the social and cultural realms.  These cognitive maps are people’s 

abstract mental models of the world.  Entering into a new place for the first time, 

                                                 
5 Francis T. McAndrew, Environmental Psychology  (Pacific Grove, CA: Brooks/Cole Publishing 
Company, 1993). 
6 M.J. O’Neill, “Effects of Signage and Floor Plan Configuration of Wayfinding Accuracy,” 
Environment & Behavior 23 (1991): 553-74, quoted in McAndrew, Environmental Psychology. 
7 A. Mehrabian, Manual for the Questionnaire Measure of Stimulus Screening and Arousability 
(Los Angeles: Albert Mehrabian, 1976); and G. Winkel, R. Olsen, F. Wheeler and M. Cohen, The 
Museum Visitor and Orientational Media: An Experimental Comparison of Different Approaches 
in the Smithsonian Institution and National Museum of History and Technology (New York: City 
University of New York Center for Environment and Behavior, 1976), quoted in McAndrew, 
Environmental Psychology. 
8 Edward Tolman coined the phrase “cognitive maps” to explain how rats learned the location of 
alimentary rewards in a maze even after the pathways had been altered. 
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a user will have no cognitive map with which to deal with the demands of the 

environment.  But humans rely heavily on past experiences to structure their 

perceptions.9  These “repetitive interaction patterns appear to result in the 

development of stable images over time, with the image and individual’s spatial 

behavior being inextricably linked one to another.”10  In the absence of such 

images, people are reduced to “trial-and-error exploration.”11 An apt analogy for 

the effect of past experience on cognitive mapping might be found during the 

experience of people who enter a restaurant for the first time in their lives.  Such 

persons will have no cognitive map on which to rely and consequently will have 

no notion of what to do or where to go.  If they have a cognitive map for the 

concept of restaurants, however, they will search for a sign telling them whether 

to wait to be shown to their seat or to seat themselves, and can act accordingly.  

It may be supposed that the physical and sociocultural environments affect 

the user during the source-seeking experience. The physical location of an 

archives can either afford ease of access and use or present a barrier – sometimes 

a significant barrier – to researchers.  As Catherine Sheldrick Ross and Patricia 

Dewdney note in their article on public library reference transactions, the physical 

setting of a library is one of twelve factors that can impede the user.12  Similarily 
                                                 
9 McAndrew, Environmental Psychology.  According to the 1956 lens model of one of the 
founders of environmental psychology, Egon Brunswik, humans take a very active role in 
structuring their perceptions of the environment based heavily on past experiences. 
10 Reginald G. Golledge, “Environmental Cognition,” in Handbook of Environmental Psychology, 
144. 
11 Wicker, “Behavior Settings,” 624. 
12 The other eleven factors were: 2) the librarian used unwelcoming body language; 3) the 
librarian accepted the user’s initial question at face value and didn’t ask any questions or conduct a 
reference interview; 4) the librarian didn’t listen; 5) the librarian did not let the user know what he 
or she was doing; 6) the librarian didn’t treat the user’s question as important; 7) the librarian 
seemed to imply that the search was futile to start with or had reached a dead end; 8) the librarian 
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with an archives, wayfinding can facilitate or impede the user.  The ease or 

difficulty in finding and reaching an archives varies between repositories.   Often, 

however, archives are placed in remote locations.  Because archives have been 

relatively late developments for many institutions, they have been tucked away in 

what previously was unwanted space.13  Thus users will find many archives 

located in basements, or on the top floors of buildings, or in out of the way 

locations and amongst unrelated departments.  Only those archives in purpose-

built buildings, usually large governmental archives, have escaped this fate.  What 

does an archives being located in an odd, difficult-to-find place mean for the user?  

The more an archives is difficult to locate, the more effort is required to go to the 

archives, and the stronger the desire needed to overcome the impediment.  This 

means that users have to purposively seek out the repository; they are unlikely to 

have run across it in their daily routine, and so will not have any memories of it 

when they decide that they require its services.   

Archives have a tendency to move, too, which interferes in locating them.  

This may not happen often, but as archives outgrow their spaces, they either must 

expand significantly, rely increasingly on off-site storage, or seek completely new 

quarters.  Infrequent researchers who memorize where an archival facility is 

located as a way of coping with a poorly understood resource are thrown by a 

                                                                                                                                     
seemed to want to get rid of the user; 9) the librarian provided minimum help and didn’t volunteer 
any explanations; 10) the librarian provided a call number but didn’t check to make sure that the 
user succeeded in finding anything useful; 11) the librarian didn’t follow up; 12) the librarian 
seemed unfamiliar with the range of relevant sources. Catherine Sheldrick Ross and Patricia 
Dewdney, “Best Practices: An Analysis of the Best (and Worst) in Fifty Two Public Library 
Reference Transactions,” Public Libraries 33 (September/October 1994): 261-6. 
13 For many academic institutions, for example, archives only were formally established in the 
1960s. 
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significant difference in locale.  Fully ten years after a Canadian governmental 

archives had relocated to a new space, researchers continued to go to the former 

location, uneasily aware that something had altered, but not realizing the 

significance of the change either in name or decor.14  Since the name of the 

original institution had not really imparted any significant meaning to them, the 

change of the name was an irrelevant detail.  All they remembered was the 

physical location and the word “archives.”   

In addition to past experience, an individual’s beliefs about the 

environment will  influence that person’s behavior more than the environment as 

it actually exists, according to social psychologist Kurt Lewin.15  In the top-down 

cognitive processing or comprehension of the environment, recognition is driven 

by “expectations of what objects are to be found in a particular environment.”16  

Experience shapes this perception of the environment, however, since over time 

people learn which stimuli are more often reflective of the real environment.  

These tend to receive a greater weight when people are formulating responses to 

new but similar environments.17  

Once in an archives, users must be able to navigate within the facility with 

ease, and to use the facility properly.  Many archives are located in retrofitted 

spaces, which, besides occasionally obscuring the location of the archives by 

carrying permanent signage of the previous occupant, present myriad difficulties 
                                                 
14 These were patrons of the Saskatchewan Archives Board in Canada, coming to the University 
of Regina Archives, which had moved into the Board’s old quarters once they were vacated. 
15 McAndrew, Environmental Psychology. 
16 Ibid., p.29. 
17 This is according to the model posited by Egon Brunswick. There are other models of 
environmental perception, such as that provided by Gibson, who proposed that sensory 
information does in fact provide an accurate portrait of the world as it really is.  Ibid.  
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for the user.  In retrofitting spaces, architects must operate within the restraining 

physical shell established by the building’s or area’s former occupants.  Historic 

buildings, while loaded with character and endowed with great ambiance, present 

the greatest challenges, since often alterations that need to be made must take into 

consideration the architectural and stylistic elements of the original building.18  

Work areas for processing may need to share space with reference rooms, blurring 

the lines between locations in which users are permitted and excluded.  This is 

particularly true of small archives.  The layouts of reference areas often are 

convoluted, forced to fit available space as best they might.  Resources such as 

finding aids, usually a melange of card catalogues, published guides, hand-written 

or typed inventories, and computer data bases, often are split up as the inadequate 

spaces reserved for them are rapidly outgrown.  In these instances, researchers 

must go to several physically disparate locations to consult these source-seeking 

materials.  This is especially true in the case of computer terminals, as they must 

be placed where wiring for such unanticipated resources can be accommodated.  

Because of the great expense of rewiring, archives must find the most economical 

means to achieve the upgrade, locating the computer terminals in odd, sometimes 

inconvenient locations.  For researchers, this interferes with keeping track of 

which finding aids have been consulted and which have not, and facilitates 

accidentally skipping a step in what can be a complicated procedure.  The logic of 

the layouts of archives in retrofitted spaces often is dictated by what is possible, 

                                                 
18 As Ted Ling of the National Archives of Australia cheerfully noted: “Even if the facilities at 
your disposal are less than ideal, you should not despair.” In Solid, Safe, Secure: Building 
Archives Repositories in Australia (Canberra: National Archives of Australia, [1998?]) 
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not by what is best for the researcher.  The loss of clearly defined spaces can be 

detrimental to the operation of the archives. 

Within an environment, the layout of the space affects people as does the 

size of the space within which an activity is expected to proceed.  People can be 

motivated to exhibit certain behaviors by the arrangement of space.  For instance, 

L.M. Morrow related a study that found that children engaged in more literature 

activities where library corners existed.19  The children found the quiet corners 

attractive and were thus motivated to employ the literature housed there. Children 

are probably more sensitive to environmental cues, but adults likewise can be 

prompted by an arrangement of space.  Not only must space for an activity be 

adequate in respect to crowding, but also rooms must create the impression that 

they are adequate for the task.  That perception of size can be affected by many 

things, including the presence or absence of furniture (a great deal of furniture 

tends to shrink perceptions of space), and messiness and “signs of disorder” 

versus cleanliness and order (messiness and disorder also shrink space in people’s 

eyes).  

The physical layout of archives can suffer by the continuous growth of its 

holdings.  Archives do not, as a rule, deaccession and discard materials, unlike 

libraries which commonly prune their collections periodically as a space-gaining 

measure and to ensure the intellectual integrity of their collections.20  The ever 
                                                 
19L. M. Morrow, “Relationships between literature program, library corner designs, and children’s 
use of literature,” Journal of Educational Research 75 (1982): 339-44, quoted in Robert Gifford,  
Environmental Psychology: Principles and Practice (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1987), 283. 
20 Although the San Francisco Public Library denied that it was weeding books to save space, the 
fact remained that the new library did not have as much shelf space as the old library building.  
Stories of staff members smuggling rare works from the dumpsters behind the library were 
generally pounced on by the media with great delight. 
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increasing public profile of archives and increased emphasis on the preservation 

of heritage also has accelerated growth of holdings in many instances.  Many 

libraries, however, have settled into relatively stable patterns of growth as they 

move increasingly to electronic resources and as their buying power is severely 

reduced by skyrocketing book and journal prices and inflation.21  The majority of 

archives have yet to acquire large amounts of electronic materials and rely on 

donations or transfers from their sponsoring organizations for their acquisitions, 

so are unaffected by pricing.  The continuous growth of archives, user 

populations, holdings and, to a much lesser extent, staff, presents a significant 

problem for archives and hence for users.  What may begin as generous space for 

a small number of visiting researchers can gradually be eroded as ever more users 

come to the archives to use the materials.  Ample accommodation for users can be 

eaten away rapidly to meet the need for ever more work and storage spaces.22  In 

a desperate attempt to avoid sending materials to off-site storage, where 

processing of accessions is almost impossible, many archives will try to employ 

every inch of local space; often user space is the victim of this overcrowding.  

Likewise, new staff, although relatively rare in archives, must be accommodated 

somewhere.   

The presence of certain objects with which people will interact likewise 

encourages certain behaviors.  Referring to opinions held by Barker and his 
                                                 
21 Archivist Victor Gondos Jr. noted that the rate of change in archives was “phenomenally rapid,” 
making planning for spaces exceedingly difficult.  His remark, however, was made in 1964!  He 
probably would not have words to describe the rate of change currently occurring in archives.  In  
“Archival Buildings – Programing [sic] and Planning.” American Archivist 27 (1964): 467-83. 
22 Sometimes this trend can be reversed, as in the case of the National Archives of the United 
States (now the National Archives and Records Administration) which was required by 1964 to 
fence off parts of its stack space to accommodate researchers.  Ibid. 
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research partner, H.F. Wright, Golledge states that “the fit between the actions of 

people and the features and arrangements of physical objects within a setting is 

called behavior-environment synomorphy.”23  An example would be the fit 

between (1) the design of the cash register and its location on a counter and (2) 

the behaviors of customers and shop clerks when a purchase is made.  Customers 

approach the counter with goods they wish to buy.  Clerks behind the counter face 

the customers and are within easy reach of the register’s keys, etc.  Obviously the 

aim is to achieve the greatest ease with which people and objects interact.  All 

objects, Donald A. Norman wrote in his seminal work The Design of Everyday 

Things (1988), have what he terms “affordances: the perceived and actual 

properties of the thing, primarily those fundamental properties that determine just 

how the thing could possibly be used.”24  When these affordances are used to their 

best advantage, simple things will require no label or instruction in order to be 

used correctly.  A natural mapping will exist between their physical presence and 

their function.  Norman made a critical observation: when the completion of a 

task encouraged by an object appears simple or trivial, and people get the task 

wrong, they blame themselves.  

First of all, the way archival materials are stored has implications for 

users.  To maximize use of available space, most archives employ a method of 

consecutive shelving, which places incoming material next to the material last 

received.  After it is arranged and described this material may be shifted to a 

                                                 
23 Wicker, “Behavior Settings,” 614.  Golledge refers to the behavior settings of Roger Barker and 
H.F. Wright, who did extensive observations of children in a rural Kansas community over a 
twenty year period. 
24 Donald A. Norman, The Design of Everyday Things (New York: Doubleday, 1988), 9. 
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different location on site in which processed materials are located, it may be sent 

off-site to remote storage, or may be placed temporarily in an area reserved for 

accessions requiring special treatment of some kind, such as assessment for 

income tax purposes.  Archival materials may be shifted several times in a very 

short period of time.  Boxes of textual records received from the same individual 

creator over a number of years may be located physically in many different areas 

of the archives and  be intellectually united for the user only by the fonds level 

description.25  Photographs, films, and other various special media are normally 

physically separated from a fonds, to be placed with other like materials, usually 

because of special storage requirements or for convenience of retrieval.  Wherever 

they are placed within an archives, these materials normally are kept in storage 

areas separated in some manner from the reference room.  For security reasons, 

users are not allowed to physically retrieve the boxes of materials themselves.  

They must usually complete some type of call-slip to have the materials brought 

to them.  

The distributed nature of archival materials has several implications for 

users.  Users cannot physically browse materials, unless they appear in the same 

box and the archives allows retrieval by box (some archives will bring only 

individual files to the user in an attempt to discourage misfiling of materials or to 

keep tighter security control).  There may be considerable delay between the time 

the request for material is made and the time that it is delivered (this is assuming 

that it has not been sent off-site which naturally would increase the delay 

                                                 
25 Archivists use location codes to retrieve requested materials. 
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probably to at least a twenty-four hour period or more).  Because of staff 

shortages, retrievals often are made in batches by staff which adds to delays.  

There are sometimes limits to how many boxes or files can be requested at a 

given time as well.  As Carl M. Brauer noted: “Researchers were permitted to 

have only one manuscript box at a time, and the staff assistant could bring only 

two manuscript boxes per researcher into the room at the same time.”26  Such a 

restriction means a more fractured research process. This “time-lapse” method of 

formulating a request then seeing the material sometimes several hours later may 

have a deleterious effect on the user.  

Objects within an archives cause far fewer difficulties than layout, 

although they may present challenges for a user.27 Card catalogs, still in existence 

in many archives, pose the least difficulties.  Most mature researchers probably 

will have encountered them before in a library setting.  Even those researchers in 

the archives who have not encountered card catalogs will likely be able to intuit 

how to employ them.  The affordances are clear; the handles on the card catalogs 

invite users to pull on them.  Once open, the choices of what to do to see the cards 

are limited.  Where archives fail with card catalogs is making their contents 

clearly known.  Often an entire bank of drawers will be split into multiple 

sections.  A lack of space for large signage makes it difficult to see where one 
                                                 
26 Carl M. Brauer, “Researcher Evaluation of Reference Services,” American Archivist 43 (Winter 
1980): 77-9. 
27 Although many people become familiarized with the notion of the library early on in their 
educational development, libraries themselves are changing so quickly that even an experienced 
library user, one who grew up using school and public libraries, may not be familiar with CD-Rom 
technology, for instance, or how to use some type of electronic resource on-line.  As Catherine 
Sheldrick Ross and Patricia Dewdney note in their article on public library reference transactions: 
“For many users, the library is a foreign territory full of unfamiliar and frightening features...” in 
Ross and Dewdney, “Best Practices,” 265. 
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section ends and another one begins.  The direction in which the cards are filed 

often differs.  Sometimes they follow one another from one side of the bank of 

drawers to the other, other times they are filed from top of the drawers to the 

bottom, left to right.  Although relatively minor annoyances, when a person is 

experiencing uncertainty, they can prove discouraging, whereas anything that 

smooths the way encourages the user to continue.  

Other objects in an archives may present greater challenges.  Although not 

unique to archives, photocopiers may prove problematical to employ in those 

archives that provide for a limited amount of self-serve photocopying.  Microfilm 

and microfiche machines, though mastered relatively easily, cannot be fixed by 

the inexperienced layperson should something go wrong.  Computers are 

probably the most difficult to master, particularly for someone who is not 

computer literate.  The records themselves may require intricate machinery in 

order to be used – reel to reel tape players, cassette players, video players, 16 mm 

film projectors.  Even the archival records themselves can present difficulties.  

When users have made a selection from a finding aid, they may have no idea what 

the physical manifestation of the material will be and how the material is going to 

be presented.  They have no conception of what they must do to extract the 

information from the hundreds, sometimes thousands of pages of text, or hours 

and hours of tape, or thousands of photographs.  It may mean sitting at a 

microfilm reader for hours, at other times it may mean requesting dozens of boxes 

and pouring through individual sheets of paper.  The physical nature of archives 
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reflect the context of their creation (what they were used for) and are the results of 

any preservation actions, which may have altered their physical state.   

The physical nature of archives does not make them easy to handle or to 

employ.  In a survey of 767 historians, Margaret F. Stieg discovered that they 

considered manuscripts to be “the second most inconvenient format,” although 

they claimed that convenience would not hinder their use of these materials.28  

Clark A. Elliott, examining the citations of fifty articles on the history of science 

published between 1976 and 1977, found that 28% of all citations were to 

unpublished primary resource material which seemed to indicate that historians 

persisted in their use of archives.  But as Bill Maher noted, this relatively high 

figure is attributable in part to the fact that Elliott counted each letter as a separate 

reference, rather than counting all references to a single fonds as a single 

reference.29  This high number was not discovered in other examinations.  An 

extensive study by Clyve Jones, Michael Chapman, and Pamela Carr Woods of 

7,000 references from articles published between 1968 and 1969 in seven journals 

devoted to English history found that unpublished manuscripts accounted for only 

10.9% of all the references (with all references to a fonds counted as one).30  This 

figure was consistent with the 10% established by an earlier study conducted by 

Arthur Monroe McAnally in 1951 that analyzed historical literature published in 

                                                 
28 Margaret F. Stieg, “The Information of [sic] Needs of Historians,” College and Research 
Libraries 42 (1981): 549-60. 
29 William J. Maher, “User Studies and Information Practices of Archival Researchers: Report of 
a Literature Review and Survey Pre-Test.” Unpublished report prepared at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, September 1989. 
30 Clyve Jones, Michael Chapman, and Pamela Carr Woods, “The Characteristics of the Literature 
Used by Historians,” Journal of Librarianship 4 (1972): 137-56, quoted in Maher, “User Studies 
and Information Practices.” 
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1938, and the 11.2% determined by Mary Ellen Soper in 1972 when she 

performed a citation analysis of science, social science and humanities 

publishing.31   In 1985, archivist Leonard Rapport also noted that the vast 

majority of those who published books on the National Labor Relations Board 

relied on published summaries, even though much richer archival documentation 

was available.32  Similarily, studies done by Fredric Miller, Jacqueline Goggin, 

and Don C. Skemer discovered that certain historical and social science 

subdisciplines made poor use of archival materials.33  No doubt the inconvenient 

physical nature contributed to this lack of use, although other factors, such as 

unfamiliarity with archival material as a relevant source, also would have been 

critical in some disciplines.34 

In addition to objects, Wicker placed great emphasis on the role of 

particular individuals. He stated that the fate of settings may depend upon key 

individuals.  He also pointed to the role of such contextual factors as “cultural and 

                                                 
31 Arthur Monroe McAnally, “Characteristics of Materials Used in Research in United States 
History,” (Ph.D. diss., University of Chicago, 1951); quoted in Clark A. Elliott, “Citation Patterns 
and Documentation for the History of Science: Some Methodological Considerations,” American 
Archivist 44 (Spring 1981): 131-42; and Mary Ellen Soper, “The Relationship between Personal 
Collections and the Selection of Cited References,” (Ph.D. diss., University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, 1972); quoted in Maher, “User Studies and Information Practices.” 
32 Leonard Rapport, “In the Valley of Decision: What to Do about the Multitude of Files of Quasi 
Cases,” American Archivist 48 (1985): 173-89. 
33 Miller noted that social historians made relatively little use of archives.  Goggin noted that even 
those who used the archives at the Library of Congress in the area of black and women’s 
organizations did not use extensively the resources that were available.  Skemer noted that while 
political scientists shunned archival research in the recent past, the tide seemed to be turning, and 
he urged archivists to encourage research. Miller, “Use, Appraisal, and Research”; Goggin, 
“Scholarly Users of Black and Women’s Organizational”; and Skemer “Political Science and the 
Use of Archives.”   
34 At  least one might make the excuse of unfamiliarity with archival materials for those 
publishing in the science, social science and humanities fields, but this factor is less easy to apply 
to the historians. 
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economic conditions, setting history, and the links that exist among settings” as 

affecting persons in the setting under review.  35 In addition to factors that affect 

persons, within a setting persons will affect each other.  The effects of 

overcrowding on people’s behavior, referred to as the “density” of an 

environment, is well documented in a number of specific contexts.  As noted in 

Francis T. McAndrew’s book on environmental psychology: “High density not 

only affects our feelings, it can influence our ability to perform tasks effectively 

as well.”36  Complex, difficult tasks that require a great deal of attention 

especially are affected negatively by high density.  The issue of personal space 

also needs to be considered in this context.  People need a certain amount of space 

around them to feel comfortable.  

The lack of space many archives experience has the effect of crowding 

people and objects together.  Privacy is not possible in an archives, no matter how 

sensitive the research.  Every researcher normally is seated such that the archives 

staff can watch them.  This helps to discourage theft, vandalism, and destructive 

handling.37  With the well-publicized thefts of documents from archives in the last 

few decades, archivists are more conscious than ever about the issue of security. 

If archives present difficulties to able-bodied visitors, for visitors with 

special needs the challenge is even greater.  Archival reference areas make little 

                                                 
35 Wicker, “Behavior Settings,” 624. 
36 McAndrew, Environmental Psychology. 
37 See for instance: Brian S. Smith, “A Standard for Record Repositories.” Journal of the Society 
of Archivists 12, no2 (Autumn 1991): 114-22; Michel Duchein, “General View on the Areas Open 
to the Public in Archives Buildings,” Atlanti 6 (1996): 9-15; and Galina Baranova, “Architecture 
and Equipment of the Lithuanian Historical State Archives Buildings in the Area Open to the 
Public,” Atlanti 6 (1996): 28-31.  A significant proportion of Atlanti number 4, in fact, is devoted 
to the issue of “preservation versus physical use” of archival materials.  
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accommodation for handicapped patrons.  Cramped layouts make it difficult for 

patrons in wheelchairs to maneuver around furniture.  Although library budgets 

have suffered over the years, they still have greater discretionary funds than the 

majority of archives, funds that they may spend on, for example, low tables for 

the wheelchair user and for machines that read text for the blind.38  Since many 

materials in archives are handwritten or annotated by hand, full access never 

could be provided for the visually challenged.  More, however, could be done to 

provide access to printed text, and archives are filled with audio recordings or 

video and film recordings that are accompanied by sound that the blind could use 

and enjoy.  Fortunately building standards in Canada and the United States have 

matured to include minimum standards to accommodate the disabled user.  

Outside of objects and people, there are atmospheric factors that affect 

people within a setting.  “Survey research suggests that temperature represents a 

major source of discomfort and dissatisfaction in offices and factories.”39  Eric 

Sundstrom states that this may arise partially from the diversity of temperatures 

that people find uncomfortable.  Research drawing parallels between heat and loss 

of productivity generally has found the effect of heat on motor tasks, rather than 

on mental tasks, which generally are unaffected by heat.  Less study has been 

made on the effect of cool temperatures, and that which has been done has 

provided inconsistent results.  One study, however, found, interestingly, that 

military personnel programmed material faster but made more errors while 
                                                 
38 Brenda Beasley Kepley felt that “archivists lag far behind their colleagues in library science and 
museum administration in making their collections accessible” in “Archives: Accessibility for the 
Disabled,” American Archivist 46 (Winter 1983): 43. 
39 Eric Sundstrom, “Work Environments: Offices and Factories,” in Handbook of Environmental 
Psychology, 742. 
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working in cooler temperatures.40  Another study found that paired associates 

exhibited poorer learning behavior when exposed to cool temperatures for a 

period of fifteen minutes than when they learned in normal temperatures .41  Air 

quality is another factor that affects people; such undesirable components as dust, 

gas, smoke and mist, have been found to be significantly correlated with 

dissatisfaction with the physical environment.  Noise, an “unwanted sound,” tends 

to distract people when they are performing activities that require continuous 

short-term retention of new information.42  Unpredictable noise in this instance is 

worse for disrupting mental performance than regular or familiar noise.  

According to Gifford, the actual effect of noise on learning is complicated by 

various factors, including the physical properties of sound (pitch, loudness, 

continuity, meaningfulness), the characteristics of the learner (motivation, 

personality, intelligence, feelings of control), and the type and complexity of the 

task (reading, memorizing, problem solving, listening).43 

In terms of atmospheric elements, temperature can be problematical in an 

archives.  Often archives will be cooler than comfortable for patrons because the 

archivists are trying to achieve optimum temperatures for records and to lessen 

the difference between colder storage and warmer reference areas.44  Archives 

                                                 
40 R.D. Pepler and R.E. Warner, “Temperature and Learning: An Experimental Study,” ASHRAE 
Transactions 74, no. 2 (1968): 211-4, quoted in Sundstrom, “Work Environments.”  
41 M.A. Allen and G.J. Fischer, “Ambient Temperature Effects on Paired Associate Learning,” 
Ergonomics 21, no. 2 (1978): 95-101, quoted in Sundstrom, “Work Environments.” 
42 K.D. Kryter, The Effects of Noise on Man (New York: Academic, 1970), quoted in Sundstrom, 
“Work Environments.” 
43 Gifford,  Environmental Psychology. 
44 This is because “…the transfer of documents between warm and cool areas can result in their 
distortion or in condensation on them.” Lionel Bell, “The Archivist and His Accommodation,” 
Archivaria 8 (Summer 1979): 88.  
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located in older buildings and at the mercy of building-wide environmental 

controls, however, can suffer great fluctuations in temperature which can be 

equally unpleasant for the researcher.  Although “dusty archives” is a cliché, it is 

one based on a certain amount of truth.  Dust from textual records in particular 

can climb to significant levels and become irritants to researchers with asthma or 

allergies.  Although this is usually truer for those staff who must work with the 

records on a regular basis, users who are working with a collection over a long 

period of time also may suffer.   

A high level of distracting noise is a problem for users in archival 

reference spaces.45  The noise from photocopiers, telephones, and fax machines 

compete with staff conducting reference interviews, users involved in group 

research audibly interacting, persons listening to or viewing sound and moving 

image media, researchers operating microfilm machines, and staff moving carts 

filled with materials.  The resulting cacophony can be exacerbated by small 

reference rooms, as well as by noises entering from outside.  This can be true 

particularly if the archives is located among dissimilar agencies.  As genealogist 

Mary Speakman noted: “A quiet, unruffled atmosphere in the archives search 

room is one thing I especially appreciate.”46 

All of the interactions between humans and the physical environment take 

place within the context of time.  There are two distinct types of time: 1) the 

                                                 
45 Such comments as “Sometimes there is too much noise in the reading room,” “some researchers 
in pairs are overly noisy,” and “full volume conversations over distance is really inconsiderate…” 
are common in user surveys.  In Deborah Holder, Betty Jo Moore, Brenda L. Roach and Paul 
Thomas, “Archives of Ontario, Client Survey (September 29th – October 11th, 1997): Final 
Report,” [Toronto: Archives of Ontario, 1998].   
46 Speakman “The User Talks Back,” 167-8.   
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actual time required when people are engaged in an activity; and 2) their 

perception of that time.  Losing track of time and feeling harried or rushed may 

interfere in the conduct of affairs.  Time within an archives can be a significant 

element for users, since archives, requiring full-time security, often cannot afford 

to be open beyond normal business hours.47  Also, because of the importance of 

serving the organization that sponsors the archives, repositories are loath to 

alienate their primary clientele by shifting their public opening beyond business 

hours, opening later in the morning, for instance, to serve private patrons in 

evening hours.  But patrons require time to adequately conduct source seeking, 

since source-seeking is an iterative process, with researchers alternating their 

employment of archival sources with periodic searches.  Patrons may also need 

extra time due to experiencing delays in accessing records for reasons cited 

above.  Time is normally something one needs in large supply to work in an 

archives. Rarely can a user just pop into an archives and walk out a few minutes 

later satisfied.  

Finally, there is the sociocultural milieu of the setting.  Important 

sociocultural messages are delivered to a user via the physical environment.  

Visitors need to know the culture of the setting in order to understand the setting.  

There is also a difference between their expectations and understanding of the 

culture and those held by persons who work within that culture.  This difference 

can make the interaction between visitors and staff difficult.  

                                                 
47 There can be exceptions.  When the current building of the Public Archives of Canada, now 
National Archives of Canada, first was opened, there were no locks on the front doors, because the 
building was open and staffed twenty-four hours a day, 365 days a year!   
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The location reflects the importance of an archives in relation to other 

services.  A visitor who sees an archives that is tucked away in an obscure 

location, will absorb the implicit message that the archives is not particularly 

important to the institution.  Also, poor physical locations merely enhance the 

stereotypes that at least some users have formulated before their visits: that 

archives are moldering, dusty places on the fringes of important activity.  Yet as 

every archivist knows, physical space often is the most difficult circumstance of 

the repository over which to have any control.  Below a certain governmental 

level, archives are simply not large enough to command spaces of their own.  

Because they share spaces with other tenants, they must compete with those 

tenants for what is an increasingly precious commodity.  The costs of creating 

new spaces, while always high, have skyrocketed in recent years.48  Sociocultural 

messages imparted to users, however, can affect their appreciation of the 

importance of the resources held by archives. 

 While the physical environment of archives has deteriorated during 

the last thirty years as more and more pressure is put on it, the sociocultural 

environment of archives has fared somewhat better.  The profile of archives has 

been heightened considerably due to a number of factors.  There has been 

explosive growth in the numbers of archives across North America; archival 

materials have seemingly captured the fancy and interest of the media in these 

times of baby-boomer nostalgia; the idea of computer “archiving,” although 

incorrect in the archival enterprise sense, at least introduces lay people to the idea 

                                                 
48 Although there seems to be a renaissance of new building for public libraries in particular of 
late, witness the San Francisco and the San Antonio Public Libraries for example. 
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of placing information in storage for later retrieval; and the number of books and 

films that mention or employ “archives” has increased.  This heightened profile 

has in turn introduced the word, if not exactly the concept, to users. 

Awareness, however, does not translate into understanding.  Archives, 

both repositories and materials, are still confusing for most people.  Many users 

are not entirely clear as to the differences between the materials held by libraries 

and those held by archives and so naturally do not know when to approach the 

one kind of repository and when to approach the other.49  Some users would point 

to the age and uniqueness of archival documents as distinguishing characteristics.  

But age is not a determining factor, since something can be old without being 

archival.  Rare books are also often old, and thus rare book libraries are confused 

with archives because both are considered to hold “old” material.  By their very 

nature, archives are unique or one-of-a-kind, but uniqueness is not a factor that 

distinguishes archival material from library material.  A book may be unique 

because few were printed and the rest have been destroyed for example.  The fact 

that many materials held by archives could be held as easily by libraries, such as 

films, architectural plans, maps or gray literature such as pamphlets, only 

compounds the confusion.  Documentary art shifts freely between archives and art 

galleries.  In addition, many archives keep library-like clippings files and topical 

files, which are decidedly unarchival but practical.  Even though altogether these 

                                                 
49 This doctoral student conducted a broad study in Canada and the Czech Republic of the public’s 
understanding of the word “archives.”  The results were most enlightening – the majority of 
people approached in Canada did not know what the word “archives” meant, although some 
guessed, and the majority of Czechs, while knowing that archives were repositories of historical 
information, often confused archives with rare book libraries.  This study has not been published 
to date. 
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materials make up only a fraction of the records that are kept in archives, such 

nuances and fine distinctions are lost on the public, who only see documents of 

similar types held by the two institutions.   

The distinction between archival and library material lies in their creation.  

In order for material to be considered archival it must be created, received or 

collected by, an individual, a family or an organization, in the course of daily 

activities, and preserved.  The information contained in such records normally is 

not produced and packaged for public consumption.  In comparison, materials 

collected by libraries are consciously created by one or more authors in multiple 

copies to disseminate information and communicate ideas to a public of some 

kind.  These differing processes of creation affect the nature of the information 

contained in the two types of material.  The side effects of the somewhat 

mysterious nature of archival materials is it leads some people to wonder whether 

they have a right to enter an archives.  They do not know what duties archives 

perform. 

By not understanding the nature of archival records, users are at a loss to 

account for many archival practices.  People cannot physically remove materials 

from the archives, for instance, which is a significantly different practice from 

most libraries.  This is for security reasons.  Such precautions are necessary 

because while uniqueness does not determine an archival record, it usually means 

that physical loss of the archival record translates to permanent loss of the 

information contained therein; there are rarely any copies.  The saleable value of 

archival records also accounts for heightened security.  Sometimes records are 
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stolen because they contain desirable signatures, or for their stamps, or for their 

artifactual value.  A market thrives in the United States for many older textual 

materials.  

All of the above noted elements were considered, both in the quasi-

experiment with Student X and during the main observations employed for this 

dissertation, to see whether these suppositions were true, and to what extent they 

mattered.  The reference encounter at a local archives of Student X, a member of 

a doctoral information science program, was videotaped.50  He was recruited 

because of his background;  interestingly, he had never been to an archives 

before, and had had extremely limited interactions with libraries, having traveled 

extensively as a youth connected by his family to the military.  Yet he had an 

interest in  and deep knowledge of computer information systems and had some 

familiarity with library and archival theories through interaction with fellow 

students in the doctoral program.  His experience with the physical environment 

at the participating archives was most informative and provided a basis for the 

observational studies that succeeded it.   

The local archives he visited occupies its own historic building; it shares 

meeting spaces with other institutions, but has basic control over the building.  It 

is constrained by historic building regulations from making major changes.  A 

grand staircase fronts the building; the name of the institution is carved above the 

three double doors that allow access to the building.  There is a sign with the 

name of the institution and the hours of opening located on the right side of the 

                                                 
50 This archives was not one of the three used for the observations in this study. 
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staircase.  But visitors are far more likely to come from the left side of the 

building where the parking lot lies and the city transit stops.  Unfortunately, 

signage from that side of the building is limited.  Certainly, no signs point one 

down the hallway to the reference room. Having herself experienced difficulties 

during a personal research visit, this doctoral student instructed Student X to 

come to the main entrance.   

The first problem encountered was one of wayfinding.  As Student X 

came up the staircase, he looked up at the sign above the doors, confirming that 

he was at the right location. Once at the top of the staircase, Student X was faced 

with three sets of double doors.  Their decoration obscured his vision of the 

interior, so that he first tried a locked door before trying a second door that let him 

into the building. Once inside, Student X continued to experience difficulties with 

wayfinding. To the right are double glass doors, and a standing easel in front of 

the left-hand door with a sign on it.  A sign above the door on the glass transom 

states: “Reading Room” and the name of a collection.  To the left is a long 

hallway leading to various study and meeting rooms.  As Student X entered the 

building, he looked around.  He then passed by a directional sign standing in the 

center of the lobby without even glancing at it.  He looked to the left, down the 

hallway, and paused to pull the piece of paper upon which was written the 

reference question he was to ask. With a good deal of confused starting and 

hesitating, Student X actually started off towards the dark hallway before the lit 

reference room made him turn around and make his way to its doors.  
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Again he ignored the large sign on the easel and looked at a small sign on 

the door itself. Upon entering, he was confronted by the reference desk.  A 

standing set of shelves with material prevented him from turning into the room 

without going by the desk.  Student X introduced himself and as per his 

instructions told the female reference staff member that he had been sent there by 

the public library.  He showed her the sheet of paper with his reference question.  

She stated that the repository had quite a bit of material on that topic and asked 

him: “have you been here before?”  He replied that he had not, whereupon she 

told him that first-time visitors must read a sheet of rules, which she handed him, 

and sign their name in the registration log.  He jokingly asked whether she were 

going to test him on the rules.  She told him that after he signed in, she would 

show him the card catalog and various other materials.  The rules did not occupy 

his attention for long.  He then filled out the registration log.  “Locker?” he asked 

with a questioning look on his face, pausing in his writing.  The log asks for 

locker number for those who place material in the security lockers at the side.  

She informed him that he would not need it unless he were bringing in a briefcase.   

He finished filling out the log and followed her to the card catalog where 

she indicated that he could find information on the books that were written by the 

woman he was researching. Finding aids were located in different places, but she 

had taken him to the one he could search on his own while she retrieved others.  

The catalog holds groups of cards dealing with several different collections.  After 

he put on his glasses and peered at the drawers, he manifested signs that he was 

not able to readily distinguish which section he needed.  While he looked in the 
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card catalog, the archivist came out with a folder of clippings and miscellaneous 

biographical material on the person Student X was researching, and told him that 

she was going to put the folder on the desk.   

Student X sat at a desk and flipped through the inventory, pushing it away 

from himself without more than glancing at it.  When the archivist brought him a 

box of photographs, she informed him that he would need to read a sheet on 

handling photographs.  After he went through the biographical file, asking her 

questions about it, he asked her to assist him on the computer.  He nodded as she 

explained what was in the computer database.  As she began to move through the 

steps, however, he cocked his head enquiringly, putting his hands up to indicate 

that she was to stop, and he asked her to explain how she chose the computer key 

she did.  He ended the session by flipping through the box of textual material she 

brought him. 

The reference room happened to be very quiet when Student X arrived – 

there were only a few other patrons.  Consequently the archivist could devote her 

time to him, to guide him about the room and bring the inventory and archival 

materials to him.  Had she been occupied with others, it is doubtful whether he 

would have been able to go beyond wandering over to the card catalog and 

digging through the cards.  The card catalog would have been something that he 

was at least nominally familiar with, and its affordances are clear, so it probably 

would have prompted him to explore it.  Possibly, since the computer terminal for 

one of the databases that the archives uses was sitting next to the card catalog, he 

may have even been tempted to investigate the computer.  Since there were signs 
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with instructions, he probably, given his familiarity with computers, would have 

done quite well by following the instructions, although the instructions were not 

quite complete, as he had noted when the archivist was taking him through the 

search process.  His foray into source-seeking would probably have grounded to a 

halt at that point, however, since he was unfamiliar with how to ask for materials; 

even after being told to write down call numbers he was uncertain as to what 

constituted the call number on the cards.   

Since he did not have to maneuver about on his own inside the archives, 

however, his greatest difficulties in the physical realm were experienced finding 

the reference room and going through the signing in procedure.  The sign 

“Reading Room” on the transom, if he even saw it, did not inform him as to the 

purpose of the reference room, which is why he started off in the opposite 

direction.  Something in the arrangement of space and signs, and the light (the rest 

of the rooms down the hallway were closed and dark) prompted him to continue 

looking, however, even as he turned away.  Since he ignored the first sign in the 

center of the lobby, it may be speculated that the sign was too close to the door.  

Although he introduced levity into the sign-in procedure, probably as much for 

the camera as to entertain the archivist, it was clear from the offhand and 

impatient way he handled the sheet of rules that he did not care to spend any time 

on them.  It was clearly another hurdle before he got to the process of looking for 

the materials.  He did not know about the necessity to lock up briefcases or bags 

carried into the archives. 
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The results of this quasi-experiment provided some guidance in focusing 

on various elements during observations made of the fourteen subjects at the three 

institutions.  Observations began with an analysis of videos taken of the physical 

premises of each of the archives, compared to notes of the same.  (For a detailed 

description of the three environments, see Appendix B). 

Observing and interviewing users within these three environments 

revealed several important elements that affect the source-seeking experience.  

The number one concern of the majority of subjects of this study was time.51  All 

three archives are open Monday to Friday, with the earliest open at 8:00 am and 

all closing at 5:00 pm.  One of the three is additionally open on Saturdays, but 

with no reference service by experienced staff available.52  These business hours 

were a problem for users.   

The plight of Subject #1 was particularly illustrative.  He came to Private 

Archives Z less than fifteen minutes before closing time, and a short amount of 

this time was consumed by his entry interview for this dissertation.  He had come 

from a reception across the street at which  someone had told him that at the 

archives he would find information relevant to his genealogical enquiry.  In the 

next twenty five minutes, the archivist mentioned no fewer than fourteen times 

                                                 
51 In a study of users who wrote into the Provincial Archives of New Brunswick, several 
respondents complained of inadequate hours.  A similar survey of those who visited the archives 
indicated that fully 43.8% felt that they lacked time to complete their search.  It was the number 
one reason they provided for the failure of their searches, over and above their possible lack of 
preparedness, poor or inadequate finding aids, or unhelpful staff.  In “Report on the Visiting User 
Survey.” [Fredericton, N.B.]: Provincial Archives of New Brunswick, 1998; and “Report on the 
Write-In User Survey.” [Fredericton, N.B.]: Provincial Archives of New Brunswick, 1998.    
52 A sister genealogical institution to Archives Y is open on Saturdays, but closed one day during 
the week.  This disconcerting closure has the effect of directing a fairly steady stream of 
genealogists, hoping to salvage something from their visit, over to the archives. 
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that the researcher needed to return later during opening hours.  The archivist was 

obviously angry that the researcher had stayed past opening hours and still would 

not leave.  Yet she was probably aware that her anger was showing, and to offset 

that, as well to try to ensure that he was still properly served, she pointed out 

relevant information that he might use when he returned, which only extended the 

leave-taking.53  He was aware that time was a problem, since he himself made 

sixteen mentions of it, yet his comments do not indicate a clear understanding, 

since he said, “And you’re busy so you’re not going to have much time today.  

Ha.  At all.”  He falsely attributed her trying to get rid of him to the fact that she 

was busy.  He was also aware that she was angry, obliquely referring to it by 

saying, “she [the archivist] didn’t get mad at me, but she said I had to come 

back,” when he was speaking with the other staff member.  The first staff member 

unfortunately never explained to him that she had an appointment elsewhere that 

necessitated her locking up.54  He sat with his back to the clock, and thus might 

have been unaware of the exact time.  He later stated that he thought the archives 

was supposed to close at 5:30 pm instead of 5:00. 

Subject # 1 was not alone, however.  Other subjects mentioned or 

complained of having difficulty in getting to and using all of the archives within 

the normal operating hours.  Subject # 2 had to commute from a town that was a 

substantial distance away; Subject # 3, also from another community, dashed in 

on the way to another appointment in town; Subject # 6 took time off from work; 

                                                 
53 No doubt she was affected also by the presence of the investigator. 
54 When this situation came up again, with Subject #6, the same archivist said, “I just have a 
dinner somewhere at 6:00 so, that’s what kind of presses me.”  Subject #6 replied, “I’ll be out of 
here in just a minute.”  She did end up leaving around closing time at 5:00 pm. 
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Subject #7 came in for a few minutes on her way to work; Subject #9 sneaked out 

of work early; and Subject # 10 took holidays.  Comments ranged from: “it’s very 

hard when you’re working,” and “it’s just, of course, nobody’s open past 5:00, so 

I’m like everybody [that has trouble getting to the archives before 5:00],” to “I 

felt kind of pressured.”55  Even those who did not have problems by virtue of the 

type of work they were doing or the fact that they were not working, expressed 

some dissatisfaction with the amount of time they had to complete their 

research.56  Subject #4, a Masters student studying at the same campus as 

Academic Archives X, summarized the situation neatly: “I’m taking classes 

across the street, so it’s real convenient to come over here and get some of the 

archives that you can’t get normally [emphasis mine].”  Other comments Subject 

# 1 made indicated that he thought he could quickly look through the material and 

get what he wanted in a short amount of time.  Possibly he might have felt that he 

could finish what he needed to do and then would not need to come back.57  

Likewise, Subject #7 had thought that she could get what she needed in a very 

short period of time. 

Outside of the difficulty of having enough time, which was a common 

thread of anxiety lacing the recorded comments, subjects had a variety of different 

                                                 
55 Subject #9, Subject #6, Subject #7.  Subject #6 also noted that other repositories she tried to 
visit had similar hours, causing the same problems.  “Of course there is stuff I needed at the [State] 
Institute of Culture, and what time are they open till?  5:00…  Temple [XYZ]?  Open till 5:00.” 
56 There were people who were at the archives as part of their work (Subject #s 2, 5, and 8), or 
were on summer recess from work (Subject #12), or had taken long-term leave from work for 
other reasons (Subject #s13 and 14), or were not working full-time by reason of being a student 
(Subject #4) or retired (Subject #11). 
57 Such comments included, “I can’t look at page 41 now?” “hurry, hurry, hurry, hurry,” and “Oh! 
Let me see that there!” 
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problems in the physical environment.58  Subject #3, a priest and an experienced 

genealogical researcher who had worked with a local heritage society, who had 

actually used Academic Archives X before, had difficulties finding the microfilms 

of the newspapers he wanted.  Part of the problem lay with discerning how the 

microfilms were filed.  He went to three different spots before finding what he 

needed.  Likewise, Subject #s 13 and 14 also had similar difficulties at Academic 

Archives X.  They too could not figure out how to find the microfilm they 

wanted.  While waiting for material to be retrieved at Governmental Archives Y, 

Subject #12 wandered around the archives, and accidentally came upon the 

finding aids for photographs, which she subsequently used.  In general, however, 

subjects did not have to navigate a great deal by themselves.  Because it was a 

relatively quiet time of year for the three archives (more so for Governmental 

Archives Y and Private Archives Z), the small numbers of visitors allowed staff to 

deal with the researchers on an individual basis.  In terms of adequacy of space, 

Governmental Archives Y tended to be a bit cramped when researchers were 

moving about; this was particularly evident when Subject #s 10, 11, and 12, who 

came together, were doing their research. 

Objects within the various archives tended to be problematical for 

subjects, both experienced and novice users, but for different reasons.  Subject #6, 

                                                 
58 The survey of in-person researchers at the Provincial Archives of New Brunswick indicated that 
persons were extremely satisfied with the archives, except for the physical accommodations:  
“Satisfaction with the Archives’ accommodations seemed to be consistently low enough to 
indicate that the working spaces, microfilm readers, and other physical elements which play a role 
in the research of historical documents impinge upon the ability of the researchers to work 
efficiently.” in “Visiting User Survey,” ii.  A major complaint of these users centered around the 
lack of parking (the archives is located on a university campus), the temperature of the reading 
room, microfilm/microfiche areas, and break and non-work areas. 
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a very experienced student from a different state who was visiting Private 

Archives Z, noted of Academic Archives X that their photocopying facilities were 

“very poor.”  Subject # 2, also an experienced professor, who was visiting Private 

Archives Z as well, concurred with Subject #6 that Academic Archives X 

produced very bad photocopies.  Because she commuted, she often obtained 

copies to take back home with her.  The copies were so bad that she ended up 

renting a microfilm reader at home and borrowing microfilms of the same records 

from a sister institution.  She also noted, and this is a familiar lament from 

researchers, that the price of purchasing photocopies of material was prohibitively 

expensive.59  Subject #6 said the same.  She noted that she was forced to do her 

research in a completely different way than she normally would because she was 

from out of town.  When probed for the differences, she stated: “First of all, I 

wouldn’t be killing all these trees by photocopying everything.”  Because it was 

impossible to know exactly what she was going to need in future, she photocopied 

as many documents as possible.  Returning to the issue of time, she added “I don’t 

have time to take extensive notes.  I don’t have the luxury of coming back.  So 

photocopying like mad, probably missing things…” Subject #s 1, 9, 10, 11, and 

12 also got photocopies during their visits.  Archives often do not allow 

researchers to copy material themselves because the repository is trying to 

minimize the possibility of researchers damaging documents by handling them 

during the photocopying process or mixing the contents of various files together.  
                                                 
59 Although surprisingly, this aspect did not appear very frequently in the comments of users in 
either of the two Provincial Archives of New Brunswick studies, the Archives of Ontario study, or 
the South Carolina Department of Archives and History study.  Probably the issue of the cost of 
photocopies becomes an issue when one is paying for a large number of copies out of one’s own 
pocket.  Many, although certainly not all, scholars have grants to cover such costs. 
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Then, because the archives are doing the photocopying, they usually add a 

photocopying charge, either by sheet, by boosting the price from 10 cents, for 

example, to 25 cents per sheet, or by adding a flat rate charge on top of the per 

sheet cost.  Researchers who cannot take material out of the archives, are thus 

regrettably forced to do extensive photocopying when the archives are only open 

during normal business hours and the researchers have only a short visit in which 

to get the information they need. 

 Subject #6 said of microfilm readers at Academic Archives X: “their 

microfilm viewers are way behind in technology.  They take a long time to thread 

and they don’t have that automatic thing.  They’ve only got one microfilm 

copier.”   Subject #1, the novice user, lacked the terminology to explain what he 

wanted when denied access to the microfilm viewer.  He was aware that another 

staff member was using the microfilm reader.  What he did not know was that the 

reason she could not move off the reader and let him look up the page he was 

interested in was because she too had a deadline to meet for another patron.  He 

could not remember the terms “sacramental records,” since they are not 

commonly used in his denomination, and he did not know what to call the 

microfilm viewer.  Hence he asked “What do they call those?  The archives on 

that screen?”  When the staff member came over, completely mystified as to what 

he wanted to know, since she had not been party to the previous explanations, he 

amplified his difficulties, “What do you call that machine – those files, those –”  

Fortunately at this point the original staff member he had dealt with returned and 

helped him out.  He was not able to access the microfilm reader during his visit, 
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so it is unknown whether he would have experienced difficulties handling it or 

not.  

Subject #2 had very interesting comments to make on the physical 

arrangement of archival materials that she had gleaned over many years of doing 

research first as a doctoral student, and now as a professor.  She stated:  

Basically what happens is in many cases, if you are familiar with archives, 
is that it looks like somebody dropped the – the stack of sheets on the 
floor, pick them up and they go back in the wrong places and you find 
things that have no relation with the next page.60 

This was in fact exactly what had happened to her.  She was at Academic 

Archives X and she found three sheets of paper from an expeditionary diary in 

someone else’s handwriting mixed in with the material she was looking at, and 

she decided to try and locate the rest of the missing diary.  Thus she had come to 

Private Archives Z to fill in the missing pieces.  

In terms of the sociocultural milieu, three of the subjects revealed, either 

overtly or subconsciously, that they had experienced difficulties.  For instance, 

although Subject #1 was told to come to the archives, he still did not feel entirely 

sure that he had a right to use the archives.  Such comments as “I’m barging in,” 

and “you let me stay my time,” indicate a tentativeness toward his entry into the 

repository.  To prove his legitimacy in asking for information, he made two 

references to his son, stating that his son worked for a very large and well-known 

company in the state and that it was his son who wanted to know the information.  

                                                 
60 Subject #2 was originally from Europe and learned English as a second language, thus 
occasionally she made small errors in her speech.  These errors have been transcribed as they 
appeared in her conversation.  The text of the conversations have been preserved to assist the 
reader with identification of each subject.  
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He also quickly established his own credentials as a chaplain.  Subject #7 stated 

that her interaction with the archives staff member felt “kind of weird.  Like, I’m 

also an employee.”  When further questioned about this sense, she stated, “I felt 

kind of awkward going to another state employee and asking for some kind of 

help from an academic personal view.”  This was because she was going to a local 

university and sought information to help her complete a paper that was due the 

next day.  Her level of discomfort indicates that she was not quite sure of the 

relationship between herself and the archives.  She did not know that she had a 

right to get information from this public repository.  Subject #9 had a fairly 

distressing experience during her first encounter with Governmental Archives Y.  

She stated: “I honestly felt that I was a criminal or something the way that I was 

treated here.”  The registration procedures were a shock; it may have accounted 

for her extreme reaction to the person who had asked her to sign in.  She did not 

seem to mind going through the complex registration procedures a second time. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

 
In conclusion, distinct clusters of problems emerged that users experienced with 

the physical and sociocultural environment during the source-seeking period.  The 

issue of time (not having enough) should not come as a surprise, yet no doubt 

many archivists have underestimated its impact or have misattributed it to a lack 

of preparation or understanding on behalf of the users.  A lack of understanding of 

what archival research would entail was really only true of the two novices, 
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Subject #s 1, 7, and the two beginners, 13 and 14, who only had visited an 

archives for the first time just before they came to visit Academic Archives X.  

The other seven subjects who mentioned a problem of having enough time were 

constrained by the hours of operation. 

As early as 1956, Director of the North Carolina Department of Archives 

and History, Christopher Crittenden, reported on an informal poll he had 

conducted with a group of historians which revealed that the “chief inconvenience 

they had experienced was the shortness of the hours during which archives and 

manuscript depositories were open to the public.”61  As L.S. Principe noted in her 

study in 1982 of over 200 archives throughout the world:  

In an attempt to approach the ordinary citizen, archives have tried to 
exploit their collections by organising exhibitions, lectures and guided 
visits, by compiling analytical inventories and by publishing documents 
and works of an educational nature.  But generally speaking they have not 
followed a policy of bringing the “common man” closer to the document.  
One sees this from the data supplied: the archives are open on weekdays 
only; and their hours are such that it is difficult, if not impossible, for 
anyone who works to use them.62  

Interestingly, even at the South Carolina Department of Archives and 

History, which was open 77 hours a week at the times of their various surveys 

(including evenings and generous hours on both weekend days), researchers who 

were unsure whether they had gotten all the information they needed, or felt that 
                                                 
61 Christopher Crittenden, “The State Archivist and the Researcher,” American Archivist 19 (July 
1956): 219. 
62 L.S. Principe, “Everyman and Archives,” Archivum 29 (1982): 136.  Ironically the Royal 
Commission on Historical Manuscripts in their report “A Standard for Record Repositories,” 
produced in 1991, advocated that facilities be open “during normal working hours”!  Brian S. 
Smith, “Standard for Repositories.”   
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they had missed information (57%) attributed this most frequently to a “lack of 

time.” In a poll of 11,000 visitors to British archives in 1998, the number one 

priority among possible improvements was increasing opening hours (19%).   

Likewise, in a brief to the English Commission investigating the National 

Archives of Canada in 1998, two researchers noted that the Archives’ opening 

hours between 8:30 in the morning and 10:00 at night were insufficient.63  This 

perception may have to do more with researchers’ life schedules than the hours, 

but time, or lack of it, is clearly a critical factor for a significant part of the 

researching public. 

Other issues of concern to those involved in this study were tied to the 

lack of time, such as the reliance on photocopies and microfilm in part to 

overcome this problem.64  Problems locating and employing microfilm existed as 

well.  Subjects had fewer difficulties with navigation than was expected, but then 

they did not have to rely on their own resources in order to move about the 

archives, having had materials brought to them in the reading room.  Where they 

did have to negotiate on their own, for example upstairs where the microfilm 

machines were located in Academic Archives X, both sets of patrons experienced 

difficulties.  Signage in two of the repositories, Academic Archives X and 

Governmental Archives Y, could eliminate the few problems patrons had with 
                                                 
63 Pierrette Landry and Boris Stipernitz.  “A User’s Perspective on the Services of the National 
Library of Canada and the National Archives of Canada: A Submission to John English, 
Chairman, Consultations on the Future Role of the National Archives of Canada and the National 
Library of Canada.” September 13, 1998. 
64 The National Archives of Canada currently limits photocopying to 300 pages per month.  Many 
researchers find this a problem, and John English of the English Commission noted that many 
researchers cheated by finding other clientelle who did not need to use their 300 limit and having 
these other users order the extra copies they needed for them. Landry and Stipernitz recommended 
removing the limit. Ibid. 
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navigation.  Particularly for Governmental Archives Y, signage outside needs to 

be increased, and as Michel Duchein noted, once entering the building, “it should 

be made quite clear to members of the public which way they should go.”65  

These are familiar problems.  Signage seemed to be very high on the list of 

concerns for those having to negotiate on their own at the Archives of Ontario, 

particularly in the after hours, for example.  Their comments included requests for 

better signage on drawers specifically.66   

The sociocultural problems of the novice users in this study lay in 

uncertainty whether they, as patrons, had the right to access the materials, and 

distress or confusion regarding security procedures.  As all three archives were 

centrally located, with at least adequate parking facilities, on good bus routes, 

with attractive entrances, the overall impressions with the facilities were quite 

good.67  None of the subjects complained about the physical facilities as such.  

Many persons entering the foyer of the building in which Governmental Archives 

Y is situated, however, were observed to wander around looking for the archives.  

Other researchers displayed confusion upon entering Academic Archives X, often 

pausing to reorient themselves or trying to enter via the exit, pushing the wrong 

way on the metal security bar and getting caught up.  The physical aspects of 
                                                 
65 Michel Duchein, Archive Buildings and Equipment, (Munich: Verlag Dokumentation, 
Publishers, 1977), 58. 
66 Comments included “More indications on drawers as to what they contain to avoid one trotting 
from south to north to find the subject matter,” “there are no numbers on drawers – genealogy 
material all had numbers,” and “signs are non existent.” Holder, Moore, Roach and Thomas, 
“Ontario Client Survey.” 
67 According to J.O. Kellermann, the majority of some 50 archival repositories and records centers 
that he surveyed in Europe and North America were located in the center of cities or towns, with 
33% adjacent to government buildings and another 26% adjacent to universities.  Kellermann, 
“Observations on Archives Repositories in Overseas Countries,” 49-68, in Archives and Records 
Center Buildings, ed Victor Gondos Jr. (np: Society of American Archivists, 1970) 
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archives only seem to concern researchers when they directly impact upon their 

ability to do research.  

Interestingly, the survey findings of William J. Maher of users at the 

Archives of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign led him to conclude 

that they were “generally well-adjusted or reconciled to the barriers and 

challenges inherent in using archival information.”68  Barbara Orbach’s intensive 

interviews with ten academic historians suggested just the reverse: physical 

comfort and access was the most “bothersome” aspect to finding and obtaining 

archival materials for the greatest number of historians.69  And such was 

overwhelming the case at both the Archives of Ontario and the Provincial 

Archives of New Brunswick, where the physical barriers and sociocultural 

challenges were rated as the greatest impediments to research.70 

While one cannot look at physical and social impediments to source-

seeking by themselves without considering the mitigating factors of the 

characteristics of the researcher, the nature of the archival materials and the 

finding aids, and the role of the archivist, one might still speculate that such 

impediments have the most profound effect upon those who are starting out in the 

field of archival research.  These are the most likely, like Subject #s 1 and 7, to be 

seriously negatively influenced by the constraints of archival repositories, when 

they are still trying to “catch the flow” as Subject #7 expressed it.  As a group, 

                                                 
68 Maher, “User Studies and Information Practices,” 14. 
69 Barbara Orbach, “The View from the Researcher’s Desk: Historians’ Perceptions of Research 
and Repositories,” American Archivist 54 (Winter 1991): 28-43. 
70 Holder, Moore, Roach and Thomas, “Archives of Ontario, Client Survey;” Visiting User 
Survey;” and “Write-In User Survey.” 
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genealogists, however, often have no choice in whether they use an archives or 

not, especially if they are searching for more than simply names and birthdates.  

Subject #1 was quite intent on returning and finding information on his Mr. 

Brown, among other things.  Where researchers have a choice, however, physical 

and social impediments may be significant enough to affect all but the most 

determined.
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Chapter 3:  The Role of the Researcher 

In many respects, archival researchers have been unknown quantities.  

Beyond formulating a bare profile of these users, archivists have concentrated 

mainly on learning how the users found an archives to visit.  Recent studies have 

looked at ways in which users employ electronic finding aids, but little research 

has been conducted to try to understand the researchers’ encounters with the 

archival process and products, what  propels them through the source-seeking 

experience, and/or their reactions to their archival encounter.1  

Most of the information about the demographics of the archival user 

population has been generated by institutions for their own use, but a few key 

studies published in the International Council of Archives’ journal Archivum give 

a broad-based perspective.  A dramatic increase in the number of users was noted 

by Michael Roper, who surveyed the user numbers in 1980.2  Between 1972 and 

1976, a brief four year period, there was a 51% increase in in-person visits at the 

National Archives in the United States.  At the same time the Public (now 

National) Archives of Canada experienced a 44% increase.  This came on the 

                                                 
1 Research on electronic finding aids includes Marg McIntyre, “Archival Descriptions Through 
Cyberspace,” (paper presented at the annual meeting of the Association of Canadian Archivists, 
Halifax, Nova Scotia, May 1998); Wendy Duff and Penka Stoyanova, “Transforming the Crazy 
Quilt: Archival Displays from a Users’ [sic] Point of View” (paper presented at the annual 
meeting of the Association of Canadian Archivists, Halifax, Nova Scotia, May 1998); William 
Joyce, Mary Jo Pugh, Elizabeth Shaw, and Elizabeth Yakel, “Information Seeking Behaviors: 
Implications for Archives, Organizations, and System Designers” (papers presented at the annual 
meeting of the Society of American Archivists, 27 August 1999) sound cassette; and Susan 
Hamburger, Burton Altman, Helen Tibbo, and Tanya Marshall, “Web Sites, Electronic Finding 
Aids, and the Archival Researcher” (papers presented at the annual meeting of the Society of 
American Archivists, 27 August 1999) sound cassette. 
2 Michael Roper, “The Academic Use of Archives,” Archivum 29 (1982): 27-45. 
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heels of a staggering 349% increase in the numbers of visitors to the Archives 

between 1962 to 1972.  Unfortunately no comparable figures for the United States 

were available for the same earlier period, but, given the similarity of the 

increases in visitors to the two institutions in the later era, one might surmise that 

similar increases were witnessed.  William J. Maher’s study of users at the 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign also showed like growth.3  Overall in 

the twenty-year period between 1964-65 and 1984-85, there was an increase of 

over 64% in the University’s user population.  This result was in spite of the fact 

that academic archives do not traditionally cater to genealogists or those pursuing 

local history such as were seen in Roper’s survey, but have greater numbers of 

administrative users, as noted in the reports of Maher and Yakel and Bost.4  At the 

National Archives of Australia, as of 1999, Richard Summerrell reported an 

average annual increase in researcher visits and reference inquiries of 13%.5 

The increase in users has been attributed to various factors: the greater 

quantities of records particularly of private persons and families that have 

attracted a new clientele; a growth in the types and variety of archives, each 

providing new services; increased access to governmental records provided by 

new, more liberal laws; acceleration in the numbers of finding aids published; the 

use of archival materials as teaching aids; new courses in research methodology 

that require a substantial use of primary sources; the broadening of topics of 

                                                 
3 Maher, “User Studies and Information Practices.” 
4 Yakel and Bost, “Understanding Administrative Users.” 
5 Richard Summerrell, “Improving the Education and Professional Development of Reference 
Archivists,” Archives & Manuscripts 27 (1999): 74-95. 
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interest for traditional clientele; and an increase in the numbers of research 

institutions.6 

A corollary to an increase in the numbers of users is a growth in the 

numbers of first time users.  In 1986 Paul Conway found that at the four U.S. 

Presidential Libraries he surveyed, 24% of the users had no previous experience 

in an archives.7  According to a report of the Archives of Ontario, over 37% of the 

visitors to the reference room in a two-week period in 1997 were first time users 

of that archives (unfortunately the survey did not track how many of these were 

complete novices and how many were users experienced in using other archives, 

making it impossible to compare these numbers with Conway’s survey).8  

A study published in 1982 in Archivum by L.S. Principe provided 

significant demographic information on the makeup of archival users around the 

world; it highlighted trends that many archivists had been noting informally for 

years.9  As with Roper, Principe also determined that the number of archival 

researchers had increased world-wide.  More importantly, she noted that in 

general the nature of the archival user public had changed from scholars and 

students augmented by a few administrative users to a public comprised mainly of 
                                                 
6 Ivan Borsa, “The Expanding Archival Clientele in the Post-World War II Period,” Archivum 26 
(1979): 119-26. 
7 Paul Conway, “Research in Presidential Libraries: A User Survey,” Midwestern  Archivist 11 
(1986): 35-56. 
8 Deborah Holder, Betty Jo Moore, Brenda L. Roach and Paul Thomas, “Archives of Ontario, 
Client Survey (September 29th – October 11th, 1997): Final Report,” [Toronto: Archives of 
Ontario, 1998].  In its survey, the Provincial Archives of New Brunswick distinguished those 
whose visit constituted their first ever to any archives.  Interestingly, this number was much 
smaller, 9.8%. 
9 In 1962, for example, the Head of the Manuscript Division of what is now the National Archives 
of Canada noted that “at least 50 percent [of requests] come from individuals engaged in 
genealogical research.” W.G. Ormsby, “Reference Service in the Public Archives of Canada,” 
American Archivist 25 (July 1962): 345-51. 
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genealogists, supplemented by journalists, teachers, scholars, students, retirees, 

and others.  In Western Europe, for example, the increase in what she referred to 

as “common man” users had increased by an incredible 63% in the period from 

1972 to 1982.  She found that Canada, Australia, Oceania and Papuasia had 

experienced a 50% increase, Africa a 60% increase, and Asia a growth rate of 

100%.  Eastern Europe experienced a much lower increase of 22%, in part 

because at that time many archivists stated that research in their archives might be 

prohibited “if it is considered contrary to the best interests of the community.”10  

The sharp rise in the user population in Western Europe and other parts of the 

world was attributed in part to  increased interest in genealogy and family history, 

two areas of study either not encouraged or of no particular interest to various 

national governments and official archival operations in Eastern Europe.  

Unfortunately the National Archives in the United States did not provide Principe 

with survey information, forcing her to use an older study entitled “Users of 

Records in the National Archives in 1976.”  Although the information was limited 

to a single institution, Principe noted that the National Archives had seen a large 

increase in research in family history and genealogy, and that these users were 

employing original records instead of microfilms.11  Two more recent studies by 

researchers in Britain found similar results to Principe’s findings.12 

                                                 
10 Principe, “Everyman and Archives,” 138. 
11 Various writers have attributed the rise in popularity of genealogy in the United States to the 
airing of the extremely popular television series “Roots,” in the mid 1970s, based on the book by 
Alex Haley.  
12 Adrian Ailes and Iain Watt, “Survey of Visitors to British Archives, June 1998,” Journal of the 
Society of Archivists 20 (1999): 177-94 and R. Boyns, “Archivists and Family Historians: Local 
Authority Record Repositories and the Family History User Group,” Journal of the Society of 
Archivists 20 (1999): 61-74. 
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Principe’s findings relating to the type of researchers employing archives 

were borne out in a study of in-person researchers at the Provincial Archives of 

New Brunswick in 1998.13  Here 74% of the visitors identified themselves as 

genealogists, while another 10% categorized themselves as “general public.”  

Academic researchers and government researchers accounted for a mere 6% and 

4% of the total respectively.  Similar results were found with a second survey of 

write-in researchers, although the number of those identifying themselves as 

“general public” increased to over 22%.  Studies of academic archives, 

presidential libraries, and national archives in both the United States and Canada, 

faculty and students were found to be the predominant users.14   

The majority of subjects in this study were academics, a finding that is not 

surprising, given that the city in which the three participating archives are located 

is home to several large universities and a number of smaller colleges.  Still, 

genealogical users accounted for six out of the 14 subjects, with general public 

users accounting for a further two out of 14, bringing the total for “common man” 

users up to eight out of the 14.  There was one professor and three students, for a 

total of four academic users, and a further two persons who might be classed as 

administrative users, who were seeking information in relation to their work.  

Two of the total number of users were completely new to archives, having never 

entered one before.  Two had come to the archives with very recent experience.  

There were five males and eight females, participating in the study. 
                                                 
13 Provincial Archives of New Brunswick, “Visiting User Survey.” 
14 Maher, “User Studies and Information Practices;” Conway, “Research in Presidential 
Libraries;” William Smith, Donald Moors, and Terry Burbridge, “Major Findings, Conclusions 
and Recommendations of the Researcher and Public Service Component Evaluation Study: Final 
Report,” Vol. 1 (November 1985).  
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Since there are no consistent categorizations of users between studies, one 

cannot compare these figures precisely, but these numbers may be taken to be 

representative of the different types and amounts of users. 

Beyond the bare bones delineation of the demographics of archival user 

populations, a significant amount of archival writing has focused on how users are 

guided to an archives.  The first user study was conducted in 1977 by University 

of Wisconsin at Madison student Michael E. Stevens.  Stevens studied how 

historians found archival sources at the national level.15  At the time the article 

was published, Stevens’ results came as a surprise to the archival community.  He 

stated: “Historians overwhelmingly indicated that the most useful sources are 

other historians, either in secondary works or by word of mouth.”16  Diane L. 

Beattie’s study in 1989 showed that historians did not use repository guides, a 

form of finding aid that contains information on all the archival fonds/groups and 

collections in a repository, which archivists traditionally have produced to 

familiarize persons with the contents of their repository’s holdings.17  Beattie 

noted that historians did use, however, thematic or broad subject guides, which 

list archival holdings pertinent to a particular sphere of endeavour (i.e., mining) or 

subject (i.e., women’s history).  These types of guides meld subject and 

provenancial access by grouping the names of the creators of material by subject.   

In 1979 data gathered by the Finding Aids Committee of the Society of 

American Archivists suggested that, as Stevens had indicated for historians, “most 

                                                 
15 Stevens,  “The Historian and Archival Finding Aids.”  
16 Ibid, 68. 
17 Diane L. Beattie, “An Archival User Study: Researchers in the Field of Women’s History.” 
Archivaria 29 (Winter 1989-90): 33-50. 
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users locate sources through colleagues.”18  Ranked below the suggestions of 

colleagues, the study presented evidence that users located sources approximately 

equally via archivists’ suggestions, teachers’ suggestions, citations in the 

literature, and repository guides.  The National Union Catalog of Manuscript 

Collections (NUCMC), which lists fonds across the United States had a low 

rating; few researchers consulted it to discover where to go to find sources.19  In 

1986 Paul Conway, who covered a small number of these researchers in his 

survey of users of  Presidential Libraries, noted that of the private users (who 

were not faculty, students, or professional researchers), approximately one third 

followed the advice of someone to come to the archives, a third researched their 

topic of interest and found citations or footnotes leading to the repositories, and a 

third simply made the assumption that a presidential library would have 

information pertaining to the president for whom it was named.20  In the same 

year, Maher examined the composition of 159 users who corresponded with the 

archives of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.  He found that 

referrals and provenance (i.e. researchers figured out that the place to find 

                                                 
18 Finding Aids Committee of the Society of American Archivists, [Raw Data from Data on a 
User Analysis Survey Done by a Subcommittee] 1979, quoted in Richard H Lytle, “Intellectual 
Access to Archives: I. Provenance and Content Indexing Methods of Subject Retrieval.” American 
Archivist 43 (Winter 1980): 67. 
19 NUCMC’s origins were in the Checklist of Collections of Personal Papers, first issued by the 
Library of Congress in 1918.  As archivist Harriet C. Owsley noted, however, the origins of this 
guide was not initiated by researchers, but begun by librarians in the interests of servicing the 
materials. 
20 Conway, “Research in Presidential Libraries.”  Conway states that nearly 70 percent of all 
presidential library researchers were told about library holdings by “a teacher, colleague, or fellow 
student.” (p.46)  In this aspect he does not make the distinction between private researchers and 
other categories so that it is impossible to say whether teachers and colleagues were also the 
sources for private researchers told of possibly pertinent holdings.  Conway indicates that private 
researchers are ones doing research “not for publication.” Ibid., 45. 
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historical information about the University of Illinois would be the University’s 

archives) brought the majority of researchers to his door.21  His follow up study in 

1989 yielded similar results.22  Barbara Orbach also found that NUCMC volumes 

were not heavily used to find archival materials.23  

Several of the subjects in this study revealed how they were led to the 

archives. Subject #1 was attending a reception at a building near Private Archives 

Z and was told to go to the archives to find information about his grandfather.  

Subject #4, when asked how he had heard of the XX maps, stated that he had 

heard about them by “word of mouth.”  A man told him that if he were looking 

for “how the buildings were laid out” (one aspect of his research interest), then 

Academic Archives X was the place to go to.  Subject #6 was at Academic 

Archives X and picked up a pamphlet on Private Archives Z.  Subjects 13 and 14, 

looking for information on Subject 13’s family and some local history, telephoned 

the State Historical Commission, which advised them to visit a local archives, 

“and in the process of checking there we found out that this was here [at 

Academic Archives X] and that there might be more stuff here.”  Subject #7, who 

worked for the government in the same area as Governmental Archives Y, 

correctly assumed that a governmental archives would hold the records of 
                                                 
21 Maher, “The Use of User Studies.”  
22 Sadly, in 1965 A.M. Gibson, a curator and research historian, felt that NUCMC was “one of the 
two or three great developments of the century for this field.”  In the end it did not live up to this 
accolade.  As Owsley noted at the end of her paper, “One thing is disturbing: the historians who 
have asked so earnestly and so long for this key seem to be unaware of its existence.  Many of 
them have never heard of it… ” Harriet C. Owsley, “The SAA Workshop on the National Union 
Catalog of Manuscript Collections.” American Archivist 28 (July 1965): 395 and 397. 
23 Orbach, “Historians’ Perceptions.” One of Maher’s conclusions was that because users 
employed a variety of mechanisms to locate materials that archivists should not focus all their 
efforts on facilitating access through one or two mechanisms.  Maher, “User Studies and 
Information Practices.”  
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government.  Even so, she did not have a clear idea that archives hold historical 

records, since she was looking for current records, and she had at best a hazy idea 

of the form in which the records likely to serve her need might come.24  Subject 

#2, a very knowledgeable ethno-historian, noted the problems she had 

experienced because “a lot of historians have a bad habit of… not identifying 

their sources which makes it very difficult.  I’ve been trying to trace this 

documents (sic) and nobody knows where they are.  Because the person that 

published on that did not… identify where he found them.”  She brought up this 

same issue later, indicating that it was a sore point with her.  Her use of citations 

to find material supported what archivists have discovered about many 

researchers. 

Beyond a demographic profile of users and the means by which they 

identify an archives in which to do their research, the cognitive profile of 

researchers has yet to be investigated.  In his framework for analysis, J.D. 

Bransford noted three aspects that focus specifically on the researcher: the 

characteristics of learners, or in this study, researchers; their strategies for 

learning, or source-seeking; and the criterial tasks, or their tests of relevance.  The 

characteristics of researchers may be further divided into three sub-categories: 

attitude, motivation, and prior knowledge.  Connected with prior knowledge is 

memory, used to retrieve relevant portions of stored prior knowledge.  Other 

aspects also could be included with these sub-categories, but this study limited 

itself to consideration of Bransford’s three primary aspects.  In addition, users 

                                                 
24 Her needs would have been better served by a government publications repository. 
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employ various source-seeking strategies directly, such as the application of 

attention, to assist their finding of relevant materials.  Complementary to such 

strategies is metacognition, or an awareness of one’s cognitive processes, which 

also has an effect on the outcome of users’ source-seeking.  Finally, users employ 

tests of relevance to determine their success at various steps of the source-seeking 

process. It is extremely useful to assess the subjects of the study in light of these 

categories. 

 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESEARCHER: ATTITUDE 

Attitude has been defined specifically as “learned predispositions to 

respond in a consistently favourable or unfavourable way toward a given object, 

person, or event.”25  William J. McGuire defined it far more broadly as “responses 

that locate ‘objects of thought’ on ‘dimensions of judgment’.”26  The basis or 

origins of attitude can include both direct experience with the “attitude object” 

and institutional situations.27  Although the field of attitude research is extremely 

diverse, the cognitive – affective – conative model, or the breaking down of 

human experience into the three components of knowing, feeling and doing, is the 

most current approach to attitude studies and thus seems to be the most 

appropriate to use for this study.  Although authors such as Russel H. Weigel and 

                                                 
25 M. Fishbein and I. Ajzen, Attitude Intention and Behaviour: An Introduction to the Theory and 
Research (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1975); quoted in Nicky Hayes, Principles of Social 
Psychology (Hove: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1993). 
26 William J. McGuire, “Attitudes and Attitude Change,” in Handbook of Social Psychology Vol. 
II: Special Fields and Applications. ed. Gardner Lindzey and Elliot Aronson (New York: Random 
House, 1985). 
27 Ibid., 239. 
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William J. McGuire have indicated that the links between cognition, attitude and 

action are weak, “a half-dozen lines of evidence suggest that there is a small, 

statistically significant relationship between the favorability of cognitions about 

and the evaluative attitude regarding objects.”28 

Educational psychologists, however, make a much stronger claim of 

relationship between attitude and cognition, and ultimately, action.  Melinda A. 

Solmon, for example, notes that attitude affects how much effort and attention 

students will devote to doing something, as well as whether they persist in doing 

it in the face of difficulties.29  “Active, effortful involvement” on behalf of a 

learner (or user in this study) is critical to that person’s success in learning 

something new, more so than anything the teacher (or archivist) can do.  

No work has been done specifically to plumb the attitudes of archival 

researchers, but various institutionally-based user studies reveal pertinent 

comments: “I left with a mind full of fascinating information which I had never 

imagined I’d find;” “I really and truly have been very pleased with all aspects of 

my work with you;” “I am very thankful that there are places where those who 

have a love for the past have places as the Provincial Archives of New Brunswick 

to correspond with for answers;” “I had a splendid week-and-a-day at the 

Archives of Ontario and accomplished an astonishing amount!” All of these 

indicate that researchers in general tend to be pleased with the research 

experience, something that was backed by high overall satisfaction ratings at both 
                                                 
28 Russell H. Weigel, “Environmental Attitudes and the Prediction of Behavior,” in Environmental 
Psychology: Directions and Perspectives ed. Nickolaus R. Feimer and E. Scott Geller (New York: 
Praeger Publishers, 1983; McGuire, “Attitudes and Attitude Change,” 250. 
29 Melinda A. Solmon, “Impact of Motivational Climate on Students’ Behaviors and Perceptions 
in a Physical Education Setting,” Journal of Educational Psychology 88 (1996). 
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the Provincial Archives of New Brunswick and the Archives of Ontario.30  This 

positive attitude in part may arise from the enjoyment people derive from the 

research component rather than the source-seeking part of their experience, 

although historians have commented that the “thrill of the chase” interests them as 

much as finding materials.   

These positive ratings and comments must be balanced, however, by other 

words that reveal a hesitation or concern about the amount of help these source-

seekers required: “I am elderly, could have better eyesight, so I needed more help 

than most people – the staff was so busy that I hated to ask for help,” “very 

helpful and patient for a ‘first timer’,” “always intimidated about asking for help.”  

Comments made during the visits by subjects to Academic Archives X, 

Governmental Archives Y and Private Archives Z – “it’s a challenge, but I enjoy 

it,” “see, for me this is gold,” and “I like looking” – also indicate a similar interest 

and enjoyment in the information seeking and the research.31  In addition, many 

of the subjects displayed a generally happy demeanor with expressions of interest, 

and in some cases, an eagerness in their movements.  Subjects 13 and 14 were 

relaxed, they laughed and joked with the archives staff and with the investigator.  

Subjects 10, 11, and 12, who were all related, joked and told anecdotes that 

revealed information about their shared family history of which perhaps one 

member or the other of the group did not know.  Their conversation revealed how 

much they enjoyed the act of searching together: 

                                                 
30 Provincial Archives of New Brunswick, “Visiting User Survey,” 14, and Holder, Moore, Roach 
and Thomas, “Ontario Client Survey.” 
31 Subject #9, Subject #4, Subject #5. 
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Subject #12: “We’re a little strange.”   

The investigator: “No actually, you seem to work very effectively.” 

Subject #12: “It’s more fun.” 

Subject #10: “It tends to be a little more haphazard sometimes.” 

Subject #11 [referring to her relatives Subjects #10 and #12]: “…they 
weren’t interested at all.  They weren’t interested in this till I got them 
started on it.” 

Now the research task was a family outing, a hobby that they could share 

in as a family, that crossed generations.  

Even Subject #1, who was being pressured to finish his research and leave, 

since he had gone well beyond the closing hour, joked and followed with great 

interest each lead that the archivist gave him.  Not only did everyone who pursued 

a personal interest at the archives show how much they enjoyed what they were 

doing, but even some of those who had to be at the archives of necessity, such as 

Subjects #2 and #5, exhibited their enjoyment.  In fact, the only subjects who 

evidenced no signs of enjoyment in the processes of searching and researching 

were Subject #7, who was not only pressured by time, but also was disappointed 

in her search, and Subject #8, who learned, shortly after he entered the repository, 

that the archives had no records relevant to his research.  Since attitude can have a 

powerful effect on the persistence and amount of effort that researchers might 

show in searching for materials, this factor is extremely important, and no doubt 

contributes substantially to a researcher’s satisfaction. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESEARCHER: MOTIVATION 

Motivation energizes people to behave in certain ways.  It can be 

categorized as intrinsic and extrinsic self-determination.  According to Edward L. 

Deci and his co-authors, intrinsic motivation is completely self-determined; 

actions that are intrinsically motivated are completely volitional, the result of 

choice, and are endorsed by one’s sense of self.32  People engage in intrinsically 

motivated behaviors for the pleasure and satisfaction of doing them.  Extrinsic 

motivation, on the other hand, is the result of external control.  Behaviors arising 

from extrinsic motivation “are performed not out of interest but because they are 

believed to be instrumental to some separable consequence.”33  Such a 

consequence could be, for example, an external threat or reward. Where the 

extrinsic incentive is self-chosen, the extrinsic motivation comes closer to 

intrinsic motivation and therefore complete self-determination.   

Extrinsic motivation can be divided into four categories: external 

regulation, introjected regulation, identified regulation, and integrated regulation.  

External regulation refers to behaviors motivated completely by factors external 

to the self, where a threat or reward causes the behavior.  “A student who does an 

assignment for teacher’s praise or to avoid parental confrontation is externally 

regulated.”34  Introjected regulation identifies behaviors in which people 

internalize the regulation but do not accept it as their own.  Students who get to 

class on time do so to avoid feeling badly because they have been rude.  With 

                                                 
32 Edward L. Deci, Robert J. Vallerand, Luc G. Pelletier and Richard M. Ryan, “Motivation and 
Education: The Self-Determination Perspective,” Educational Psychologist 26 (1991): 325-46. 
33 Ibid., 328. 
34 Ibid., 329. 
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identified regulation, the person comes to value the behavior and identifies with 

and accepts the external regulation.  Students might willingly do extra homework 

because they believe that it will help them to succeed.  Finally, with integrated 

regulation, the external regulation becomes completely integrated with the 

individual’s other “values, needs, and identities.”  The behaviors that result from 

all four of these kinds of regulations are externally motivated, but the willingness 

to engage and persist in the behaviors increases the closer the motivation comes to 

self-determination. 

Deci et al., stated that three basic needs fuel motivation: the needs for 

competence, relatedness, and autonomy for self-determination.  People need to 

feel competent in attaining outcomes, they desire to develop “secure and 

satisfying connections with others” in their social milieu, and they seek to achieve 

autonomy in forming goals and determining how they will achieve those goals.  

Applied to the source-seeking experience, users will need to feel competent in 

attaining outcomes.  Because most users usually seek sources by themselves, 

relatedness is the least important factor in self-determining motivation.  The need 

to create satisfying relationships with others, however, is a likely explanation for 

the relationships that develop between researchers and archives staff.  The 

independent formation of goals relates to the decision to do research in the first 

place: are the users coming to the archives to do research for their own reasons, or 

are they forced to rely on the archives in order to, say, meet the requirements of 

an academic course?  The fulfillment of the three basic needs will affect a user’s 

behavior. 
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The intrinsic or extrinsic character of the motivation behind people’s 

behavior also causes them to behave in entirely different ways.  The more self-

determined the action, the more satisfaction and enjoyment is derived from it.  In 

examining intrinsic motivation in the classroom, A.E. Gottfried found significant 

positive correlations between intrinsic motivation and achievement.35  Intrinsic 

motivation is associated with positive performance, whereas extrinsic motivation 

actually can have a deleterious effect on a person’s behavior, particularly his/her 

willingness to persist in an activity once the threat or reward has been removed. 

Such intrinsic and extrinsic motivation can be detected behind the 

behavior of archival users.  Subject #7, for example, was not intrinsically 

motivated.  A senior at a university in the city, she was working on a paper on 

funding for universities.  She had been working on her paper for two months, and 

it was due the next day.  She spent less than twenty minutes in the archives 

because she was on her way to work.  When she left, she added that the 

information “was too specific, and it wasn’t exactly what I was looking for.”  She 

also noted that she “felt kind of pressured.”  It is not hard to imagine that external 

motivation made her try Governmental Archives Y in the first place (the threat of 

the paper being due and not having enough information on the topic on which she 

was writing), and when disappointed, decide not to bother coming back. 

Subject #6, another student, probably also was extrinsically motivated, but 

her behavior seemed to spring from integrated regulation.  She was required to 

complete a thesis as part of her master’s degree, but when asked what she 

                                                 
35 Ibid., 332. 
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expected to happen when she entered the archives, she answered “hopefully I’ll 

find really cool stuff” (emphasis mine).  This indicated a certain amount of 

enthusiasm for the topic.  She was researching an aspect of the Czechoslovakian 

immigrant community, of which her family had been a part; thus she had a 

personal interest in pursuing the information.  She had been working on her thesis 

for a year in another state, and though she had a difficult time coming to the 

archives during the working day, persisted in making the effort and intended to 

allocate as much time as she felt was needed to complete her research.  She was 

highly critical of Academic Archives X that she had visited previously.  Probably 

her satisfaction in some sense was affected by the extrinsic quality of her task; she 

could not afford to give the staff at the archives the benefit of the doubt when her 

needs were not met.  She attributed her failure to locate relevant material to the 

quality of the staff’s assistance. 

Interestingly, both researcher parties consisting of Subject #s10, 11, 12 

and Subject #s 13 and 14 recently had had family papers come into their 

possession and discovered family gravesites, and thus were motivated to find 

more about the gravesites and about their families.  Subjects # 10, 11, and 12 

clearly were intrinsically motivated, having taken a summer trip across the United 

States to achieve their genealogically-related research.  They had made a holiday 

out of the trip; in fact one of them had taken holidays in order to accompany the 

other two, one of whom was retired and the other was on summer break as a 

teacher.  They were persistent, spending the afternoon at the archives, wandering 

around the archives looking at the shelves for useful material, participating fully 
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with the archives staff member and contributing to the search process.  They were 

willing to go to other repositories to assist in the successful completion of their 

search.  Likewise, Subjects #13 and  #14 were intrinsically motivated and 

persistent in having gone from archives to archives searching for information 

related to their family.  They  intended to return to Academic Archives X when 

they ran out of time that day, and regarded the outing with good humor.  Both of 

them were on leave from their jobs, so did not have a particular deadline to meet, 

or any external reason to pursue their research beyond personal interest.  

One can see that motivation probably plays a strong role in researchers’ 

behaviors.  Where personal interest and enjoyment in the search process exists, 

researchers are more likely to put up with the barriers of which Maher spoke, and 

are more inclined to persist in the face of disappointment.  Such motivation may 

well contribute to the extremely high levels of satisfaction claimed by those 

responding to the Archives of Ontario and the Provincial Archives of New 

Brunswick surveys, both of which have high numbers of presumably intrinsically 

motivated genealogists.36  
 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESEARCHER: PRIOR KNOWLEDGE 

Prior knowledge is based on past experiences and the absorption and 

categorization of information.  It can contribute significantly to the research 
                                                 
36 At the Archives of Ontario, 93% of survey respondents rated the repository’s provision of 
reference services as excellent (47%) or satisfactory (46%), while at the Provincial Archives of 
New Brunswick 87.7% of the participants of the write-in survey and 96% of the visiting users 
indicated that they were satisfied with the response they received from the archives.  Holder, 
Moore, Roach and Thomas, “Ontario Client Survey,” and Provincial Archives of New Brunswick, 
“Visiting User Survey.” 
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experience of users in an archives.  For prior knowledge to be useful in the 

source-seeking experience, users must be able to employ it to make sense of the 

instructions and information about searching that they are given.  Thus novices 

employ it to comprehend what they are being told and experienced users call upon 

it to help guide them in pursuing the search process. Here memory (as opposed to 

identification, selection, or association) plays a key role in retrieving prior 

knowledge.   

Short-term or working memory is limited in size and acts as a temporary 

repository of new information.  Angela O’Donnell has noted that “the task of 

searching for specific information places high demands on working memory 

capacity.”37 Because of the limitation in short-term memory, as new information 

is received, it displaces the previous contents of the short-term/working memory.  

These contents are lost unless they are committed to long-term memory, which is 

enormous in size in comparison to short-term memory.   

The size of long-term memory is such that if information is not properly 

categorized when it enters, it may be difficult or impossible to retrieve later.  

Researchers have suggested that new or novel concepts are categorized 

“according to their similarity with existing concepts.”38  The organization of long-

term memory relies heavily on associations among words.39  The organizational 

structure of knowledge stored in long-term memory has been referred to as 
                                                 
37 Angela O’Donnell, “Searching for Information in Knowledge Maps and Texts,” Contemporary 
Educational Psychology 18 (1993): 223. 
38 James D. Slotta, Michelene T.H. Chi, and Elana Joram, “Assessing Students’ Misclassifications 
of Physics Concepts: An Ontological Basis for Conceptual Change,” Cognition and Instruction 13 
(1995): 374. 
39 B. Schwartz and D. Reisberg, Learning and Memory (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 
1991). 
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“scaffolding.”  People use this scaffolding to absorb new information, using it to 

categorize the incoming information so that it can be retrieved later; they are said 

to have formed “schemata” of various situations based on prior experiences.  As 

educational psychologist Suzanne E. Wade has stated: “The more connected 

knowledge is in memory, the easier it is to access in new situations.”40  What one 

already knows in turn “influences the quantity and quality of what one can 

learn.”41  

The closest prior knowledge and experience available to most people for 

framing their anticipation of archives is of libraries.  Similarities exist between 

libraries and archives: 

1) One comes to a cultural repository of materials; 

2) There are people there to provide assistance; 

3) The use of the repository and the assistance one receives is normally 

free, while activities that use resources, such as photocopying, usually 

require a fee. 

Yet some of the protocols for using archives are significantly – and 

sometimes jarringly – different from libraries:   

1) There are security procedures to go through in order to enter an 

archives; 

2) Oftentimes no subject catalogs exist; 

                                                 
40 Suzanne E. Wade, “How Interest Affects Learning from Text,” in The Role of Interest in 
Learning and Development, ed K.A. Renninger, S. Hidi and A. Krap (Hillsdale, N.J.: Erlbaum, 
1992), 273. 
41 Diane Lemonnier Schallert, “The Contribution of Psychology to Teaching the Language Arts,” 
in Handbook of Research on Teaching the English Language Arts, ed J. Flood, J.M. Jensen, D. 
Lapp, and J. R. Squire (New York: Macmillan, 1991), 31. 
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3) Most finding aid systems are at least two-tier, that is, any indexing that 

does exist merely points the researcher to another finding aid; 

4) There are often many different types of finding aids beyond the 

inventory; 

5) Finding aid systems are rarely integrated with older ones when they 

are changed; 

6) Researchers cannot browse, they must request everything they want to 

see and wait for the material to be brought to them.   

Thus, while the scaffolding employed to use a library may be similar to 

that of an archives, the differences between the two can be anticipated to make it 

difficult for researchers to learn and remember the instructions they are being 

given. 

In terms of this study, Subject #8, a cultural resource coordinator for the 

Department of Transport for the State, provided the best example of proper 

scaffolding.  At first glance, it seemed that he did not understand on a 

fundamental level how archives work, or else he would not have come to that 

particular archives.  He was investigating the importance of an individual who 

was connected to a building that officials were interested in designating as a 

historic site.  He was seeking the individual’s pension records, but as the archival 

staff member pointed out, pension records were a federal responsibility, and he 

should apply to the National Archives for the information.42  The staff member 

also suggested that Subject #8 visit the genealogical library to see whether it 

                                                 
42 To which he replied, “Oh, that shouldn’t take more than four or five years, at the rate they’re 
going currently.” (!) 
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might have copies of pension records for Union soldiers.  When Subject #8 was 

asked afterwards whether he understood the reason why the Governmental 

archives did not have the records he sought, he replied: “I was hoping that since 

he probably filed his pension request from Texas, that his records would have 

been kept here, but apparently that’s not the case.  I think he said they’re Federal 

records.  I would have thought the State might have kept a copy of it.”  His 

answer indicated that he understood both the concept of provenance and the 

relationship between function and records generation.  He noted that at the time 

the pension request was made it was filed from State X because the records 

generation process was much more localized.  Thus, he had anticipated that State 

X might have kept a copy of the record, being the intermediaries in the process.  

Subject #8’s level of understanding and sophistication far outstripped that of most 

of the other subjects.  He grasped the reason for the lack of records right away and 

was able to come back with a convincing argument, one that was on par with the 

explanation he was given.  He obviously had the proper scaffolding to be able to 

process in a highly sophisticated way the information he was given.  A novice 

researcher who did not have the correct scaffolding would have missed the 

significance of being told to go to the National Archives and  would merely have 

accepted the instructions without drawing any conclusions from them. 

Sometimes novices can overcome their inexperience, however, and this 

can assist their source-seeking.  As information scientist Bryce L. Allen noted, “it 

seems clear that different levels of knowledge in users will result in different 
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approaches to completing information-retrieval tasks.”43  A study by educational 

psychologist Carol Walker compared novices with high and low aptitudes with 

experts with high aptitudes performing cognitive tasks in a domain-specific area 

(in the case of the study, baseball knowledge).44  Walker’s report stated that 

structural knowledge of the domain (baseball) compensated for poor general 

problem-solving skills, general reasoning ability, and overall aptitude.  The poor 

aptitude, high knowledge novices were able to map, in a meaningful way, the 

incoming information onto existing schema, and therefore could retrieve the 

information more easily from storage when they needed it.  Knowledge of 

terminology was found also to assist this group.  The amount of domain 

knowledge differentiated experts from novices, rather than aptitude.   

In the context of source-seeking in the archival milieu, the experts might 

be said to be the archivists and the novices to be the users.  The skills the novices 

need to acquire are searching skills and knowledge of archival protocols.  

Depending upon the amount of prior domain knowledge or knowledge of the 

topic they are interested in, novices are more or less able to absorb new 

information provided to them about their subject.  They have the proper 

scaffolding to help them organize, retain, and retrieve such information.  Unless 

they have had exposure and significant instruction in search methods, however, 

users are unlikely to be able to do the same with new information regarding 

strategies for searching for information.  In any case, archival staff often simply 

                                                 
43 Bryce L. Allen, Toward a User-Centered Approach to Information Systems (San Diego: 
Academic Press, 1996), 36. 
44 Carol H. Walker, “Relative Importance of Domain Knowledge and Overall Aptitude on 
Acquisition of Domain-Related Information,” Cognition and Instruction 4 (1987): 25-42. 
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present lists of places to look (“look at X, try Y, have you gone to Z?”) rather than 

explaining the process by which they arrived at those lists.45  Staff normally are 

utilizing a combination of an aptitude for specialized search techniques and 

specific domain knowledge accumulated over years of providing reference.  Since 

archives provide information on literally millions of topics, however, staff cannot 

always have specialized domain knowledge. Thus they must fall back on an 

aptitude for searching and general knowledge to provide clues as to where to look 

for information when domain knowledge fails. 

Subject #2 had much to say about domain knowledge in the researcher.  

Ironically she did not see this as a substitute for the use of citations and a reliance 

upon staff to seek sources, even though she had experienced great difficulties in 

depending on both of them.  She did feel that researchers’ superior in-depth 

knowledge about the subject and also the identification of the people who wrote 

the documents could be utilized better by archives staff:  “There is no way they 

[the archivists] can [be] familiar with the scribes the way you are…”  She referred 

to this in another part of her commentary, when she discussed the fact that 

researchers often went astray because the materials had been mixed up and the 

authors of the documents wrongly ascribed.  Obviously for these early materials, 

written in older versions of romance languages in unfamiliar scripts, the experts 

who could properly read and identify them must be very few.   Unfortunately, 

given the age of the documents, most of these materials probably had been 

processed long ago by amateurs or non-professionals, and given the enormous 
                                                 
45 This occurred with Subject #5 in Academic Archives X.  After hearing all of the options for 
searching that she had been given, she laughed and said to the investigator, “I may need to borrow 
your [audio] tape just to make sure I’ve got all the information.” 
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backlogs of newer materials awaiting attention in archives, they are unlikely ever 

to be reprocessed properly. 

Thus prior knowledge, and the scaffolding that helps facilitate the 

comprehension and retrieval of newly acquired information, buttressed by domain 

knowledge, contribute significantly to the source-seeking process. 

 

SOURCE-SEEKING STRATEGIES: ATTENTION AND METACOGNITION 

Such are the amount, intensity, and varieties of stimuli received in 

everyday life that people selectively attend to some and ignore others; attention is 

a description of the internal mechanisms that a person employs to determine the 

significance of such stimuli.46  When one is “paying attention” to a stimulus, one 

is marshalling these internal mechanisms in order to sort, acknowledge, absorb, 

categorize and eventually store the incoming information.  People can manifest 

voluntary attention and involuntary attention.  For D. Kahneman, “voluntary 

attention is an exertion of effort in activities which are selected by current plans 

and intentions.”47  Involuntary attention on the other hand is when the 

mechanisms are engaged without intention.  We often speak of something having 

“caught one’s attention.”  

Properties of external stimuli can include “novelty, complexity, and 

incongruity.”  These properties can cause some stimuli to be more arousing than 

others, with intensity of attention linked to level of arousal.  Although these 

properties relate more to an individual’s involuntary attention, Kahneman posited 
                                                 
46 D. Kahneman, Attention and Effort (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1973). 
47 Ibid., 4. 
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that they also apply to voluntary attention. He also suggested that people have a 

limited amount of attention to devote to stimuli at a single time, which he 

describes as his “capacity model” of attention.  Different mental activities capture 

different levels of attention. 

The most common stimulus that would compete for reseachers’ attention, 

especially critical when they are being given instructions about a new source-

seeking strategy and they need to concentrate, is noise.  “I have found that there is 

often too much noise in the reading room – I think that the staff here needs to be 

more strict about instructing clients that many of us need a reasonable level of 

quiet to effectively carry out our research…” complained one respondent.48  

Another comment indicated the conflicting nature of the distraction of noise: “I 

wish that new users could be impressed with the need to keep conversations to a 

minimum and as quiet as humanly possible – the noise level in the Reading Room 

as a whole, although high when Reference Archivists are helping patrons does not 

bother me – and I often learn by eavesdropping on what’s being suggested…”49  

Noise did not seem to be an impediment to the understanding of any of the 

users in this study, however, not even the novice researchers.  One reference 

interview with a novice took place in an extremely quiet atmosphere (Private 

Archives Z), the other in the noisier Governmental Archives Y, but such varying 

stimuli did not seem to have an effect on the comprehension of either one.50  

                                                 
48 Holder, Moore, Roach and Thomas, “Ontario Client Survey,” 30. 
49 Ibid. 
50 One might imagine, however, with the normal amount of conflicting noise in archives, that 
users with any degree of deafness would suffer difficulties in communicating with archival staff. 
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A lack of stimuli might be more important in view of archival reference 

rooms.  Signage often is poor, and what signage is available, is often small and 

unobtrusive. Researchers are faced with row after row of binders or catalog cards 

that all look the same.  When trying to focus one’s attention, such a lack of 

significant environmental stimuli can be an obstruction.  Researchers employ 

stimuli to help them recall memories important to the sometimes little understood 

process of source searching.  For instance, in the investigator’s home repository, a 

client once asked for the previously employed finding aids (a term he was 

completely unfamiliar with and thus had forgotten), by referring to the blue color 

of their covers.51  That stimulus of color was the only readily remembered aspect 

of the finding aids he could produce.  In this study, Subject #12 only found the 

finding aids for photographs at Governmental Archives Y because she read the 

spines of labels on all the binders on the shelves. Without clear signage or 

distinguishing color or other prominent stimuli, the photographic finding aids 

blended into the rest of the room.  The need for larger and improved signage was 

one of the most frequently recurring comments in the entire client survey 

conducted by the Archives of Ontario, where researchers are on their own after 

hours and on Saturdays.   

A test of the levels of attention that users apply to the source-seeking 

experience probably would focus exclusively on the reference exchange between 

user and archivist when users are concentrating on instructions. 

                                                 
51 The researcher said that he’d like to see “those things.”  The investigator was mystified by his 
request, since he had seen dozens of different materials during his previous visit.  He finally said 
that he wanted to see “those blue things!”  Since the finding aids were the only obvious blue 
materials in the archives, the mystery was cleared up at once. 
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Evidence of metacognition, a complementary cognitive strategy, however, 

did show up in participant’s responses.  Metacognition is thinking of one’s own 

cognitive state, and it is employed by persons in order to know when to apply 

knowledge or strategies in carrying out a task.  One needs to be aware of one’s 

“knowledge states and abilities” in order to perform a cognitive self-appraisal.52  

The appraisal of one’s cognitive abilities can include, “do I know where the 

archives is?” to “do I understand what the words ‘finding aids’ mean?”  Answers 

to these questions then help the person to determine what to do.  Self-management 

refers to the process of applying metacognition to strategies that assist learning 

and thinking, such as formulating a goal, creating plans before beginning one’s 

research, making adjustments as one goes through the search and research 

processes, and revising the original goals and plans as appropriate.  Users must 

understand their mental states in order to be able to judge cognitive strategies that 

might assist or impede comprehension or the performance of the searching tasks 

and must employ self-management in order to map out a strategy for searching. 

Interestingly, Conway stated that his survey of users at four Presidential 

Libraries “showed a strong relationship between past archival experience and a 

researcher’s self-assessment of background preparation [emphasis mine].”53  He 

continued, “those with any kind of archival experience tended to be quite 

confident of their preparation, whereas the archival innocent generally 

                                                 
52 Scott G. Paris and Peter Winograd, “How Metacognition Can Promote Academic Learning and 
Instruction,” in Dimensions of Thinking and Cognitive Instruction ed. B.F. Jones and L. Idol 
(Hillsdale, N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1990). 
53 Conway, “Presidential Libraries,” 48. 
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downgraded their readiness for research.”54  Obviously, those who knew what 

was coming were more confident that they had prepared for the experience 

properly.  Thus there is a relationship between experience and the knowledge that 

performing preparatory strategies, such as doing secondary reading, will be 

critical to the success of any independent source-seeking experience, necessary 

for any source-seeking where the archivist has no knowledge of the subject, and at 

the very least, helpful for assisted source-seeking where the archivist does know 

the topical area.  Conway felt that it was incumbent upon archivists to provide 

services which would make up for users’ inexperience and bolster their 

confidence.  Although he did not explain why, presumably he felt that for those 

who were ill-prepared, a sense of confidence would assist them through the 

source-seeking experience.  This, in fact, is a questionable tactic.  The best 

scenario would be for users to know how to prepare before coming to an archives.  

In the absence of that knowledge, it is better that after they come to the archives 

they know that they have not adequately prepared so that they know what is 

required of them the next time they come to seek sources.  A false sense of 

confidence that they are prepared when indeed they are not will hinder them in 

future source-seeking encounters.55  A sense of confidence that arises from the 

knowledge of being well prepared, however, is an entirely different phenomenon, 

and something that all archivists should strive to assist users to achieve. 

                                                 
54 Ibid., 48. 
55 Paris and Winograd, for instance, noted that young readers often had mistaken confidence in 
their reading abilities which impeded their comprehension. 
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Further, users’ sense of self-confidence in their own abilities and potential 

to grow in expertise is important.  There is a tendency when researchers are 

unsure of what they are doing for them to fault themselves and their abilities.  

Many at the South Carolina Department of Archives and History attributed their 

missing information in the archives to their own inadequacies: “my own lack of 

knowledge,” “I did not ask the right questions,” “I am still learning,” and “I am 

not a perfect searcher.”56  As one researcher at the Provincial Archives of New 

Brunswick sadly noted: 

I was trying to research my family tree and look for my native roots.  I 
was not successful and my inexperience in this research hindered me from 
asking the right questions to receive the right information I desired.  It’s 
my fault, but I’m still without my desired goal accomplished.  Hopefully I 
will get some help to resume my research soon.57   

Users often place the blame upon themselves if they cannot find the information 

they are seeking, when it is far from clear that any blame need be assigned to 

them. 

Subject #4 provided an interesting example of both the strategies he 

employed when using finding aids for XX maps and how his difficulty in using 

what admittedly is not a simple or straightforward system made him castigate 

himself.   

Subject #4: I’m just going through and make sure that they have the times 
I’m looking for.  I’m looking for X City at 1919 to 1931.  I think there’s 
another book I need to go through.  The other one has the actual listings 
for the maps.  Actually this actually has the column numbers, and I’m at a 
complete blank as to where I’m supposed to get those.  Okay, I’m just 
going to have a look.   

                                                 
56 Helsley, “The User Survey,” n.p. 
57 Provincial Archives of New Brunswick, “Write-In User Survey,” 14. 
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The investigator: So you like to consult the hard copy books? 

Subject #4: Yes.  I feel dumb ‘cause I just did this just a few weeks ago 
but I’m drawing a complete blank [now]. [emphasis mine] 

In the end he could not remember the multi-step process and was forced to ask the 

archivist how to access the XX maps.58   

Subject #2 provided a contrasting example of self-confident source-

seeking metacogniton when she talked about “serendipitous” source-seeking in 

both archives and libraries:  

this encounter with chance that have[sic] nothing to do with what you’re 
looking for… and when you find things that you are not looking for and 
that in the end you are looking for – it’s a subconscious process in a way I 
think, I guess, I don’t have any other way to explain it. 

She was not entirely sure how serendipitous discoveries resolved themselves to be 

what she wanted all along.  Yet she did have an awareness that such encounters 

took place, and so mentally was prepared to take advantage of them when they  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
58 This might well have been an example of the limited capacity of attention.   The user clearly 
had his attention on the investigator; this awareness might have caused him to draw “a complete 
blank” when he went to access the information about how to locate the maps.  He used the 
expression three times which underscores the complete loss of information.  In the experience of 
the investigator, such loss of information can often happen when, as an archivist, one is dealing 
with patrons; little used search protocols will suddenly disappear just as the researcher is 
watching, waiting for instructions.  Often a delaying tactic to get the attention of the user deflected 
until one can “collect one’s thoughts” helps. 
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did occur.59  She noted a similar mysterious occurrence with dated 

documentation: 

…there is a clear pattern to documentation that cannot be pinpointed, but 
it’s reality.  Some event happens in, let’s say, 1658, and you can’t find 
documentation about that but in 1673 that – that event is brought up 
because the issue resurface, ok, and so in 1673 they’re talking about 
something that happened in 1650.  So you get material from 1650 in 1673 
– if you’re looking for it in 1650 you won’t find it. 

If she did not find material contemporaneous with the event she wanted to 

explore, she would try to think when the same issue resurfaced, in case the 

documents referred to the earlier event.  She had obviously developed cognitive 

strategies to assist her in the source-seeking process – alternative paths to get to 

where she wanted to go. 

She also was aware of her cognitive strategies for making sense of 

material she found in her research.  In order to use the material, often she was 

required to translate from native languages or other languages employed during 

the time period of her interest.  In order to translate materials, she needed to spend 

extensive time with the documents, more time than she could spend at the archival 

repositories.  Thus she wished to photocopy the materials in order to be able to 

work on them at her leisure at home.  Academic Archives X, however, in her 

opinion, charged too much for their photocopying service.  Thus she bought a 

microfilm machine and borrowed microfilms of the documents from a nearby 

library instead.  When she complained to the archivist of Private Archives Z about 

Academic Archives X, the archivist suggested that she get a laptop to enter the 

                                                 
59 S.N. Prasad felt that inadequately listed records assisted the serendipitous discovery!  S.N. 
Prasad, “The Liberalisation of Access and Use.” Archivum 26 (1979): 137-43. 
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material.  At first Subject #2 explained that she did not use a laptop because she 

was trained on a different keyboard and thus her typing was too slow.  But then 

she revealed: 

Also there is something strange about it but I cannot put in words.  But I 
do like to write it out.  It makes it looks different to me.  I make more 
sense out of it… it is a weird behavior, but… somehow there is a flow 
from the head to the pencil that goes with writing it out. 

Even though she could read the foreign languages and understood them, she still 

patiently transcribed the material longhand, then translated her notes into English 

before employing it in her research.   This research strategy was not something 

she could explain easily to others, but she knew that her translation of foreign 

languages worked better in the time it took her to transcribe the material from the 

microfilm.  

She also noted that she preferred to do her own translations rather than 

employ those created by others.  She spoke extensively about authentication of 

copies, and how other researchers made mistakes because the translations they 

used were wrong.  Thus she was very aware of the process of research and of her 

own strategies that would ensure that she did not make the same mistakes.  Being 

very experienced with both source-seeking and research, Subject #2 was keenly 

aware of the cognitive strategies she employed to ensure the success of those 

endeavors. 

Subject #5 also was quite experienced as a researcher because of her job 

(as a full-time historic site manager) and her studies (as a part-time Master’s level 

student in history).  This user had developed a number of techniques to assist 

herself in the source-seeking process.  She noted that she filled out request slips 
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for everything she felt she would need in a section in order to force herself to be 

systematic.  In a practical vein, for anything she was not able to order because of a 

lack of time she would hold onto the request slips to submit the next time she 

came to the repository.  She systematically took notes, putting the box numbers 

and call numbers on the top of each slip so that she could keep track of what she 

had found which in turn facilitated rechecking of anything that was necessary.  

She stated that she had a tendency to look at more than was necessary, but this 

broad-based data gathering probably stood her in good stead in other areas.  Like 

Subject #2, she also noted the importance of serendipitous searching. 

Attention is obviously a more subtle variable for which to try to test, but 

probably one worth considering, since it can play such a strong role in how much 

effortful involvement a researcher might put into the search process and how 

much that researcher will retain when learning a new procedure.60  Cognitive 

strategies are very important for researchers to have in their consciousness, since 

the application of such strategies corresponds directly to their mastery of the 

source-seeking and researching processes. 

 

TESTS OF RELEVANCE AND SATISFACTION 

Bransford included “criterial tasks” in his framework.  These are tests by 

which a teacher might judge whether a student has learned something.  These also 

could be used by students themselves to determine when they had learned 

                                                 
60 The more effort a researcher puts into searching, the more likely they are to pay attention to the 
stimuli provided by the archives staff when explaining the search process. 
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something – for example to decide when they were sufficiently prepared for an 

examination.  Users must employ such criterial tasks, or tests of relevance, to 

know when they have been successful in finding something potentially of use.  

They must use the tests of relevance again when they are actually carrying out 

their research to determine what is relevant for their uses.  Their satisfaction with 

the source-seeking experience, however, can derive from finding everything they 

needed, or from everything they expected to find, and/or from the hunt itself. 

The field of information science has considered relevance, but the 

majority of research performed has focussed on relevance as a judgement of 

materials retrieved by various document retrieval systems.  Early research was 

largely experimental, and actual end-users often did not participate in either the 

experiments or the evaluation of the retrievals.61  Ratios of “recall” (the ratio of 

retrieved and relevant items over the total of relevant items in the collection) and 

“precision” (the ratio of relevant items over the total of items retrieved) 

effectively constituted the relevancy of the documents retrieved.  Such 

experiments changed over time, however, just as the fields of librarianship and 

information science altered, becoming more concerned with the needs of real 

users, and hence the users’ opinions of relevance, their use of language to retrieve 

materials in real-life situations, their cognitive states at the time of making 

relevancy judgements, and so on.   

                                                 
61 The Cranfield experiments conducted in the mid 1960s in the United Kingdom are the most 
famous early example. 
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Some of the earliest studies of the consistency of relevancy judgements 

used in retrieval experiments were undertaken by C.A. Cuadra and associates.62  

These researchers found that a large number of factors affected judgements of 

relevancy, including “experience, background, attitude, knowledge, intelligence, 

error preference, and user orientation.”63  Other factors that these researchers 

isolated were biases, cognitive style, formal education, and research stage. 

Information scientist Robert S. Taylor was one of the first persons to try to 

identify users’ needs that formed the basis for their relevancy judgements.  He 

isolated four: the visceral need, which was the actual but unexpressed need for 

information; the conscious need, which was the “within-brain” description of the 

need; the formalized need, the formal statement of the need; and the compromised 

need, the question that was typed into the information system.64  Each of these 

needs contributed to a user’s judgements of relevancy. 

Information scientist Tefko Saracevic gave a historical evaluation of the 

concept of relevance in a seminal article he wrote in 1975.65  Saracevic stated that 

up to that point in time there was no universally appropriate definition of 

relevance, but concluded that relevance was not intrinsic to the documents 

retrieved; it was a subjective concept that relied entirely on the user.  Saracevic 

                                                 
62 C.A. Cuadra and R.V. Katter, “Opening the Black Box of Relevance,” Journal of 
Documentation 23 (1967): 291-303; C.A. Cuadra, R.V. Katter, E.H. Holmes, and E.M. Wallace, 
Experimental Studies of Relevance Judgements (Santa Monica, CA: Systems Development 
Corporation, 1967), quoted in David Ellis, “The Dilemma of Measurement of Information 
Retrieval Research,” Journal of the American Society for Information Science 47 (1996). 
63 Ibid., 27. 
64 Robert S. Taylor, “Question-Negotiation and Information Seeking in Libraries,” College & 
Research Libraries (May 1968): 178-94. 
65 T. Saracevic, “Relevance: A Review of a Framework for Thinking on the Notion of Information 
Science,” Journal of the American Society for Information Science 26 (1975): 178-94. 
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drew a distinction between the user’s unarticulated need and the query that 

resulted from that need. Users had difficulties in making consistent judgements 

about relevance over time because their needs changed. 

Saracevic focused attention on why users accepted or rejected documents. 

Information scientist N.J. Belkin pointed out a very important aspect of relevancy 

judgements in his work on the “ASK” or “Anomalous States of Knowledge” 

system that he worked on with colleagues R.N. Oddy and H.M. Brooks in the 

1980s.66  The anomalous state of knowledge was the users’ not knowing what it 

was they needed but knowing that something was needed in order to solve a 

particular problem or serve a specific need.  If one were unaware of exactly what 

one’s need was, then it would be impossible to determine the relevancy of 

materials retrieved to meet that need. Belkin’s system was intended to respond 

iteratively to a user in order to determine relevancy and suitability of retrieved 

documents. Communications professor Brenda Dervin referred to a “gap” in the 

state of knowledge that the user was trying to fill. The user’s attempt at “sense-

making” would form the foundation of relevancy judgements.”67   

Some more recent research has yielded a number of important results, 

generating some thought-provoking ideas.  For example, when considering the 

relationship between users and information, one must consider the use and value 

as well as the relevance of the information to the users.  The potential use and 

value of the information for users inform their judgements of relevance.  Rebecca 
                                                 
66 An example of his work was contained in N.J. Belkin, R.N. Oddy, and H.M. Brooks, “Ask for 
Information Retrieval: Part I. Background and Theory,” Journal of Documentation 38 (June 1982): 
61-71. 
67 Brenda Dervin,, and Patricia Dewdney,  “Neutral Questioning: A New Approach to the 
Reference Interview,” RQ 25 (Summer 1986): 506-13. 
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Green defined relevance in this context as “the property of a text’s being 

potentially helpful to a user in the resolution of a need.”68 

In her overview of research on relevance, L. Schamber extracted some 80 

“representative” factors that contributed to relevance judgements.  She noted that: 

“the statement made earlier – that relevance is a multidimensional phenomenon – 

is, of course, a gross understatement.  In fact, so many factors have been 

suggested as affecting relevance judgments that it is not possible to list them…”69  

As Stephen Harter pointed out, views of relevance are “psychological, situational, 

and subjective.”70  The user’s view of relevance will be influenced by situational 

constraints, “the nature of the information problem, the purpose of the search, and 

how these change as new references are viewed and examined.”71  Such is the 

changing nature of relevancy judgements, that: 

Identical desires for information formulated by different users may be 
fulfilled by different material.  One particular piece of material, say a text 
or photo, may yield different information to different people at a given 
time.  Similarly, the same material may yield different information to (or 
be interpreted differently by) the same person at different times. 72 

                                                 
68 Rebecca Green, “Topical Relevance Relationships. 1. Why Topic Matching Fails,” Journal of 
the American Society for Information Science 46, no.9 (1995): 647. 
69 Linda Schamber, “Relevance and Information Behavior.” Annual Review of Information 
Science and Technology 29 (1994): 11. 
70 Stephen P. Harter, “Variations in Relevance Assessments and the Measurement of Retrieval 
Effectiveness.” Journal of the American Society for Information Science 47 (1996): 39.  In terms 
of situational effects, Harter noted that a longitudinal case study conducted by S. Smithson found 
that over the course of searching for and using documents, the relevance judgements rendered by 
all subjects had radically changed.  S. Smithson, “Information Retrieval Evaluation in Practice: A 
Case Study Approach,” Information Processing and Management 30 (1994): 205-21, quoted in 
Harter, “Variations in Relevance.” 
71 Ibid. 
72 Peter Ingwersen, “Information and Information Science,” in Encyclopedia of Library and 
Information Science ed Allen Kent and Carolyn M. Hall (New York: Marcel Dekker, Inc., 1995), 
148. 
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To all of these factors that can affect relevancy judgements can be added 

all the particular situational factors of archival materials, such as how long the 

wait will be for the materials (to be pulled from off-site storage or accessed within 

the same day, for example), the likelihood of being rewarded, the amount of 

material that might have to be plowed through, and so on.  In the end, however, as 

Green stressed, only users can judge what is relevant to their needs.  This 

relevance in turn determines how many records they are going to request access to 

and how many times they return to the search process once having reviewed the 

retrieved material.73 

Typically archival users rate their retrieval of materials relevant to their 

needs as very high. Overall, 65.8% of the visitors to the main branch of the 

National Archives and Records Administration in the testing periods in 1990 said 

that they were satisfied that they had found what they had come for, with a further 

13.8% reporting that they found most of what they had come for, and 7% 

claiming that they had found some information that they had come for.  Overall a 

total of 86.6% of the visitor population said they found some relevant information 

at the archives.74  Only 29.8% rated their search for information at the Provincial 

                                                 
73 Ingwersen noted that information retrieval provided less than 75% useful information on 
average.  He noted, however, that “in practice, this fact does not matter to the user, simply because 
the user does not know what he or she does not retrieve.” This is especially true in archives, where 
very little material is actually indexed to any level.  In any case, it would be impossible to verify 
whether everything relevant to a particular user in a particular time for a particular purpose was 
retrieved in a real-life situation; archival collections just are not small enough to allow any user to 
know everything that was in the collection upon which to base a relevance judgement. Ingwersen, 
“Information and Information Science,” 149. 
74 Conway, Partners in Research..  Conway noted, however, that there was an important qualifier: 
most researchers who were interviewed were at the end of the reference process.  “Success in 
retrieving relevant information may tend to erase, at least for the moment, memories of difficulties 
or frustrations encountered earlier in the research process.” Conway, Partners in Research, 82. 
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Archives of New Brunswick as completely successful, but a further 68.1% 

indicated that their search was partially successful.  The 1987 “Search Room User 

Survey” conducted by the South Carolina Department of Archives and History 

reported a 77% success rating by users.  The 1993 survey similarly had 70% 

reporting that they had found the information they had wanted.75  Unfortunately, 

none of these studies defined what they (or the users) meant by success, but one 

might assume that users would equate success with the finding of at least some 

documents that they deemed to be personally relevant. 

No attempt was made by the institutions to find out at what point the 

researchers were satisfied; did they stop searching because they had run out of 

time, or because they felt that they had everything they wanted, or because they 

had run into dead ends?  Stopping one’s search for primary materials is not 

always guided by tests of relevance.  As one historian noted, “At some point you 

lay off the primary stuff… You just stop digging because you’ve got enough.  

Because I’m almost afraid to find something brilliantly new on the primary 

sources because I just won’t care…”76  Exhaustion is obviously a factor in 

determining when a researcher decides to stop searching for more information. 

In the current study, Subject #9, because of time, basically got copies of 

every piece of documentation that mentioned the same names as people she had 

identified already on her family tree.  She did not take time to review the 

documentation, but accepted whatever the archives staff member pulled for her.  

References she did refuse were based on the differences in names.  Where the 

                                                 
75 Helsley, “The User Survey.” 
76 Orbach, “Historians’ Perceptions,” 35. 
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cards provided ambiguous information, where it was impossible to tell whether 

the person mentioned on the index card was a member of her family tree, Subject 

#9 took copies of the cards.   Interestingly, she noted that one of her relations was 

a “Freelin X.”  The documents she found in the archives, however, referred to a 

“Fred X.”  When questioned as to whether these two persons were one and the 

same, she replied confidently that “they are.  I guess he [the person who filled out 

the record] made a mistake.  It’s Freelin, it’s not Fred.  He must have made a 

mistake.”  When probed further, she checked earlier records in the file and found 

that there was a shortened version of Freelin, which she thought explained why it 

was incorrectly transcribed as Fred.  Without having to explain her confidence 

that the two were the same person, however, it is unlikely that she would have 

dug into the file.  She was convinced that the two were the same also because the 

profile of the person in the document fit the profile that she had of Freelin. 

Such an example shows how difficult judging the relevancy of 

genealogical documents can be.  If one already has certain expectations and the 

records fit those expectations, then annoying discrepancies in the records can be 

brushed aside.  After all, in the history of bureaucratic record creation many 

mistakes have been made when transcribing names.  Here, domain knowledge 

must bridge the gaps, employing context and knowledge of circumstances to 

narrow the possibilities.  No doubt errors creep into family trees, however, due to 

mistaken judgements of relevancy. 

Subject #5, the historic site manager, was searching for information that 

would tell her what types of plants were cultivated at the historic site at a 
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particular time to which they were restoring her historic site, and how such 

plantings would have been laid out around the building.  She made her 

determination of relevance based on her past experience.  When discussing 

possible collections to consult, she said,  

See, it’s always hard to tell with stuff like this, because it could be if there 
is correspondence that they were off in the war...  They’ll be talking about: 
‘well, this needs to be in the ground… be sure you talk to so and so 
about…’ 

When considering whether to look at work records, agricultural diaries and early 

nursery account books, she stated that the account books probably would be 

useful, and that probably she would have a look at those.  She acknowledged that 

she had a tendency to search more broadly than she had to, saying that “what I’m 

trying to find is the personal stuff that Martha would have kept for their family 

garden as opposed to the stuff in the nursery.”  She then used dates to narrow her 

searches.  She guessed that domestic concerns and household needs that were 

written in an account might include recipes, and the recipes “might be an 

indication that if they are growing it they are more likely to have recipes for it.  

This is a guess.  I’m hoping.”  Even tax receipts of sales, she stated, might provide 

an indication that they were growing particular plants, but the “correspondence 

and documentation is probably more important.” (Her reference to documentation 

here probably refers to prose text that specifically mentions the garden.)   It was 

obvious that because of the time period the scarcity of material was forcing her to 

consider every lead, no matter how tenuous.  But she did carefully select the 

diaries and the personal papers to return to as the most likely sources of 

information.  In a book that had been retrieved for her, she picked up a citation to 
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another diary that she was also going to explore.  She was looking for descriptions 

first, then secondary indications of plantings, such as those contained in the 

recipes and tax receipts. 

In general, subjects used their past experiences with archival searching to 

determine whether something was worth pursuing.  Less experienced researchers 

often allowed the archives staff to guide them in choosing material to examine.  

The paucity of material for topics dating to a much earlier age also had no small 

part in forcing users to look through marginal documentation.  Even if they did 

not think the material would have something for them, they needed at least to scan 

it in order to ensure that nothing was missed. 

When asked about whether they had achieved their objectives in coming 

to the archives, subjects expressed different levels of satisfaction with the 

experience.  Subject #4 stated: 

I didn’t maybe necessarily accomplish what I set out to do exactly…  I did 
accomplish a lot of what I wanted to do.  I discovered and learned some 
things – kind of tangents that were more interesting than maybe what I 
was initially hoping to find, or maybe the map didn't provide the 
information I was looking for.  But I was able to find other things that I 
would say helped me accomplish what I wanted to do. 

Although Subject #4 acknowledged that he had not actually found what he 

had come to find, his discovery of other interesting pieces of tangential 

information gave him a feeling of satisfaction, enough so that he felt he had 

accomplished what he wanted to do.  For a person pursuing a pleasurable hobby, 

with no pressures of time or the necessity of accomplishing some predetermined 

result, finding information that augmented his specific interest was enough to 

make him feel that he had accomplished his goal for the day.  Interestingly Paul 
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Conway discovered at the Presidential Libraries that “those with moderate or less 

preparation expressed much more satisfaction and surprise at their overall 

experience.”77  Having generally low expectations of finding relevant material 

means that anything they find contributes to a positive response. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The archival user is normally either one who is searching for information 

for personal enjoyment, or one who is forced to employ archival materials as a 

requirement for a job, school, or other need.  Those who are personally motivated 

also usually have a positive attitude and a greater willingness to accept the 

shortcomings of the searching system, even as they are aware of them.  Prior 

knowledge serves as a foundation for receiving new information and for properly 

categorizing it so that it can be retrieved later.  Prior knowledge, or experience, 

also provides a basis for tests of relevance, among the many other factors that 

contribute to those tests.  The amount of attention searchers have to devote to the 

source-seeking process affects their ability to carry out the function successfully.  

A lack of attention interferes with their ability to concentrate on transferring 

information from short-term memory to long-term memory, and to retrieve 

information that was received and processed previously. Metacognitive strategies 

are employed by the more experienced researchers to assist them with their 

source-seeking.  They use these strategies to devise plans, to monitor their 

progress and to adjust their plans and goals accordingly.  Less experienced 

                                                 
77 Conway, “Research in Presidential Libraries,” 54. 
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researchers exhibited no evidence of having similar strategies.  They could 

contribute little to the source-seeking experience. 

These cognitive aspects of the archival users provide a good basis for 

broadening our understanding and insight of these researchers. 
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Chapter 4:  The Nature of Archival Materials/The Nature of 
Finding Aids 

The third component of the information seeking matrix is the nature of the 

archival materials, the nature of the archival finding aids and the interchange 

between the two.  This is especially important because appropriate utilization of 

the finding aids can significantly affect retrieval of the archival materials.  The 

following example provides some insight into the contribution of the nature of 

archival records and finding aids to the source seeking process. 

One of the most striking observations gathered about Student X’s visit to a 

governmental archives was the difference between his reactions to the two finding 

aids he employed in his search.  When he started looking through the card 

catalogue for book titles, he evinced familiarity with it and displayed a level of 

comfort one might expect from any average adult.  His first reaction to the 

archival inventory, however, was one of indifference.  He flipped open the binder, 

and using his thumb, rifled through all the pages of the inventory at once, not 

really looking at any information inside the finding aid.  He then emphatically 

pushed it aside with both hands and immediately turned to look at clippings in a 

nearby file.  He asked the archivist neither what the inventory was for, nor why 

she had given it to him in the first place.  He eventually returned to the binder to 

give it a more careful perusal, but only at the urging of the archivist.  She 

explained what the relationship was between the descriptions in the inventory and 

the files of material held by the archives in storage that corresponded to the 

descriptions.  Only after he heard the explanation and learned that there were 
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boxes full of files available for him to look at, did he proceed to look through the 

inventory. 

From this scenario, we might suppose that Student X was not particularly 

searching for boxes of files and so was not appreciative of any tools that would 

tell him about the files.  Knowing that Student X had no experience with archives 

and little with libraries, we might also suppose that because the archival inventory 

had no equivalent in his world as a point of reference, he derived no particular 

meaning from its presence.  He lacked the scaffolding that would have allowed 

him to identify the finding aid with something similar and then employ his 

comprehension to inform his use of the finding aid.  He did not appreciate the 

connection between the inventory and the archival materials available on his topic 

until the archivist explained it. But the relationship between archival materials and 

finding aids rests on an understanding of their respective natures. Researchers 

cannot understand what finding aids can tell them if they do not understand in a 

fundament sense what the aids are describing and what they are trying to 

accomplish.  

Although there is no definitive explanation of what constitutes the nature 

of archival materials, the archival community is united in identifying the most 

important elements.  Archival materials are records of any media that are created 

or acquired/received by an individual, a family, or an organization in the course of 

daily activity, and that are determined by an archivist to be worth keeping 

permanently, based on the records’ administrative, historical, legal and fiscal 

values.  
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Additionally, archival materials may have evidential value and/or 

informational value according to archival theorist Theodore Schellenberg.1  

Records that possess evidential value may be employed as evidence of “the 

organization and functioning of the agency that produced the records.”2  Records 

with informational value, provide researchers with information contained within 

the record, “information that is in public records on persons, places, subjects, and 

the like with which public agencies deal; not from the information that is in such 

records on the public agencies themselves.”3  Records often have both evidential 

and informational value.  The uses researchers might make of records, however, is 

often only indirectly related to their original evidential and informational value.  

Take the following example: Subject #5 investigated the papers of an early settler, 

hoping to find information on plantings.  The papers she examined are evidence 

of the creator’s personal life, and they will have information about that life.4  In 

addition to answering questions about this person’s life, the records will contain 

information about all manner of things about which the settler wrote.  A user of 

these materials might employ either the evidential or informational values of the 

records to help answer questions about: plantings in that part of the United States; 

rural life versus city life in the early part of the 19th century; family life in the 

west; weather conditions in the X state; the economics of settler life – the list is 

                                                 
1 T.R. Schellenberg, Modern Archives: Principles and Techniques (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1956; reprint Chicago: University of Chicago Midway Reprint, 1975). 
2 Ibid., 139 (page citations are to the reprint edition). 
3 Ibid., 148. 
4 Although Schellenberg addressed his discussion of evidential value to the records of public 
agencies, one might extend his theory to any creator.  Thus applied to a private citizen, the 
evidential value of records is what the records tell one about the essentials of that person’s life and 
the activities that person conducted. 
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endless and fully dependent upon the interests, the quality of observation, and the 

recording abilities of the individual.  The person may have observed an unusual 

event such as a flood that may have merited five lines in a diary but which may 

have given critical information of interest to later meteorologists and weather 

watchers.  The first-hand account may be more valuable and insightful than 

dozens of lines describing the event in a newspaper, depending on the information 

for which the researchers were looking.  The activities and functions of an entity 

produce records, these records in turn are evidence of those various activities and 

functions, and may contain information about a great many subjects.  The 

evidence and information may in turn be employed in a great number of indirect 

ways.   

The context of the creation of a record – where, when, by whom, and in 

the performance of what function – will give certain qualities to the record, 

particularly authority, authenticity and impartiality.  Authority is based on the 

relationship between the creator and the functions and activities recorded in the 

documents.  Archival theorist Hilary Jenkinson provided definitions of 

authenticity and impartiality.  Authenticity is the quality of the record when there 

has been an unbroken line of custody and the user can rely on the document being 

what it purports to be.  “By their origin [they are] free from the suspicion of 

prejudice in regard to the interests in which we now use them: they are also by 

reason of their subsequent history equally free from the suspicion of having been 

tampered with in those interests.”5  Impartiality is the state achieved when a 

                                                 
5 Hilary Jenkinson, A Manual of Archive Administration new re. ed. (London: Percy Lund, 
Humphries & Co., Ltd., 1937), 12-3. 
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record is employed for another use other than the one for which it was created.  

Because the records were not created for that research use, the records “cannot tell 

[the student] anything but the truth.”6  To consider a few hypothetical examples, 

Monica Lewinsky’s diary describing her relationship with President Bill Clinton 

would be considered more authoritative of the events that occurred between 

Lewinsky and Clinton and hence more authentic than, say, Linda Tripp’s second-

hand account.  Richard Nixon’s Watergate tapes are an impartial reflection of his 

and his staff’s activities and thus provide  researchers with all sorts of impartial 

information because Nixon clearly did not intend the tapes for posterity.  

Researchers commonly assess the qualities of records as part of the work of 

evaluating the information they find. 

Another factor that contributes to the nature of archival materials is their 

composition and arrangement.  Records are acquired in units known as 

accessions.  These accessions are intellectually grouped under the name of the 

creator that produced and/or collected them and are known collectively as the 

fonds of that creator; this follows the principle of provenance or respect des fonds.  

The principle of provenance sometimes includes the principle of original order 

and sometimes does not.7  In practical terms, if an accession arrives at an archives 

with no discernable order, an order is imposed.  But if an accession arrives with 

an order already existing, some archivists will alter the order to achieve easier 

retrieval, while others will maintain whatever order exists.  Those archivists who 

                                                 
6 Ibid., 12. 
7 This divergence in application possibly occurred due to conflicting traditions in Europe being 
absorbed unequally by the English-speaking archival world. 
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acknowledge the principle of original order consider the generation of information 

by a creator to be organic and interwoven.   By disturbing the order, the records 

lose their original relationships.  Arrangement, if it is conducted, is very labor 

intensive, and hence time consuming.  This has implications for the production of 

finding aids. 

Finding aids are created as a result of the act of describing such aspects of 

archival records as their provenance, context and arrangement.  The SAA glossary 

published in 1992 determined that “finding aid” was anything that established 

physical or intellectual control over archival material.8  The International Council 

on Archives’ Dictionary of Archival Terminology elaborated:  

A document, published or unpublished, listing or describing a body of 
record[s]/archives thereby establishing administrative and intellectual 
control over them by a records centre/archives [the place], making them 
more readily accessible and comprehensible to the user.  Basic finding 
aids include guides, inventories, catalogues, calendars, lists, [and] 
indexes…”9 

The most common finding aids are guides, inventories, lists and indexes.  

Guides normally describe the holdings of an entire archives, at the fonds level.  

Inventories, such as the one employed by Student X, provide such information as 

that about the creator and the breadth and depth of the contents of the accession or 

the entire fonds, and list series and individual file titles with the dates of their 

                                                 
8 Karen Baumann, “Archival Finding Aids: An Essay Review of Recent Titles,” American 
Archivist 60 (Summer 1997): 355-63.  Interestingly, Baumann notes that archivist Terry Abraham 
cited the first finding aid in the United States as having been produced in 1738, which 
considerably predates the archival profession. 
9 Planning Committee on Descriptive Standards.  Rules for Archival Description (Ottawa:  
Bureau of Canadian Archivists, 1990). 
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contents.10  Lists provide descriptions of file titles, with no reference to 

arrangement or series, or of individual items, usually confined to special media, 

such as photographs, for example.  Indexes are lists of terms arranged 

alphabetically that point the user to specific information in the finding aids or the 

materials.  The indexes commonly are composed of names of people or 

geographical locations or subjects.  They can be created for any level, using any 

authority.  

The nature of finding aids that must capture descriptions of records in a 

brief, concise and direct way and convey that meaning to the user is affected by 

the nature of the materials that the finding aids describe. The relationship between 

archival materials and finding aids is complex.  Levels of description are tied to 

levels of arrangement. Five levels of arrangement of archival records are 

generally acknowledged: repository, record group/fonds, series, filing unit, and 

item as outlined by archivist Oliver Wendell Holmes and endorsed by the 

Canadian Working Group on Archival Descriptive Standards.11  The Working 

Group added inter-institutional and thematic group to the five levels Holmes 

delineated.  Holmes argued that individual items did not merit description, 

however his argument applied to textual records.  Most archivists would 

acknowledge that special media, such as photographs or films, often warrant item-

level description.  The ultimate result of multiple levels of arrangement and 
                                                 
10 Some institutions integrate individual accessions into a single finding aid and others describe 
them separately.  Series are categories or groupings of like materials.  These may be broken down 
into sub-series and sub-sub-series, reflecting groups of like materials within the larger groupings. 
11 Oliver Wendell Holmes, “Archival Arrangement – Five Different Operations at Five Different 
Levels.”  American Archivist 27 (January 1964): 21-41; Toward Descriptive Standards: Report 
and Recommendations of the Canadian Working Group on Archival Descriptive Standards 
(Ottawa: Bureau of Canadian Archivists, 1985). 
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description is that there are multiple combinations of finding aids that archives 

may produce.  Some archives, for example, never describe the entire contents of 

their holdings at the repository level, but they create many inventories that 

describe fonds and series. 

Multiple finding aid systems, a lack of standardization of both systems and 

description, the lack of time to complete even basic description leading to 

enormous backlogs of undescribed materials and a lack of assistive tools such as 

pathfinders and indexes, and a historic emphasis on preferential treatment for 

records of perceived greater researcher worth – all contribute to the somewhat 

idiosyncratic and underdeveloped source-seeking systems found in many 

archives, as noted by such authors as Elsie Freeman and Diane Beattie.12  Such 

weak systems in turn affect the user’s ability to employ them.   

Somewhat like libraries, archives often employ a number of different 

finding aid systems over time.13  Sometimes this has resulted from a change in the 

technology of production, such as from cards to computerized records, sometimes 

from changes in personnel, and sometimes through a lack of funds to continue 

earlier labor-intensive systems. Very few archives are able to convert old finding 

aids to new systems as these systems are implemented; the work to convert old 

                                                 
12 Elsie T. Freeman, “In the Eye of the Beholder: Archives Administration from the User’s Point 
of View,” American Archivist 47 (Spring 1984): 111-23 and Diane Beattie, “Retrieving the 
Irretrievable: Providing Access to ‘Hidden Groups’ in Archives,” In Reference Services for 
Archives & Manuscripts, edited by Laura B. Cohen, 83-94. New York: The Haworth Press, 1997. 
13 The library equivalent might be an institution which moved from a card catalog to a microfiche 
system to a computer system, or from Dewey Decimal numbers to the Library of Congress 
classification system.  A staff member at the Archives of Ontario recently noted that there had 
been three different finding aid systems in the nine years he had been employed at that institution.  
While more rapid perhaps than changes at other institutions, such changes do occur. 
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systems is simply too expensive for the meager budgets of most archives.14  This 

means that systems often are unique to their institutions, although obviously these 

systems resemble each other a great deal.  Archivists have yet to develop 

standards for the elements of which an archival finding aid system should be 

composed, or how such systems should work.  

Within these unique systems are also unique presentations of the contents 

of archival finding aids, because no standards for describing the contents existed 

in the past, although general manuals abounded which provided various examples 

to follow.  Because archival material is unique, all arrangement and description is 

original; there can be no sharing of descriptions between institutions.15  A lack of 

formal archival education in previous years meant that archivists decided on their 

own what aspects of an accession or fonds were important to emphasize.16  

During the past two decades, however, new content standards have been 

promulgated for the description of archival materials at all levels: Archives, 

Personal Papers and Manuscripts in the United States, and Rules for Archival 

                                                 
14 The investigator visited all three Archives X, Y and Z to do personal research for class papers 
some years before conducting this study, including repeated visits to Academic Archives X.  It 
was not until several visits had gone by before it was discovered that one entire portion of the 
finding aid system had been unintentionally missed.  This occurred even though, as a professional 
archivist with twelve years of experience with academic archives, the investigator was aware of 
the traps and pitfalls that such changes can produce. 
15 This has implications for consistency across institutions.  Many libraries were driven to 
implement consistent standards because there was an economic advantage to adopt the Library of 
Congress classification system, for example, in order to purchase catalog cards instead of 
conducting costly original cataloging.  Such incentives for sharing did not  exist in the past for 
archives; now, however, some funding opportunities in Canada are linked to the use of RAD.  
Early computerization also drove the application of standards in libraries.  As many archives are 
now acquiring computers, the interest in standardization is consequently rising. 
16 The first class of a dedicated, two year Master of Archival Studies program in North America, 
of which the investigator was a member, began only in 1981. 
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Description (RAD) in Canada.17  Preliminary research on the reaction of users to 

these rules has indicated that archivists still need to work out some problems but 

at least standardization may assist in creating uniform solutions to overcoming 

these problems.18  Institutions throughout North America currently are 

implementing practices for describing their holdings employing these standards; 

standardization has moved very rapidly in Canada since federal funding programs 

are tied to the use of RAD.  

No two finding aids will look exactly the same, however, even if they 

have been created according to a set of standards.  If order exists and is preserved, 

the finding aids must reflect the system imposed by the creator, and if order does 

not exist or is rejected for whatever reason, the finding aid will change according 

to the size and complexity of the material.  A large and complex fonds, for 

example, may have sous-fonds, and within these sous-fonds many series, as well 

as sub-series and even sub-sub-series, whereas a small fonds may be restricted to 

a few broad series.  Researchers must understand the relationship between a 

finding aid and the arrangement in order to make sense of the information the 

finding aid provides. 

In addition to multiple finding aid systems and a lack of standardization 

which results in the creation of unique finding aids and finding aid systems, the 
                                                 
17 Steven L. Hensen, Archives, Personal Papers, and Manuscripts: A Cataloging Manual for 
Archival Repositories, Historical Societies, and Manuscript Libraries  (Society of American 
Archivists, Chicago, 1989); Planning Committee on Descriptive Standards.  Rules for Archival 
Description  (Ottawa:  
Bureau of Canadian Archivists, 1990). 
18 Wendy Duff, a professor of archival studies at the University of Toronto, for instance, found 
that some researchers thought that “fonds” was a family name! Bob Krawczyk, “Wendy Duff’s 
User Study of Finding Aids: Summary of Results for the Archives of Ontario.” Unpublished report 
prepared at the Archives of Ontario, n.d. 
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substantial time requirements for archival processing also affects the nature of the 

source-seeking system.  For an inventory, for example, the archivist first will 

peruse the entire accession to grasp its basic structure.  An arrangement will be 

detected or imposed.  Then the archivist tries to represent properly the contents of 

the entire unit being described, laying out relationships among series in such a 

way that readers of the finding aid will grasp those relationships.  As Hugh Taylor 

described this process: archivists “seek not an artificially imposed classification 

by subject, but authentic ‘pattern recognition’ in organic archival order insofar as 

this is appropriate or possible.”19   

The equivalent in the library world might be cataloging or describing the 

bibliographic essentials of the book (i.e. author, title, subject) and generating a 

table of contents for each book by extracting titles from chapters organized by the 

author or assigning titles to chapters organized by the librarian.  One book equals 

approximately one box of what may be dozens or hundreds of boxes that make up 

an ordinary accession.  Consequently an archivist who is arranging and describing 

an accession is performing the equivalent of cataloguing a multi-volume series, 

the size of which can vary enormously.  If one considers that often such staff 

members may also be appraising the material at the same time and weeding 

material as they proceed, then it is not surprising that the arrangement and 

description activity can take a great deal of time.  Thirty years ago, it would not 

be unusual for an archivist to spend two to three years processing a single major 

                                                 
19 Hugh Taylor,  Archival Services and the Concept of the User: A RAMP Study (Paris: Unesco, 
1984). 
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fonds.20  Then again some fonds, such as the papers of Andy Warhol or Charles 

Lindburgh, are large enough to warrant their own institutions.  Thus backlogs of 

unprocessed material, equaling a third or even a half of all acquisitions of an 

institution, are not unheard of.21  Some institutions, including Academic Archives 

X and Government Archives Y, have limited or stopped processing almost 

entirely in order to wrestle with other issues of pressing importance. 

Backlogs mean that such finding aids as indexes cannot be created without 

taking time away from providing essential basic processing. It is a simple 

equation and one which troubles many archivists.  As Christopher Crittenden 

noted: “Until and unless we have another depression and another WPA, or unless 

there is some totally unexpected development, the prospect for indexing vast 

quantities of records seems very dim indeed.”22  Sadly, Crittenden was writing in 

1956; his “vast quantities of records” have multiplied many times since then.  The 

magnitude of the accompanying problem likewise has grown.  In recent years the 

move has been toward the creation of fonds-level descriptions for all holdings, 

before proceeding to lower level description of individual fonds.23  Fighting 

against this attempt to rationalize time and the production of finding aids, 
                                                 
20 The University of Toronto Special Collections, for instance, spent several years processing the 
papers of Canadian author Earle Birney. 
21 In 1982, for instance, while the investigator was working as a summer intern at the National 
Archives of Canada, only 2% of the then 8 million photographs in the institution’s possession 
were indexed; many had only preliminary accession descriptions. 
22 Christopher Crittenden, “The State Archivist and the Researcher,” American Archivist  
19 (July 1956):219. 
23 The number one recommendation of the Canadian Working Group on Archival Descriptive 
Standards, for example, was that archivists first control and describe their holdings at the fonds 
level.  “Inherent in such advice is the notion that all descriptive work proceed from the general to 
the specific.” Toward Descriptive Standards: Report and Recommendations of the Canadian 
Working Group on Archival Descriptive Standards (Ottawa: Bureau of Canadian Archivists, 
1985), 59. 
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however, are competing demands for detailed descriptions of accessions by tax 

appraisers, by sponsoring institutions’ desires for the papers of prominent or 

influential individuals to receive greater attention, by the necessity to produce 

lower-level descriptive tools for fonds that are popular with researchers, by the 

pressures of donors needing descriptions of their donated material, by the 

necessity of having file level lists before sending materials off-site, etc.  Also, 

although standards such as RAD instruct the archivist to describe materials from 

the general to the specific, a dilemma confronts archivists who follow this 

instruction.  How does one describe the whole without having first examined the 

parts, which ordinarily one would do when creating an inventory?  As Ruth Dyck 

Wilson noted about converting the finding aid system of the United Church in 

Canada employing RAD, “higher level description could not be attempted without 

knowledge of specific files.”24 

In addition to the backlogs that impede uniform, high level descriptive 

treatment of fonds, a historic emphasis on varied descriptive programs has added 

to the problem.  American archival theorist T.R. Schellenberg, for instance, 

advocated a “flexible” approach to the production of finding aids.25  He 

emphatically stated that archivists should not treat every group [fonds] uniformly 

because not every one warranted it: there should be selectivity in producing 

finding aids.  He also promoted description that made known both the content and 

significance of the material.  Today archivists avoid making a judgment about the 

                                                 
24 Ruth Dyck Wilson, “A Conversion Experience in the United Church Archives,” Archivaria 35 
(Spring 1993): 141.  
25 T.R. Schellenberg, The Management of Archives (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1965), 114. 
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significance of a fonds because what is significant to one researcher will not 

necessarily be significant to another.  Such a value will change over time as well. 

Archivists strive to create multilevel descriptions of fonds in either 

databases or descriptive inventories aimed to serve all users in the most effective 

way possible.  They recognize that not all subject requests can be facilitated by 

the amount of description and indexing that they are able to do, for there are an 

endless number of possible approaches to documents given the nature of archival 

information and in particular the method of its generation as an organic result of 

some activity.  These systems that archivists create, however, do not serve all 

users equally, and are not particularly well suited for users to employ on their 

own.  And should researchers learn about a finding aid system in one archives, 

this is no guarantee that the next archives they walk into will have a similar 

system.  As William Saffady noted: “experience gained doing research in one 

archives may be of little help in another.”26  Bryce L. Allen reinforced this point, 

stating that, “the way the device [finding aid system] is set up to operate, the 

expectations of it, and the use to which it is put may vary from institution to 

institution.  In this sense, the …[finding aid] has a social embeddedness…”27  

Finding aids are very much products of their unique social surroundings.  Thus 

the researchers’ scaffolding built up through previous experiences is, to some 

extent, nullified.  In fact, their expectations actually may hinder their 

understanding of the next idiosyncratic system.  The systems can be so complex 
                                                 
26 William Saffady, “Reference Service to Researchers in Archives.” RQ 14 (Winter 1974): 139-
44. 
27 Bryce L. Allen, Toward a User-Centered Approach to Information Systems, San Diego: 
Academic Press,  
1996. 
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that new, incoming archivists themselves do not immediately understand them; it 

takes time to memorize all the exceptions that occur over a long life-time of 

finding aid production.  

Thus the nature of archival materials influences the nature of finding aids, 

which in turn are affected greatly by various external economic, political, and 

theoretical forces.   All of these factors affect users and their ability to 

comprehend the entire source-seeking process. 

When users employ finding aids relating to the nature of archival materials 

and other archival finding aids, they have other challenges to face.  They must be 

able to locate information in the finding aid, and comprehend and make sense of 

what is written.  John T. Guthrie and Peter Mosenthal provide a definition of this 

task: “the goal of detecting a specific subset of information within a relatively 

wide array of information that is displayed for visual inspection.”28  As Mariam 

Jean Dreher and Guthrie have noted, “the cognitive processes involved in locating 

tasks do not appear to be identical to those involved in reading comprehension.”29  

The two authors employ a cognitive model to describe the process of locating 

information in a document.  This model has five components: 1) goal formation; 

2) category selection; 3) information extraction; 4) integration; and 5) recycling.  

Guthrie, Shelley Weber, and Nancy Kimmerly added to this list “abstraction,” or 

the forming of relationships among categories of information when searching 

                                                 
28 John T. Guthrie and Peter Mosenthal, “Literacy as Multidimensional: Locating Information and 
Reading Comprehension.” Educational Psychologist 22 (1987): 283. 
29 Mariam Jean Dreher and John T. Guthrie, “Cognitive Processes in Textbook Chapter Search 
Tasks,” Reading Research Quarterly 25 (Fall 1990): 325. 
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documents similar to finding aids.30  This would work in tandem with the second 

component of category selection.   

The first component of the Dreher/Guthrie model, goal formation, can 

pose difficulties for many researchers.  While researchers have broadly defined 

goals, such as completing a paper due for a university class or finding information 

about their ancestors for a family genealogy, they stumble when they need to 

narrow that goal to help them extract desired information from a finding aid.  

Many people come to an archives without having a fully articulated topic.  They 

know they must complete a paper for their class, and they may have a vague idea 

about the topic, such as “women in X state in the early part of the century.”  

When searching through finding aids, however, their goals have to be much more 

defined in order to be able to extract any meaningful information.  

Even when researchers have a specific research goal in mind, they are 

sometimes at a loss to perform the next component of the Dreher/Guthrie model, 

that of category selection.  They find it difficult to marry a specific question such 

as “what were the ways in which beer makers dealt with prohibition in X state?” 

to a finding aid of the XYZ Beer Manufacturer’s Association that has series titles 

such as “Correspondence, Secretary-Treasurer,” “Financial Records,” or 

“Minutes.”  Since, as Dreher and Guthrie found, readers spend more time on 

category selection as task complexity increases in order to be more efficient, the 

inability of users to properly select categories to search makes it difficult for them 

to increase their efficiency and narrow their search to meaningful categories.   
                                                 
30 John T. Guthrie, Shelley Weber, and Nancy Kimmerly, “Searching Documents: Cognitive 
Processes and Deficits in Understanding Graphs, Tables and Illustrations,” Contemporary 
Educational Psychology 18 (1993): 186-221. 
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Abstracting, what Guthrie, Weber and Kimmerly posed as an addition to 

category selection, helps readers make sense of the relationships between the 

various categories of information presented by a finding aid, such as the 

relationships between a series and various sub-series.  Abstraction enables users 

to make sense of the overall finding aid; they are able to get the gist of the 

organization of the fonds by summarizing all the information that they have 

extracted.  They are able to apply their understanding of relationships between 

categories to other series and sub-series within the finding aid and transfer that 

understanding to other finding aids they might use for their search for sources.  

Take the following example: 

MARKETING 

   Newspaper 
Correspondence, 1978-81 
Clippings, 1977-81 

   Radio 
Correspondence, 1977-82 
Interviews, 1979-80 
 

The above titles display hierarchical relationships. “Newspaper” and 

“Radio” are sub-categories or sub-series contained within the broader category or 

series of “Marketing.”  Each of the sub-series listed above has a list of files 

pertaining to that particular aspect of marketing.  If one does not grasp the 

relationship between series and sub-series, or even grasp the idea of a series, that 

is, the grouping of like materials, then one might not understand that marketing, 

newspaper and radio are category titles, and therefore there are no physical files 

entitled “Marketing,” “Newspaper” or “Radio.” 
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The final three components of the Dreher/Guthrie model prove less 

problematical for researchers.  Extracting information from a finding aid, for 

example, is a relatively simple and straightforward affair.  This usually entails 

researchers deciding that a certain file or files may be relevant to their search, 

recording the salient location information (usually accession number and box 

number) onto a retrieval slip, and depositing the slip with a staff member or at a 

drop-off point.  Through signage this protocol can be taught quite easily to new 

researchers.  Researchers would not know whether their information goal had 

been attained, however, before they actually referred to the materials themselves.  

Once they had done so, then they would complete the model by integrating the 

information they found in the records (determining whether the information was 

relevant, and if so, whether they had reached their goal with it).  Frequent 

integration facilitates searches when they are complex.31  Integration must also be 

used with categories of information; users would ask themselves, “is this a 

category I need to consider?” or “is this a sub-series I need to consult?”  Upon 

finding that they were not able to answer their need with the records retrieved, 

they would recycle through the process from component two to component four.  

As Guthrie and Mosenthal noted, the user “may also be required to reformulate 

the goal, within certain limits, if the information is not available to satisfy the 

original goal statement completely.”32  Users have been known to restructure their 

information quest to match the sources available in an archives, particularly when 

                                                 
31 Ibid. 
32 Guthrie and Mosenthal, “Literacy as Multidimensional,” 286. 
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such a restructuring does not involve changing a much larger research project, or 

when they are not intrinsically motivated to find a particular piece of information. 

Guthrie and Mosenthal considered that reading to locate information 

required a reader to understand the structure of the document (in this case, the 

finding aid).  Guthrie stated: “document search… is conditioned by the structure 

of dimensions in a document and a reader’s knowledge of that structure.”33  Users 

need to know what type of information categories are available in a finding aid, 

the amount of information these categories contain, and how the information set is 

organized overall.34  The authors referred to this as a procedural schemata.  

Mosenthal and I.S. Kirsch found that the greater the number of organizing 

categories [series], the number of embedded organizing categories [sub-series], 

and number of specifics, as well as the deeper the level of embedded organizing 

categories, the worse the performance of the searcher.35  Guthrie, T. Britten, and 

K.G. Barker also found that a limited number of categories improved search 

performance, but an excessive number could impair performance.36  

Unfortunately, especially for large governmental departments, finding aids 

can be exceedingly complex.  This is a reflection of the nature of the materials 

being described.  Inventories traditionally are organized so that biographical 

                                                 
33 John T. Guthrie, “Locating Information in Documents: Examination of a Cognitive Model.” 
Reading Research Quarterly 23 (Spring 1988): 197. 
34 Guthrie and Mosenthal, “Literacy as Multidimensional.” 
35 P.B. Mosenthal and Irwin S. Kirsch, “Toward an Explanatory Model of Document Literacy,” 
Discourse Processes 14 (1991): 147-80, quoted in Guthrie, Weber, and Kimmerly, “Searching 
Documents.”  
36 J.T. Guthrie, T. Britten, and K.G. Barker, “Effects of Document and Strategy Type on 
Cognitive Components on Search,” paper presented at American Educational Research 
Association Convention, Boston, April 1991, quoted in Guthrie, Weber, and Kimmerly, 
“Searching Documents.” 
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notes, notes on restrictions, scope and content and other notes are at the front, 

followed by hierarchical listings of series and file titles.  Often finding aids will 

employ indenting to indicate hierarchical relationships within the listings, that a 

file, for example, belongs to a particular series.  Novice users, however, will not 

be familiar with the structure of finding aids and so will not necessarily grasp 

what indentation means.  Experienced users of finding aids, with conceptual 

knowledge of such tools, might look for a table of contents to direct them to 

specific categories of interest.37 

The investigator has noted through previous experiences with users that 

they do not always distinguish a title of a series, which exists only intellectually, 

from the title of a file, which exists physically.  Not understanding that a structure 

exists, users do not appreciate the differences in typeface, or additions of bolding 

or underlining or any of the other methods used to highlight intellectual titles such 

as was used in the example above.  Such conventions are useful once users are 

made aware of the fact that categories and hierarchy exists within the listing of the 

file titles.  As R.F. Lorch noted, such “signaling” devices assist readers with prose 

comprehension.38  Angela O’Donnell pointed out that these same signaling 

devices increase a reader’s ability to search for information.  “Examples of 

features that often facilitate information processing include the provision of 

                                                 
37 James P. Byrnes and John T. Guthrie, “Prior Conceptual Knowledge and Textbook Search,” 
Contemporary Educational Psychology 17 (January 1992): 8-29. 
38 R.F. Lorch, “Text-signaling Devices and Their Effects on Reading and Memory Processes,” 
Educational Psychology Review 1 (1989): 209-34, quoted in O’Donnell, “Knowledge Maps and 
Texts.” 
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headings, labels, and special typography,” exactly what archivists use in preparing 

finding aids.39 

The archival literature is filled with articles about finding aids, but few are 

devoted to the user’s point of view, although the odd user has contributed his or 

her opinion.   Studies of users and finding aids that archivists have written often 

have focussed strongly on historians.40  The archivists’ findings are contradictory.  

Richard C. Berner claimed that historians primarily used names gleaned from 

secondary sources to locate archival materials.  He did not base his conclusions on 

any formal study however.41   Michael Stevens, following six years later in 1977, 

examined whether historians used names or subject terms in searching for 

subjects.42  He found that Berner’s suppositions were partially correct: historians 

tended to use both names and subject terms, despite their own claims that they 

preferred to use names in the majority of cases to find materials.  A “considerable 

minority” used subject terms.  As Barbara Orbach pointed out, however, just as 

Stevens had discovered, the distinction between name and subject broke down 

when she interviewed the historians about this connection.43   They were not used 

to making the distinction that archivists consider to be so important.  In contrast to 

the findings of Stevens and Orbach, Fredric Miller noted that social historians 

                                                 
39 O’Donnell, “Knowledge Maps and Texts,” 222. 
40 It is interesting that the creation in 1939 of the American Historical Association’s Committee on 
Historical Source Materials, which was to examine problems relating to finding and using archival 
material, was spearheaded by Robert Binkley, an archivist.  Historians have traditionally evinced 
little interest in promoting better educational initiatives about archives for historical trainees. 
41 Berner, “Manuscript Catalogs.” 
42 Stevens, “Historian and Finding Aids.”   
43 Orbach, “Historians’ Perceptions.” 
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found that the use of provenance or name is often “an unusable guide to 

resources.”44   

Richard H. Lytle conducted two retrieval experiments with archivists in 

the 1980s that provided some useful insights into possible user conduct.45  He 

found that the most helpful search terms were first and overwhelmingly proper 

names, and second, subjects.  Lytle posed some very useful questions in his two 

articles, asking, for example, whether researchers might be using provenance 

terms because they had learned that these offered the most effective entry to 

archival materials?  He made an important distinction in browsing behavior; that 

is, when searchers do not have a fixed idea of what they want, and so change their 

ideas as they wend their way through the archival materials, or when the 

researchers do have an idea of what they want, and process of browsing gives 

them leads of where to look further for information.  Lytle’s study was most 

provocative with regard to user interest; it is only unfortunate that other archivists 

did not replicate his experiments employing users instead of archivists to search.  

The study by Diane L. Beattie found that indexes were particularly useful and 

welcomed by scholars, probably because indexes allow for access at lower levels 

than the fonds.46  

                                                 
44 Miller, “Use, Appraisal, and Research.” 392. 
45 Lytle, Richard H.  “Intellectual Access to Archives: I. Provenance and Content Indexing 
Methods of Subject Retrieval.” American Archivist 43 (Winter 1980): 64-76 and  “Intellectual 
Access to Archives: II. Report of an Experiment Comparing Provenance and Content Indexing 
Methods of Subject Retrieval.” American Archivist 43 (Spring 1980): 191-208. 
46 Diane Beattie, “Retrieving the Irretrievable: Providing Access to ‘Hidden Groups’ in Archives,” 
in Reference Services for Archives & Manuscripts, edited by Laura B. Cohen, 83-94 (New York: 
The Haworth Press, 1997). 
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The historian, Frontis W. Johnston, provided a surprising view of the 

provenancial or name index from the other side of the reference desk.  In 1956 

Johnston complained that card catalogs which listed the names of the creators and 

names of correspondents gave no indication of subjects or the quality or value of 

the collections to scholars!47  As many archivists have pointed out, what is gold to 

one scholar, may be dross to another.  Johnston obviously did not take this 

possibility into account.  All he was concerned with, and rightly so, was the fact 

that he had had to spend several days pouring through 10,000 letters looking for 

one by a particular person, which could have been avoided had the archivist who 

noted that his correspondent existed in the papers had added a simple date entry in 

the finding aid.  This points out the danger of merely indicating the presence of 

something without reliably pinning it down within the fonds. Archivists pick up 

intimate knowledge of a fonds while processing it, but other staff may not be 

sufficiently familiar with the fonds to be able to do more than point the researcher 

in the general direction of an item. 

Finally, Robert P. Spindler and Richard Pearce-Moses conducted a test of 

patron understanding of the MARC AMC (Machine-Readable Cataloguing for 

Archives and Manuscript Control) format.48  This format was created in the 

United States to allow archival records to be entered into automated bibliographic 

databases, such as OCLC (Online Computer Library Center, Inc.) and RLIN 

(Research Libraries Information Network), that employed the MARC standard for 
                                                 
47 Frontis W. Johnston, “A Historian Looks at Archives and Manuscripts.” American Archivist 19 
(July 1956): 229-33. 
48 Robert P. Spindler and Richard Pearce-Moses, “Does AMC Mean ‘Archives Made Confusing’? 
Patron Understanding of USMARC AMC Catalog Records,” American Archivist 56 (Spring 
1993): 330-41. 
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entries.  Spindler and Pearce-Moses noted that they personally had been 

confronted with inquiries by users that led them to believe that patrons were 

misinterpreting the catalog record.  In a brief study they conducted with fifteen 

patrons in 1990 at the Department of Archives and Manuscripts, Arizona State 

University Libraries, they discovered that users did not understand the 

relationship of the creator’s name to the material, confused life dates of the 

creator with inclusive dates of the material, or just did not understand the meaning 

of inclusive dates.  Overall the melding of library and archives systems was 

causing confusion. 

Other archival writing, although it does not deal specifically with users per 

se, offers insights into ways users might interact with finding aids.  A number of 

authors concentrated on the limitations of finding aids, such as the orientation of 

finding aids to serve archivists instead of users, the finding aids’ fixation in time, 

and the lack of authorities used in finding aids.  Charles M. Dollar pointed out 

that description serves two functions – it allows archivists to gain intellectual 

control over their holdings, and it serves as the basis for the production of finding 

aids that are intended for users.49  But many archivists and users alike have 

pointed out that finding aids often are employed by archivists and thus are geared 

to their use.  Elsie T. Freeman, for instance, stated: “What we are pleased to call 

finding aids are at best intramural communications written by one archivist to be 

read by another, not by a user.”50  This comment was reinforced by researchers at 

                                                 
49 Charles M. Dollar, “Quantitative History and Archives,” Archivum 29 (1982): 46-52. 
50 Elsie T. Freeman, “In the Eye of the Beholder: Archives Administration from the User’s Point 
of View.” American Archivist 47 (Spring 1984): 118. 
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the Archives of Ontario.  One noted: “the color breakdown (blue, yellow, green, 

etc.) can be confusing – clearly a system for archivists not researchers.”51  James 

E. O’Neill felt that this confusion occurred because Dollar’s two functions had 

been confounded; unlike the advice given by David B. Gracy II to create different 

types of finding aids to perform different functions, archivists have tried to create 

one tool to establish intellectual control over the holdings to serve both archivists 

and users at the same time.52  If the emphasis in archives remained on mediated 

source-seeking, then the archivist would be the most frequent user of these tools 

and there would be no problem.  As Kirsch and Guthrie pointed out in their 

examination of text search, “individuals acquire competencies in meeting their 

occupational…reading needs.”53  In other words, novice archivists soon learn how 

to search finding aids for information.  Finding aids targeted only at archivists 

also means, however, that it is very difficult for archives to switch later to a “self-

serve” mode.   

Archivist William L. Joyce claimed that finding aids were products of 

their time; archivists emphasized materials that were of most interest to current 

researchers at the time when the aid was created.54  While it is true that all 

archivists are products of their time, and unconsciously influenced by their own 

interests, Joyce’s claim contradicts the notion that archivists are trying to produce 

                                                 
51 Holder, Moore, Roach and Thomas, “Ontario Client Survey,” 16.   
52 James E. O’Neill, “The Automation of Archival Finding Aids.” Archivum 32 (1986): 143-8; 
David B. Gracy II, “Finding Aids are Like Streakers.” Georgia Archive 4, no.1 (Winter 1976): 39-
47. 
53 Irwin S. Kirsch and John T. Guthrie, “Prose Comprehension and Text Search as a Function of 
Reading Volume.”  Reading Research Quarterly (Spring 1984): 340. 
54 William L. Joyce, “Archivists and Research Use.” American Archivist 47 (Spring 1984): 124-
33. 
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generic finding aids that might serve the broadest possible audience.  The 

phenomenon of finding aids being tied to a chronological time through choice of 

approach and language is not uncommon.  Librarians catalog using current terms, 

for example, which can become outdated.55  The Library of Congress has an 

entire team of people working on updating these terms as necessary to 

counterbalance the effects of changing interests.  The National Library of Canada 

likewise updates its subject headings on a regular basis.  This still requires 

libraries to update their catalogs, however, not something that every library can 

afford to do.  Thus library catalogs often are products of the time of their 

generation.  Archivists, however, rarely go back to update a finding aid, not 

because these aids are perfect and do not need updating, but because more 

pressing concerns take precedence.   

Eric Ketelaar though asserts that the fixation of finding aids in time 

applies to more than just the contents of the aids.  He stated: 

Will the researcher who is used to getting on video-text at home 
information of every kind, who in his office disposes of information 
literally at his fingertips, will that researcher accept that the information in 
archives can only be retrieved with finding aids of the type which a 
century ago met the needs of the researcher?56 

Many archives are mounting their finding aids on websites available via 

the Internet, of course, but this does not invalidate the part of Ketelaar’s statement 

that refers to the formats of finding aids.  The question is whether the unchanging 

                                                 
55 One very well endowed library in the southern United States, for example, still has remnants of 
its original card catalog in service.  Terms for “Czechs in X State” are still listed under 
“Bohemians” in the card catalog, tripping up the unwary researcher. 
56 Eric Ketelaar, “Exploitation of New Archival Materials,” Archivum 35 (1989): 192. 
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nature of their format is due to sluggish thinking or to the fact that there really is 

no better way to represent the contents of a fonds. 

Orbach found that historians felt they had to be creative when using 

archival card catalogs, since archivists had created headings inconsistently and 

used few cross references.57  Many early archivists, coming from the ranks of 

historians, would have appreciated the necessity for consistency, but would not 

have understood the role of name and subject authorities in maintaining that 

consistency when they created the first card catalogs.  Only now, as descriptive 

standards are being imposed and as archives are moving toward computerizing 

their finding aids, are archivists beginning to appreciate the necessity for using 

authorities in providing access to their holdings.  Even small inconsistencies in 

the electronic realm can cause problems in retrieval. 

Other archival writers have focussed on users and their interactions with 

finding aids.  Donald L. Fixico had a provocative contribution to make regarding 

how a particular type of researcher, in this case Native Americans, employs 

finding aids: “trial and error, rather than deductive reasoning may be employed to 

interpret finding aids or to follow complex instructions when using new research 

facilities.”58  He maintains that this behavior is a peculiarly Native American 

tendency, when in fact it is likely that many researchers of all types use the trial 

and error method when facing unfamiliar protocols.59 
                                                 
57 Orbach, “Historians’ Perceptions.” 
58 Donald L. Fixico, “The Native American Researcher: Another View of Historical Documents,” 
Midwestern Archivist 8, no. 2 (1983): 5-15. 
59 It is unknown by what authority Fixico speaks, since he does not mention any actual studies of 
Native American behaviors in the archival context, and refers to very few studies outside of the 
archival milieu.  In 1983 he was an assistant professor of history at the University of Wisconsin – 
Milwaukee.  In Canada, a significant number of Natives have become involved in treaty claims 
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Other authors have found the reaction of researchers to finding aids to be 

mixed. At the Presidential Libraries in the United States, Paul Conway found that 

over 95% of all researchers polled rated the finding aids useful or very useful 

overall.  However, from a recent major survey of 11,000 archival users at over 

100 repositories in Britain, of the 76% of users who employed catalogues or 

indexes (British equivalents to finding aids) only 66% of these felt that these 

resources were either excellent (32%) or good (34%).60  And at the Archives of 

Ontario, comments of survey respondents in 1997 revealed some of their 

frustration and dissatisfaction: “finding aids confusing – so many;” “finding aids 

are obtuse and not user friendly;” “finding aids are ok – finding the finding aid is 

more difficult;” “I appreciate [that] the finding aids are a massive collection, but 

they are confusing to access and even the archivists sometimes don’t understand 

them.”61   One respondent had a particularly telling comment: 

In the ‘old’ days the finding aid system was bad.  It has now been 
improved and is worse than before.  I consider myself to have an above 
average ability to sort through red tape, but have many times been 
frustrated with the present finding aid system.  Where does that leave 
those without experience?62 

                                                                                                                                     
research.  This would make a wonderful study of the possible effects of motivation and intention 
on source-seeking behavior for example, since the investigator has had personal experience with 
the tenacity, persistence, and determination exhibited by these claims researchers. 
60 Interestingly, the authors also concluded that “archival arrangement and finding aids are a major 
cultural shock for unprepared new users.”  Unfortunately they did not indicate why they said this, 
when nothing in the results of the survey seemed to indicate any such thing. Adrian Ailes and Iain 
Watt, “Survey of Visitors to British Archives, June 1998,” Journal of the Society of Archivists 20 
(1999): 182. 
61 Holder, Moore, Roach and Thomas, “Ontario Client Survey,” 12, 16. 
62 Ibid., 16. 
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Where indeed?  Fully 37% of regular users, users who had experience in 

the Archives of Ontario, claimed that it was not easy to locate the finding aids, 

and a further 29% said that the finding aids were not easy to use.  

Finding aids at the Provincial Archives of New Brunswick received a 

much higher rating than those at the Archives of Ontario.  Some 84% of the 

survey respondents (versus 61% at the Archives of Ontario) found them easy to 

use.  Only 6.3% credited the inadequacy of finding aids as a reason for a search 

being unsuccessful or only partially successful.  Respondents had very little to say 

about the finding aids at the Provincial Archives of New Brunswick.  Only two 

people actually referred to them, one of whom indicated that search tools should 

be electronic so that they would be faster to use.  A user responding to the survey 

pre-test at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign felt that the finding aids 

could be more detailed and descriptive.  Otherwise, respondents had little to say 

about the quality of finding aids, although the list of aids they found useful was 

quite extensive.63   In 1985 a National Archives of Canada survey found that the 

majority of researchers gave their finding aids a “high positive rating.”64  More 

recently, however, two researchers in a brief to the English Commission – a 

commission established in 1999 to examine the mandates and activities of the 

National Archives of Canada and the National Library of Canada – noted that 

many of the finding aids at the National Archives of Canada listing the actual files 

                                                 
63 William J. Maher,  “User Studies and Information Practices of Archival Researchers:  
Report of a Literature Review and Survey Pre-Test.” Unpublished report prepared at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, September 1989. 
64 William Smith, Donald Moors, and Terry Burbridge.  “Major Findings, Conclusions and  
Recommendations of the Researcher and Public Service Component Evaluation Study: Final 
Report.” Vol.1 (November 1985), 16. 
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were “often handwritten, disorganized, worn out by heavy use, or even 

incorrect.”65   

A more detailed study conducted by Wendy Duff, a professor in the 

archival studies program at the University of Toronto, looked at user reaction to 

online finding aids at a number of institutions.66  Duff found that users of finding 

aids did not like the use of the word “fonds” ; they found the word made use of 

the archives “more alien.”67   Likewise they did not like other archival 

terminology such as “scope and content note,” preferring words like “abstract.”  

Long biographical sketches situated close to the top of the description were 

disliked by researchers, but they did like the one line biographical summary of the 

person that came at the top of the biographical sketch.  Users wanted to move 

quickly from the fonds-level summaries to more detailed descriptions.  As 

Krawczyk noted: “researchers love lists, and some feel ambivalent about actual 

description.”68  They wanted to move, via a clickable interface, directly to 

detailed lists with accompanying ordering information.  They preferred lists of 

various physical formats to such information in paragraph form, and generally 

preferred lists of series to descriptions of the same.  When commenting on Duff’s 

findings, Krawczyk stated that what users “seem to want most frequently is the 

orderable unit.  They tended to be excited by retrieval codes, because it meant 

                                                 
65 Landry and Stipernitz.  “A User’s Perspective.” 
66 Because the Archives of Ontario did not have an online system at the time of the survey, Bob 
Krawczyk, Descriptive Standards Officer for the Archives, provided a description based on the 
Archives’ manual system, altered to fit the format of an online catalog. 
67 Krawczyk, “Wendy Duff’s User Study.” 
68 Ibid., [3]. 
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there was something tangible to the description.”69  In fact the researchers might 

have seemed excited by ordering information because it meant to them that they 

were getting somewhere in their search. Other research has shown that historians, 

for example, are put off by the sheer difficulty in finding archival records.70 

The comprehension of the nature of archives and finding aids by the 

subjects of this study were varied.  Sometimes the subjects’ ignorance of archival 

material betrayed them into false expectations.  In contrast, they seemed as a 

group to have few expectations of finding aids, but most often relied on previous 

knowledge of library tools to try to navigate the archival source-seeking process.   

The behavior and communications of Subject #7, a completely novice 

user, clearly reveal how her imperfect understanding of the nature of archival 

materials affected both her source-seeking and her ability to extract information.71  

She knew exactly what information she wished to find.  Her research was for a 

university-level paper, and probably the topic had been assigned, although it 

could be interpreted as having a particular bias: “should X State continue to give 

preference in funding to certain prestigious state universities?”  (She was from an 

academic institution which would not be classed as a “prestigious state 

university.”)   She did not realize that the archives did not hold current 

information, but she understood enough to come to the archives for the records of 

the votes of the state government relating to appropriations.  Thus she was 

brought volumes containing records of appropriations for various sessions and the 

                                                 
69 Ibid., [4]. 
70 Stieg, “Information Needs of Historians.” 
71 Subject #7’s understanding of what archives are was indicated by her response to the question 
“Have you ever been at any other Archives?”  She replied, “I don’t think so.” 
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house and senate journals.  The time she allotted herself at the archives, however, 

was far too little to be able to extract the information she needed from any 

records.  That afternoon she had to go to work, and since her paper was due the 

next day (although she claimed to have been working on it “possibly two 

months”), she could not return before the archives closed. Her comment after she 

left the archives as to why she had come there indicated that she was expecting to 

find the answer to her very specific question in a neat package:  

Well I thought they would have some kind of records for my paper 
showing some kind of favoritism towards the university, where maybe a 
politician at legislature and house or a senator may have emphasized some 
kind of preference towards one state university over another in giving 
funding.  So I thought maybe they would have some kind of record held 
here showing that. 

Anyone familiar with archival research would realize immediately that 

searching for such a specific piece of information, particularly with no prior 

knowledge of a date or an incident in mind, likely would require a great deal of 

time.  She did admit that she thought that maybe “there would be some kind of 

coincidence.”  

The problem did not lie with her subject of research, or even with the 

particular piece of information (evidence of favoritism) that she wanted.  She had 

a clear broad goal, and she had a specific goal to inform her information 

extraction.  But her poor grasp of the nature of archival material meant that she 

had not left herself enough time to extract the desired information.  Probably 

because of that, she was unwilling to search methodically.  She did not seem to 

understand the significance of the indices available to her since the look she gave 

them was cursory at best.  A careful examination might have revealed pertinent 
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information within the broader topic of state appropriations to the universities.  

She did admit that “some of them [the books] I found a bit difficult to use.  But, I 

was trying to find or catch the stream in how to locate what I needed to know.”  In 

the end she left Governmental Archives Y not really understanding how to do 

research at the archives and without satisfying her search.  

In contrast to the relatively straightforward search that Subject #7 

undertook,  Subject #9 was presented with multiple search options.  In the space 

of a single contiguous instructional period, the archives assistant suggested no less 

than six different specialized finding aids that Subject #9 could check (different 

finding aids or materials have been emphasized in bold type): 

So these are rosters here.  Here’s the State cemetery list.  A lot of 
Confederate soldiers ended up in the State cemetery, so you might want to 
check all of these.  Resident men.  Sometimes you might find a widow 
here if she was in the women’s home.  This is a roster.  We have the old 
Confederate roster back here – This replaces this [gestures to two 
different finding aids].   [With] the biographical information, you might 
find an article that’s been written about them.  Look up the last name 
here.  I’d also check X rolls.  A lot of Confederate soldiers ended up on 
these X rolls and vice versa.  These are index cards for the muster rolls 
for Civil War soldiers from X State that were in the X State Zs, which are 
not the same as regular Confederate units. 

Subject #9’s reaction was very favorable to this assistance.  Together, the 

two checked each of the finding aids carefully and found a few pieces of 

information.  In contrast, Subject #7 waited until the archives assistant had moved 

away and then slipped out of the archives.  Both users were under time 

constraints, but Subject #9 was familiar to some extent with the process of 

searching through finding aids to find information or titles of potential files of 

interest to examine, whereas  Subject #7 did not have a clear understanding of 
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how to search through the indices of the books with which she had been provided.   

Subject #9 also knew the nature of the materials and what she might expect to 

find in them, which aided her search of the finding aids. 

Other subjects were lulled into false expectations of finding aids by their 

imperfect understanding of the nature of what was located in an archives.  Subject 

#1, another novice user, for example, expected to see a “list of Browns.”  The 

implication was that he expected there to be a list that included the names of 

every person named Brown mentioned in all the records in the archives.72  He 

mentioned this list as he entered the archives, then repeated it a little later, saying 

“And I wonder if I could just look under [Brown] and go to –”  To which the 

archivist, clearly exasperated, laughed and said, “Well, that’s easy to say that we 

will have a list of names.  You know we don’t have those of course.”  But in fact 

that was exactly what the researcher did not know.  Many novice researchers 

expect to see lists of various sorts that they can consult, not realizing that the 

magnitude of creating such lists for an archives precludes its common 

occurrence.73  

Many researchers rely on their experiences in libraries to inform their 

expectations of the finding aids in archives.  Subject #3, for instance, when asked 

what would have improved his source-seeking experience, said that it would 

“probably be easier if they had everything computerized.”  He added a telling 
                                                 
72 Name changed to protect the identity of the researcher. 
73 As one archivist noted during an interview with then archival studies student Rhianna Helen 
Edwards, in her opinion  90% of genealogical researchers “are completely unskilled and 
unprepared.  They think they can walk into an archives and be given a folder, or press a [computer 
button] that will have everything on their family.” Rhianna Helen Edwards,  “Archivists’ Outlook 
on Service to Genealogists in Selected Canadian Provincial Archives” 9Masters thesis, University 
of British Columbia, 1993), 45. 
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comment: “that’s always very easy in any library.”  He noted that indexes of 

marriages and deaths found in libraries were useful for genealogical research, the 

conclusion being that archives would greatly benefit researchers by providing 

similar finding aids.  Subject #5 referred to the catalog that Academic Archives X 

shares with a larger library and said that since descriptions of all the materials in 

the archives were not included in the computer, she had to duplicate her search in 

the archives itself.  Once the archives got “everything online, that would be more 

useful than it is right now.”  She clearly is of the opinion that this should happen.  

Experience with online public access catalogs in libraries has lead many 

researchers to anticipate similar assistance in an archives.  Having to deal with 

complicated inventories sometimes can come as a rude shock.  In the case of 

Subject #1, the archivist ended up finding the material for him herself and 

bringing it out to him, although he did consult a baptismal register for sources 

which she also brought to him to peruse.  

Even when researchers understand the nature of archives and the nature of 

finding aids, they still can run into problems in the information extraction stage. 

Subject #2, a seasoned researcher, had a clear goal in mind, was experienced with 

category selection and good at abstraction, but nevertheless ran into difficulties at 

the information extraction stage.  She needed the archivist to explain the index to 

the guide to the holdings of Private Archives Z, although no doubt with time, she 

could have figured out the conventions on her own.  Not all indexes in the back of 

guides to archival holdings employ page numbers that point one to a description 

in the first section of the guide, and not all descriptions in guides use a uniform 
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location code.  Particularly when materials have their own internal identification 

system, guides often use these identifiers to eliminate a step.  Otherwise one 

would need to cross-reference the repository’s system to the internal system of the 

fonds.  An example of this is a newspaper morgue held in a prairie university in 

Canada.  The thousands of clippings files have an internal numbering system that 

came with the files.  Subsequently all references to this fonds employ the original 

numbers.  The labor required to renumber four or five thousand files would be too 

time consuming to be worth the effort.  Thus the difficulty Subject #2 experienced 

was not unusual. 

Subject #s 13 and 14 ran into problems even after they had received 

instruction from the archivist on how to read the finding aid.  He pointed the 

couple to a microfilm from an index and added, “so it’s page 5.  They have a 

‘6/3.’  It’s usually the page and then the column.”  Armed with this piece of 

knowledge, the two researchers went upstairs to the microfilm area, which is 

somewhat cut off from the rest of the facility.  There are no staff in that section.  

They first had difficulty, as did Subject #3, in locating the microfilm of the 

newspaper they wanted.  This researcher, having already been the same route with 

Subject #3, tactfully tried to suggest that the couple needed to look under the 

exact name in the microfilm cabinets.  Eventually they did locate the correct 

newspaper, and after experiencing a few false starts, managed to get the correct 

reel on the microfilm reader and begin reading the film.  When they went to 

employ the citation that the archivist had written down for them, however, they 

discovered a mistake:  
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Subject #13: [the archivist] has written that on here it’s on page 5. 

Subject #14: Okay. 

Subject #13: Oh, you know what that is!  That’s not a 6/3, that’s a column 
3.  So it’s page 5, column 3. 

After all their work with trying to match the finding aid index notes to the 

microfilms, Subject #14 said, “I’m starting to get brain swell-up taking in all this 

information.” 

Even if users make it through all of the complicated steps of finding and 

determining that a record is worth perusing, still they may stumble.  Subject #4 

had difficulty retrieving his desired records at Academic Archives X.  He had 

used the system several weeks before while researching a different project, but he 

forgot the steps he needed to take to find the XX maps.  In the end, all that he 

needed to do was to specify that he wanted the XX maps and write on the call slip 

the name of the city and the years in which he was interested.  At this archives, as 

in many archives, conventions for recalling materials differ according to the 

media and fonds.  Academic Archives X does have a fairly complicated split 

system of finding aids and Subject #4 probably was remembering a convention he 

employed when requesting other materials.  But the recall protocol for the XX 

maps turned out to be relatively simple, leaving Subject #4 still being forced to 

ask for help in obtaining these maps.   

At the same institution, Academic Archives X, Subject #s 13 and 14 also 

experienced some confusion about recall protocols.  When the archivist was 

instructing the couple on how to both read the index on biographical material and 
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how to recall it, his statement revealed the insider knowledge that staff have about 

both storage conditions and recall protocols:  

And all you do is put the name of the file as given there [on the finding 
aid] for the title, which is title, and there’s no call number for these, so just 
put ‘bio file.’  [It] shows ‘biographical.’ And if it happens to mention on 
the card that there are scrapbooks, well you might write that down because 
the page needs to go to two different places to get all the materials that 
way. 

Without the archivist’s first hand instruction, Subject #s 13 and 14 would 

have had to guess how to represent the material in a way that staff would have 

understood what they wanted.  They would not have been able to anticipate that 

scrapbooks warranted a special mention because of their special storage 

requirements.  This is more a time-wasting irritant than anything else, as the staff 

member would have returned after a fruitless search, gone back to the original 

index card to see exactly what was requested, and eventually would have found 

and retrieved the material.  Still, such problems of multiple and inconsistent recall 

protocols are not uncommon in archives, and can add another problematic layer of 

confusion for researchers. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The nature of both archival materials and the finding aids that describe 

them pose a significant challenge for users.  Researchers must appreciate what 

function the aids perform, and must be able to extract relevant information from 

the aids in order to retrieve material that they can then examine to determine its 

relevance to their need.  Because of the variety of finding aid systems that exist, 
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the lack of agreed protocols for describing materials, the pressure of backlogs 

which force archives to create the most basic of tools, and the traditional emphasis 

on preferential treatment of certain types and classes of record, arising from 

various economic, political and theoretical reasons, researchers are forced to rely 

on archives staff  to mediate their searches. 

The subjects, whether they were experienced, as in Subject #2, or novice, 

as in Subject #7, had difficulties in employing finding aids.  In Subject #2’s case, 

the finding aid was produced in house.  In the case of Subject #7, the indexes 

were created by the government to facilitate access to the proceedings of 

legislature.  It would seem, however, that every aid requires a different 

convention in order to use it.  Part of these difficulties are imposed by the desire 

of archivists to represent the materials as closely as possible to their original 

order, and part lie in the lack of any industry standards in the creation of finding 

aids.  It would assist researchers greatly if the archival profession could work 

towards a similar way of representing materials, and if the general layout could be 

consistent.  Although there is no economic incentive to pursue such a course, as 

there was with the library world via the production of shared catalogue cards, the 

goal of standardizing the finding aid is a worthwhile one.  As Canadian archivist 

Rhianna Edwards noted:  

Adherence to the Rules for Archival Description will standardize 
descriptive elements, but members of the archival community should also 
decide upon a standardized format for finding aids, both among and within 
institutions, to reduce researchers’ confusion.74 

                                                 
74 Edwards, “Archivists’ Outlook,” 85. 
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As archivists move towards placing their archival finding aids on the Web 

employing Encoded Archival Description (EAD), the differences in the 

presentation of descriptions will become more apparent, and hence easier to 

identify, with a view to eliminating them. 

Likewise, standardization of procedures for recall, or at least succinct 

instructions for recall of material would assist patrons.  Just as in libraries, there 

arise over time many quirks in the storage of materials, but as finding aids get on 

line, instructions for recall and proper location codes can be instituted.  This 

would have assisted Subject #4 and would have ensured that Subject #s 13 and 14 

did not have problems if the archivist had forgotten to tell them about the special 

protocols for scrapbooks. 

It was interesting that both Subject #3, a very experienced researcher, and 

Subject #s 13 and 14, relative neophytes, had problems in finding the correct 

microfilms, but once Subject #3 had located his, his prior experience enabled him 

to correctly interpret and match the index numbers with the proper pages and 

columns.  Subject #s 13 and 14 either had misinterpreted what they were told by 

the archivist, or more likely there was a mistake on the index card that they tried 

to match to the microfilm.  With the emphasis on creating as many indexes and 

finding aids to specific collections as possible, often there is no time to double-

check the work at the end of the creation process, unlike at least indexes within 

published works, which are often proofed and checked by editors.  Mistakes tend 

to creep into the system.  As systems are computerized, again there should be a 

gradual move towards standardization and elimination of errors.  In the meantime, 
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researchers will be dealing with idiosyncratic finding aid systems.  As the 

archivist at Academic Archives X stated, “you see three different colors of cards 

in there in the front of every tray… some are genealogical, the pink ones.  The 

blue ones are for [state] authors about which we have biographical information.  

The white ones are just straight biographical information…”   
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Chapter 5:  The Role of the Archivist 

Archivists always have played a central role in the source seeking 

process.1  They have been the mediators between the users and the search tools, 

and ultimately, the records. This mediation has included a number of activities 

which can include acquainting newcomers with the registration process, 

discerning what information need brought the researchers to the archives, 

ascertaining what the researchers really want to accomplish (not necessarily what 

they say they need), and determining if there are any sources in the archives that 

might warrant the researchers checking the finding aids.  Then the archivists 

normally map out appropriate search strategies for the users to follow.  These 

instructions might be augmented by assisting the users in utilizing the finding aids 

or those tools that allow them to access special media.  At times it might mean 

directing the researchers to other institutions where appropriate materials might be 

located.  Sometimes, where the archivists know this information and the 

researchers have expressed a desire to know, the archivists provide more 

contextual information about the records and their creators than is found in the 

finding aids.   This is what we know of the role archivists play from their point of 

view, however this chapter explores this role from the users’ point of view. 

Some interesting observations were made at Governmental Archives Y 

that point to the first of the most important elements in any encounter between an 

                                                 
1 Although I will employ the term “archivist,” oftentimes a support staff member is the one who is 
responsible for first contact with a researcher, and in this study both archivists and support staff 
participated.  It is not part of this study to consider the differences professional education might or 
might not have on the interactions between staff and researchers. 
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archivist and a researcher: the necessity of conducting a reference interview with 

the researcher before trying to assist that person.  A woman walked in during the 

observation period with a piece of paper in her hand which turned out to be a birth 

certificate.2  She showed the certificate to the archivist in attendance, and said that 

she would like to get a copy of it.  After scanning the birth certificate, the 

archivist then spent the next twenty minutes, with the assistance of another staff 

member on duty, determining that the woman would need to travel to a city not 

less than four hours away to get a certified copy of the certificate.  At that point 

the archivist stopped, paused for a long moment, then informed the woman that as 

she already had such a good quality color copy, she would not be able to get a 

better copy from the issuing office.  Clearly bewildered, the woman explained that 

she wanted more information about the man whose name appeared on the 

certificate.  She did not want a copy of the certificate at all, even though she had 

clearly stated that wish at the outset of the interview with the archivist.  As it 

turned out, once finding out this salient piece of information, the archivist still 

was not able to assist the woman with her request, but was able to point her in the 

right direction.  After the woman had left, the archivist, who ordinarily handles 

photographic requests, sheepishly explained that he rarely dealt with genealogists. 

In this case, a proper reference interview was not conducted before the 

archivist began to try to assist the patron.  Ordinarily, a reference interview should 

be done to determine the information need behind a researcher’s request, since 

oftentimes the request does not properly reflect that need.  In the past, archivists 
                                                 
2 Unfortunately this encounter could not be taped and further analyzed because it was not possible 
to obtain the user’s permission to participate in the study before the interview with the archivist 
had begun. 
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responsible for reference did conduct extensive reference interviews so as to be 

able to guide researchers to the sources that the users wanted.  As the numbers of 

researchers grew, archivists tended to eliminate interviews when researchers 

seemed to know what they were asking for.  But as tempting as it is to save time 

in this manner, responsible archivists cannot make the assumption that any 

expressed desire is an accurate reflection of what researchers really need; 

archivists first of all must interpret what the researchers really need before 

formulating a response.  In fact, this communication is one of the most important 

components of the entire interaction between researcher and archivist.  In the 

abbreviated contact of more recent times, if archivists interpret their clients’ needs 

incorrectly, the likelihood of an unsatisfactory experience for the researchers is 

greatly increased since no longer is there the prolonged contact between archivists 

and clients during a visit that would allow the archivists to retrieve their error. 

A number of authors in related disciplines have pointed out that a myriad 

of problems can be encountered in such communication. As information scientist 

David Ellis noted about L.B. Doyle’s conclusions about information retrieval 

testing in 1963, a stated request is “not an adequate vehicle for expressing an 

information need,” because the nature of the need is dynamic, changing as the 

researcher interacts with the information retrieval system.3  Doyle in fact felt that 

information needs were so complex that they could not be stated as a simple 

request.  From the receiving side, colleague Peter Ingwersen stated that 
                                                 
3 L.B. Doyle, “Is Relevance an Adequate Criterion in Retrieval System Evaluation” in 
Proceedings of the American Documentation Institute 26th Annual Meeting (Washington, DC: 
American Documentation Institute, 1963): 199-200, quoted in David Ellis, “The Dilemma of 
Measurement of Information Retrieval Research,” Journal of the American Society for 
Information Science 47, no.1 (1996): 28. 
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individuals receive elements of a message from another person and then perceive, 

recognize or associate from that message.  But the message received is not always 

what the sender intended.  Archivist Helen R. Tibbo, writing for her colleagues in 

the library field, suggested that librarians take a holistic approach to their 

interview with clients, not relying totally on what the researchers were saying.  

“The interviewer has access not only to the client’s verbal clues,” Tibbo wrote, 

“but to many visual clues that are present.”4  These nonverbal cues from the 

patron can supplement the librarian’s understanding of what the patron seeks, 

helping to determine what message the sender intended to send. 

As communications expert Brenda Dervin and library school professor 

Patricia Dewdney have pointed out about the role of librarians, one of the 

librarian’s most important tasks is “query negotiation – determining what the 

inquirer really wants to know.”5  Dewdney and her colleague Gillian Michell 

added that two important aspects of query negotiation could include finding out 

from the user how the information need has arisen and how the user plans to use 

the information.6  Dewdney and Michell maintain that these are part of what they 

term the “why” questions and that “why” questions are key to any reference 

negotiation.  Information scientist Robert Taylor, one of the first to explore the 

basis for such questions, described the determination of motivation and objectives 

as probably the most critical components of that basis.7    
                                                 
4 Helen R. Tibbo, “Interviewing Techniques for Remote Reference: Electronic Versus Traditional 
Environments,” American Archivist 58 (Summer 1995): 302. 
5 Brenda Dervin and Patricia Dewdney.  “Neutral Questioning: A New Approach to the Reference 
Interview.” RQ 25 (Summer 1986): 506. 
6 Patricia Dewdney and Gillian Michell, “Asking ‘Why’ Questions in the Reference Interview: A 
Theoretical Justification,” Library Quarterly 67 (1997): 50-71. 
7 Robert S. Taylor, “Question-Negotiation and Information Seeking in Libraries,” College  
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Dervin and her associates suggest that librarians employ neutral and open-

ended questioning in order to ascertain the context of the information need as a 

way of learning what users really want to know.8  This context, Dervin and her 

colleagues maintain, is necessary for understanding exactly what answer the users 

are seeking.  So, employing an example from this study, if users ask to see the 

microfilm of a particular newspaper, they really may be trying to find out the 

location of their grandfather’s grocery store and are hoping that the newspaper 

may note the address.  Knowing the context, the staff member trying to answer 

the question could provide a better source, such as a town directory, in order to 

fulfill the users’ needs.  Dervin has referred to this need as a “gap” in the users’ 

knowledge that they are trying to fill.  Simple questions that would elicit a 

preferred response from such users might be: “(1) what are you working on? (2) 

What would you like to know about X? and (3) how do you plan to use this 

information?”9 

This aspect of communication during the reference encounter is as 

important in an archival environment as in the library setting.  In a very brief 

study of the archival reference interview in 1984 Robert W. Tissing Jr., like 

Richard Lytle, concentrated on the archivist’s part in the interview more than that 

of the user.  Tissing did note that archivists spent more time with inexperienced 

researchers, a not unexpected conclusion but a welcome one, indicating that 

                                                                                                                                     
& Research Libraries 29 (May 1968): 178-94. 
8 See for example Catherine Sheldrick Ross, “How to Find Out What People Really Want to 
Know,” Reference Librarian 16 (Winter 1986): 19-30, which discusses the commodification of 
information and the librarian’s typical closed question response to user questions based on this 
notion. 
9 Dewdney and Michell, “Asking ‘Why’ Questions,” 64. 
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contrary to the belief of some, archivists did not ignore inexperienced researchers’ 

needs in favor of more challenging or sophisticated questions.  In contrast, Susan 

L. Malbin felt that archivists underestimated the value of the reference interview 

to non-specialists.10  She also believed that research was needed on the problems 

distance users encountered when using archival finding aids versus those they 

experienced when employing a computer on site with a reference archivist 

available for consultation nearby.  Linda J. Long reinforced Malbin’s emphasis on 

the necessity of the reference interview when she stated that the archivist was 

critical for translating the user’s subject terms into provenance or hierarchical 

terms.11  Elsie T. Freeman suggested that archivists might use the interview 

process to augment their own understanding of information seeking behavior by 

conducting an exit interview.12  This process of feedback would allow archivists 

to find out how the search process changed during the course of the information 

seeking session. 

After the archivist has determined what the user is seeking, then the 

second most important aspect of the traditional encounter between researchers and 

archivists from the point of view of users takes place – the communication of the 

search strategy that the archivist has developed.  Individuals structure such 

“dialogic discourse” (direct discourse conducted between two or more 

individuals) so that each participant in the conversation understands what the 
                                                 
10 Susan L. Malbin, “The Reference Interview in Archival Literature,” College & Research 
Libraries (January 1997): 69-80. 
11 Linda J. Long, “Question Negotiation in the Archival Setting: The Use of Interpersonal 
Communication Techniques in the Reference Interview,” American Archivist 52 (Winter 1989): 
40-50. 
12 Elsie T. Freeman, “In the Eye of the Beholder: Archives Administration from the User’s Point 
of View,” American Archivist 47 (Spring 1984): 111-23. 
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other means to say and so that the discourse is carried through to a mutually 

shared conclusion.  Social roles and privileges are acknowledged.  Researchers, 

for example,  expect the archives staff they encounter to be knowledgeable and in 

a sense “experts” on the archives, fulfilling the social role that users assume staff 

play.  All the participants in a dialogic discourse gauge their language in relation 

to the perceived background knowledge and perspective of the other parties.13  

Unless archives staff know that a researcher is a neophyte, however, the reference 

archivists normally do not pitch their instructions at the most basic level.   

According to philosopher H.P. Grice, the “cooperative principle” lets 

dialogic discourse proceed.  This principle outlines four maxims that need to be 

followed to ensure that conversation flows.  They are:  

(1) make one’s contribution only as informative as is required;  

(2) try to make one’s contribution one that is true;  

(3) be relevant; and  

(4) avoid ambiguity.14   

                                                 
13 Lauren B. Resnick, “Shared Cognition: Thinking as Social Practice,” in Perspectives on 
Socially Shared Cognition , ed, L.B. Resnick, J.M. Levine, and S.D. Teasley (Washington, DC: 
American Psychological Association, 1991), 299-309. 
14 Grice outlines his rules as follows:  
The maxim of quantity: (i) make your contribution as informative as is required (for the current 
purposes of the exchange); (ii) do not make your contribution more informative than is required;  
The maxim of quality: try to make your contribution one that is true… (i) do not say what you 
believe to be false; (ii) do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence; 
The maxim of relation: be relevant; the maxim of manner: be perspicuous… (i) avoid obscurity of 
expression; (ii) avoid ambiguity; (iii) be brief; (iv) be orderly.  
H.P. Grice, “Logic and Conversation,” in the Logic of Grammar, edited by Donald Davidson and 
Gilbert Harman (Encino, CA: Dickenson, 1975), 67, quoted in Patricia Dewdney and Gillian 
Michell,  “Asking ‘Why’ Questions in the Reference Interview: A Theoretical Justification.” 
Library Quarterly 67 (1997): 50-71. 
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Archivists traditionally follow Grice’s first maxim and try not to impart 

more to the researcher than is pertinent for the immediate search.  There is a 

drawback to this rule of brevity, however.  As we have seen previously in Chapter 

3, researchers often feel that they should know more about archives than they do 

and that they should understand more of what is being told to them in the 

reference interview than they do.  Their embarrassment hampers their asking 

questions that would clarify the instructions from the archivists.   The users’ 

embarrassment also has the unfortunate effect of not properly signaling to 

archivists that the archivists must change their instructions to meet the level of 

expertise of the users.  Without appropriate feedback, there is little chance for the 

archivists to make better judgements.   

With regards to the second maxim, certainly archivists try to impart only 

what they understand to be true.  By sticking to the immediate search instructions, 

archivists try to follow the maxim of relevancy, not providing information that is 

unrelated to the user’s request. When archivists employ jargon, such as the word 

“fonds,” without explanation, however, they are breaking the final maxim.  Given 

how new the word “fonds” is to North America, especially the United States, and 

how uncomfortable many archivists feel with the term – particularly since it is a 

French term which they are unsure how to pronounce – they are unlikely to use it 

in conversation with a user without explaining its meaning.  Other terms, 

however, do creep into their conversation, such as “finding aid.”  In the 

investigator’s experience, often neophyte researchers have problems in recalling 

the term, although it is descriptive enough that users commonly do not need an 
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explanation as to its meaning.  Problems arise when they need to refer to the 

finding aids again.  Educational psychologists Richard C. Anderson and P. David 

Pearson noted that “word meanings are context sensitive because people treat 

words and phrases as instructions to locate specific examples in memory.”  What 

would most users think of when they heard the words “finding aid” or “fonds?”  

The majority of people would have no examples that they could apply to their 

thinking of these words, which would surely affect their retention of them. 

The archival literature, while certainly not mute on the subject of the 

archivist’s role in providing reference, is not extensive.  Richard Summerrell of 

Australia has noted that reference archivists themselves have contributed little to 

the literature.15  What writing does exist, however, provides some interesting 

perspectives about the experience.  First, there is a body of work which explores 

how users feel about archivists.  Researcher Carl Brauer, a professor of history at 

the University of Virginia, noted in 1980 that although the Society of American 

Archivists (SAA) manual, Archives and Manuscripts: Reference and Access 

(1977) by Sue E. Holbert, recommended that archivists conduct entrance and exit 

interviews with researchers, he seldom had been adequately interviewed at the 

outset of his research visit, and even less frequently at the end of the research 

process.16  His overall opinion was that archivists only rarely met the basic 

standards set for archival reference service by the Society’s own manual.  

Archivist Jacqueline Goggin, who conducted a citation analysis of  the books 

                                                 
15 Richard Summerrell,  “Improving the Education and Professional Development of Reference 
Archivists,” Archives & Manuscripts 27 (1999):74-95. 
16 Carl M. Brauer, “Researcher Evaluation of Reference Services,” American Archivist 43 (Winter 
1980). 
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published by 123 users of thirteen collections of black and women’s 

organizational records over a ten year period, found that experienced researchers 

did not look eagerly for assistance from staff: “It has been my experience that 

scholars, especially older, well-established, and more experienced scholars, turn 

to reference archivists for assistance only reluctantly.”17  Archivist Paul Conway’s 

study of researchers in four Presidential Libraries in 1986 partially backed up 

Goggin’s findings.  Conway found that most users relied equally on archivists and 

finding aids, but those who relied on archivists expressed a higher level of 

satisfaction.18  This result, he felt, derived from the fact that with the assistance of 

the archivist, the users were more likely to find something germane to their 

search, which naturally increased their satisfaction. 

This generally gloomy view of the utility of archivists to the source 

seeking process has been balanced by a number of articles claiming the exact 

opposite. Historians often have been quite eloquent on the role of the archivist in 

the provision of reference.  Davidson College department of history head, Frontis 

W. Johnston, stated that although the finding aid was the first requirement in a 

search, interviews with the archives staff were critical.  “The researcher must lean 

on the learning and professional competence of the experts…”19  Historian Philip 

Jordan added that: “In the last analysis, the finest research source is not the 

documents themselves but the degree of interest and of cooperation manifested by 
                                                 
17 Jacqueline Goggin, “The Indirect Approach: A Study of Scholarly Users of Black and Women’s 
Organizational Records in the Library of Congress Manuscript Division.” Midwestern Archivist 
11 (1986):*. 
18 Paul Conway, “Research in Presidential Libraries: A User Survey,” Midwestern  Archivist 11 
(1986): 35-56. 
19 Frontis W. Johnston, “A Historian Looks at Archives and Manuscripts,” American Archivist 19 
(July 1956): 229-33. 
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archivists… If there is a meeting of minds, finding aids, important as they are, 

assume secondary value.”20   Yvette Landry and Boris Stipernitz, both 

experienced academic researchers, noted in their report on the National Archives 

of Canada that it was critical that the National Archives return to the practice of 

putting “experienced and competent” full-time staff members at the reference 

desk.  Otherwise, the authors concluded, the National Archives would risk 

alienating users.21  They dismissed the computer short cuts advocated by general 

reference archivists as inadequate, since most of the National Archives’ holdings 

were not yet described in the online catalogue.  They believed the intimate subject 

knowledge of experienced archivists was essential to fill in the gaps.   In her 

survey of scholars researching in the field of women’s history, Diane Beattie 

found that researchers ranked consulting the archivist highest with regard to both 

“use and usefulness.”22  Barbara Orbach agreed; her survey of historians also 

found that these specialist researchers gave due credit, and “considerable power” 

to archivists in facilitating access to archival holdings.23  These historians felt 

quite strongly about the importance of the archivist in their source seeking: “The 

luck depends on the archivist and how you manage to get about with the archivist 

and whether the archivist has time to help you… For me, the main key to 

                                                 
20 Philip D. Jordan, “The Scholar and the Archivist: A Partnership,” American Archivist 31 
(January 1968): 57-66. 
21 Pierrette Landry and Boris Stipernitz, “A User’s Perspective on the Services of the National 
Library of Canada and the National Archives of Canada: A Submission to John English, 
Chairman, Consultations on the Future Role of the National Archives of Canada and the National 
Library of Canada.” September 13, 1998, p.16. 
22 Diane L. Beattie, “An Archival User Study: Researchers in the Field of Women’s History,” 
Archivaria 29 (Winter 1989-90): 44. 
23 Barbara Orbach, “The View from the Researcher’s Desk: Historians’ Perceptions of Research 
and Repositories,” American Archivist 54 (Winter 1991): 36. 
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successful research is getting the archivist to help you.”24 In contrast, archivists 

have had little to say about users.  Nancy Sahli felt that “we as archivists make 

value judgments about which user community to serve and how.”25  She believed 

these judgements were based on archivists’ subjective ideas about who our users 

“ought to be” and what skills and knowledge they ought to have.  Phebe R. 

Jacobsen, an archivist with the Hall of Records in Annapolis, Maryland, in an 

article in 1981 stated that archivists “too often” had to do much of the work for 

genealogists, because the genealogists had no training in historical research.26 

Archivists have written more about the provision of reference service.  

According to William Saffady, archivists providing reference service relied 

heavily on their intimate familiarity with their institution’s holdings, and subject 

specialization such as history.27  Jan Lindroth took this even further, advocating 

that archivists should do “their own archival and academic research in the same 

fields as the users’ main interest.”28  In a national setting, each archivist would 

cover a different field of interest so that collectively the staff would have 

expertise in all the different areas of reseacher interest.  While at first glance this 

seems rather outrageous (how would archivists ever be able to cover all the 

myriad interests that can be pursued in their repositories), in fact in large 

repositories archivists often are responsible for specific government departments 

                                                 
24 Ibid., 37. 
25Nancy Sahli, “National Information Systems and Strategies for Research Use,” Midwestern 
Archivist 9, no.1 (1984): 10-11. 
26 Phoebe Jacobsen, “‘The World Turned Upside Down:’ Reference Archives,” American 
Archivist 44 (1981). 
27 William Saffady, “Reference Service to Researchers in Archives,” RQ 14 (Winter 1974): 139-
44. 
28 Jan Lindroth, “Contemporary History and Archives,” Archivum 29 (1982): 58-63. 
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or different broad subject portfolios for private records.  As Eric Ketelaar points 

out, archivists’ subject knowledge traditionally has provided the bridge between 

provenancial access and subject access.29 

Perhaps the most important work on the relationship between archivists, 

users and finding aids is Hugh Taylor’s seminal RAMP study for UNESCO in 

which he noted that finding aids were frozen – they represented a fonds at a 

particular time.  However good the finding aids were, Taylor added, they were 

limited in what they could say.  “They can never replace the archivist constantly 

feeding the process of information gathering, while at the same time 

understanding the complex nature and relationship of sources which can never be 

wholly expressed by the written word.”30  He added that archivists were the link 

between provenance orientation and content, especially where users must infer 

subjects from the names of persons associated with various fonds.  He maintained 

that even where a subject index exists the archivists often were the only ones 

knowledgeable about the idiosyncrasies that develop over time in subject indexes.  

But besides being able to contribute to the process of seeking sources, archivists 

also brought their in-depth knowledge of the institution’s holdings, knowledge 

they themselves gathered through acquiring, arranging and describing and 

providing reference for the holdings.  While the ability to assist researchers with 

the process of finding materials could be replaced by another able archivist, the 

                                                 
29 Eric Ketelaar, “Exploitation of New Archival Materials,” Archivum 35 (1989): 189-99. 
30 Hugh Taylor, Archival Services and the Concept of the User: A RAMP Study.  Paris: 
UNESCO, 1984. 
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so-called “walking finding aid” would leave someday, carrying away all the 

knowledge of the holdings of that institution.   

The positive opinion of archivists exemplified in the published surveys 

was likewise found in other surveys that institutions themselves conducted.  

Respondents to a survey taken at the Archives of Ontario rated the archives and 

the archivists very highly overall.  Regular and first time users stated respectively 

that they were 93% and 87% satisfied with the Reading Room orientation they 

had received from the archivists.  Likewise, at the University of Illinois at 

Urbana-Champaign, 87% indicated that the staff “had adequately explained 

access to archival information,” and 94% found the staff sufficiently 

knowledgeable.31  Staff of the South Carolina Department of Archives and 

History in 1993 determined that 96.4% of respondents to their researcher survey 

considered the staff knowledgeable about the holdings of the parent institution, 

and a similar 96% found “staff suggestions” (presumably for research strategies) 

helpful.32  At the National Archives of Australia, Richard Summerrell reported 

that “researchers consider a proficient and knowledgeable reference archivist to 

be one of the most highly valued resources an archives can offer its users.”33  

Yet even in the face of these glowing approval rates, researchers were not 

always entirely positive in their opinion of archivists.  In the Archives of Ontario 

survey, when asked about the quality of service, one researcher stated that “it 

                                                 
31 William J. Maher,  “User Studies and Information Practices of Archival Researchers: Report of 
a Literature Review and Survey Pre-Test,” Unpublished report prepared at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, September 1989. 
32 [South Carolina Department of Archives and History].  “PRS Researcher Survey.” Unpublished 
report on a Survey at the South Carolina Department of Archives and History, [1993]. 
33 Summerrell,  “Improving Education of Archivists,” 76. 
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depends on whom you spoke to; some archivists are more freer with information 

and more helpful than others.”34  Although the Provincial Archives of New 

Brunswick received generally high levels of approbation in their two surveys, one 

respondent was scathing about archivists at other institutions: “All staff members 

[of the Provincial Archives of New Brunswick] were excellent – going out of 

their way to be helpful and taking a real interest in the work.  This is in stark 

contrast to other Archives [emphasis mine].”35  Another respondent stated with a 

note of frustration that “staff [of the Provincial Archives of New Brunswick] are 

willing but often not to [sic] knowledgeable about the resources.  One really needs 

staff help to find the files.”36  And whereas staff was rated “highly knowledgeable 

and helpful by a large majority of the respondents” at the National Archives of 

Canada in 1985, by the 1990s this approval rating had slipped somewhat as 

revealed by the Landry and Stipernitz report.37  In the main, users’ dissatisfaction 

lay with the fact that the new centralized general reference service made the 

subject specialist archivists inaccessible rather than finding the archivists 

unknowledgeable.   

Dissatisfaction with access to archivists lay behind other findings in 

institutional surveys as well.  In the 1987 survey at the South Carolina 

Department of Archives and History, 53% of archives users thought they had 
                                                 
34 Deborah Holder, Betty Jo Moore, Brenda L. Roach and Paul Thomas, “Archives of  Ontario, 
Client Survey (September 29th – October 11th, 1997): Final Report,” [Toronto: Archives of 
Ontario, 1998], p.12. 
35 Provincial Archives of New Brunswick. “Report on the Visiting User Survey.” [Fredericton, 
N.B.]: Provincial Archives of New Brunswick, 1998, p.15. 
36 Ibid., 13. 
37 William Smith, Donald Moors, and Terry Burbridge, “Major Findings, Conclusions and 
Recommendations of the Researcher and Public Service Component Evaluation Study: Final 
Report.” Vol.1 (November 1985), p. 16; Landry and Stipernitz, “A User’s Perspective.” 
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missed information, 13% had questions that never were answered, and fully 33% 

believed that they had not learned anything about the records they needed.  Yet 

these users did not blame the archivists they encountered.  Rather, in response to a 

question requesting possible changes to improve the researcher experience, “the 

most popular comment by users at the state archives was wanting more staff time, 

including suggestions for longer initial interviews….”38  Further, at the Archives 

of Ontario, researchers were more than likely to seek a staff member’s aid even 

when using finding aids.  Ironically, regular users, rather than new users, were the 

most likely to seek help when employing finding aids.  Perhaps this occurs 

because regular users knew that this was a service they could expect from the 

archivists.  New users, being used to self-service libraries, would not realize how 

much they could depend upon the archivists.  This also might indicate that regular 

users were more likely to understand the limitations of the finding aids.   

Reliance on staff members, however, can lead to problems.  As one 

researcher noted, “I think that inventories, card catalogues are ok when someone 

helps you to know them, but then if you don’t get the information that is needed 

from employees, … [you feel] helpless.”39  A regular user of the Archives of 

Ontario felt that retrieval staff, those persons who retrieve boxes from the stacks, 

were least helpful and were poorly trained.   Another pointed to the poor quality 

of information received from security guards on duty on Saturdays.  But it is not 

the job of retrieval staff or security officers to proffer assistance to researchers.  

                                                 
38 [South Carolina Department of Archives and History].  “Search Room User Survey.” 
Unpublished report on a Survey at the South Carolina Department of Archives and History, 
[1987], p. [1]. 
39 Smith, Moors, and Burbridge, “Major Findings,” 15 
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Since retrieval is a repetitive and tedious job that pays rather poorly, the staff 

members are typically students or short-term clerks who know little about the 

archival fonds.  Security staff are often retired military personnel.  In a library, the 

equivalent would be posing a reference question to a shelver; one could not 

expect such staff to provide reliable reference assistance.  Unfortunately, the 

comments from disgruntled users only highlights the reliance that such users have 

on staff of any kind.  Orbach noted a similar reaction, observing that when 

repositories were criticized, it was not for having inadequate finding aids or 

indexes, “but for having no staff on hand who were knowledgeable about the 

materials.”40  Thus users were dependent upon staff, but were not resentful or 

annoyed by this dependence.  On the contrary, in the main they were critical when 

this support was not readily available.  When survey respondents were upset with 

actual staff, it was because the staff were perceived to not spend enough time with 

the respondents, or the users had misplaced expectations of the abilities of 

retrieval staff or caretakers. 

This study picked up where the published and institutional surveys left off, 

focussing on the actual interaction between archives staff and users.  This study 

found that the subjects on the whole had well defined topics formulated before 

they actually entered the archives.  The ways in which they presented these topics 

to archives staff, however, were distinctly different from the way they presented 

them to the investigator.  When asked about their goals, Subjects # 10, 11, and 12, 

for instance, first replied to the investigator that their topic was “family history.” 

                                                 
40 Orbach, “Historian’s Perceptions,” 41. 
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But when asked what they expected to happen when they entered the archives, 

Subject #10 said, “Well right now, the big thing we’re looking for [is] the location 

of a gas station that her grandfather built to see if it still exists in X City.”  

However this is not what they related to the staff member they encountered at 

Governmental Archives Y,.  When asked by archives staff what she was looking 

for, Subject #12 piped up, “City directories.”  Instead of asking what they were 

hoping to find in the city directories, the archives staff replied: “Okay, for what 

city?”  When a user expresses a very definitive and sharply defined need, the 

natural reaction is simply to respond to that need instead of conducting a proper 

reference interview and probing to find out what the real need is that underlies the 

request for the specific material. 

Subject #s 13 and 14, like #s 10, 11 and 12, also answered “family history 

– ancestors,” in reply to the question as to the topic of their research.  But when 

asked what they expected to happen that day at the archives, they said: “We hope 

to find maybe some photographs and maybe some documents relating to Captain 

Smith who was my great-great grandfather and who was a Civil War hero, and his 

father Stephen F. Smith who founded a large portion of the X area.”41  Only when 

asked what they planned to do with the information once they had found it did 

they reveal a more definite goal of restoring a family cemetery.  Further, when 

asked by the staff member how she could get them started, they added that they 

wanted to find a rumored oil painting of a family cottage that had burned during 

                                                 
41 Name altered to preserve researcher privacy. 
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the early part of the last century.  Thus Subject #s 13 and 14 had very defined 

information needs, but did not reveal those needs without considerable prodding.   

It is clear then that researchers can have well defined goals and be able to 

articulate those goals in a concise manner, and yet still not present those goals to 

the staff with whom they are speaking.  Given the complexity and specificity of 

the needs of both groups of subjects (Subject #s 10, 11 and 12 and Subject #s 13 

and 14), it is obvious that the subjects did not formulate their goals at the point in 

time when the investigator questioned them; they already came to the repository 

with ideas of what they wanted to find.  Yet they were totally unaware of how 

important it was to present these needs in as specific a way as possible.  Their 

tendency was to generalize their needs rather than represent their needs too 

narrowly.     

Subject #7, although she had a well defined topic, presented it in a very 

interesting way.  After the archives staff member had read the brief notation she 

had put on the registration form regarding her research interest, he asked her: 

“Why don’t you tell me a little bit more about what you’re looking for?”  She 

stated what on the surface seemed to be quite an explicit need: 

I’m looking for any funds that are being issued to state universities in 
quantities.  X State University received $30,000 where Y University 
received only $10,000.  So I’m looking at where the money funding varies 
between state universities and non-prestigious [universities.] 

She did not reveal three pieces of information that under normal 

circumstances would critically affect the answer the archives staff member would 

give her: (1)  that she wanted this information for a student paper, and therefore 

she did not need in-depth information;  
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(2)  that the paper was due the next day and she still did not have the 

information she needed to finish her paper, therefore she was quite desperate for 

any information that would support her thesis; and (3) that she only had about half 

an hour before needing to leave for her afternoon job, therefore she needed to 

locate this information really quickly.  In this case, lack of specific information 

did not substantially affect the interview because the archivist realized very 

quickly that the patron was looking for information more easily obtained from a 

different source.  After establishing that the user wanted current information, the 

archivist gently tried to direct her to a nearby library.  Because she was extremely 

pressed for time, she did not take the suggestion and persisted, essentially 

rewording her original request: “Would there be anything on cost or efficiency 

between universities and less prestigious universities?”  Again the archives staff 

member stressed that current information likely would be held in the library he 

had mentioned before.  He did not, however, note why the Archives would not 

have current information.  Consequently her next question was: “What is located 

in here?”  He explained quite thoroughly, but probably not simply enough for her 

to understand, what the archives held.  They continued their conversation until the 

archivist finally brought out a publication that the user could, with time and 

experience, indeed have employed for her assignment.  Alas, once she had gone 

through the registration process, filled out the forms, placed her bags in the locker 

and initialed the call slip to receive the publications, it was almost time for the 

user to leave.  Given the nature of her question and the nature of the materials, 

with extended time and understanding of the functions that created the 
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publications, she probably could have used them for her topic. But after spending 

literally only a couple of minutes looking at the publications, she realized that the 

information was not laid out in a manner from which she would be able easily to 

extract useful figures, and she left shortly thereafter.  When asked by the 

investigator what made her decide to come to Governmental Archives X, she gave 

a detailed answer that would, under ordinary circumstances, have been quite 

useful for an archivist trying to assist her: 

Well I thought they would have some kind of records for my paper 
showing some kind of favoritism towards the university where maybe a 
politician at legislature and house or a senator may have emphasized some 
kind of preference towards one state university over another in giving 
funding. 

It is difficult to say whether this topic was one of her own devising, but it 

had a preordained outcome.  She was not exploring the relationship between the 

two universities and the government but already had determined that favoritism 

existed towards the larger university.  Thus, if in fact no favoritism existed, she 

would never have found what she wanted.  Finally, when asked about her 

interaction with the staff member, she noted that it felt “weird.”  When asked 

whether this was weird in a positive or negative sense, she stated, “In a neutral 

sense I guess.  I felt kind of awkward going to another state employee and asking 

for some kind of help from an academic personal view.”   

If we examine Subject #7’s interaction with the archives staff member, we 

can note that while she stated a specific need in a concise way at the outset of her 

interview –unlike the two groups of subjects (#s 10, 11 and 12 and #s 13 and 14) 

– this stated need was in fact misleading and not her main goal.  She presented a 
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narrower subset of her overall goal – the opposite of the two groups of 

researchers.  Beyond the issue of the actual funds being given to the two 

universities, she was really looking for the reason why there was a funding 

differential (presumably on a per capita basis, since the sizes of the two 

institutions varied significantly).  Her overarching goal would not have been easy 

to illustrate, even had she had the time to extract the information from the reports 

she was given.  This raises an interesting question: would the response of the staff 

member have been different had he known what she ultimately wanted to 

achieve?  Quite possibly.  The records that would answer the question of funding 

differentials, for example, would be different from those discussing the merits of 

the two universities, or the differing recognitions awarded the academic 

organizations by government officials that may have supported her thesis.   If she 

had had the time to thoroughly research her paper, she would have had to return to 

the staff member and ask for records that would prove favoritism by the 

government towards the larger state university.  Her specificity compared to the 

generality of the requests of the two groups of researchers possibly may have had 

to do with assistance she received from a professor before she came to the 

archives, either in formulating the topic of her paper in the first place, or in 

honing her ideas.  In contrast, the two groups could alter their goals at any time, 

having formulated the goals by themselves for their own amusement. 

Beyond her presentation of her information need, Subject #7, like Subject 

#1, had no idea what to expect from the archives staff or from the archives.  As 

with Subject #1, she was surprisingly persistent, although she felt she was trading 
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upon some non-existent relationship of government employee to government 

employee.  Possibly because of this presumed relationship, she did not show any 

resentment that the archives staff member ultimately did not help her.  In addition 

to her misunderstanding of what was due to her as a researcher, she did not 

understand that archives hold historic records, as opposed to current ones.  She 

did not comprehend the difficulty a researcher would experience trying to extract 

information from archival records that would support such a rigid topic, i.e. 

favoritism towards one university over another, rather than say the relationship of 

the government to the two universities, whatever that relationship might be.  She 

certainly had no concept of the time the process of extracting such information 

would take.   

Reactions to staff by other researchers varied quite considerably.  

Nowhere were the researchers’ expectations of the archivist more clearly in 

contrast than between Subject #1, the novice, and Subject #2, the experienced 

researcher.  Subject #1 was uncertain as to what the archivist would do for him.  

He stated almost immediately upon entering the archives that he was interested in 

researching the life of his ancestor.  After he was thwarted in looking up his 

ancestor’s name in a list of people, and been informed by the archivist that very 

little time remained until closing, he tried first to determine what the protocol was 

for using the services of the archivist.  “And then I got to come back…Make an 

appointment.” At this point the archivist did not insist that he would need to make 

an appointment, because ordinarily Private Archives Z would serve walk-in 

clients.  But later on, after an extensive back and forth conversation between the 
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two, during which time the archivist tried to indicate that the researcher had to 

return another day, Subject #1 again brought up the proper protocol for accessing 

the archivist’s services.  “Ok.  And then I’ll make a – do you have a business 

card?  And I’ll make an appointment with you?  Is that how I do that?”  Plainly 

becoming exasperated with the situation, the archivist emphatically said, “Yeah!”  

The discussion that followed centered around the business card of the archivist 

and the necessity of phoning ahead.   

Like Subject #7, Subject #1 was unsure what the relationship between 

himself and the archives staff was supposed to be.  Given that the archives in 

question was a private institution, he might still have wondered at the role of the 

archivist even had he had some previous research experience.  This is because 

many private commercial establishments do not allow access by those external to 

the company.  Where the private entity does allow limited access, archivists of the 

organization ordinarily do not supply the type of services one might expect from a 

public repository.  Subject #1, however, being a novice at archival research, did 

not have any expectations, tentative or otherwise, that staff were there to serve 

him. 

By contrast Subject #2 expected archivists to provide her with assistance.  

She had much higher expectations than simply anticipating that staff would offer 

her materials to consult.  She stated that she appreciated the help she received 

from archivists, but pointed out the failure of archivists to know what related  
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material was held in other archival repositories: 

…There is not enough communication between archives, therefore even 
when you contact the people in certain archives that you know about their 
own material they are not capable to tell you that – “look, if you want for 
some further material on this you can find it somewhere else.” 

Ironically, the archivist at Private Archives Z had just received a guide to 

related archives in a foreign country, and brought this and several others to the 

attention of Subject #2, offering her copies for her to check.  The archivist and 

Subject #2 then proceeded to have an extended conversation about sources in the 

foreign country, completely belying the researcher’s observations about archivists 

that she proffered in her entry interview.  Given the in-depth nature of the user’s 

research, however, possibly her needs were far more sophisticated than the 

average staff member would be able to meet.  As an experienced researcher, she 

expected a very broad range of knowledge in the archives staff she encountered, 

and when she did not find that breadth of knowledge, she was disapproving.  

Clearly this was one of her main expectations of the staff with which she 

interacted. 

Subject #2, however, also saw a different role for the experienced 

researcher vis-à-vis the archives.  She noted that archives could use the scholar’s 

specialized ability to sort out unidentified or misidentified materials held by 

different institutions, employing hand-writing, knowledge of language, 

similarities between writing, and so on.  Thus, as opposed to Subject #1, who 

clearly saw himself as dependent upon the archivist, Subject #2 saw the 

relationship as an exchange between equals.  Subject #2’s past experiences gave 

her a guide by which to measure staff she met in each subsequent institution. 
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The extent of the interaction between archivist and researcher varied 

substantially among the subjects.  Subject #3, for example, an experienced, 

though amateur researcher, had minimal contact with the archives staff, limiting 

his involvement to a single question as to the location of the microfilm, and 

allowing the staff member at the front desk to remove, in the nicest possible way, 

non-archival material that he was carrying and storing it in the locker area next to 

the front desk.42  Subject #s 10, 11, and 12 also had fairly limited contact with the 

staff member at Governmental Archives Y, possibly because the staff member 

was trying to ensure retrieval of various materials for them, but more likely 

because they presented themselves as a very confident, knowledgeable unit which 

did not require a great deal of assistance.  Also, it was not possible for the staff 

member to establish one-on-one contact with any one of the three researchers, 

because the researchers employed language in such a way that he was often 

excluded from the conversation.  The researchers often would interrupt each 

other, or finish each other’s sentences, or go off on unintelligible tangents on 

subjects that only the three of them understood.  An example of their conversation 

which the staff member would have observed, but would have had great difficulty 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
42 For security reasons, the institution does not allow researchers to walk into the archives with 
any papers unless they are individually stamped by staff at the archives. 
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unraveling, follows, with the investigator’s observations in square brackets: 

Subject #10: Walter, is this one of them?  Walter and Gloria? [the subjects 
had not mentioned these people to the staff member before] 

Subject # 11: No There was a Walter, but he wasn’t… He didn’t live 
there[where?] so Charles, that’s my uncle –  

Subject # 12: Who? [she had not heard clearly, so interrupted] 

Subject # 11: Charles O. 

Subject # 10: He and Grandpa Charlie are the only ones left there then. 
[does “he” refer to Walter?] 

Subject # 12: He’s not there. [a different “he,” evidently, as the 
conversation unfolds] 

Subject # 11: The only one left.  Well, Sam, but he’s…[another person not 
introduced to the staff member] 

Subject # 12: But he’s not here in ’52. 

Subject # 11: Who isn’t? [sometimes even the subjects could not keep up 
with the conversation] 

Subject # 12: He wasn’t here in ’52, Charles O. 

This intimate conversation, filled with tacit understandings, knowledge 

and familial protocols, went back and forth between the three researchers, 

effectively cutting out the staff member.  The archival staff member would come 

back from time to time and interject information that he had located for them and 

give instructions where warranted, but his contact with the researchers was 

minimal, compared to his contact with Subject # 9.  As Lauren B. Resnick stated, 

“conversations inside a family or between intimates probably obey different rules 

for establishing common ground than do conversations between casual 
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acquaintances.”43  Because the three patrons were by now somewhat experienced 

researchers, they probably did not feel that they needed to rely as much upon the 

staff member and so could concentrate on their own discovery process.  Their 

verbal shorthand clearly pleased them, judging from the expressions on their faces 

and the rapidity with which the conversation was conducted. 

In contrast, the conversation conducted between husband and wife, 

Subject #s 13 and 14, altered depending upon whether it was conducted in private 

and public spheres.  Thus, the couple focussed their attention on the staff 

members when these staff members were assisting them, and limited their jokes 

and intimate asides for the most part to periods when the staff members were 

absent.  Rather than excluding staff, as Subject #s 10, 11 and 12 did, Subject #s 13 

and 14 ensured that staff in turn were focussed on them and their interests.  While 

this difference in behavior could find an explanation as simple as the relative 

levels of politeness each set of researchers were used to practicing, another 

explanation also suggests itself.  The couple probably made a special effort to 

concentrate on staff because they could not afford to miss something that they 

were told.  Thus, while both parties expressed similar delight in conducting 

research, and while the social aspects of the interaction between these subjects 

afforded them equal pleasure, the three women were relatively free to focus their 

attention on themselves and their hunt for information, while the neophyte couple 

were forced to engage the attentions of staff.   

                                                 
43 Resnick, Lauren B. “Shared Cognition: Thinking as Social Practice.” 299-309. 
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Unlike the couple, Subject #5 was an experienced researcher and expected 

to undertake the research on her own when she came to Academic Archives X.  

She stated: “Basically, I just start going through [the archives] to see if I can find 

anything in the indexes, and depending on what I come up with, then I’ll go check 

with the staff and say, “Okay, is there anything else?” 

Subject #5 was trying to reconstruct a garden from before the turn of the 

century.  Once she proferred a question to the archives staff member, however, 

the staff member presented no fewer than thirteen different finding aids or types 

of records to check, and referred the user to four different experts to consult.  The 

sources included a master’s thesis, an online catalog, the Library of Congress 

Subject Headings, a fonds at another repository, specific materials at a nearby 

library, a photograph index for images, county courthouse records, maps, an index 

to fonds of the archives, a general reference index, vertical files, subject 

newspaper listings, and 19th century housekeeping manuals.  Not surprisingly, 

during the exit interview at the end of her visit to the archives, Subject #5 

presented quite a different reaction to her experience than she had been expecting: 

“Well, to be honest, today the most help was talking to the reference librarian.  I 

really wasn’t sure where to start.”  She pointed out that sometimes finding aids 

overlapped, and that often one set led to a different set, which she found 

confusing.  She felt that if a researcher did not ask, sometimes the user would fail 

to make the connection between the different sets of finding aids.  Even with a 

great deal of experience and expert knowledge as the investigator possesses, one 

can be challenged to make sense of the typical fractured finding aid system found 
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in most repositories.  Similarly many major libraries struggle with changing 

systems, although usually they have more resources to help them at least to 

upgrade the majority of their holdings. 

Subject #9 also spent a great deal of time with the staff member, this time 

at Governmental Archives Y.  Ironically, this person had confessed to being made 

to feel like a criminal the first time she had come to Governmental Archives Y 

(seemingly because of the registration procedures).  However, she established a 

complete rapport with the staff member she encountered the day of the interview 

that completely reversed her initial impressions of the archives.  The rapport 

began when the archivist told her that he could give her a temporary user card so 

that she did not have to run back to her car to get her driver’s license.  This small 

act of flexibility took the edge off her aggression.  She had been feeling 

aggravated because she had taken time off work and had arrived near closing 

time.  Moreover, she had been dreading returning to the archives in the first place 

because of her first experience there.  Then, halfway through the research visit the 

staff member discovered that he knew the family that Subject #9 was researching; 

this naturally formed a bond between them.  The staff member was pleasant and 

enthusiastic and employed inclusive language that made the researcher feel as 

though she were contributing to the process: “Okay.  Let’s check the State 

cemetery lists…” “Okay, we’re narrowing it down now, into the home stretch,” 

and “Let’s just try two more places over here.” He also provided immediate 

explanations for what might seem a mysterious ritual to an outsider.  At 

Governmental Archives Y, for security purposes, one must initial the request slip 
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when receiving an item.  Referring to the boxes of archival material, the staff 

member said: “You can initial that box [on the form] and that box.  It shows 

you’ve received them.”  People tend not to mind carrying out an activity if they 

know the purpose for it, even when they do not agree with or understand that 

purpose.  In addition to providing welcome explanations, the staff member at 

Governmental Archives Y chose his words well: “you can initial [emphasis 

added]…”  This softened the command.  

“He was so nice,” Subject #9 confided as the archival staff member 

stepped out temporarily to retrieve some materials for her during the research 

session.  Later on she repeated several times: “he was wonderful.”  She admitted 

that she would not have been able to go through the search process without 

assistance. “It’s only because he [the staff member] was there to help me, because 

I wouldn’t have known where to go to ask or search around.”  Certainly the 

relationship she established with this particular individual was very helpful, but 

probably familiarity with what was expected of her also lessened the shock of 

going through the registration procedures and made the process less disagreeable.  

Unfortunately, in the face of several major and far-reaching thefts that have taken 

place in archives in the United States and Canada in the last fifteen years, it is not 

possible to lessen the security precautions in order to make users feel more 

comfortable.  Introducing small acts of flexibility without compromising security 

and explaining the procedures as the staff member at Governmental Archives Y 

did, however, goes a long way to making users feel more at ease. 
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As was the case with Subject #s 5 and 9, the interaction between Subjects 

#13 and 14 and the staff at Academic Archives X was very involved.  A clerk 

signed the couple in.  She then took them to the visual materials index.  When she 

found a fonds under the name of Smith, the family name for which the couple was 

searching, she went to another source to find the accession number but could not 

find it.44  She later went away to check the shelf list and could locate only one 

number for two separate but related fonds.  In time, she determined that they had 

been amalgamated but the records had not been changed to reflect the fact.  When 

dealing with multiple accessions over long periods of time, with constantly 

changing staff, this is not a completely uncommon problem.  It would have been 

impossible for the researchers to determine this fact on their own, however.   

The couple also relied on the staff in other ways.  In checking the visual 

materials index, the researchers came upon the year 1968 in relation to a family 

member who had been dead approximately 100 years.  Not unnaturally, the 

couple was very startled.  The staff member corrected the couple’s 

misapprehension, indicating that 1968 was not part of a birth and death date, but 

rather the date the fonds had been acquired.  When they later came upon a similar 

date, the users were able to apply their new knowledge to determine the nature of  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
44 Name changed to protect the identity. 
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the information before them: 

 Subject #13: Oh look. 

 Subject #14: Yeah, they’re saying 1835 to 1854? 

 Subject #13: Does that mean the date of the papers – 

 Subject #14: Yeah. 

 Subject #13: Or is that supposedly his birth and – 

 Subject #14: It’s gotta be the date of the papers. 

 Subject #13: The papers.  Cause he died in 1837 – 

 Subject #14: In 1837. 

Meanwhile, two other staff members came to assist with the question, 

while the first person left, noting that she did not work the reference area very 

often.  The third staff member mentioned that the couple had phoned that morning 

before they came.  This staff member informed them that she and a fourth staff 

member had been looking in the index of newspapers and found an obituary for 

one of their family members.  She also suggested that the researchers try the 

Vertical Files.  She passed them back to the second staff member while she went 

to retrieve other material they had ordered.  Archivist #2 then showed the couple 

the biographical section of the vertical files.  There were three distinct sections, 

and the archivist instructed the users how to request material from these cards.  

Each type of material that this couple was exposed to had a slightly different 

protocol for recall, possibly depending upon the period in which the material was 

processed and the way in which the material was stored.  For instance, the 

archivist said: “All you put is the name of the file, and there’s no call number.  
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And if it happens to mention on the card that they’re scrapbooks, well you might 

write that down – the page needs to go to two different places to pull all the 

materials.”  Since lack of space is often a problem in constantly growing archives, 

materials that are physically alike are grouped together to achieve the most 

efficient arrangement.  In this case, the scrapbooks may well have been kept 

together to save space, but if the researcher did not indicate that format when 

recalling these materials, staff would have difficulty in retrieving the material, 

thus causing a delay.  Because of the wide variety of finding aids and types of 

material one normally finds in archives, unique recall systems are not unusual.  

They do make it very difficult for temporary or occasional staff, or users, to 

employ without assistance. 

Subject #4 had much more limited contact with archives staff, but a 

similar experience regarding a unique protocol for recall of an unusual format of 

materials.  He could not remember how to request the X maps (a particular type of 

map).  Thus, after he located a staff member nearby, he stated that he was looking 

for the X maps and thought that there was a book that had a call number he had to 

cite.  The staff member did not normally work with these maps, and, 

consequently, called in another staff member to handle the request.  The 

interaction between the second staff member and the researcher was equally brief, 

with the archivist asking, “what is it you need exactly?”  When Subject #4 

confidently supplied the name of the exact map he was looking for, the only 

response of the archivist was to determine that the user actually wanted to look at 

the hard copy, of which he would not be able to make photocopies, as opposed to 
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the microfilm which allowed printing.  When Subject #4 assured the archivist of 

his desire to use a hard copy, the archivist merely delivered the instructions for 

requesting them.  That terminated their interchange.  There was no attempt by 

either archivist to conduct a research interview to determine whether what Subject 

#4 was seeking was in fact what he needed.  Subject #4, however, did not express 

any problems with this situation.  While he initially faulted himself for not being 

able to order the maps he wanted, stating “maybe I wasn’t intuitive enough of 

what to do,” he later said, “If it had been written or if somebody would have seen 

me hanging around would explain, ‘This is how you go about doing it’ [I would 

have known what to do].”  Thus he was only concerned that he did not know how 

to request the maps he was interested in, not that someone had not assisted him in 

his general search. 

Subject #6 had a significantly different interaction with archives staff.  

Having to squeeze in visits to repositories at the end of her workday and having a 

limited term in the city during which she even could do that, she made a point of 

contacting repositories before visiting.  She acknowledged the role of email in 

corresponding with archivists to define her needs.  “Well, I must say email has 

been an amazing thing.  I was able to email her before hand and figure out kind of 

what my parameters were, and kind of go back and forth on that kind of stuff.  

That’s been helpful in every single situation.” 

Thus the reference interview had already been conducted before the 

researcher reached the repository.  The archivist had pulled the material for the 

researcher.  As with Subject #2, the archivist at Private Archives Z also had pulled 
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out publications relating to the user’s topic.  The efficiency of visiting the 

archives and having all the material she would need waiting for her to peruse 

obviously suited Subject #6.  She described the archivist as being “really with it, 

and she’s willing to find stuff.”   

Subject #6 expressed a great deal of dissatisfaction with Academic 

Archives X.   She stated, “I go there on the weekend and maybe I get the C-staff 

or the D-staff because I’ll say, ‘I’d like this,’ and they’ll say, ‘Are you sure we 

have that?’ I’m like, ‘It’s on your web page!’”  By C and D staff, she was 

implying that she did not get the top ranked, senior staff members, but rather 

people who were less experienced and knowledgeable.  She followed this 

commentary by referring to the staff.  “They’re nice people but, as far as research 

librarian skills, they leave a lot to be desired.”  She complained that archives are 

“run by genealogists.”  Pressed for an amplification of her meaning, she noted 

that some of the repositories were oriented toward genealogists who were looking 

up information on relatives or who were searching for a single person or a definite 

place.  “It’s really hard to get them [archives staff] thinking in terms of the big 

picture.  So that’s been troublesome.”  Again, most repositories that stay open 

beyond business hours often have students and untrained persons such as security 

guards staffing the premises.  These individuals are not likely to be able to handle 

sophisticated or in-depth research questions.  They are there simply to allow 

research work to continue and their greatest contact and hence familiarity, would 

be with genealogists, who normally constitute the majority of visitors.  Certainly 

the staff Subject #6 would have encountered on the weekend at Academic 
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Archives X would likely have been students.   Expecting expert help whenever an 

archives is open and not receiving it is a familiar complaint, as noted in 

institutional surveys. 

Like Subject #6, Subject #s 13 and 14 had contacted staff at the archives 

before coming in to do their search.  They failed to inform the first staff member 

at Academic Archives X they encountered of this fact, however, so that she was 

unaware that anyone else was working on their question, and directed them to a 

totally different area than that determined by the other staff members assisting 

with the question.  Asked to reflect upon the most helpful aspect of their 

experience in the archives, Subject #s 13 and 14 stated at first: “They did 

everything for us;” and “They looked up all the cards.  Right, and told us how to 

fill them out so we didn’t have to do much.”  But when asked whether they had 

any questions about the entire source-seeking process, while the husband said, 

“Not any more.  You pretty much walk in, sign up, do [your search],” his wife 

said, “I guess I’m still confused… Like, how many different places [could you 

look in], if you were to just come in yourself?”  They then tried with some 

success to enumerate all the different sections.  They noted sadly that none of the 

many sources they had found that afternoon actually netted them any new 

information.  Because they had been exposed to so many different indexes and 

finding aids, however, they had forgotten that the first staff member had told them 

to go to another department to check for the painting they were looking for until 

reminded by the investigator before they left the facility. 
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CONCLUSION 

  The reaction of Subjects to staff members rather than the specifics of their 

research set the tone of their visits and established how much assistance they 

would receive.  Where they seemingly did not require assistance by asking for 

specific materials, such as X Maps (Subject #4) and City Directories (#s 10, 11 

and 12), the researchers were not offered more than the basics.  This was probably 

detrimental in the case of Subject #s 10, 11, and 12, although it is unlikely that it 

would have altered the outcome for Subject #4, who had every intention of 

pursuing further research on the topic.  Presumably when he ran out of leads, he 

would seek the assistance of staff, since he had no trouble doing so for his 

question of recall protocol. 

Subjects had differing expectations of staff, based in part of their previous 

experiences or lack thereof.  Subject #2, the professor, had very defined ideas 

about what to expect from the archivists, while Subject #s 1 and 7, the neophytes, 

were particularly uncertain about what they had a right to expect of the staff.  

Subject #s 1 and 7 were curiously persistent in spite of their uncertainty.  Possibly 

Subject #1 felt that if he persisted, he might be able to gather the information he 

needed right away and save himself another trip.  Subject #7 really had no choice 

but to persist, since she really had little time to readjust her goal, and she 

seemingly was certain that the archives held some sort of information that would 

assist her with her paper. 

Those that posed a question that could not be easily answered were given, 

in general, significant amounts of assistance.  In three cases, researchers # 5, 9, 
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and 13 and 14 would not have been able to replicate the searches done on their 

behalf.  Staff at Academic Archives X tended to approach challenging research 

questions by pulling in other staff members, whose special knowledge and 

expertise could be applied.  This team approach, while especially effective in 

producing materials, could not possibly have been reproduced by any of the 

researchers, as Subject #5 alluded to and as Subject # 13 noted in her and her 

husband’s case.  None of the researchers seemed particularly disturbed by this 

prospect, however, although Subject #4 seemed a bit put out that staff did not 

come to his assistance when he forgot the recall protocol for the X Maps.  

On the whole, advance contact by researchers did not affect substantially 

what happened upon their arrival.  Subject #6 and #s 13 and 14 were both given 

more assistance when they arrived at the two repositories, although preliminary 

work had been done on their behalf.  It did give the researchers confidence to 

come to the repositories in the first place, however. 

In addition to determining how much assistance the researchers would 

receive, how they formulated their questions also determined the type of answer 

they would receive.  None of the researchers, with the exception of Subject #4, 

who simply wanted the recall protocol for the maps he was seeking, actually 

asked for what they most wanted at the outset.  Although Subject #s 10, 11 and 12 

did develop their requests over the course of the afternoon, they never did tell the 

archivist what they specifically were looking for.  Subject #s 13 and 14 finally did 

reveal what they wanted, but only with some probing and repeated requests by 

different staff members.  Yet having gone through the process of explaining what 
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they were really looking for with the investigator in the pre-entry interview, both 

groups should ideally have been prepared by the time they reached the interview 

with the archives staff to explain what they wanted.  

In all cases, subjects did not seem to be concerned that they were 

dependent upon staff to assist them.  Being served or being independent simply 

was not an issue for them.  Subject #4 did not like feeling like he did not know 

what to do to recall his maps, but it did not matter to him if someone assisted him 

or the instructions were written down for him to follow.  Only one researcher, 

Subject #13, thoughtfully noted that if she and her husband were to come in alone 

that they would experience difficulties in replicating the complicated search 

procedure that is necessary to thoroughly tap all the resources available at 

Academic Archives X.   

According to Paul Conway’s study of researchers in four Presidential 

Libraries, 68% of the Presidential Libraries’ clientele he surveyed relied equally 

on finding aids and archivists.45  Of the remaining 32%, most preferred to rely on 

archivists, but made greater use of finding aids to locate materials.  The remainder 

preferred to rely on finding aids but ended up consulting archivists in their 

searches.  Thus archivists played a significant role for all but a very small 

percentage of the archives’ clients.  This central place in the search process was 

borne out by this study.  Conway also determined in his survey, however, that 

users’ satisfaction in general depended more on whether materials germane to 

their research were found, rather than on the quality of service the users received 

                                                 
45 Conway, “Presidential Libraries.” 
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from  archives staff.  As Conway put it: “it is clearly the challenge of the hunt and 

the resulting pleasure of discovery that drive overall satisfaction.”46   This was 

certainly true for those researchers in this study who had the leisure to pursue a 

topic of interest.  Both Subjects #s 2 and 6, however, were quite severe in their 

criticisms of archives staff, particularly at Academic Archives X, yet they were 

quite successful in finding material of use to their research.  They both expressed 

pleasure, but it was more at obtaining material rather than hunting for it.  Since 

both were impelled to find this material, one for a book, the other for a Master’s 

thesis, it would seem that they were not in a position to enjoy the challenge of the 

hunt.  All of the subjects seemed to appreciate the assistance they were given at 

the time of the interview. 

Naturally, just as a person who visits a library would have a better 

research experience by an encounter with a knowledgeable staff member, all 

researchers who come to an archives can benefit from proper assistance of staff.  

Thus the assistance of archives staff in improving the research visit of the subjects 

in this study was very important, if not critical in several instances.  But in three 

cases the assistance of the archivist could have been dispensed with and the 

subjects would still have had a quality researcher experience in terms of searching 

for and employing relevant materials.  Subject #s 2, 3 and 4 could likely have 

functioned effectively given better support.  Subject #2 would have been aided by 

better instructions in the finding aid on how to use it, and signage would have 

smoothed out problems experienced by Subject #s 3 and 4.  It is no coincidence 

                                                 
46 Conway, 54. 
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that these three had prior experience, training and that in addition, Subject #s 3 

and 4 had extensive support groups, in the case of Subject #3, a genealogy/local 

history group and in the case of Subject #4, a railroad enthusiasts group.  In such 

groups members pass on valuable experience, which both Subject #s 3 and 4 

acknowledged.   

Still, the quality of the experience of all the subjects in this study could 

have been enhanced by archives staff making improvements in their delivery of 

their service.  Ensuring that a brief reference interview that probed beyond the 

basics was conducted with every researcher, instead of only those who expressed 

interest, would have been both appropriate and useful.47  Simple explanations of 

bureaucratic requirements were appreciated by the audiences in every case (such 

as with Subject #s 9 and 13 and 14), and help to lessen the mysterious barriers 

that exist in archives.  Explanations of why certain things occurred (Governmental 

Archives Y not having the records Subject #8 sought) or did not occur (Subject #1 

not being allowed to use the microfilm reader) were equally important.  Subject 

#8 was perfectly satisfied with the explanation he was given of why materials did 

not exist in Governmental Archives Y on his area of interest, while Subject #1 

never did understand or appreciate why he was not allowed onto the microfilm 

reader. 

When the archivist at Private Archives Z did not inform Subject #1 that 

the Archives closed at five and that she had to leave for a reason, she found it 

almost impossible to get him to leave.  When she told Subject #6 that the reason 
                                                 
47 Posing the question, “did you find everything you needed?” when the archivist is not aware of 
the outcome of the search while not relevant in these situations, is an effective way of following 
up a reference interview after the researcher has perused materials and is heading out the door. 
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the archives was closing on time was so that the Archivist could meet an 

engagement elsewhere at six, Subject #6 was both understanding and accepting, 

even though she too, like Subject #1, desired to stay beyond the working day.  

Beyond these two improvements, however, the staff in most cases were 

responsive and for the most part, appreciated. 
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Chapter 6:  Conclusion 

This study set out to describe the source-seeking experience in archives 

from the point of view of users in an attempt to answer the question, “what do in-

person archival researchers experience when seeking archival sources?”  

Employing a framework and cognitive theories used in the field of 

educational psychology as a lens, this dissertation described that experience and 

generated a list of elements most relevant to the experience  as a basis for deeper 

understanding.  The particular framework that was chosen was one that 

educational psychologist J.D. Bransford originally employed to examine the 

learner.  It was chosen to assist in identifying, and assigning meaning to, the 

elements most relevant to the source-seeking experience.  Barney Glaser and 

Anselm Strauss in their seminal work Discovery of Grounded Theory (1967), 

suggested that for qualitative studies researchers should allow the categories of 

interest to rise directly from the data.  But the strength of using a framework for 

this investigation rather than a strictly grounded theory approach lay in the ability 

to employ J.D. Bransford’s explorations and thinking about cognition and its 

application to a learning experience.  Because while the archival profession may 

alter its descriptive habits and refine its reference techniques to improve the 

source-seeking experience, researchers still will need to learn about the nature of 

archival materials and their finding aid surrogates in order to employ them 

effectively.  Ultimately, however many changes the archival profession makes, 
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the majority of in-person users will be learners, albeit at a much later date than 

persons normally learn to use libraries. 

Bransford advocated a holistic approach to understanding what learners 

were experiencing in a given situation.  He felt it was not possible adequately to 

understand the situation without balancing the characteristics of the learner with 

the nature of the materials to be learned, the learning activities and the criterial 

tasks.  Interestingly, Bransford himself as co-author of a very recent work added 

the environment and the teacher to the picture.1  He spoke of the role of the 

teachers in a “learner centered classroom,” and stated that “learning is influenced 

in fundamental ways by the context in which it takes place.”2  Thus this 

dissertation employed Bransford’s revised framework, adapting it to the archival 

experience.  As source-seeking strategies and tests of relevance were most closely 

allied to the researcher, these were treated together with the characteristics of the 

researcher. 

Another reason that a framework that provided categories of possible 

interest was chosen was because little work has been done on archival users and 

the source-seeking process, making it difficult to only employ systematic 

comparison as suggested by Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin , where as part of  

 

 
                                                 
1 John D. Bransford, Ann L. Brown, and Rodney R. Cocking, eds.  How People Learn: Brain, 
Mind, Experience, and School (Washington, D.C.: National Research Council, 2000).  In this 
book, Bransford discusses designing classroom environments to “optimize learning.”  His thinking 
centres more on social and cultural changes to the classroom environment than to the physical 
environment, however it may be argued that he is considering the context in which learning is 
taking place.  Bransford also discussed the role of the teacher in this later work. 
2 Ibid., 25. 
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the grounded theory methodology the researcher would compare: 

an incident in the data to one recalled from experience or from the 
literature.  The purpose of this comparison is to sensitize the researcher to 
properties and dimensions in the data that might have been overlooked 
because the researcher did not know what he or she was looking for.3 

Thus specific instances of the various components of the framework were 

sought and layered together to create a multi-faceted picture of the in-person 

archival user source-seeking experience.  While this is an entirely new approach 

in the field of archives, the application of educational psychology to archival 

users is extremely fruitful and suggestive of possible solutions to problems and 

difficulties that users experienced. 

Once the framework was chosen, the methodology was chosen to 

complement the framework.  This study employed a multi-site, multi-method, 

non-participatory engagement, triangulating data gathered by interviewing, 

observing, encouraging think-aloud protocols, and examining videos filmed at, 

and documentation created by, the three institutions, Academic Archives X, 

Governmental Archives Y, and Private Archives Z. A quasi-experimental video of 

a source-seeking experience and the investigator’s own personal researcher 

experiences at the participating repositories were used as a basis to draw up the 

first set of questions.  Multiple sites were chosen because it was anticipated that 

there might be certain types of users drawn to a particular type of repository.  This 

                                                 
3 Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin, Basics of Qualitative Research: Techniques and Procedures 
for Developing Grounded Theory, 2d ed. (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 1998), 95. 
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was found to be the case.  For instance, the governmental archives attracted a type 

of researcher that did not show up in either of the other archives: legal 

researchers.  Given the nature of the research they conduct, such researchers, it 

might be supposed, would have fewer occasions to cross the boundaries into non-

governmental repositories.  One might argue that “genealogists for hire” and 

researchers employed by historians are approximate equivalents to the legal 

researchers, and the two former types of researcher do show up at the academic 

and private repositories.  Both, however, usually work freelance, rather than being 

hired full-time; the legal researchers were very conscious that they were working 

for an organization and were usually hurrying to meet critical deadlines.  

Unfortunately, because for them time is money, none would agree to participate in 

this study.  A non-participant engagement was selected to lessen the tendency of 

the investigator to interfere in the process or be drawn in by researchers.  As it 

was, the investigator experienced some difficulties in determining when it was 

ethical to step into the process.  This occurred in only a few instances.4 

Purposive selection of subjects was made to ensure that subjects covered 

the range of profiles developed by many surveys of the archival user population 

conducted by previous researchers, and in order that the subjects embarked on a 

fresh task, if they had been at the institution before, so that the investigator could 

witness the experience from start to finish in a single, chronologically contiguous 

episode.  Observations continued until replication of data began to occur.  

                                                 
4 In one instance, however, the two subjects, #s 13 and 14, could not find the microfilms they 
desired on the 2nd floor of Academic Archives X.  The investigator stepped in twice to give them a 
hint as to what to look for, but it was difficult to know at the time whether this was unnecessary 
interference. 
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Employing the framework, this dissertation focused in particular on four 

aspects affecting the source seeking experience: the physical and sociocultural 

environment; the characteristics of the researcher (including the source-seeking 

strategies and the tests of relevance); the nature of the archival materials and the 

finding aids; and the role of the archivist.  

This study had several limitations.  In terms of observer preconceptions, it 

was anticipated, based upon personal experience and the experience of Student X, 

that physically finding the various archives would be a problem for users, but 

such was not found to be the case except with Governmental Archives Y, when 

researchers were already in the building. Since many of the researchers had 

limited time to access the archives, the interviews, particularly the initial talk 

before they entered, often felt rushed.  The users exuded an air of anxiety that 

interfered with the interview process.  Once the archives had closed, however, the 

subjects relaxed, and the interviews were longer and more detailed.  Those who 

came well before closing were usually at liberty to come during the day and so 

were not hurrying.  Also, there was a general paucity of in-person researchers at 

two of the institutions, Governmental Archives Y and Private Archives Z.  In any 

archives, the number of in-person researchers can fluctuate wildly from week to 

week; this point was made by archivists at both institutions.  Over fifteen years of 

close observation of user statistics at the investigator’s own home repositories 

bears this out.  Only Academic Archives X had a steady stream of visitors.  Being 

summer, however, many of those were merely continuing visits begun a 

considerable time before, therefore excluding them from the study.  Because the 
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researchers were working on records that they had already located before, their 

source-seeking was minimal.  

Finally, the archives staff were definitely influenced by the presence of the 

investigator, even though interaction by the investigator was “relatively constant 

and non-interactive.”  For instance, during an observation at Academic Archives 

X, the phone rang.  The archivist noted that he was supposed to answer the phone, 

but he let it ring through to the answering machine, probably so that the flow of 

the observation would not be interrupted.5  During a more natural occurrence, 

however, likely the reference interview would have been interrupted, breaking up 

trains of thought and interfering in the communication process.  The investigator 

got the sense that the archivists in the study felt slightly awkward having another 

archivist watching them, such as in the case when one archivist was trying to 

persuade Subject #1 to leave Private Archives Z. On the whole however the 

archivists’ behavior did not seem to differ significantly from observations made 

outside of the time the subjects were there, or indeed from times when the 

investigator was doing her own archival research.  In contrast to the archival staff, 

the researchers seemed to be quite unaffected by the presence of the investigator.  

Many of them expressed personal interest in the project and seemed eager to 

participate even when they were in a hurry.  Even those who were disqualified by 

virtue of their continuing a research project were keen to express their views of 

the experience.   

                                                 
5 This took place at Academic Archives X. 
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The one aspect of the experience that seemed difficult for the subjects to 

grasp was the use of think-aloud protocols.  Although they tried, many of the 

subjects would forget to think aloud when viewing the various finding aids, or 

would begin and then would lapse into silence.  Only Subject #s 2, 13 and 14 

thought aloud without frequent prompting.  Subject #s 13 and 14 were helping 

each other look through the various materials and finding aids, which 

considerably aided the process. 

 

THE ARCHIVAL RESEARCH EXPERIENCE 

Although in the past the archival world has been preoccupied with the 

records for which it is responsible, a growing concern for the user is capturing the 

interest of working archivists.  Studies coming out of schools of archival science 

in Canada and the United States are reinforcing this concern.  The key to this shift 

in interest has been the acknowledgement that, while use cannot take place in the 

absence of authentic and reliable records, such records need not be captured if 

there is little possibility for their use.  Ian Wilson of the Archives of Ontario 

stated that “use and related communications tend to come last in archival 

thinking… we need to move it from last to rank it with the first.”6  Archival 

educator Ann Pederson concurred, feeling that archivists have two equally 

important responsibilities, the first being to identify, acquire and preserve records 

                                                 
6 Ian Wilson, “Strategies for Communication,” Journal of the Society of Archivists 16 (1995): 68. 
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of lasting value, and the second, to make them available for use.7  If use is 

important, then users are deserving of as much attention as the archival record. 

One aspect of the behavior of users in archives that particularly warrants 

attention is understanding their comprehension of source-seeking, since archives 

have a unique search protocol.   The actual source-seeking experience begins once 

researchers have determined that they have information needs that might be met 

by consulting documentary sources of some kind, and have decided that an 

archives might have something of interest to their topic of study.  The researchers’ 

first step must be to decide which repository to approach.  Then they must 

approach the repository, either by an intermediary medium, such as phone, fax, 

letter or email, or in person.  Sometimes they will contact the archives and then 

follow their initial remote contact with an in-person visit.  If this is the case, they 

will enter the institution, fulfill any registration and security requirements, and 

then begin their search for sources by consulting an archivist or finding aids or 

both.  If they employ finding aids, then they will peruse document surrogates 

from which they will select to bring out the originals.  Once they have selected 

materials to view, they will use tests of relevance to determine whether what they 

selected meets their needs.  These are the individual components of the source-

seeking process. 

 

                                                 
7 Ann Pederson, “User Education and Public Relations,” in Keeping Archives, ed. J. Ellis 
(Melbourne, 1993). 
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THE PHYSICAL AND SOCIOCULTURAL ENVIRONMENT 

The first aspect of the archival source-seeking experience that was 

investigated was the physical and sociocultural environment.  Seven elements in 

particular were considered: 1) wayfinding and the use of cognitive mapping, or 

the ability of researchers to employ their cognitive abilities to physically find their 

way both to an archives and within a repository; 2) layout and size of space, that 

is, the way in which an archives is physically oriented and the amount of space 

available for movement within an archives; 3) objects, such as furniture, 

equipment and supplies; 4) people (in relation to density) and how crowding or 

lack of crowding affect the research experience; 5) atmospheric elements such as 

temperature, air quality and noise; 6) time, both the time in which the source-

seeking takes place and the researchers’ perception of time; and 7) culture, the 

sociocultural understanding of both researchers and archivists of the setting and 

the roles of each of the parties.   

Although users in this study avoided anticipated difficulties with the 

physical environment in part by relying on archivists, they did encounter a few 

problems.  The principal problem for the majority of the researchers participating 

in this study was a lack of time in which to do their research.  Those with little or 

no prior experience clearly underestimated the time they would need to do 

archival research, but in many cases the lack of time occurred because the 

researchers worked the same hours the archives were open.  Lack of clear and 

easily seen signage caused difficulties in various situations, both in finding 

microfilms in Academic Archives X and in finding the inside entrance of 
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Governmental Archives Y.  Another situation that proved problematical for 

researchers was obtaining and employing materials received from the archives, 

such as microfilms and photocopies. Particularly Subject #s 2 and 5 expressed 

some dissatisfaction with these materials, stating that the quality of the copies 

they had obtained was poor.  Why the photocopies and microfilms proved to be so 

important to these researchers tied back in part to their reliance on these two 

media to overcome the difficulties in accessing the archives during business 

hours.  Researchers do a great deal of copying so that they can examine or refer 

back to materials after they have left the repository; likewise they want to access 

archival documents on microfilm so that they can view the materials over a 

greater length of time when it is convenient for them to do so.  Finally, some 

problems were experienced by researchers coming to Governmental Archives Y 

in finding and paying for long-term parking; several subjects took chances by 

parking in spaces in the front of the facility, employing spaces that were not 

reserved for visitors or for which they did not obtain parking passes.8 

In terms of the sociocultural milieu novices expressed a tentative 

uncertainty regarding whether they had a right to the services of the archives they 

were visiting.  These uncertainties were alleviated somewhat, but not totally 

removed, by explanations provided by the archival staff.  In the case of Subject 

#1, an explanation by the archivist of how to search for records in the archives did 

not substantially clarify the misconception the subject held about the process.  
                                                 
8 Although none of the visitors visiting the archives during the period of observation had any 
physical disabilities that would have affected their research experience, all of the archives in this 
study had made several accommodations for persons with mobility impairment, as required by 
law.  Persons with hearing or vision impairment, however, likely would need to rely on personal 
researchers to assist them.   
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Even though he had been told that no list of  Browns existed, he said, “’Cause all 

I want to do is pull up Brown’s name, on Tom. D. Brown.”  When asked by the 

investigator after he left the archives whether he had any questions about looking 

for records, he stated: “I think [that] what I’ve got to come and do – is discover 

what questions to ask and what different boxes to go through.”  This comment 

indicated that Subject #1 really had not understood what the source-seeking 

process was about, although he did not foresee himself taking over the process in 

the future.  Overall, outside of time, however, the users neither expressed nor 

seemed to experience many significant problems with the physical and 

sociocultural environments. 

Although subjects in this study experienced only relatively minor 

problems with the physical environment, this occurred in part because they were 

not left by staff members to flounder on their own.  Such small problems as were 

experienced by the subjects in this study, however, can be exacerbated when users 

must tackle the archives by themselves, as indicated in several user surveys, 

notably that of the Archives of Ontario.  Several remedies to the problems noted 

in this study, drawn from the field of educational psychology, suggest themselves.  

First, in terms of wayfinding and cognitive mapping, whether in a purpose-built 

structure or as part of another institution, archives must provide signage so that 

persons who arrive by public transport or private vehicle or other means can find 

the repository easily.  If archives are located within part of a building, adequate 

signage must make clear where the archives is situated inside the facility and how 

to get there.  
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In cases in which multiple choices of action are available upon entering an 

archives, signage that helps the viewer make a decision can make a significant 

impact.   Returning to the restaurant analogy, upon walking into a restaurant and 

reading a sign that says “Please be seated,” or “Please wait to be seated,” all 

uncertainty vanishes from visitors.  The patrons know what is required of them.  

Further, if the sign has asked them to wait but no maître d’ arrives, the visitors 

know to look for a restaurant employee to seat them rather than sitting down and 

being overlooked or ignored by the wait staff.  At Academic Archives X, clear 

signage instructing users to sign in worked particularly well in getting users 

started until a staff member was free to assist them.  When designing the Family 

Record Centre in England, a series of display boards was created to acquaint new 

researchers to family history and the records of the facility.9  The boards were a 

graphic representation that laid out the resources to new researchers.  Archivist 

Iain Watt attributed a sharp increase in use (from 6,748 visits per month in 

1996/97 to 12,000 per month as of 2000) to such improvements to the reading 

rooms.  

Once inside an archives, researchers are assisted by having clear 

boundaries established between different activity areas.10  Clear delineation 

between the finding aids and the researcher area in Governmental Archives Y, for 

example, would assist patrons in employing the photograph indexes which 

possibly because of space problems are kept separate from the rest of the finding 

                                                 
9 Iain Watt, “The Family Records Centre: Government Joins-Up (sic) to Serve the Family History 
Researcher,” Archivum 45 (2000): 233-49. 
10 Robert Gifford, Environmental Psychology: Principles and Practice.  Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 
Inc., 1987. 
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aids.  Being able to physically map their progress helps to prompt users through 

the different steps in source seeking, such as visiting the index area first, which in 

turn leads them to a finding aid area to look for sources, then to the area where 

recalls of material are made, and so on.  When different activity areas are 

intertwined, users have difficulties in determining whether they have completed 

the proper steps.  Even staff members at Academic Archives X expressed 

difficulty in employing the finding aids and indexes because the two had been 

mixed together and changes to the previous arrangement had affected the staff 

members’ recall which was predicated on the location of each tool.11 

It is useful for archivists to observe research conducted in their own 

repository to see where problems with the physical environment may lie.  If staff 

see that researchers hesitate before approaching the door to the archives, then 

more prominent signage that welcomes visitors to the archives may be needed.  If 

users do not come straight to the primary reference point, then signage that 

indicates that they are to proceed to this point is warranted, or perhaps the layout 

of the room could be improved so that researchers are naturally led to the point 

where they need to go.  It is clear, however, that both the physical and 

sociocultural environment can affect researchers, even if the effects are mitigated 

by the characteristics of the researcher (such as employing prior knowledge), or 

by the presence of the archivist.  Even effective employment of finding aids can 

be negatively or positively affected by the environment, as was seen with Subject 

#10 and the photographic aids at Governmental Archives Y. 
                                                 
11 The archivist at Academic Archives X came over to show Subject #s 13 and 14 how to use the 
biographical clippings files and accidentally walked right by the files.  Embarrassed, he said, “I –
uh, we recently shifted our cabinets – I went to the old location, and they’re all over here now.” 
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THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESEARCHER 

The second aspect of the source-seeking experience examined was the 

characteristics of the researchers themselves.  Previous studies have indicated that 

in the last approximately twenty-five years, the user public sharply changed from 

one primarily composed of scholars and graduate students to a mixed population 

with a high percentage of genealogists.  More visitors were coming to archives to 

pursue personal or, as Paul Conway described, “avocational” interests.  The 

overall numbers of visitors increased as a result of this influx of new users.  These 

new researchers had specifically different needs from the previous select 

researcher public.   We have seen already in this study that this new public has 

been negatively affected by the hours that archives traditionally keep. 

While the composition of the researcher public has changed, the way that 

most researchers find an archives seems to have changed little over the years.  A 

number of studies have shown that most researchers come to archives on the 

strength of recommendations from colleagues or others.  The next largest number 

come to archives having identified desired material in citations in published 

material.  With only one exception, guides to holdings generally are not used, the 

exception being thematic or subject guides that Canadian scholars of women’s 

history indicated that they employed.12 These are the characteristics of researchers 

that have been studied to date.  More work needs to be done to ascertain how 

users come to decide that an archives might assist them in their endeavors in the 
                                                 
12 Diane L. Beattie, “An Archival User Study: Researchers in the Field of Women’s History,” 
Archivaria 29 (Winter 1989-90): 33-50. 
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first place, and to discover why researchers choose colleagues and citations over 

other methods.  Perhaps it stems from a perception that less time is wasted by 

consulting others directly; they are able to direct one accurately to the proper 

repository.  Additionally, users may feel that by consulting trusted colleagues, 

they will be guaranteed a certain level of quality in their research experience.  

Their colleagues would send them only to reputable places with good or likely 

sources.  Certainly these questions need to be pursued further. 

Examining the global profile of the researchers of this study, we can make 

some observations.  First of all, almost all the subjects had high levels of 

education, with the exception of the seventy-nine year old retired genealogist, 

Subject #11, who joked that she must have gone to primary school because she 

could read and write.  Unfortunately, surveys of various populations of archives 

users have never investigated this particular aspect.  Many researchers, such as 

Mark Stevens, Barbara Orbach and Diane Beattie, focussed on only historians, 

who might be presumed to have at least a Masters and more likely a Ph.D. in 

history or a related field.  Paul Conway, who studied those who use the National 

Archives and Records Administration, categorized the users by project.  Even 

L.S. Principe’s exhaustive study of “common man” researchers, as she termed 

them, did not identify subjects according to their level of education, but their 

occupations.  One might speculate that the majority of retired genealogists will 

have only basic education just because of their sheer numbers, but then they are 

often supported by genealogical societies which provide instruction and useful 

approaches for doing genealogical research in archives.  This might smooth their 
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entry.  Are individuals without support societies, with only basic high-school 

level education, comfortable in coming to archives?  Are they even aware of 

archives as a resource for subjects of interest?  The aspect of education is worth 

investigating further.   

In terms of backgrounds in research and training, the subjects had a wide 

variety of experience in archival repositories.  Subject # 1 had never been in an 

archives before, Subject #7 did not know what an archives was so was not sure 

whether she had been in one before or not but probably, given her exit interview 

comments, she had not been to an archives before, and Subject #s 13 and 14 had 

just been to another local archives a couple days before for the first time in their 

lives.  Subject #s 5 and 8 were both working in the historical arena, Subject #5 as 

a historical site manager and Subject #8 as a cultural resources consultant.  Both 

had considerable experience in historical research and archival training.  Subject 

#s 3, 10, 11 and 12 were all experienced genealogical researchers with no archival 

training, whereas in comparison Subject #9 was a relatively inexperienced 

genealogical researcher.  She also lacked archival training.  Subject #4 was an 

enthusiastic hobbyist with considerable experience researching railways and some 

archival training.  Subject #6 was a current student doing research for her Masters 

thesis, and Subject #2 was a professor researching a book; both had considerable 

experience and some training in archives.   

Obviously, those with training in archives were in a much better position 

to participate meaningfully in their source-seeking experience than those who had 

none.  It is not a coincidence that the most sophisticated understanding of archival 
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sources came from Subject #8, the cultural consultant, who was the only subject 

with extensive archival training.  However, it can be seen that extensive 

knowledge of their area of interest (genealogy), assisted Subject #s 3, 10, 11, and 

12 to function effectively and comfortably, if perhaps not optimally, in the 

archival environment.  Bransford refers to this phenomenon when he discusses the 

differences between experts and novices: “experts have acquired extensive 

knowledge that affects what they notice and how they organize, represent, and 

interpret information in their environment.”13  This would explain why Subject 

#10 was able to spot the photographic finding aids in Government Archives Y – 

another person less familiar with the process of seeking genealogical sources 

would probably not have noticed the aids sitting on the shelf. 

The topics of study of the subjects ranged from genealogy to the 

construction of a historic landscape typical of a certain period.  The topics were 

both broad, such as all ancestors of one of the subjects, to extremely narrow, the 

preference of X state in awarding money to a prestigious state university.  In 

several cases, particularly with Subject #s 10, 11 and 12 and #s 13 and 14, the 

researchers had both broad goals and narrow goals; all of them wanted general 

information about their ancestors, but in the case of the first group, #s 10, 11 and 

12, the users wanted to find the location of a specific gas station in X city in the 

1950s, and #s 13 and 14 wanted to locate a picture of a specific cottage that had 

burned down some considerable time before their search.  The structure of their 

topics affected how they would be able to answer their question(s).  The 

                                                 
13 Bransford, Brown and Cocking, “How People Learn,” 31. 
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narrowness and a specific desired outcome of Subject #7’s topic increased her 

difficulty in finding sources.  Subject #5 had an equally specific topic, but did not 

have a preordained outcome in mind, therefore she was able to alter her topic and 

employ all sources that might provide any information at all rather than ones 

which just supported her original goal. 

The majority were doing research for themselves although Subject #3 

actually was conducting a genealogical search for a distant relative.  This had 

implications for the subjects’ motivation and whether it was intrinsic or extrinsic.  

Two of the students, Subject #s 6 and 7, were conducting research for school.  

Subject #6 chose her own topic, whereas it sounded as if Subject #7 had her topic 

imposed by her course.  Subject #s 5 and 8 were searching for information for 

work purposes, with Subject #8 intending to turn his research over to a third party 

as part of his job as external consultant to a project.  The professor, Subject #2, 

was doing research for a book, which might be considered as part of her work.  

The remainder had personal projects that they were pursuing. 

In terms of whether the subjects were successful in their searches, the 

majority found something of interest, although not necessarily what they came to 

find.  Subject #s 13 and 14 found several leads, but did not have time to do any 

actual research as they had miscalculated how long the research process would 

take them and simply ran out of time.  They were resigned but not distressed at 

not having found what they had come for, and determined to return at a later time.  

Subject #8 was the only researcher who found out immediately in the reference 
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interview that there was nothing in the Archives that would assist him with his 

topic of study. 

In drawing conclusions about the characteristics of the researchers in this 

study, this dissertation discovered that the archival researchers in general 

presented a positive attitude which helped carry them through what was 

sometimes a prolonged and potentially frustrating experience of looking for 

sources of information.  Those who were personally or intrinsically motivated and 

who had some control over their research agenda in general were more inclined to 

persist in their research.  Prior knowledge of search procedures was found to be 

fairly low among subjects in the study.  Those who had a high domain knowledge 

of a particular topic, however, were able to absorb new information about the 

subject in which they expressed interest more easily than those who did not have 

this knowledge. 

Beyond researcher characteristics, the source-seeking strategies of 

attention and metacognition provided some contrasting results.  Few of the 

subjects seemed to show signs of being affected by elements that might have been 

expected to impede their ability to concentrate, such as noise.  They were able to 

concentrate on what they were told by staff and the finding aids and archival 

materials, ignoring other researchers, telephones, computers, staff talking with 

each other, and so on.14  These users expressed a variety of metacognitive 

strategies.  Two researchers commented on the strength of serendipitous 

                                                 
14 The investigator has observed this phenomena quite frequently in her home institutions, and has 
never failed to be puzzled by it.  In over fifteen years of observing researchers, only one 
researcher, a historian, actually complained of having trouble concentrating.  Few exhibited any 
physical signs of difficulty concentrating, yet archives can many times be exceedingly noisy. 
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encounters in searching for materials, and another noted how she kept track of the 

sources she found and how she forced herself to be methodical so as not to 

become confused and thereby miss any potential leads.  In terms of employing 

tests of relevancy in determining whether or not a source would be consulted, 

researchers tended to be guided by their past experience, where they had such 

experience, and by the paucity of material, generally relating to the period of their 

enquiry – the earlier the time period they were researching, the fewer the available 

materials and the greater the necessity to pursue tenuous sources.  Subject #5, for 

instance, was forced to extend her search in terms of type of garden and plantings 

in order to find appropriate landscaping for her particular time period. 

If we broaden our examination to all users in general, researchers 

unfamiliar with archives as Hugh Taylor noted, need to find answers to such 

unspoken questions as: “is this the place to have my question answered?” “How 

should I communicate in this environment?” “Can I find my way around?”  and 

“How much am I supposed to know already?”15  New users need to become 

confident and familiar with the expectations of this new environment.  

Experienced users also need to feel comfortable with their surroundings.  In this 

study, the sharp contrast between the behavior and attitude of neophyte 

researchers Subject #s 1 and 7 on the one hand, and Subject #s 13 and 14 on the 

other, might be traced back to whether they knew the answer to Taylor’s first 

question, “is this the place to have my question answered?”  By phoning ahead, 

Subject #s 13 and 14 already had received their answers before they got to their 

                                                 
15 Taylor, Hugh.  Archival Services and the Concept of the User: A RAMP Study.  Paris: 
UNESCO, 1984, p. 22. 
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archives.  Subject # 1 was directed to the archives by a suggestion of another 

person who might or might not have had accurate information.  Subject # 7 found 

her own way to the archives, relying on her own ideas of what the archives might 

hold.  Hence neither subject was entirely certain of his or her right to be there.  

Subject #s 13 and 14, however, were sent to the archives by a historic 

governmental agency.  Thus they knew that they had a right to be there and that 

Academic Archives X was the place to have their questions answered.  

Accordingly, they acted far more comfortably in the new environment than either 

Subject # 1 or #7. 

Subject #s 13 and 14 also demonstrated a tentative interest in learning how 

to search for themselves, when they engaged in the exercise of naming the various 

resources that they were shown that afternoon.   “Motivation, performance, and 

development will be maximized within social contexts that provide people the 

opportunity to satisfy their basic psychological needs for competence, relatedness, 

and autonomy.”16  In an archival context, this means that users can satisfy their 

basic needs for competence, relatedness and autonomy if they are given the tools 

to be independent in searching for and employing the holdings of an archives.  It 

is best when researchers have a mastery orientation in order to learn the skills of 

source-seeking, and when they improve their performance through development 

of task-involved goals and self-referenced criteria for success.17  Since they are 

                                                 
16 Ibid., 327-8. 
17 Melinda A. Solmon, “Impact of Motivational Climate on Students’ Behaviors and Perceptions 
in a Physical Education Setting,” Journal of Educational Psychology 88 (1996): 731-8. 
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learning the source-seeking skill to enhance their ability to find relevant materials 

for their projects, most researchers are self or intrinsically motivated to learn.18  

The metacognitive strategies that researchers employed in this study 

seemed to be useful to them; this is a complementary strategy that archivists could 

promote to other researchers that would assist those users during the source-

seeking process.  “Metacognition involves motivational dynamics as well as 

cognitive knowledge”; thus experienced users who are well motivated to learn 

source-seeking, such as genealogists who know that they will be doing much 

searching in many different repositories, will exhibit cognitive self-knowledge or 

knowledge about how they think and how they absorb information.19  They will 

use strategies that are based in part on this cognitive self-knowledge.  Such 

strategies are important in both the learning and the searching processes.  Subject 

#12 was quite aware of how she and the other two women approached the 

materials they found: “…we enjoy reading things about the areas too.  Everything 

that we go through [is interesting] even if it doesn’t directly [connect to our 

family.]” 

Such self-awareness can be employed by novices to help them master the 

new source-seeking skill.  Archivists can prompt the use of such metacognitive 

strategies by novice source seekers during more extended orientations, 

encouraging the novices to plan and monitor what they are learning about the 

                                                 
18 Mark R. Lepper and Melinda Hodell, “Intrinsic Motivation in the Classroom,” in Research on 
Motivation in Education Vol. 3: Goals and Cognitions, ed. C. Ames and R. Ames, 73-105 (San 
Diego: Academic Press, 1989). 
19 Scott G. Paris and Peter Winograd, “How Metacognition Can Promote Academic Learning and 
Instruction,” in Dimensions of Thinking and Cognitive Instruction, ed. B.F. Jones and L. Idol, 15-
51 (Hillsdale, N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1990). 
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source seeking system as they make their way through it.  The traits and strategies 

exhibited and employed by these researchers affected their abilities to navigate 

through the physical and socio-cultural environment, the finding aids, and assisted 

them during their contact with archival staff.  In the end, however, all of the users 

in this study benefited or would have benefited from archival assistance.  Subject 

#s 2, 3 and 4, however, show that it is possible, with training (Subject # 2), 

experience (Subject #s 2 and 3) and support groups (Subject #s 3 and 4), for 

researchers to be wholly independent. 

 

ARCHIVAL MATERIALS/FINDING AIDS 

The third area of consideration in the source-seeking experience was the 

nature of archival material and the finding aid.  The nature of archival materials 

affects the creation of finding aids, and this presents a number of challenges to 

researchers.  Archives, or records, are intellectually described according to their 

creator, and the myriad subjects covered by an individual’s or an organizations’ 

records are inferred by the activities and functions of the creating individual or 

organization.  Because of security and preservation concerns, access to records is 

limited; researchers must employ an intermediary to locate and pull any and all 

materials in which they are interested.  This means that there can be significant 

time delays between requests and seeing the materials; there is no possibility of 

browsing like documents; very limited subject access impedes subject searching; 

and individual documents must be discovered by the researcher because archives 

rarely, if ever, have the resources to describe to the item level.  Added to these 
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challenges are non-standardized finding aid systems, enormous back-logs of 

unarranged and undescribed materials, and various social, financial and political 

pressures that force archives to treat various materials differently.  Beyond 

dealing with these inherent difficulties, users must be able to employ finding aids 

by extracting relevant information based upon their understanding of how the 

finding aids reflect the archival material.   

Researchers in this study presented varying levels of understanding of how 

to use finding aids, based in part on their understanding of the nature of archival 

materials and in part on the particular protocols offered by the different finding 

aids.  Many research subjects indicated that they preferred to see lists relating to 

their topic, and that searching would be much easier if “everything were 

computerized,” meaning in some cases that the actual documents were on the 

computer and in other cases that the descriptions of all the archival documents 

were on the computer, and thus each could be searched employing the capabilities 

of a computer.  Recall protocols presented problems only in one case, that of 

Subject #4 and the X Maps, although Subject #s 13 and 14 avoided difficulties 

because of the assistance of the archivist.  While the subjects were aware of the 

necessity of using finding aids, their reactions to them were mixed.  The subjects 

tended to be fairly uncritical of all aspects of their archival experience, but 

determining what finding aids to use and how to use them seemed to evoke a 

negative response.  This was supported in user surveys conducted by various 

archives.  
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Archivist Janice E. Ruth stated that the exact design of the ideal 

descriptive system was not clear.20  But perhaps the problem lies in trying to 

create a single system.  Finding aid systems that are geared toward archivists 

cannot entirely meet the needs of researchers.  As Canadian archivists Gabrielle 

Blais and David Enns noted: 

the emphasis on individualized service has diverted the attention of 
archivists to some degree away from the production of finding aids that 
are capable of standing alone: that is, reference tools which respond to the 
needs of users rather than the administrative requirements of archivists, 
and which will lessen user dependence on archivists.”21   

Charles Dollar pointed out that “archives described exclusively in terms of 

provenance or function may severely limit access to all but the most experienced 

and informed users.”22  This view was supported by Michael Stevens, who 

pointed out that excluding subject terms from guides causes difficulties for those 

who search by subject. 

Some authors have suggested that a way to make researchers independent 

is to provide researchers with subject instead of provenancial access.  The 

conclusion from such a recommendation is that forcing users to employ 

provenance is not appropriate or useful, that they use provenancial searching only 

because they have learned that that is how one needs to access materials in 

archives.  This begs the question: why is provenancial searching considered not 

appropriate when, in fact, it is entirely useful?   Writers sometimes hold up 

subject searching in the library system as a standard, but subject searching is an 
                                                 
20 Janice E. Ruth, “Educating the Reference Archivist,” American Archivist 51 (1988). 
21 Gabrielle Blais and David Enns, “From Paper Archives to People Archives: Public 
Programming in the Management of Archives,” Archivaria 31 (Winter 1990-91): 108. 
22 Ibid., 51. 
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entirely artificial protocol.  Users starting from a very young age are taught 

conventions for seeking library materials; there is nothing intuitive in looking for 

library materials by subject.  Were it a totally natural system, there would be no 

need to teach students year after year how to use it.  Any system is a protocol, and 

if provenancial access works for retrieving record material, why should it not be 

useful for users?  

The danger is in thinking that a system designed for experts (archivists) 

can be employed by novices without assistance, and that any one system meets 

the needs of all users.  As Jackie Dooley noted, traditionally archivists “have 

tended towards the view that access to archival records by provenance renders 

access by subject unnecessary.”23  But Diane Beattie has promoted the creation of 

more subject oriented guides, augmented by comprehensive subject indexes, as a 

way to meld provenancial and subject access to assist users.24  Charles Dollar felt 

that computers could be a solution to the dilemma of serving both archivists and 

users but only if the provenancial access were supplemented by subject access. 25  

For a start towards achieving this, archivists could employ more library-type 

subject indexing at the fonds level to augment users’ full-text keyword searches of 

fonds-level descriptions. And, as archives place their fonds-level descriptions and 

finding aids on the Web, they could also create theme-based web pages that bring 

together disparate fonds that contain information on the same topic.26  

                                                 
23 Jackie M. Dooley, “Subject Indexing in Context,” American Archivist 55 (Spring 1992): 345, 
quoted in Beattie, “Providing Access to Archives.”  
24 Beattie, “Researchers in Women’s History.”   
25 Dollar, “Quantitative History.”   
26 The investigator has pursued this at her home institution; there have been no indications as yet 
that this new approach has been successful. 
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Researchers then would have the option to search provenancially if they knew a 

name associated with the subject in which they were interested, or they could find 

a subject page and search the contents of the fonds listed there.  As one researcher 

said: “What matters most to the researcher is that the finding aids describe 

documents in as many ways as possible – by provenance, chronology, subject, 

genre, and author.”27  Archivists need to avoid a “black or white” polarity; the 

issue is not provenance versus subject access.  Researchers approach finding aids 

in myriad ways, and source-seeking systems need to reflect that reality.  

When augmenting provenancial access with subject access, archivists will 

need to keep standards in mind.  Beattie noted that the provision of subject access 

to archival holdings in North America was “informal, unstandardized, and 

haphazard at best.”28  Taylor pointed out that the late adoption of standards had in 

fact retarded the process of making researchers independent because only a 

person familiar with the idiosyncrasies of each system would be able to use it.  He 

felt that standardized description, however, and the “disciplined use of subject 

headings and thesaurus construction in indexing will improve the user’s capacity 

to carry out searches independently.”29  Unfortunately, archivists have not been 

able to depend upon a single facility to provide appropriate subject headings, as 

many libraries have depended upon such institutions as the Library of Congress 

                                                 
27 Lois More Overbeck, “Researching Literary Manuscripts: A Scholar’s Perspective.” American 
Archivist 56 (Winter 1993): 66. 
28 Dianne Beattie, “Retrieving the Irretrievable: Providing Access to “Hidden Groups” in 
Archives,” in Reference Services for Archives & Manuscripts (New York: The Haworth Press, 
1997), 85. 
29 Taylor added, however, that users would always rely on archivists to a certain extent because of 
the unique and specific content held in records.  Presumably, no mechanical process can replicate 
personal knowledge developed through working with the fonds. Ibid., 45. 
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and the Getty Institute to create and maintain subject headings and specialized 

thesauri.  This is because broad subject headings do not capture specific regional 

or local historical phenomena, the very things that archivists need to describe for 

their primary clientele.  While it is true that without creating one’s own 

specialized subject headings, many historical details will be lost in the indexing, 

broad subject headings can be refined sufficiently at least to offer neophyte 

researchers a place to start.  And employing standard subject headings will ensure 

that material is consistently retrieved. 

In addition to standardized subject access, other types of secondary 

finding aids can be produced. One of the significant observations Paul Conway 

made that arose from his findings at the National Archives and Records 

Administration was that global “meta-guides” needed to be produced which 

would outline all the different resources and access tools in the branches.  

Certainly this would have assisted Subject #s 5, 9, 13 and 14.  “Pathfinders,” 

which lay out the steps that library users must employ in doing research on a 

particular topic, also can be created to ease persons into a subject.  In the past 

archivists typically produced annotated lists of resources for their own use, and 

more recently have begun to produce the equivalent of pathfinders for 

genealogists.  Pathfinders for the general researcher population would lay out 

each of the broad categories of resources that could be used to search for a topic, 

with brief explanations of how to use these resources.  The pathfinder might say, 

for instance, that for archives acquired from 1972 to 1983, use the card 

catalogues, from 1984 to 1991 use the guide to holdings, and after 1991, employ 
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the computer database, and so on.  These could be focussed, however, to reach 

students or other target groups.  Elsie Freeman posed the question, “is it not 

possible… to write checklists aimed at users in specific disciplines from 

traditional finding aids?”30  The problem always has been to produce secondary 

finding aids when so many records lie unprocessed in archives.  When such 

additional aids will allow researchers of  particularly popular materials to search 

on their own, however, some time saved for processing should result. 

Even altering the layout of traditional finding aids could assist users to be 

more independent.  Educational psychologist Angela O’Donnell indicated that 

knowledge maps are a way of representing information in a global way, 

specifically employing graphics of node-link networks that link important 

concepts and that clearly lay out a series of relationships.31  Series and their links 

to a fonds easily could be laid out using this graphic tool.  When researchers are 

looking for a single piece of information among a variety of choices, knowledge 

maps are more facilitative of this process than texts.  Knowledge maps assist users 

in the selection of categories of information for inspection and extraction of 

information.  Thus, knowledge maps would assist in laying out complex 

relationships between fonds, sousfonds (or subfonds), series and subseries in a 

simple and straightforward way.  They could be used also to present the steps that 

users need to follow to do a thorough search for a particular topic. 

                                                 
30 Elsie T. Freeman, “In the Eye of the Beholder: Archives Administration from the User’s Point 
of View.” American Archivist 47 (Spring 1984): 121. 
31 Knowledge maps may be pictured as a series of shapes containing key concepts connected 
together to show relationships in a graphic way.  Angela O’Donnell, “Searching for Information in 
Knowledge Maps and Texts.” Contemporary Educational Psychology 18 (1993): 222-39. 
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Several studies found that students did not have good search strategies for 

extracting information from differentiated text; they did not employ the index, 

table of contents and glossary to assist them in finding the relevant information 

they required.32  Subject #7 was a classic example of this behavior when faced 

with the index to the proceedings of the legislature.  Yet these tools are needed in 

order to locate information efficiently, and the index, table of contents and 

glossary are the parts of complex finding aids that would aid student and adult 

researchers in selecting files to inspect.  Interestingly, arguably the most 

experienced, Subject #2, had difficulties reading one of the indexes she 

encountered at Private Archives Z.  At the very least, researchers must be able to 

utilize tables of contents and to distinguish component parts of the finding aid, 

such as the biographical note from the listing of series and file titles.  Just as 

Mariam Jean Dreher, among other educational researchers, has shown that 

teachers can guide students in learning to search, archivists can guide neophyte 

users in learning such vital search processes.33  Shortfalls in the educational 

system that allow students to leave school without these necessary life skills need 

to be supplemented where required by archivists. 

In the end, however, as many writers have noted, in the absence of good 

finding aids, researchers perforce must rely on archives staff. 

 
                                                 
32 For example see Mariam Jean Dreher and John T. Guthrie (1990) and R.J. Tierney (1982), 
quoted in Mariam Jean Dreher and John T. Guthrie, “Cognitive Processes in Textbook Chapter 
Search Tasks.” Reading Research Quarterly 25 (Fall 1990): 323-39. 
33 John Guthrie, Shelley Weber, and Nancy Kimmerly.  “Searching Documents: Cognitive 
Processes and Deficits in Understanding Graphs, Tables and Illustrations.” Contemporary 
Educational Psychology 18 (1993): 186-221 and Dreher and Guthrie, “Textbook Chapter Search 
Tasks,” 337. 
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THE ROLE OF THE ARCHIVIST: 

The fourth major component of the source-seeking experience is the 

archivist. Traditionally archivists have been the mediators between the users and 

the finding aids, and, ultimately, the records. We have seen that they have 

mediated between users and the environment as well.  This mediation has 

included a number of activities, from acquainting newcomers with the registration 

process, to mapping out search strategies for researchers to follow.  Other 

assistance, such as directing researchers to other facilities that might provide 

relevant records, or sketching out the relevant context of the records’ creation, 

may also be proffered by the archivists. 

In this study, researchers were given significant amounts of individual 

assistance, because, except for Academic Archives X, the archival repositories 

had relatively few physical visitors.  Where the users seemed to know exactly 

what materials they wanted, staff did not engage them in any type of research 

interview and did not provide them with assistance beyond the immediate.  

Neophytes in general tended to be uncertain about what assistance they had a 

right to expect from staff.  Experienced researchers had definite ideas about what 

they could expect, although notably in two cases (Subject #s 2 and 5), their 

expectations were significantly different from the reality they experienced the day 

of their participation in this study.  Both researchers in that case underestimated 

what the staff member could do for them.  Obviously when people understand the 

nature of the facility that they are visiting, they are more confident of the roles 

played by both the archivists and themselves.  Those who had experience in an 
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archives exhibited confidence, but at least in the cases of Subjects #2 and 5, their 

previous experiences led them astray.  In several cases, the expert searches 

conducted by the archivists for the users undoubtedly could not be replicated by 

any researchers, no matter how knowledgeable these users were of the topic of 

their study, as was the case with Subject #5 and her search for information on 

historic landscapes.  The assistance required an intimate familiarity with the 

many, in some cases tangential resources available through the archival facility.  

Most researchers expressed some sort of pleasure or appreciation of the assistance 

received, even when they did not find exactly what they were looking for.  While 

some of this no doubt derived from the researchers’ “pleasure in the hunt” as Paul 

Conway described it, the researchers who were under some pressure to find what 

they needed did not indicate particular enjoyment of hunting.  Subject #6 was 

delighted in what she received that would be useful to her study of benevolent 

societies. 

The interpersonal style of archivists can make a difference to the way 

users respond to them.  Just as Subject #s 10, 11, and 12 created a social 

community among themselves, so too do archivists.  “The social grouping of 

archivists permeates thinking especially by shaping the forms of reasoning and 

language use available to members of a community.”34  The use of specialized 

terminology achieves a high level of communication of sophisticated concepts 

and cements the social grouping.  But archivists need to be careful not to alienate 

users by employing this same jargon with persons who cannot be expected to 

                                                 
34 Ibid., 300. 
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know or appreciate the information it conveys.  Archivists often have to ask 

researchers to follow unwelcome procedures that sometimes appear trivial and 

boring, such as going through a registration process, relinquishing coats and bags, 

filling out request slips, signing for receipt of materials, and so on (such as with 

Subject #s 3 at Academic Archives X and #s 7 and 9 in particular at 

Governmental Archives Y).  Providing choices to individuals, or where such 

choices cannot be proffered, acknowledging the feelings of the person that the 

lack of choice exists assists people not only to absorb the instructions but also to 

accept them with a positive attitude, as was the case with Subject #9.  The users 

feel that they are in control, and this sense of self-determination allows the 

persons to internalize the instructions.35 

Adams and Bruce have argued that “effective comprehension depends on 

the learner having sufficient knowledge of the topic so that the words from which 

the text is built evoke the concepts necessary for understanding.”36  Users, in 

order to understand the terminology and concepts of archival searching, need to 

have a structure upon which they can build their understanding.   Archivists can 

provide this structure in two ways:  they can increase orientations to familiarize 

new users with the use of archives, and they can introduce into the educational 

process basic concepts of searching for records information by working closely 

with their colleagues in the school system. 

                                                 
35 Edward L. Deci, Robert J. Vallerand, Luc G. Pelletier and Richard M. Ryan. “Motivation and 
Education: The Self-Determination Perspective,” Educational Psychologist 26 (1991): 325-46. 
36 Walker, “Acquisition of Domain-Related Information,” 38. 
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Various authors have advocated this approach.  Gail R. Redmann noted 

that “many archivists have also discovered that improved finding aids and more 

attentive reference service can only be effective in conjunction with programs 

designed to educate archives users.”37  Janice E. Ruth agreed, stating that 

“archivists must assume greater responsibility for educating researchers about 

archival holdings and standard reference sources."38  In addition to training 

researchers about holdings, Tom Nesmith proposed that archivists could educate 

researchers “to follow provenance information to the location of documents and 

subject matter which interests them.”39  Like Nesmith, Paul Conway advocated 

increased training of users in basic research methodologies.  He found that user 

training, in particular, needed to be introduced early in the process of employing 

the archives.  Researchers who responded to his survey expressed significant 

misunderstandings about the scope and complexity of the National Archives’ 

holdings, though the researchers were already present at the archives.  Many did 

not realize that the holdings were not indexed by subject until well into the 

source-seeking process. 

After establishing the expectations for the basic user protocol, then 

archivists would guide users in learning searching techniques just as teachers 

guide students in learning search processes when reading.40  It is critical that 
                                                 
37 Gail R. Redmann, “Archivists and Genealogists: The Trend Toward Peaceful Coexistence.” 
Archival Issues 18 (1993): 121-32. 
38 Janice E. Ruth, “Educating the Reference Archivist,” American Archivist 51 (1988): 275. 
39 Tom Nesmith, “Introduction: Archival Studies in English-Speaking Canada and North 
American Rediscovery of Provenance,” in Canadian Archival Studies and the Rediscovery of 
Provenance, (Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1993), 21-2. 
40 John T. Guthrie, Shelley Weber and Nancy Kimmerly, “Searching Documents: Cognitive 
Processes and Deficits in Understanding Graphs, Tables, and Illustrations,” Contemporary 
Educational Psychology 18 (1993):186-221. 
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archivists teach cognitive skills and strategies rather than ideas, in order to teach 

users ways to access archival records.41  It is possible for people with such skills 

and strategies to be able to successfully negotiate a variety of archival 

environments, from private to academic to governmental. 

Educational psychologists P.C. Blumenfeld, E. Soloway, et al. advocated 

project-based learning, in which students learned by investigating authentic 

problems.42 As Richard C. Anderson and P. David Pearson noted, subjects learned 

and substantially remembered more information when it was relevant to the 

assigned objectives.43  This is what makes in-house orientations for researchers 

who have come to a repository interested in learning about the repository so 

meaningful.  The researchers already have certain objectives and are motivated to 

learn.  What they do learn, they can attach to their own goals, hence they are more 

likely to absorb what they have been told.  Thus teaching different groups of users 

would stress the importance of the users determining for themselves what goal 

they are trying to accomplish and how to manage the complex task of reaching the 

goal.44  This learning can be enhanced, J.D. Bransford argued, by elaborating on 

ideas, employing different forms of media, and adding examples and explanations 

to provide multiple access to the new ideas.45   
                                                 
41 Richard S. Prawat and Robert E. Floden, “Philosophical Perspectives on Constructivist Views 
of Learning,” Educational Psychology 29 (1994): 37-48. 
42 P.C. Blumenfeld, E. Soloway, R.W. Marx, J.S. Krajcik, M. Guzdial, and A. Palincsar, 
“Motivation Project-Based Learning: Sustaining the Doing, Supporting the Learning,” Educational 
Psychologist 26 (1991): 369-98, quoted in Mariam Jean Dreher, “Reading to Locate Information: 
Societal and Educational Perspectives,” Contemporary Educational Psychology 18 (1993): 129-
38. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Schallert, “Contribution of Psychology.” 
45 J.D. Bransford, Invited Address Presented at the Annual Meeting of the National Reading 
Conference, Tuscon, Arizona, 1988, quoted in Diane Lemonnier Schallert, “The Contribution of 
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Another consideration that archivists should keep in mind when teaching 

new researchers is that meaningful learning takes place when already known ideas 

anchor newly introduced concepts.  For this to happen, the learner or researcher 

must understand the relationships between what was already known and what has 

been recently introduced.  Educational psychologist D.P. Ausubel suggested that 

an “advance organizer” be employed when teaching learners to read.46  This 

organizer is a statement written in abstract, inclusive terms, that precedes the text 

to be comprehended.  The statement provides a link between what the reader 

knows and what is coming, effecting a bridge between the ideas.  The archivist, 

teaching new users, should employ such bridges between what average users may 

be expected to know about archives and what the archivist intends to teach them.  

The link between what is commonly known about repositories as libraries and 

archives should be highlighted, so that users are able to anchor the new concepts.  

Where participants in the orientation do not have a common history, then shared 

objects and displays, such as a visual pathfinder on the wall, helps ensure that 

speakers and listeners understand a word or phrase in the same way.  Such a 

pathfinder might outline graphically the steps needed to conduct source-seeking 

                                                                                                                                     
Psychology to Teaching the Language Arts,” in Handbook of Research on Teaching the English 
Language Arts, edited by  J. Flood, J.M. Jensen, D. Lapp, and J. R. Squire 30-9 (New York: 
Macmillan, 1991). 
46 D.P. Ausubel, The Psychology of Meaningful Verbal Learning. New York: Grune & Stratton, 
1963, quoted in Richard P. Anderson and P. David Pearson, “A Schema-Theoretic View of Basic 
Processes in Reading Comprehension,” in Handbook of Reading Research, ed. P.D. Pearson, 255-
91(New York: Longman, 1984). 
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and highlight key archival words, such as “finding aid” and “fond.”  This is called 

“referential anchoring.”47 

Archivists in the role of teachers are considered experts in two different 

domains: formulating search strategies for archival records, and knowledge about 

particular subjects that relate to the records in their care.  Governmental 

archivists, for instance, cultivate knowledge of whatever government portfolios 

whose records they administer, such as health or energy, mines and resources. 

The substantial domain knowledge that archivists have is one of the most 

significant differences between archivists and users.48 Several educational 

psychologists have pointed out that the “amount of domain knowledge seems to 

be a critical dimension that differentiates successful from unsuccessful problem 

solvers in a particular area.”49  According to J.H. Larkin and his colleagues, 

“experts in a domain use different strategies in reaching a solution than do 

novices.”50  It would be impossible to expect users to replicate the complicated 

search strategies created by expert archivists.  Likewise, when users are just 

starting out researching a topic, they hardly can be expected to have the same 

command of subject knowledge as that of an archivist who has worked for years 

in the area, unless the users themselves are experts in the domain, such as 
                                                 
47 Lauren B. Resnick, “Shared Cognition: Thinking as Social Practice,” in Perspectives on 
Socially Shared Cognition, ed. L.B. Resnick, J.M. Levine, & S.D. Teasley 1-20 (Washington, DC: 
American Psychological Association, 1991). 
48 Bransford’s “experts” and “novices.”  This distinction has been delineated by a number of 
authors.  See Bransford, Brown and Cocking, “How People Learn,” chapter 2. 
49 Schallert, “Teaching the Language Arts,” 80. 
50 J.H. Larkin, J. McDermott, D.P. Simon and H.A. Simon, “Expert and Novice Performance in 
Solving Physics Problems,” Science 208 (1980)1335-42, quoted in Diane Lemonnier Schallert, 
“The Contribution of Psychology to Teaching the Language Arts,” in Handbook of Research on 
Teaching the English Language Arts, ed J. Flood, J.M. Jensen, D. Lapp, and J. R. Squire, 30-9 
(New York: Macmillan, 1991). 
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historians.  Archivists as experts, however, can use their expertise to teach 

searching to users. 

Expert archivists providing support for a learning experience are 

employing “expert scaffolding.”51  The concept of expert scaffolding, developed 

by Lev Vygotsky, states that experts provide as much help to novices as needed 

for the novices to complete the task they have set themselves.  As the novices 

become more experienced and therefore more accomplished in the task, the 

experts gradually withdraw their support as the learners build their own scaffold 

to support the retention of their new knowledge.  Applied to expert archivists, at 

the beginning of the process of teaching new users how to search for sources in 

the archival setting, the archivists would explain how they themselves look for 

sources.  Then archivists would show how they searched for a particular type of 

material, observing and providing support as the researchers began their own 

search for further resources, gradually withdrawing this support as the researchers 

gained confidence in the process. 52   

According to educational psychologists Scott G. Paris and Peter 

Winograd, when experts are presenting a new skill for novices (such as the users), 

to learn, the experts must dissect the task into component steps and present these 

steps in a meaningful way.  During orientation/instruction sessions, archivists 

need to ensure that potential researchers are provided with detailed explanations 

                                                 
51 Schallert “Contribution of Psychology,” 83. 
52 The problem with such assisted support is that many researchers only come in once.  Archivists, 
however, need to consider that other archivists elsewhere also will provide expert support for these 
researchers, in effect creating a sort of global expert scaffolding. 
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about what they are learning.53  Users need to understand that they are learning a 

specific protocol for a system (such as using provenance to determine which 

fonds to check) and why they are learning about the system, so they can 

understand its application to their specific task, such as researching their family 

tree. 

Archivists as experts typically have had fairly mixed expectations of 

researchers, hoping that the users can navigate on their own, but believing that the 

users will not be able to function as effectively on their own without at least a 

little assistance from the archivist.  These mixed messages can themselves lead to 

undesirable outcomes. Psychologists have found that without clear positive 

expectations, strategic effort will not result in desired outcomes as adults are 

unlikely to initiate or persist in an activity.54  Thus to initiate and persist in source-

seeking without the assistance of the archivist, both users and archivists have to 

understand that the users are expected to perform source-seeking on their own and 

to anticipate that their efforts will be successful.  

Beyond teaching the basics of searching for archives, a number of writers 

have suggested that there is a need for a much more expanded instructional role 

for archivists.  Paola Carucci stated that archivists needed to acquaint users, 

specifically young historians, with access and privacy legislation.  Carucci felt it 

                                                 
53 Resnick, “Shared Cognition;” D. Durkin, “Teachers’ Manuals in Basal Reading Programs,” in 
Reading Education: Foundations for a Literate America ed. J. Osborn, P. Wilson, & R. Anderson, 
1-10.  Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1985, quoted in Scott G. Paris and Peter Winograd. 
“How Metacognition Can Promote Academic Learning and Instruction,” in Dimensions of 
Thinking and Cognitive Instruction ed. B.F. Jones and L. Idol, 15-51. Hillsdale, N.J.: Lawrence 
Erlbaum, 1990. 
54 Ruth Garner, “When Children and Adults Do Not Use Learning Strategies: Toward a Theory of 
Settings.” Review of Educational Research 60 (Winter 1990): 517-29. 
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was important for archivists “to foster debate on the moral, scientific, legal and 

political responsibilities of contemporary historians.”55  Further, James Edward 

Cross maintained that orientation sessions, besides providing information about 

archival material and the creators of such material and their record-keeping 

practices, must “prepare users for effective research [and] instruct users on how to 

conduct research in the host repository or in archives generally.”56  Philip Brooks 

stated that the archivist’s “knowledge of the sources can contribute materially to 

the user’s evaluation and understanding of them.”57  Terry Cook reinforced this, 

suggesting that archivists must go beyond leading users to the records and lead 

them instead to the meaning within the records.58  This is a “value-added” 

approach to the role of the archivist in assisting the user.  Elizabeth Yakel argued 

that “reference services should be seen as a part of knowledge management, 

assisting organizations and individuals in the knowledge creation and 

organizational learning processes.”59 

Although the greatly expanded role for archivists envisioned by Cook and 

Yakel has yet to take hold of the average archivist’s practice, many archives have 

begun to introduce the teaching of users about archival searching into their public 

programming.  The Minnesota Historical Society, for instance, runs an orientation 

session nearly every week on a Saturday, and finds that enough participants arrive 
                                                 
55 Paola Carucci, “Privacy and Historical Research in Italy,” Archivum 45 (2000): 164. 
56 James Edward Cross, “Archival Reference: State of the Art,” in Reference Services for 
Archives & Manuscripts (New York: The Haworth Press, 1997), 11. 
57 Brooks, Philip C.  Research in Archives: The Use of  Unpublished Primary Sources. Chicago: 
The University of Chicago Press, 1969, 36. 
58 Terry Cook, “From Information to Knowledge: An Intellectual Paradigm for Archivists,” 
Archivaria 49 (Spring 2000):140-60. 
59 Elizabeth Yakel, “Thinking Inside and Outside the Boxes: Archival Reference Services at the 
Turn of the Century.” Archivaria 49 (Spring 2000): 141. 
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every week to warrant it.60  A survey of 115 archival repositories in England in 

1999 found that 48% of repositories provided family history research courses.61  

Many academic archives in North America regularly run orientations as part of 

courses for a variety of students, but particularly for those studying history. 

In terms of introducing archival concepts into the educational process, 

archivists need to work with teachers and begin with much earlier grades than 

high school. As educational psychologists have noted: “In their formative first 

decades, individuals spend about 15,000 hr (sic) in schools.  Thus schools 

represent a primary socializing influence that has enormous impact on the course 

of people (sic) lives and, in turn, on society.”62  Just as library search techniques 

begin to be introduced in the early years of elementary school, archival concepts 

also can be introduced to begin the process of familiarizing children with archives 

and “anchoring” new information.  Naturally the activities must be geared to the 

age and these archives would probably be introduced at a later stage than books. 

Archives also may be introduced by employing them in the classroom as 

aids in teaching various subjects.  For years France has employed the use of 

archival materials as aids to teaching.  Michel Duchein claims, however, that 

providing facsimile copies of documents to students is not enough.  “Contact with 

the original document is one of the essential elements of success in an archive 

                                                 
60 Lydia Lucas, personal conversation with author, 2 September 1996. 
61 R. Boyns, “Archivists and Family Historians: Local Authority Record Repositories and the 
Family History User Group.” Journal of the Society of Archivists 20 (1999): 61-74. 
62 Edward L. Deci, Robert J. Vallerand, Luc G. Pelletier and Richard M. Ryan, “Motivation and 
Education: The Self-Determination Perspective.” Educational Psychologist 26 (1991): 325. 
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education service.” 63  Duchein spoke of the “archive educational service,” a very 

popular service in France, that sees thousands of young school pupils visit 

archives in order to study actual archival documents as part of their history 

education course.64  Ivan Borsa noted in 1979 that the number of countries 

following France’s example was increasing.  The introduction of archives into 

school curricula in North America, however, has been sporadic, usually requiring 

some energetic archivist to promote the program, and fading away once that 

proponent has left.  Excepting New York, there have been no systematic attempts 

to regularize such programs by introducing archival records (either by having 

students study surrogates or actual archives in situ) into state-wide school 

curricula or by teaching teachers about the employment of archival records in the 

study of history, for example.  

In addition to the use of archival materials at the grade school level, others 

have suggested that greater attention be paid to training graduate students in the 

seeking and using of archival sources.  Walter Rundell Jr. studied historical 

research and training in the United States, publishing a report entitled In Pursuit 

of American History in 1970.  Rundell concluded that closer cooperation was 

needed between historians and archivists in order to train graduate students.  His 

analysis, Nancy Sahli noted, “suggested the need for development of a solid 

                                                 
63 Michel Duchein, Archive Buildings and Equipment (Munich: Verlag Dokumentation, 1977), 
92.  If contact with original documents is essential to success, then web documents would 
presumably also not have the same impact when teaching students about archives.   
64 Michel Duchein, “General View on the Areas Open to the Public in Archives Buildings,” 
Atlanti (1996): 9-15. 
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grounding in historical research techniques, including bibliographic skills, among 

the history students of the nation.”65 

Beyond instructing users and students, archivists must consider their own 

education.  As the photograph archivist at Governmental Archives Y noted, he 

normally did not deal with genealogists and did not have the training to know 

what questions to ask when faced with an unfamiliar request.  Janice E. Ruth 

proposed that archivists need to be better trained in providing reference.66  After 

surveying the literature, its own staff, and professional and continuing education 

opportunities, the National Archives of Australia concluded that the most 

commonly perceived problem in the provision of archival reference services was 

a lack of orientation by researchers in the use of archival records.67  Thus the 

Archives instituted a professional development program for its reference 

archivists in 1995.  One of the objectives of the Archives’ program was to 

increase the skill of archivists in educating users in the best means of accessing 

and employing the Archives’ holdings.  

A 1993 survey conducted by New Zealand archivists found that reference 

was the third most important component of study for archivists, rated as important 

by 64%.  Interestingly, in a complementary survey conducted at small institutions, 

reference slipped in rankings, coming in a poor fourth at 35% of respondents.68  In 

                                                 
65 Walter Rundell, Jr’s In Pursuit of American History: Research and Training in the United States 
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67 Ibid. 
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a  survey of archives administration programs at universities and institutions 

throughout the world, Ann Pederson inquired as to what respondents felt were the 

most important additions to the basic knowledge the archival students obtained 

from their undergraduate education.  “Reference and access were rated as 

warranting ‘Special emphasis’ or Essential’ components of such a course by most 

respondents.”69 

Archival educator Terry Eastwood outlined a course of study for reference 

archivists, based upon his twenty years of teaching, in a book devoted to reference 

in archives.  He warned against divorcing reference education from the broader 

study of archives, stating:  

Only the whole of a program of study dedicated to the nature of archives, 
their proper treatment, and the means of making them intellectually and 
physically accessible will create the proper appreciation of the ethos and 
rigors of archival reference service. 70 

Fellow archival educator Richard Cox warned that the consequences of 

not strengthening the graduate education of the archivist, including bolstering 

instruction in reference, would be significant for archivists.  Without such 

expansion, he warned, the archival profession would remain small, insignificant 

and unknown.71 

Users gave a different slant on the necessity of archivists having better 

reference training.  In their commentary on the necessity of better staff training 

                                                 
69 Ann E. Pederson, “Development of Research Programs,” Archivum 39 (1994): 312-59, quoted 
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for archivists at the National Archives of Canada, researchers Yvette Landry and 

Boris Stipernitz noted that the staff did not need to improve their expertise at 

answering questions.  What was needed, they wrote, was instruction on how to 

tactfully guide users in their quests!72 

 

THE FUTURE: 

We have seen that there has been an overall shift in user population, from 

small numbers of scholars and students to ever larger numbers of ordinary 

citizens, scholars, students, journalists, government workers and others visiting 

archives.73  The sheer numbers alone will make it impossible for archivists to 

continue to provide personalized archival service. As authors such as Richard 

Summerrell have pointed out, however: 

The information environment itself is rapidly changing, with expectations 
of greater immediacy of information, the growth and convergence of 
information technologies, demand for new services, and rapid expansion 
in the number of alternative and competing information resources.74 

Thus, as more and more archives mount their resources on the Web, and 

as computers alter user expectations, archives will have to change their ways of 

supporting users.   

Because in the future archivists will not be able to afford the strict one-on-

one relationship with users and to mediate every visit, archivists must somehow 
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facilitate more independent use by these users.  Users must become more self-

sufficient, and such self-sufficiency must start with the source seeking process.  

But as archivist Mary Jo Pugh noted in 1982, the archival system has been 

predicated on the interaction between the user and the archivist.75  Thus the actual 

system itself will need to change. 

Although everyone that came to the National Archives and Records 

Administration had a right to consult records in the repository, Paul Conway 

stated that “not everyone has a need to be served personally by records experts.”76  

The key, he felt, was to recognize the different levels of information and service 

needs of users and then to guide those users who could function on their own, to 

self-sufficiency.  Paul Conway saw the answer to achieving user self-sufficiency 

as including the provision of access through subject access points in databases and 

better user computer interfaces that employed more intuitive and clear 

instructions.  

Many archivists have posited the implementation of automated search 

systems as the answer to problems users experience with the source-seeking 

process.77  Libraries, however, have had automated search systems for about 

twenty years, and library users are nowhere near to mastering the search process 

in libraries.  James E. O’Neill agreed that manual finding aids could be 
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automated, but the real issue, he suggested, was not what could be produced, but 

what should be produced, “not what is theoretically possible, but what is 

realistically feasible, and ultimately desirable.”78   Most importantly, archivists 

should evaluate automated search systems in terms of the degree to which the 

systems assist people to search successfully and not assume that users should 

adapt to pre-set search systems.79 

In addition to offering automated search systems, archivists are putting 

finding aids on the World Wide Web, and more and more archives are mounting 

actual archival materials on the Web.  This helps answers the problem implicit in 

David Bearman’s statement that “on a per user basis, it is expensive to run an 

archives… we are reaching only a small portion of the population.”80  Archivists 

maintained in the past that the relatively small numbers of archival researchers 

employed original archival resources to produce creative and educational books, 

films, audio recordings, and television programs, that reached enormous 

audiences.81  With computers, however, now publicly funded archives are able to 

expand their reach directly to a much larger proportion of the tax-paying public, 

increasing their relevancy, instead of having to rely on small numbers of 

professional researchers to disseminate information on the contents of the 

                                                 
78 O’Neill, “Automation of Finding Aids,” 146. 
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archives.  With electronic archives, employing “metadata management,” 

archivists will be able to provide far deeper access, to item-level descriptions 

without having to actually conduct item-level description; the text of the 

individual items will already be available for searching.82 Additionally, 

employing computers, archives partially eliminate the problem of restricted hours 

of opening so problematical for Principe’s “common man.”   

But although archivists currently are mounting records on the Web at a 

frantic pace, of necessity these must be only a small fraction of all that the 

repositories actually hold.  Two stark realities must be faced.  Since the majority 

of archives contain literally millions of documents, photographs, films, maps, and 

the like, the sheer volume is beyond the resources of any repository to mount.  As 

well, because the fragile nature of many records requires human intervention in 

the digitization process, the price of mounting even significant volumes will be 

driven beyond the reach of most, if not all, archives.  The result is that it will 

never be possible to place all archival holdings on the Web.  A more likely 

scenario is that, like the documentation programs of old, archives will effectively 

self-publish popular series of records by mounting them on the Web.  While this 

may have the unintended consequence of users employing the same documents 

over and over again, to a certain extent this already happens, as users employ 

citations from published archival material to obtain similar materials for 

themselves.  More likely it will simply increase the use of archival documents as 
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some users employ what is on the Web, and others use the prompt of the 

documents on the Web to come to the archives to find others of a similar nature. 

With greater direct access to holdings on the Web, Yakel predicts that the 

center for mediation will shift from between user and archivist to user and other 

users.83   Again, this points to self-sufficiency.  Further and interestingly, 

however, such computerization may have a significant negative impact on the 

relationship between researchers and archives.  It took many years for Italy’s state 

archives to create paper-based guides to the large volume of archival records in 

their care, but within a few years, Luciano Obsat noted,  

whatever is not immediately available on line will soon drop out of the 

market.  The users of documentation will certainly be more influenced by the 

opportunity to find what they are looking for immediately than by the possibility 

of finding something that may or may not prove important and even vital for their 

investigations.84 

There are other effects, too.  The digital environment changes the 

boundaries of the archival information world.  Information scientists Bonnie 

Nardi and Vicki O’Day noted that “information changes shape and function 

dramatically when its broadcast boundaries are altered.”  Given these changes, 

Yakel has asked, “When researchers do not have the context of the reference 

room, the finding aids, the reference archivist, or the archival boxes and files, are 

there virtual equivalents that can be developed?  Should we even be thinking 
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about virtual equivalents or should we be planning on delivering entirely different 

tools and services to provide the needed context?”85  Archival tutorials such as 

those sponsored by the University of California at Berkeley and Yale University 

provide new tools to handle the unmediated user-archives interaction.86 

James Edward Cross, in agreement with Susan Maltbin, has pointed out 

that the reference interview still will remain an important component of the 

reference process, even in the digital environment.  In fact, he felt that the 

interview would increase with greater researcher reliance on electronic access and 

remote reference.87   

There are specific challenges to face when considering doing electronic 

reference.  When comparing electronic and in-person reference interviews, Helen 

Tibbo noted that face-to-face, archivist and requester “can each reiterate what 

they think they have been hearing to make sure each understands what the other 

person is saying.”88  She stated that archivists can first set the tone of the 

interview by having an accessible reference station, employing clear signage to 

direct clients to that desk, and establishing eye contact.  All of this is missing in 

an electronic encounter.  Next, she added that archivists must clarify the question 

asked.  This can be done both during the in-person interview through conversation 

and the electronic interview via email.  Again, face-to-face encounters provide 
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visual and aural clues in addition to what the user actually says.  With the loss of 

these encounters in the new digital environment, archivists lose their intuitive 

knowledge of users, Cross maintains, with archivists no longer being able to rely 

on the visual, gestural and aural clues that informed them previously.89  Over the 

Internet, however, archivists will be able to exchange emails rapidly and have the 

luxury of being able to think about their answers before proffering them.  The 

actual delivery of information simply will differ somewhat in the two 

environments. 

This study investigated in-person researchers to understand what they 

were experiencing when searching for archival sources.  We identified important 

elements of the physical and sociocultural environment, user characteristics, 

archival material and finding aids and archivists, that contribute most significantly 

to the source-seeking experience. From this study, we have a clearer picture of 

what archival users are experiencing when they are seeking sources from their 

point of view, not simply what we assumed they were doing, or what they thought 

they were doing.   

Several areas, however, suggest themselves for further study: what do 

researchers understand the role of archives to be and how does this affect their 

overall user experience?  How does prior knowledge of protocols in libraries 

specifically affect the expections of users?  What is the role of social societies, 

such as hobbyist or genealogical societies, in providing support to novice 

researchers?  How is the transmission of knowledge effected – is it simply a case 

                                                 
89 Ibid. 
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of experienced researchers telling others of their experiences and providing tips 

and insights, or do the societies actually provide courses aimed at their members’ 

particular interests?  Are some layouts of finding aids easier for researchers to 

understand than others?  How are archives staff influenced by the approaches and 

attitudes of researchers? 

Ultimately, Susan Malbin counseled archivists to do more research to 

advance reference archivists’ knowledge about patron’s retrieval problems.90 

Hugh Taylor broadened that goal: “We know that at best we give a service that 

more or less satisfies our clients, but that is because without further study there is 

no way that any of us can know how much better we could be.”91  Archivists need 

to continue their investigations and do more concentrated research on users in 

general, so that archivists and archival researchers can be the best they can be. 

                                                 
90 Susan L. Malbin, “The Reference Interview in Archival Literature.” College and Research 
Libraries (January 1997): 69-80. 
91 Taylor, Archival Services, 33. 
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Appendix A: Demographic Profile of Participants 

 
Number Sex   Educ. Profession Training? Exp. Same  Exp. Different Exp. in    Topical 
         Archives?   Archives?        Library?  Area 
 
Subject #1 M     Bachelors Chaplain None  No   No  Yes   Genealogy 
Subject #2 F      PhD   Prof  Some  Yes  Yes  Yes  Native 
              Americans 
Subject #3 M     Masters   Priest  None  Yes  No  Yes  Genealogy 
Subject #4 M     Masters   Student Some  Yes  Yes  Yes  Railways 
Subject #5 F      Masters   Hist. Site  Some  Yes  Yes  Yes  Historic  
                                                  Manager                                                                             Landscape 
Subject #6 F      Masters     Student Some  No  Yes  Yes  X Ethnic  
               Aid Societies  
Subject #7 F      Bachelors  Student None  No  Did not Yes  Preference  
          know    funding
              universities 
Subject #8 M     Masters     Cultural   Extensive Yes  Yes  Yes  Historic  
                 Consultant         biography 
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Identification Sex   Educ. Profession Training? Exp. Same  Exp. Different Exp. in    Topical 
         Archives?   Archives?        Library?  Area 
 
Subject #9 F      Masters   Accountant None  Yes  Yes  Yes  Genealogy 
Subject #10,  F      Some   Homemaker None  No  Yes  Yes  Building/ 

        College           Genealogy 
Subject #11, F     [High    Retired None  No  Yes  Yes  Building/ 
          School]            Genealogy 
Subject #12 F     Bachelors   Teacher None  No  Yes  Yes  Building/ 
              Genealogy 
Subject #13,  F     Some   Homemaker None  No  Yes  Yes  Genealogy/ 
         College           history 
Subject #14 M    Bachelors   Contractor None  No  Yes  Yes  Genealogy/ 
              history 
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Appendix B: Physical Descriptions of the Institutions 

Academic Archives X is part of an educational institution located in a 

building which faces a beautiful green space.1  Unfortunately, probably the 

majority of visitors to the archives come by car and park behind the building.  

Parking is relatively easy to find if users know that Academic Archives X is 

located next to a famous tourist attraction (there are directions to this site from the 

highway and ample signage directing you to the spot).  One may park illegally in 

spaces reserved for the attraction, neatly avoiding problems in finding alternate 

parking, which probably would take one to another spot on campus altogether.  

Approaching the building that houses the archives, however, users come across a 

small sign that points them in a direction that makes them circle practically the 

entire building.  No doubt the sign hopes to distinguish the various buildings from 

each other, but it does not employ the shortest distance rule, which can be 

frustrating for visitors.  Once around the building, it is impossible to see where the 

entrance lies.  This is due to an architectural conceit. The archives has 

thoughtfully provided colorful banners that do not alter the architecture in any 

way but are easy to spot, although not as easy to read as they could be.  These 

banners bring researchers to the door of the institution, where a garbage 

can/ashtray sits for smokers to employ before entering. There is a discrete sign 

with the names of the various inhabitants of that portion of the building on the 

door itself, informing the visitor that they have reached the correct place.  The 

                                                 
1 Descriptions for all three institutions refer to how they appeared in the spring of 1998. 
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sign also notes the old name of the institution, which the archives has retained as 

the name of part of their collection.  This ensures continuity, important when 

visitors may visit only after long lengths of time.  

Once having entered the lobby of the modern building, visitors can easily 

see the glass doors of the archives to the left.  The lobby itself is pleasant, lined in 

limestone, with striking materials on display in various cases, although the lobby 

seems to have been altered at some point in time, leaving awkward physical 

structures in place.  A sign with the name of the archives, the hours of opening, 

and a space to advertise changing exhibits is hung to the left of the doors.  A very 

small sign informs visitors that this is a “public entrance.”  It is so tiny, one 

wonders at the point of it.  Handles on the glass double doors have a small sign on 

them that states “pull,” giving clear directions to users on how to operate them.  

Through the doors one can see that there are two separate gates, each employing a 

bar that one must obviously manipulate to get through the alarmed gate.  These 

are of the type commonly employed in libraries.  One of the bars is closer to the 

entering user than the other.  This is not unfortunately the gate that one must enter 

through; the bar that is farthest away is the real entrance.  Regrettably the sign 

stating “entrance” is almost worn off the bar.  The exit side is more clearly signed.  

Possibly the placement of the gates is to afford more space for the entering visitor, 

so that they are not immediately passing through the gate as soon as they enter the 

door. 

As one enters Academic Archives X, one is faced by a typical example of 

what many, if not most, archives in North America have experienced: spaces 
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altered to accommodate new technology and ever increasing user publics.  Thus, 

the first sight to greet visitors at this archives is the back of a bank of computers, 

with all their tangled wiring and connections.  A fairly prominent sign with a very 

large arrow points visitors to the right to get around them.  Another prominent 

sign again tells users the name of the institution and “registration and 

information,” making it easy for first time visitors to know what to do, in case the 

registration staff happen to be absent.  The registration counter looks solid; the 

rest of the entrance looks temporary and makeshift, unavoidably reflecting the 

reality of the recent addition of the security gates and extra computers.  A further 

sign at the counter states clearly “register here – please print.” Another sign near 

the registration log asks visitors to not bring cellular phones or post-it notes into 

the reference room.2  No explanation accompanies this rather mystifying 

instruction. A container of pencils sits at the end of the counter, with a third sign 

that informs users to limit the number of pencils they take.  The necessity of users 

to only use pencils to limit any possible damage to documents by the use of pens, 

is also unexplained.3  Numbered colored blank paper also is available for users to 

employ.  Any other textual materials they may want to take into the archives with 

them must be stamped; these will be inspected before they are allowed to leave at 

the end of their stay to ensure that they do not remove any archival material when 

they leave.  To complete the formal registration and security procedures, users 
                                                 
2 During observations a young boy came into Academic Archives X and asked the question that 
no doubt many researchers were thinking: “Why post-it notes?”  The archivist replied that it had 
“sticky stuff” on the back and that that could damage a fragile document.  To which the father 
accompanying the boy asked, “Can you see old documents here?”  One might wonder where 
exactly he thought he was. 
3 Many archives do not provide pencils for their users, and many more do not actually limit users 
to only pencils, although such a limitation is a sensible precaution. 
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must stow away everything they have brought with them into filing cabinets, with 

the exception of any textual materials that they may wish to use.  Interestingly, 

there is no place for hanging coats or placing other types of outerwear, something 

the many archives that impose restrictions on bringing belongings into the 

repositories include.  Thieves have been known to smuggle documents and other 

archival materials employing outerwear.   

Visitors receive instructions from staff members at the counter in how to 

register, to go through the security procedures and to get started.  This is a tiered 

reference service; support staff generally are employed at this stage.  The general 

finding aid area is filled with a wide and bewildering variety of finding aids.  One 

set of binders is labeled “Descriptive Register (New Format).”  These are the new 

inventories.  There is also a series of binders labeled “Index – New Format.”  A 

guide that was published nearly forty years ago on the various fonds received to 

that date also sits with these binders.  Banks of filing cabinets also house 

inventories.  A number of card catalogs share space with inventories.  At the end 

of the first of these card catalogs is a sign that describes each of the various 

categories of cards, each identified by letters of the alphabet.  Each of the banks is 

labeled with a letter corresponding to the appropriate category.   

The user space is separated from the finding aids by temporary storage 

cases.  Seating is adequate.  Several large tables at the back of the room are 

reserved for map users. To enter or leave the research area, visitors must use a 

single entrance, passing several desks at which archival staff sit.  Low book cases 

with library reference material run the length of the room.  Floor to ceiling glass 
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walls afford plenty of light and a pleasant view.  The reference area is separated 

from work areas by large wooden storage containers that form a wall.   

Behind the registration counter at the entrance is an area for reading 

microfilm located under the staircase that goes to the second floor.  The exhibition 

area is a hallway that leads to the personal offices and meeting rooms of archives 

staff. Free-standing display boards allow the staff to utilize the small amount of 

space that exists between the end of the card catalogs and the staircase.  There is 

wheelchair access to the second floor – a sign at the bottom of the staircase tells 

visitors that those requiring elevator access to the second floor must ask for 

assistance, presumably at the counter. The second floor houses another area for 

microfilms.  As one clears the stairwell, microfilm cabinets extend from the wall 

toward the line of microfilm readers.  Labels for each of the cabinets are adhered 

to the ends of the rows of cabinets.  The first set of cabinets are for newspapers of 

various cities.  Microfilms of the newspapers of several large cities, however, are 

separated out from the rest and have cabinets of their own.  Censuses are also kept 

in this area.  A sheet with regular font typing adhered on that cabinet gives 

information about the censuses.  

The user environment of Academic Archives X is typical of a repository 

that has completely outgrown all original expectations.  The space shows that the 

user population is constantly growing.  What services the archives would have 

provided to a user twenty years ago have also undergone a sea change.  Now 

accommodation must be made for computers.  The archives is still not in a 

position to easily accommodate users who want to bring their own computers with 
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them.  If a user wants to listen to tapes, there are no facilities to do so in the user 

area; one must enter the archivists’ work space upstairs and employ the machinery 

used to process the materials.  All space is used to maximum advantage. 

Governmental Archives Y, too, is feeling the pinch of accommodating a 

larger researcher public, but has been able to handle the increased number without 

chopping up the researcher space.  This repository is very centrally located, and is 

near several major tourist attractions, so it is relatively easy to reach by public 

transit.  For those who choose to come to the repository by car, however, finding 

parking and finding the entrance can be more of a challenge. There are a few 

visitor parking spots in front of the building, but these are rarely available.  

Parking that used to exist opposite the back of the building has been taken out of 

commission to allow for the building of another office.  The parking garage down 

the street may be used by visitors, who need to get a form from the archives to 

validate their parking, although the parking attendants are quite accommodating.  

If visitors do come from a parking area, whether from the parkade or from the 

main street, they must circle the entire building to get to the entrance – side 

entrances are for staff only.  No signage points the way.  A discrete historic 

plaque on the front lawn identifies the building, but is not visible to a person 

circling the building looking for the entrance.  The signage over the door is flush 

and not obvious either.  Wheelchair access is readily visible, however; it leads 

directly to the front entrances.   

There are three separate entrances with very heavy and hard to open doors; 

a very tiny sign on the middle one gives hours for all other offices sharing the 
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building with the archives, but neither mentions the archives nor gives the hours 

the repository is open.  The entrance is quite grand, but the immense marbled 

reception area is dark and the desk that normally is occupied by a security guard 

is often left unstaffed.  No signage tells the visitor what to do when the desk is 

empty, however, or even tells them whether the desk is unstaffed or whether the 

guard merely has stepped away momentarily from the desk.  Without a 

receptionist to point the way, it is completely unclear as to where the archives is 

located.  There are displays for visitors to view in the reception area.  If one goes 

past the display area, and peers around the corner, one may see the glass doors of 

the archives on one side of the building and an unrelated office on the other.  

The door leading into the archives has a sign that forbids children under 

twelve to enter and a tiny sign with the name of the archives on it.  When visitors 

walk in, however, the area is well lit, and a counter is immediately in front of 

them.  A prominent sign on the counter asks visitors to please register.  A staff 

member is normally working at the desk behind the counter, but should that 

person be temporarily called away, there is a desk on the other side of the entry 

into the main reference area where another staff member works; this person can 

step in when necessary.  On the counter there are maps of the surrounding area, 

pamphlets, rules and procedures, and the registration book with a pen attached 

and a desk calendar in front of it.  The registration log asks for the date, so the 

calendar is an important cue.  Often the staff member at the counter will conduct a 

short interview to determine whether the visitor will find anything at that 

repository.  After visitors have signed in and read through the rules and 
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procedures, they must fill out a form, applying for a research card.  The staff 

member compares the user’s drivers license number with the number on the form.  

If users do not have their license with them, they still can get a temporary card 

made out to them so that they can do research that day.   The staff member then 

enters the relevant user information on the computer.  The computer program 

generates a number that is assigned to researchers from that point on as their 

permanent identification number.  Then the staff member types up a research 

card.  This card becomes the basis of identification for any future use.  After 

explaining that visitors need to lock up their belongings in the lockers, the staff 

member selects a key and hands it to the patron. Lockers are prominently 

displayed and relatively easy to use.  After users have locked up their belongings, 

a staff member provides them with a short orientation. 

Once having gone through fairly significant and lengthy registration and 

security procedures, there are tables for individual use.  There are an ample 

number, although the reference room is pressed for space – should there be carts 

with materials on them in the aisles and more than a person or two moving about, 

the space can feel somewhat tight.  There is a prominent clock on the wall.  

Finding aids that include card catalogs, indexes, inventories in binders and 

computers are, for the most part, grouped together on the left-hand side of the 

room as one enters, although binders providing information on photographic 

archives are on shelves at the back of the room, separated from the rest of the 

finding aids.  Probably this was due to space considerations.  There is no signage 

that indicates that the area is for finding aids and that more finding aids exist at 
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the back of the room.  The space for researchers is well lit, with a pleasant 

atmosphere augmented by paintings and maps on the walls.  A desk in the corner 

houses the staff member who is responsible for all photocopying – photocopiers 

are located away from the main room.   

Private Archives Z is also in a central location in the city and is easily 

located.  There is a sign on the lawn in front of the building listing the names of 

the three offices contained in the building: the archives is the last name in the list.  

The sign is easily read from either direction when one approaches on foot.  There 

is also the name of one of the offices that shares the building over the entrance, so 

that if researchers knew the organization to which the archives belongs, they 

might guess that they were at the right building if by some chance they missed the 

sign on the lawn.  If users drive to the parking lot in the back, they would know 

where to park since the parking stalls are clearly marked for visitors. It is less 

clear that researchers are expected then to go around the building to the front 

entrance in order to get to the archives.  Wheelchair visitors, however, must use 

the back door since the wheelchair ramp is located at the back of the building.  

The fact that wheelchair access is at the back door is not clear if such visitors 

were to approach the archives from the front of the building, however.   

When one enters the building in the front, one enters quite an impressive 

marbled reception area, particularly spacious in comparison to the building itself 

which is relatively small.  A receptionist is on hand to greet visitors and to 

confirm by phone that archives staff are available. The reception gives directions 

to visitors so that they can proceed to the archives which is in a remote location.  
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Should the receptionist not be there, there is a back up: an open office behind the 

receptionist’s desk affords the occupant of the office a view of the area so that 

that person can assist visitors. The grand marble entrance and the official nature 

of reporting to a receptionist makes the roundabout way to the archives seem a bit 

disconcerting.  One passes via a short hallway to a stairway leading to the 

basement.  The only sign above the staircase is a bomb shelter symbol.  After 

coming out of the stairwell, one must pass by a coffee station to reach the 

archives’ door, which is recessed down a short corridor off this main open area.  

A small sign points the way.  It is visible from the stairwell but not eyecatching. 

A glass door with the name of the archives picked out in gold lettering 

gives a taste of the richly appointed repository within.  The entrance is 

welcoming.  A bell alerts staff that someone has entered.  Inside, the handsome 

furniture, book cases, exhibition cases and art on the walls offset the location in 

the basement and the austere path to the archives.  There is a high reception table 

with materials explaining the rules of the archives and providing other 

information and a register book.  No sign tells the visitor to sign in; staff must 

request the visitor to sign in.  There is ample seating for the number of visitors 

that visit the archives on a typical day.  A large clock at the front of the room lets 

users keep track of the time; its location is such, however, that some seated 

visitors have their back to the clock.  One of the desks at which staff members 

work, and one of the researcher tables regularly employed by staff to hold 

materials on which they are working are imposed between the work area for users 

and the exhibition area, as well as the microfilm reader.  The size of the repository 
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is such that this intermingling of work and user areas is probably unavoidable, but 

it is unclear whether the back area is for staff only or for visitors as well. 
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